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In the United States, it is a rare day when newspaper headlines do not announce criminal or regulatory investigations or prosecutions of major financial institutions and other corporations. Foreign corruption. Healthcare, consumer and environmental fraud. Tax evasion. Price fixing. Manipulation of benchmark interest rates and foreign exchange trading. Export controls and other trade sanctions. US and non-US corporations alike have faced increasing scrutiny by US authorities for several years, and their conduct, when deemed to run afoul of the law, continues to be punished severely by ever-increasing, record-breaking fines and the prosecution of corporate employees. And while in the past many corporate criminal investigations were resolved through deferred or non-prosecution agreements, the US Department of Justice has increasingly sought and obtained guilty pleas from corporate defendants. While the new presidential administration in 2017 brought uncertainty about certain enforcement priorities, and while US authorities in 2018 announced policy modifications intended to clarify or rationalise the process of resolving corporate investigations, the trend towards more enforcement and harsher penalties has continued.

This trend has by no means been limited to the United States; while the US government continues to lead the movement to globalise the prosecution of corporations, a number of non-US authorities appear determined to adopt the US model. Parallel corporate investigations in several countries increasingly compound the problems for companies, as conflicting statutes, regulations and rules of procedure and evidence make the path to compliance a treacherous one. What is more, government authorities forge their own prosecutorial alliances and share evidence, further complicating a company's defence. These trends show no sign of abating.

As a result, corporate counsel around the world are increasingly called upon to advise their clients on the implications of criminal and regulatory investigations outside their own jurisdictions. This can be a daunting task, as the practice of criminal law – particularly corporate criminal law – is notorious for following unwritten rules and practices that cannot be gleaned from a simple review of a country’s criminal code. And while nothing can replace the considered advice of an expert local practitioner, a comprehensive review of the corporate investigation practices around the world will find a wide and grateful readership.

The authors who have contributed to this volume are acknowledged experts in the field of corporate investigations and leaders of the bars of their respective countries. We have attempted to distil their wisdom, experience and insight around the most common questions and concerns that corporate counsel face in guiding their clients through criminal or regulatory investigations. Under what circumstances can the corporate entity itself be charged with a crime? What are the possible penalties? Under what circumstances should a corporation voluntarily self-report potential misconduct on the part of its employees? Is it a
realistic option for a corporation to defend itself at trial against a government agency? And how does a corporation manage the delicate interactions with employees whose conduct is at issue? The International Investigations Review answers these questions and many more and will serve as an indispensable guide when your clients face criminal or regulatory scrutiny in a country other than your own. And while it will not qualify you to practise criminal law in a foreign country, it will highlight the major issues and critical characteristics of a given country’s legal system and will serve as an invaluable aid in engaging, advising and directing local counsel in that jurisdiction. We are proud that, in its ninth edition, this publication covers 25 jurisdictions.

This volume is the product of exceptional collaboration. I wish to commend and thank our publisher and all the contributors for their extraordinary gifts of time and thought. The subject matter is broad and the issues raised are deep, and a concise synthesis of a country’s legal framework and practice was challenging in each case.

Nicolas Bourtin
Sullivan & Cromwell LLP
New York
June 2019
Chapter 1

THE ROLE OF FORENSIC ACCOUNTANTS IN INTERNATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS

Stephen Peters and Natalie Butcher

1

INTRODUCTION

It is now generally accepted that forensic accountants form an integral part of large-scale complex cross-border fraud investigations. This has not always been the case and raises the question as to whether forensic accountants are essential. In short, in the past, the answer would have been no: fraud investigations would have been undertaken by specialist investigators, many of whom were former enforcement officers. An accountant would be used specifically to look at the transactions in the books and records. A forensic accountant is not necessarily a specialised fraud investigator and, before forensic accounting became mainstream, fraud investigators managed without them.

However, the number and scale of international investigations has multiplied over the last few years and this has coincided with a significant increase in the range of skills and specialisms that the major forensic accounting teams now possess. The term ‘forensic accountant’ is now a generic description that extends its boundaries beyond accountants and accounting, encompassing a diverse range of skills and expertise that is invaluable in complex investigations. The role of a forensic accountant is not just traditional accounting analysis, but includes:

- providing expert evidence in fraud bribery and corruption trials;
- interviewing witnesses;
- imaging devices;
- data mining;
- data interrogation;
- data hosting;
- provision of sector experts and industry knowledge;
- asset tracing;
- asset recovery; and
- corporate intelligence.

Forensic accounting typically offers forensic technology and e-disclosure services, large-scale document review capability, corporate intelligence skills and the ability to undertake general investigations. Further, the size and diversity of offerings found in the larger accounting firms also allows an investigation team to bring in sector-specific expertise, utilising the powers

---
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of insolvency practitioners and valuation experts to support recovery efforts. Consequently, forensic accountants are commonly used by companies and their legal counsel to fulfil a wide range of investigative roles outside that of purely technical financial analysis.

This diversification in the role of the forensic accountant can be largely down to two significant shifts in the business environment. First, it is a response to globalisation, and the increasingly international nature of businesses, regulatory scrutiny and thus investigations. A large accounting firm will have professionals based in most countries around the world, and will therefore offer organisations and legal counsel the ability to deploy local resources quickly. It also reflects the fact that aspects of large international investigations are heavily process-driven; as such, the skills and experience of legal counsel may be better focused on strategy and litigation. Second, the effect of digitisation means that the volume of data that needs to be collected and analysed has grown exponentially, and it is forensic accounting teams that have invested heavily and now possess market leading expertise in this area.

The role of the forensic accountant in international investigations generally follows a standard template: investigating the facts and circumstances underlying the issue through the analysis of financial records and interviews, supporting the document review and disclosure process, tracing the destination of any misappropriated funds or assets, and assisting with recovery efforts. Indeed, the modern forensic accountant may be judged by the tools and techniques brought to an investigation, rather than by the traditional core set of accountancy skills. Understanding the techniques for extracting and analysing data or recovering assets in far-flung territories is as important now as an appreciation of the financial statements.

It goes without saying that a forensic accountant is not the only party involved in an investigation. Forensic accountants form part of a wider multidisciplinary team, both alongside specialists now deemed to fall under the ‘forensic accounting’ umbrella, and management, in-house counsel, external lawyers and, on occasion, regulators.

II  FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

As outlined above, the traditional role of the forensic accountant in investigations has been focused on the analysis of financial and accounting records. Although forensic accounting is now much broader than this, focused accounting analysis is still relevant. In general terms any fraud, bribery or financial misconduct will be reflected in, and evidenced through, the financial and accounting records of an organisation. While a payment or transaction may be disguised or hidden, its existence will be recorded in the accounts, any absence producing an imbalance or reconciliation error and a pointer to an issue for the entity’s management.

Thus, for example, the payment of bribes by an organisation may be recorded as, notionally, a legitimate expense: in the accounts payable ledger; as employee expenses or commissions; or as discounts in the accounts receivable ledger. The direct cost of procurement fraud may be disguised through the accounts payable ledger. Overly aggressive revenue recognition would be recorded in the accounts receivable ledger.

In the case of manipulation that is entirely ‘off the books’, such as business diversion schemes where neither revenues nor any costs of sales are recognised in an organisation’s books and records, forensic analysis may be able to identify likely loss of profits from analysis of failed growth forecasts and other indicators, such as a falling market share.

Accounting treatments, and the individual technicalities of the underlying transactions can vary significantly between countries, industry sectors and the size of organisations. Certain industries have their own terminology, acronyms and jargon. It goes without saying that
having the right mix of forensic accounting and sector-specific knowledge and experience in the investigation team is essential together with an appreciation of cultural differences; it may, for example, be desirable to include project accounting experience for an investigation at a construction company, or specific natural resources hedging expertise for a mining company.

Information gathering is a key component of a forensic accountant’s work and interviews form an important part of this. It would be very easy to undertake an analysis of accounting records that failed to progress an investigation if carried out blind. Hence, accounting analysis benefits greatly from being informed and focused. The most effective accounting records analysis is performed with a full understanding of how the specific operations of the organisation in question relate to the underlying accounting records and suspected misconduct. The best way of achieving this is by interviewing. In general, although the interview process is more often than not conducted by legal counsel, in situations where a fraud or its concealment involves even moderately complex accounting manipulation or concealment, it is likely to be beneficial to include forensic accountants in the interviews.

III ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT REVIEW AND E-DISCLOSURE

The world we now live in is driven by technology. It is difficult to imagine what life would be like without the digital revolution. Our computers, telephones and other mobile devices contain a digital fingerprint of our lives, both personal and professional.

The volume of electronic data that we create on a daily basis has exploded and continues to grow exponentially. Ninety per cent of the world’s existing data has been created in the past two years; a single computer can hold several million documents; a typical mailbox will contain 50,000 to 100,000 emails. The volume of potentially relevant records of a global business involved in an international investigation may number hundreds of millions. In addition, the types of data generated have drastically changed and become more complex. We now communicate in different ways, for example, through the use of Skype and WhatsApp. These continual developments render the traditional methods of data capture, processing and analysis obsolete. We must also consider the evolving business and regulatory environments; business has become increasingly global, while there is a growing emphasis placed on data protection and cybersecurity.

To address these changes, new technology and methodologies are constantly being developed; this is an area that is moving rapidly. The most significant developments are outlined below, but with change as rapid as it is, they will likely be out of date before long.

i Disclosure pilot scheme

As of 1 January 2019, a disclosure pilot scheme has been in operation (with limited exceptions) in the business and property courts of England and Wales. This aims to address the cost, scale and complexity of the disclosure process, and encourage the use of new technologies to make the process more efficient and economical.

ii Data collection and analysis

Data scoping is now an essential element of any data collection exercise; it is imperative that all sources of potentially relevant data are identified and located to plan an efficient and...
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defensible strategy. A plethora of tools have been developed to capture and analyse the various types of data that are commonplace. These include audiovisual data, social media, instant messaging and workplace collaboration applications.

The prevalence of multinational companies that operate across country borders has driven an increased demand for a more cost-effective and efficient solution for the review of multilingual data. It is now the case that machine translation is a viable alternative to human translation. For the purpose of e-disclosure, this process can be fully integrated with the review platform to allow reviewers to seamlessly translate documents during the course of their work.

iii Cloud
Increasingly, companies are moving their corporate data to cloud-based systems to take advantage of cheaper storage. The e-disclosure industry is following suit; many of the largest e-discovery software providers now offer the option of a cloud-based solution, and many challengers are now entering the market with purely cloud-based offerings.

iv Artificial intelligence
Predictive coding has been touted as a miraculous solution to large and complex e-disclosure matters since the late 1990s. However, there has been a reluctance in the market to adopt this review strategy, particularly after a number of high-profile project failures resulting from poor planning or understanding. Since its judicial approval in the United States in 2012, predictive coding has become a more accepted workflow, albeit in a measured capacity, owing to more realistic expectations and a better understanding of its capabilities.

Further, the technology behind predictive coding has become more sophisticated; applications can now continuously learn from user input to constantly prioritise the most likely responsive data. This continual learning technology has had a quicker adoption than predictive coding, owing to the simple implementation and more transparent workflow.

In addition to the above, many tools now offer investigators various options to analyse unstructured data without the use of keywords, such as through concept searching, sentiment analysis or the use of communication maps. These platforms allow the investigator to carry out simple early case assessment as well as discovering and exploring issues that may not have previously been identified.

Similar strides have been taken with regard to structured, typically financial, data. Platforms exist that automatically ingest significant volumes of transactional data from the most commonly used accounting systems and apply a number of tests to each, in order to assign a risk score to every transaction. The system can also be trained on vast quantities of financial data to build an artificial intelligence model, thus negating the need for specific tests, but allowing anomalous transactions to be flagged automatically. The use of these technologies can identify the high-risk transactions within millions of records in minutes, and more effectively than the human eye. For example, anomalous flows of funds can be identified that would be near impossible for a human to detect.

IV ASSET TRACING
The challenges faced when attempting to trace assets are numerous: today’s sophisticated fraudster is able to move assets quickly, making use of the mobility of assets and funds offered by globalisation, by channelling and directing them through different jurisdictions and by
changing their form. Cash can be moved effortlessly, through multiple jurisdictions and converted into non-cash assets, often being split and divided and channelled in different directions. We are commonly dealing with financially astute fraudsters who are able to take action to move and hide their stolen proceeds, and take steps to frustrate recovery attempts by the legitimate owners. We are now also encountering the challenges of tracing when faced with cryptocurrencies, the fraudster seeing the attractions of the market’s pseudo-anonymity, decentralised nature and loose regulation, and exploiting this to launder the proceeds of the crime. While with traditional money, fraudsters employ complicated and often sophisticated techniques involving shell companies, offshore bank accounts (sometimes temporary in nature), use of nominees, gatekeepers and other such intermediaries, in the case of cryptocurrencies, they may use various anonymisation techniques in attempts to obscure the money trail. On the face of it, this makes the potential for tracing impossible. However, one of the defining features of a cryptocurrency is that its ledger, which contains all transactions that have ever taken place, is globally visible. Interestingly, recent research has demonstrated that it is often possible to track flows of money as it changes hands, and in some cases to de-anonymise users entirely, even in cryptocurrencies that are specifically designed to achieve anonymity. This is an extremely important development in relation to the tracing of funds being moved through the non-conventional financial system.

Whatever method is used by the fraudster to move the assets, victims and their legal advisers must embark upon an often lengthy and complex process of asset tracing to determine the location of the assets and to link identified assets to the crime and the offender. Every asset-tracing exercise has its unique complexities, but inevitably includes a more or less iterative process of gathering and analysing evidence of asset movement.

Tracing is an almost entirely linear process: following an asset as it is moved or substituted for another and, thereafter, another and so on. While assets may be split and recombined, and mixed with other funds, the tracing exercise moves in an essentially chronological progression. In a conventional asset tracing exercise, banking records in particular are the bread and butter, representing an accurate and reliable source of evidence. Indeed, it is often the case that the only record of a flow of assets will be held by the financial institution facilitating the transaction.

Even once the flow of assets has been established, there are further hurdles that must be negotiated. Before steps can be taken to secure and freeze identified assets, by applying legal remedies such as search and third-party disclosure orders to obtain further evidence of asset movement, the rules of tracing need to be considered. The tracing exercise is ‘merely the process by which a claimant demonstrates what has happened to his property, identifies its proceeds and the persons who have handled or received them, and justifies his claim that the proceeds can properly be regarded as representing his property’. In English law, for example, there are separate rules in common law and equity that determine whether an asset is traceable.

Common law tracing relies on the claimant having legal ownership of the property. It will fail if the property has been mixed with other property or the legal title has been transferred to anyone other than the victim. Where specific assets identified by common law tracing can be identified, a claimant will be entitled to claim them as his property. However, the major obstacle in respect of common law tracing is that assets cannot be traced once
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mixed with other funds. Tracing is, however, allowed through ‘clean substitutions’, meaning that if misappropriated funds are directly used to purchase another asset, ownership can be traced to and claimed in that substitute asset.

Owing to the limits with common law tracing, equitable tracing is more commonly encountered in practice. It relies on there being an equitable interest in the property and can succeed where there has been mixing. Given that it is likely that the proceeds of a misappropriation will be transferred into a bank account containing funds belonging to others, the equitable remedy is important for victims of fraud.

Notwithstanding the above, the English courts have demonstrated flexibility in their application of the tracing rules. As such, this is an area where it is likely that the forensic accountant will work closely with counsel, with clearly defined roles: the forensic accountant focusing on the messy and complex business of analysing financial, corporate and banking records to follow the money; and legal counsel considering the appropriate rules to apply.

V ASSET RECOVERY

Tracing the assets, however, is only the start. Arguably the most important aspect is recovery. In this regard, the value of the assets is crucial – this must be weighed up against the costs of physical recovery and realisation where appropriate. The value of any underlying asset is often surrounded by uncertainty, particularly where funds have been secured from third parties based upon spurious asset values: these assets consist of properties, businesses, shareholdings or entities that can be located in far-flung countries; consequently, they can prove to be extremely difficult to value. Once again, the sophisticated forensic accountant will be able to turn to specialists in his or her team who will be experienced in undertaking valuations of these assets with their associated complications.

In the case of both conventional assets and those of a more unusual nature, it needs to be established that it makes sense economically to pursue recovery. Once this appears to be the case, the method of doing so should be determined. There are a number of approaches that can be used to recover assets: the usual route is by way of conventional litigation, although this is often complicated by the need to litigate in a number of countries and different legal systems. The role of the forensic accountant then shifts to providing litigation support, feeding into various particulars of claim and witness statements, etc.

A less common, albeit potentially effective, route is to use the formal powers of insolvency practitioners to take control and ultimately realise the assets. Most insolvency practitioners in the United Kingdom are accountants or insolvency experts working in firms of chartered accountants. Upon formal appointment, an insolvency practitioner takes on certain powers and responsibilities that can prove particularly helpful in gaining control of assets that would otherwise require an unwieldy and ultimately costly legal process to achieve the same end result. It is helpful that many of the offshore jurisdictions where control of such assets ultimately rests adopt the English legal system or variations thereof. The insolvency practitioner, once appointed, is able to utilise his or her powers, often across borders, to control assets and ultimately realise them for the benefit of creditors (which, where there is fraud or misappropriation of assets, will likely include the victim).

In respect of insolvent entities, potentially recoverable assets could be unconventional in their nature. For example, there may be outstanding litigation against certain parties or, indeed, claims that arise as a consequence of the insolvency itself. This may include such matters as professional negligence claims against advisers. This would likely involve the skills
and expertise of a forensic accountant, this time not from a pure investigative capacity but as an adviser on quantum. The forensic accountant would assist the insolvency practitioner (and his or her legal advisers) in quantifying the losses suffered and assisting with formulating the damages claim. The forensic accountant or (with independence in mind) another forensic accountant may ultimately be required to act as an expert under Civil Procedure Rule No. 35 or its equivalent in overseas jurisdictions, should the matter proceed to litigation.
I INTRODUCTION

This chapter looks at the importance of forensic technology within investigations. It starts by looking at why data is so crucial to an investigation, before examining the different types of data available to an investigator. It then discusses the processes that should be followed to capture, prepare and investigate data to ensure that it is incorporated into an investigation appropriately before discussing how artificial intelligence and machine learning can assist the investigator.

II CRITICALITY OF DATA TO AN INVESTIGATION

Data is the lifeblood of most modern-day organisations: this is no less true for an investigator. Although not the only source of information relevant to an investigation, data can provide an unbiased, unaltered and accurate reflection of historic events unlike other sources. Data can be more reliable than the human mind, especially if the relevant events are historic, and data tends to be more pervasive and persistent than paper documents. Forensic technology is the practice of dealing with data in such a way that it can be incorporated into an investigation in a legally admissible form.

When conducting an investigation, it is essential that data is fully incorporated within the overall scope of the investigation. Not only does data need to be included, it should be central to the investigative process and not viewed as a separate, stand-alone task. As with other aspects of an investigation, the process is more efficient and effective if the different aspects are connected and the findings flow between them in a timely manner. The key goal is to empower the investigation through the intelligent analysis and investigation of data.

However, data tends to be highly volatile and can easily be altered or deleted, intentionally or otherwise; therefore it is important that the process of managing data in an investigative sense is dealt with at an early stage of the investigation, in a forensically sound matter and in an all-encompassing way. This does not mean that every single byte of data needs to be fully investigated, just that all relevant systems need to be appropriately considered.

---
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When it comes to managing data in a forensically sound manner, the Association of Chief Police Officers’ (ACPO) Good Practice Guide for Digital Evidence\(^2\) provides a sound basis for any investigator, specifically the four principles it promotes:

- **Principle 1:** No action taken . . . should change data which may subsequently be relied upon in court.
- **Principle 2:** In circumstances where a person finds it necessary to access original data, that person must be competent to do so and be able to give evidence explaining the relevance and the implications of their actions.
- **Principle 3:** An audit trail or other record of all processes applied to digital evidence should be created and preserved. . . .
- **Principle 4:** The person in charge of the investigation has overall responsibility for ensuring that the law and these principles are adhered to.

It is essential during an investigation that the process followed to capture, prepare and investigate data is robust and complete, otherwise the results may not be admissible in a court of law or the investigation itself may become publicly criticised.

### III TYPES OF DATA AVAILABLE TO AN INVESTIGATOR

Given the use of technology throughout a workplace and beyond, data exists in many different forms and sources, but can be considered within a two-dimensional grid, as illustrated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of data</th>
<th>Internal to the organisation</th>
<th>External to the organisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unstructured</td>
<td>Organisational email, file shares, computers and phones/tablets, etc.</td>
<td>Personal devices, websites, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured</td>
<td>Accounting information and telephone records, etc.</td>
<td>Databases of directorships, shareholdings, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Internal blogs, etc.</td>
<td>Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All these sources need to be considered in regard to an investigation; however, for the purposes of this chapter, I will not differentiate between internal and external sources, as from a technical perspective the approach is the same – although the practical and legal considerations vary greatly.

Unstructured data refers to information that does not have a pre-defined structure and is typically text-heavy, but may contain dates, numbers, graphics and other types of information. It is the form of data that we are probably most familiar with and would include emails, documents, spreadsheets and presentations. Typical sources of unstructured data would include:

- \(a\) computers, be it a laptop, desktop or workstation;
- \(b\) mobile phones and tablets, which tend to be more and more central to an investigation;
- \(c\) email systems, including archives;
- \(d\) network file shares, including but not limited to personal ‘home’ drives, departmental drives and profiles within a typical organisation; and
- \(e\) other document repositories within an organisation, for example SharePoint servers.

Although the above sources will contain a myriad of different file types, including music, videos and system files, unless there are specific reasons why they should be included in an investigation, typically, the investigation will focus on user-generated files such as emails, documents, spreadsheets and presentations, with the rest being filtered out.

Structured data is the opposite of unstructured data, in that it refers to information that does have a pre-defined structure and is generally in the form of ‘databases’, but can be much wider than this. In respect of an investigation, the most common sources of structured data relate to systems that monitor or record activity related to the substance of the investigation; for example, accounting and banking records in respect of a financial fraud, or expense claims in respect of an expense fraud.

A hybrid of structured and unstructured data, referred to as semi-structured data, can also be prevalent within an organisation: this is where the content tends to be unstructured but it is bound by a more solid structure. A typical example of this would be chat or instant messenger messages, which can be very revealing to an investigation and therefore should not be overlooked.

Social data is a relatively new class referring to data that is shared publicly, or in a more restricted context (e.g., within an organisation or a circle of ‘friends’), which is stored within a central repository and includes not only the content but also information that is linked to this content, such as shares, likes, location, time posted, and so on. Although the most recognisable sources will be external to an organisation (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn), many organisations are using these technologies internally and thus they need to be included within an investigation.

When considering these different sources of data, it is important that they are not simply considered from a technical perspective, as it is easy to get swamped by data when collecting everything due to the sheer volume created and captured by modern companies. Other factors can influence what and how different sources are dealt with during an investigation, for example:

a Time: it is important to consider which sources of data were actually in use at the time the investigation relates to, as opposed to the ones in operation currently.

b Backups: all organisations should have some sort of backup policy implemented across some or all of their systems. It is important that the above-mentioned sources are considered as they can provide a timely snapshot of activity from a historical moment in time. This can be particularly useful if there are any suspicions of data being deleted.

c Custodian scope: it is essential to also consider the human element during an investigation, ensuring that the right people are considered in the scope of the investigation; this will also drive the sources to be considered, as not all people have access to all sources. Two important points here are:

• to recognise that not all processes (see later) need to be applied to all custodians or data sources. Therefore, it is generally more appropriate to cast a wider net at the start of the investigation but then focus on key custodians or data sources; and

• that ‘witnesses’ as well as ‘suspects’ should be included in the process. Typically this will include assistants as they often store much more data than the people they work for.

d Actual usage: there is often a wide variance within an organisation between how IT think computer systems are used within their organisation and how individuals actually use them. For an investigation, it is the latter that is important.
It is also critical when considering all the above data types that hard-copy or paper sources are not forgotten or overlooked, although they should be fully integrated into the investigation process, as discussed later.

IV PROCESSES TO FOLLOW TO MAXIMISE THE USE OF DATA IN AN INVESTIGATION

When dealing with data in respect of an investigation, the exact way that it is managed and implemented will vary from case to case; however, there are various models available that set out some of the key stages of such exercises. The most widely used, and referenced, is the 'Electronic Discovery Reference Model',\(^3\) which was designed to meet the requirements of legal discovery under US litigation and it has equal applicability to how you can manage data during an investigation. A more simplified model for investigations that I have used comprises five key stages:

a identification;
b collection;
c processing;
d data repository; and
e investigation and analysis.

The first stage is designed to identify the entire universe of systems that may hold relevant documents, which can be very varied (as described above). A data-mapping exercise is a core component of this, and is most effectively compiled by having timely discussions about the systems in place at the relevant time with both members of the IT team and individual users. With this dual perspective, as described above, it is possible to establish and document which systems could hold relevant documents, not only from a theoretical perspective (i.e., how systems should have been used) but also from a practical perspective (i.e., how systems were actually used). Once collated, the identified systems can be analysed to determine their potential relevance to the investigation.

One key difference when dealing with an investigation, as opposed to a discovery or disclosure exercise, is that the concept of proportionality does not apply to the same degree – especially in the context of regulatory driven investigations, whereby the actions performed within an investigation can be scrutinised as thoroughly as the findings. This generally means applying a wider scope to the exercise when determining the relevance of systems and individuals to an investigation, and thereby deciding whether to collect data related to them.

The collection phase of an investigation consists of two separate components: preservation and the actual forensic collection. The key goal with preservation is to ensure that nothing relevant to the investigation is ‘lost’ or compromised. Typically this will involve taking steps, such as those listed below, to ensure that relevant data should be available as and when needed during the investigation:

a activating litigation hold procedures and mechanisms;
b prohibiting backups from being recycled or deleted;
c ensuring all automatic archiving or deletion processes are suspended;
d suspending the wiping and reissuing of any physical devices (e.g., computers and smartphones); and

e enabling journaling (or equivalent) on any email or chat system.

The second phase is the actual forensic collection of data, complying with the ACPO guidelines for digital evidence, as discussed above, which have become the standard to which all forensic practitioners should comply to ensure that collection exercises cannot be challenged. It is important to note here that to preserve some forms of data, a forensic image is the most practical solution – especially when dealing with physical devices such as computers and smartphones. However, whereas the scope of the preservation should be set in the widest possible context, the scope of any forensic collection exercises would tend to be more targeted, although still broad enough for the purposes of the investigation.

Once the relevant data has been securely collected and backed up, then the data needs to be processed into a single data repository, so that the contents can be thoroughly analysed, investigated and reviewed. This stage has effectively three phases:

a identifying which documents (or data) from the collected systems are to be processed. This does not necessarily mean the entire universe of collected data;

b the documents or data selected then, in certain cases, need to be converted or normalised to ensure that they can be handled effectively in latter stages of the process; and
c the documents and data then need to be loaded into a single data repository. This typically also includes performing:

- compound file expansion, to ensure that the individual files, records and emails from containers (e.g., ZIP, RAR, PST files) are included as separate records within the data repository, otherwise they can be overlooked;
- signature analysis, to identify the true file type of each file, rather than relying on the simple file extension, which can be altered by the user, to ensure that files are categorised and analysed correctly;
- deduplication, to ensure that only single instances of each document exist in the repository, although it is important to be able to track where any duplicates existed, as sometimes seeing who had access to which documents, and when, can be very important;
- near deduplication, which is an extension of deduplication but focuses on the actual content within a document (as opposed to its form and metadata) and provides a degree of similarity (e.g., 95 per cent identical in content) to determine whether two documents are considered near duplicates;
- email threading, so that chains of emails can be identified and grouped together to enable the investigator to look at the complete sequence of communication in one place, as opposed to seeing the different components piecemeal and multiple times;
- indexing, so that documents can be searched;
- latent semantic indexing (or similar), so that the key concepts and phrases can be identified and searched during an investigation, rather than just the individual words;
- language identification, so that documents containing foreign languages can be identified and directed towards appropriately fluent investigators; and
- optical character recognition across relevant ‘images’ so that any text they contain can also be made searchable.
The ideal end result is that all selected data is processed in its entirety and can be made available to the investigators through a single repository. The concept of a single repository is crucial to a successful investigation as it enables all data and documents, irrespective of form or source, to be analysed through a single lens. This enables intelligence from different documents and sources to be considered together, in context with each other; for example, being able to analyse phone calls, emails, chat messages and trades between a group of individuals together enables accurate event sequences and conclusions to be drawn, which could be missed if the different forms of data are reviewed in different systems by different people.

V INVESTIGATING DATA

Understanding and utilising structured and unstructured data has become the lynchpin in advancing large, complex investigations. The escalation of volume and types of electronic information has made sifting through and contextualising information a significant challenge in all types of investigations.

When dealing with data during an investigation, there are really two different perspectives through which to analyse it: content and forensic technology.

From a content perspective, the investigation will be focused on the actual content contained within the data or documents in question – what was ‘said’, to whom and when. Typically this is referred to as a ‘document review’ exercise, which comprises two stages, although as I will explain later, there are many different analytical methods that can be applied to arm and inform the investigator.

The first stage of a document review, often called the early case assessment, refers to the steps followed to search and filter the processed documents in order to create a review population (i.e., a population of documents that will then be reviewed). Typically, this will involve a series of evolving searches and filters based on the investigation team's knowledge of the case, associated facts, hypotheses and lines of enquiry. It is especially important in the context of an investigation to consider this a ‘living’ process, so that it lives symbiotically with the investigation, evolving as the investigation as a whole does.

The second step relates to the actual substantive review of the documents. Typically, this is performed using a web-based review system, which enables the reviewers to see the documents, tag them based on a predefined schema and make comments on them because they are relevant to the investigation. In most cases, documents will pass through several review phases, until all of them have been reviewed and tagged appropriately. During this process, the findings from the review will be integrated with the rest of the investigation, ensuring that they form part of the overall strategy and report.

However, technology can assist beyond providing a platform to search, review and code documents based on their content alone. By analysing either the metadata related to a document or by analysing the documents through lenses other than the keywords they contain, greater insights can sometimes be gained from the review. These processes never remove the need to review the actual document, but they do provide more context or linkages around the documents and their potential relevance to the investigation.

There are a variety of different lenses that can be applied across the data. Their applicability to an investigation will vary depending on the data itself and the nature of the investigation. Some of the most common methods are detailed below.
i  **Time analysis**  
Rather than focusing on what was said, this process focuses on when something was said, almost irrespective of what was actually said. This enables the investigator to see the entire pattern of communication around critical time periods, rather than only those that contain a key word, and enables themes or issues to be ‘mapped’ over time.

ii  **Network analysis**  
Rather than focusing on what was said, this process focuses on who said something, almost irrespective of what was actually said. This enables the investigator to focus on communications or interactions between key people relevant to an investigation and gain a view of their relationship. This can specifically help to identify:

a  the relationships between key players in an investigation, between individuals and among the group;

b  hidden relationships with additional players who were previously unknown to the investigation team; and

c  the flow of money or information between players in the investigation.

iii  **Entity extraction**  
This seeks to automatically identify known entities (e.g., people, places, organisations, times, things) from within all the documents in the repository. Any identified entities can then be searched and analysed as part of the investigation. This can not only help identify formerly unknown entities but can also help to establish the links and relationships between different entities within the investigation.

iv  **Clustering**  
The system uses the results of the semantic index to cluster like documents together based on their key concepts and terms, as opposed to anything else. This process can also take into account other variables, such as dates or times and participants in a conversation. This allows for documents to be viewed through the overall context of their meaning as opposed to the actual words used. This process can be used in various ways:

a  examining the entire population at a high level to get a ‘feel’ for the overall content and what the key topics are;

b  quickly removing irrelevant or trivial content from the scope of the investigation; and

c  finding conceptually similar documents to a particularly key document that has been identified through other means.

v  **Sentiment analysis**  
The content of a document is analysed to determine, if possible, whether it is projecting a positive, neutral or negative view. This enables an investigator to potentially focus on key conflict documents by analysing those with a particularly negative sentiment. A similar analysis can be performed to determine whether the content of a document is considered subjective or objective.
Two additional analyses can be applied to the results from some or all the above lenses, the first being that multiple lenses can be applied in conjunction with each other, thereby building more complex analytical queries; for example, search for all communications between A and B that are negative in context and include the entity ABC Limited. These can also be combined with traditional filtering and keyword searches to provide a much more comprehensive and sophisticated analytical toolbox for the investigator.

The second relates to the way that the results are displayed and the use of visualisations to aid the investigator. This lends itself to the fact that, generally, human beings can take in more information and see patterns more readily if in graphical form, rather than a long string of text. These exist in all sorts of different shapes and sizes and can focus on content (for example, a word cloud) or on a particular item of metadata (for example, a geographical representation of search results).

VI FORENSIC DATA INVESTIGATION

As well as considering documents and data from a content perspective, a parallel line of investigation relates to the forensic aspects of the data. This generally relates to how the relevant individuals used technology and what they did, as opposed to the live content contained within. Therefore, this line of investigation is generally focused on sources that individuals ‘touch’ (i.e., physical and personal devices such as computers, smartphones, tablets, USB drives) as opposed to remote storage-central systems. There are some exceptions, such as:

a where the company uses virtual machines to run their operations, these will generally be stored remotely and need to be investigated in the same way as a physical device would be; it is just collected from a different source; and

b when considering deleted files, deletion exercises are not necessarily limited to physical devices and can be performed across networked drives and email systems; however, the best form of attack to counter this is to include backup tapes in the investigation through a ‘content perspective’ as opposed to dealing with them forensically. Additional analyses would probably be performed looking explicitly at what and when data was deleted.

The list of forensic techniques that can be applied across systems is very long; however, I will focus on the most common, and on the most common subject of a forensic investigation: a Windows-based computer.

The first technique that is core to most investigations is the recovery of deleted files. This is based on the fact that where there is malpractice, people tend to try to cover their tracks and deleting files is one way of attempting to do this. Although it is always best to start an investigation without the suspects being aware or suspicious of an investigation, this is not always possible; therefore recovering deleted files is a key step to take in an investigation.

Before examining deleted files, it is important to explain some of the technological workings of a Windows-based computer so that the process can be fully understood.

A partition (or a logical volume) on a computer hard drive is a single storage area with a single file system that can have data written to it and is generally referred to by a letter followed by a colon and a back-slash (e.g., C:\). The new technology file system (NTFS) is the one used by Microsoft in its operating systems, since the introduction of Microsoft Windows NT, to manage all files and folders on the partition (including itself). Fundamentally, the NTFS works by viewing a partition
as having two main components, an index component and a data component. The index component, which is called the master file table (MFT), contains a list of the files and folders contained on the partition, details about them and pointers to the location of files in the data component. The data component contains the actual data of the files and its usage is managed by system files, including the $bitmap file. Every file and folder has a separate, unique entry in the MFT.

The Recycle Bin is a special folder that Windows uses as a repository for files that are deleted in a normal manner from a fixed drive (e.g., a hard drive). Generally, there is a Recycle Bin for each user on each partition of a drive. Files and folders that are deleted in a normal manner from a fixed drive are moved by the operating system to this folder and renamed. There is also a database system within each Recycle Bin that records the original location of the deleted files or folders and the time and date they were deleted.

When a user deletes a file, it does not mysteriously disappear from a computer. The first thing that happens is that it is moved to the Recycle Bin (see above for how this operates). The next phase of a ‘deletion’ is when the user empties the Recycle Bin. What this actually does is delete the renamed file and empties the associated database within the Recycle Bin. In respect of it ‘deleting the renamed file’, effectively two things happen:

- The flag in the file’s MFT entry is changed to say it has been deleted, and that the operating system can reuse that entry in the MFT.
- The operating system is notified that it can reuse the space where the file was saved (e.g., to act as though the file was not there) through a special ‘file’ called the bitmap, which tracks which areas of the disk are used and which are not. It does not change anything in respect of the file content itself.

However, at this point both the MFT entry and the space on the drive where the file was saved are perceived as being ‘free’ by the computer and hence new data can, and given enough time, probably will be saved in their place, thus overwriting the previous contents. This does not necessarily happen in a totally predictable or timely way. In respect of the MFT, Windows will always use the first available entry when writing a new entry in the MFT, but in respect of the drive space, there are no known rules or logic to explain when or if the data will be overwritten and whether the overwriting file will overwrite all or some of the previous file. Therefore, there are a number of resultant possibilities that can occur, as set out in the table below:

**Table 2: Different stages of file deletion and the associated consequences for recovery**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MFT entry</th>
<th>Data area</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not overwritten</td>
<td>Not overwritten</td>
<td>The file can be fully recovered and all details about it are available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overwritten</td>
<td>Not overwritten</td>
<td>File content is recoverable but no details about the file are known (e.g., name, dates, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not overwritten</td>
<td>Partially overwritten</td>
<td>Details of the file are available, but only a fraction of the content is available (it is not recoverable and needs to be viewed using specialist forensic software)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not overwritten</td>
<td>Fully overwritten</td>
<td>Details of the file are available, but no content is available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overwritten</td>
<td>Partially overwritten</td>
<td>Fragments of unassociated text are available (i.e., you may be able to locate interesting text but you will not be able to determine which file it originated from or anything about it)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overwritten</td>
<td>Fully overwritten</td>
<td>Nothing is recoverable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From an investigation perspective, where the data area has not been overwritten, files should be recovered and be included in the subsequent processes along with the other data relevant to the investigation. Where the MFT entry is not overwritten but the content is, then this information alone can be relevant and should be incorporated into the investigation.

An extreme case of deletion is when a user ‘wipes’ data from a computer. There are numerous free tools available that enable users to do this fairly easily, although it can take significant time to fully wipe data and the tools will only wipe what they are instructed to; some relevant materials can therefore sometimes be missed from this process. Effectively what wiping does is to purposefully overwrite the specified areas of the hard drive with random data, thus making the previous content unrecoverable. However, from an investigation sense, although the content may be lost (from this source), there are relevant findings that can sometimes be established to be incorporated into the investigation, such as:

- the fact that wiping has occurred;
- a time frame of when the wiping is likely to have occurred; and
- details of what was wiped.

Two other key techniques often used as part of an investigation are analysing internet activity and profiling other user-related activity on the computer. Although they sound similar, the areas of a computer that are analysed to produce the analysis are very different.

In respect to internet activity, although every browser works in a slightly different way, there are in principle three sources of evidence that can be analysed to help determine usage:

- the cache: this records local copies of the content reviewed during a browsing session, including web pages, graphics and other components from the web pages;
- the history: this is a database that tracks the websites visited during a browsing session and various metadata related to the pages; and
- other related files, such as cookies: these are used in various ways by different applications to track or ‘improve’ the way the application works.

By analysing these together, including deleted versions that can sometimes be recovered in the same way as any other data, it is possible to produce a detailed picture of how the internet was used on the computer. This can be of upmost importance and relevance to an investigation, for example where relevant content can be identified and recovered from:

- personal web-based email systems;
- web-based or cloud storage systems;
- search histories; and
- a general review of websites visited.

In respect of profiling the user activity on a computer, the most important source of evidence is the registry on a Windows computer. The registry is a large database, made up of various individual files, that manages the different components, software and users on a computer and how they all interact with each other. It is used extensively by the operating system and all applications installed to ensure that they perform in the way that they are intended. In respect to investigations, there are a number of key facts that can be determined from analysing the registry that should be incorporated into the wider investigation, which include:

- recently used files and folders;
- other external devices (e.g., USB devices) that have been used in connection with the computer;
c time and date settings on the computer;
d network drives that have been used;
e log-on and log-out times for users; and
f Wi-Fi networks that have been connected to.

In addition to the techniques referred to above, there are many others that can significantly aid an investigation and, given the right circumstances, should be central to the process.

VII USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND MACHINE LEARNING TO SUPPORT INVESTIGATORS

All the aforementioned investigatory tasks and steps involve a human being making the lead decisions and instructing a computer to perform analyses. However, computers can aid an investigation by having a more active role in deciding the direction of the investigation, or making it more efficient through the use of artificial intelligence and machine learning. There are four specific uses of these techniques that can be especially applicable to investigations: predictive coding, predictive analytics, link analysis and in-context searching and analysis.

Predictive coding, also known as predictive text analytics or technology-assisted review, uses a combination of statistical analysis and computer-learning algorithms to make the document review process more efficient. It allows for the system to automatically propagate coding decisions across the entire population of documents, based on how a human being codes an initial sample or samples. This is an approach that is commonly used in disclosure review exercises, but can be less relevant in an investigation (except maybe in the closing stages when the fact base is more complete) as the fact base is not necessarily known and, therefore, what is relevant to an investigation will change over time as the fact base will also change as the investigation progresses. One specific use is a ‘find similar’-type search around specific key documents, whereby the system will identify other documents that, based on the same statistical analysis and computer-learning algorithms, are similar to the key documents already identified. Another use of predictive coding is as a form of quality control to ensure that no documents similar to those identified as being key to the investigation have been overlooked.

Predictive analytics is very similar to predictive coding in concept but is applied across structured data as opposed to unstructured textual data. Effectively it is the practice of using advanced statistics and historical data to predict future outcomes, and applies a very similar approach to the above, namely:

a the identification of relevant historical datasets, referred to as training data, where the outcome to be predicted is known;
b the application of machine learning algorithms to identify patterns or relationships within the data that have a high probability of predicting an outcome;
c these models, once tested and refined are used to create a model; and
d that model is applied to either the remainder of the dataset or new data as it becomes available to predict the outcome.

Link analysis takes the concept of entity extraction, discussed above, a stage further, and as well as identifying the entities contained within a document, it identifies relationships between them. These relationships can be both assessed by a human being to determine their strength and relevance, and strengthened based on multiple occurrences of the same identification across multiple, non-duplicate, documents. This then enables these
relationships to be automatically mapped within a visual chart to depict them and how different relationships relate to each other, eventually generating an overall relationship analysis diagram, as is commonly used within an investigation, the key difference being that in using this technology, they are automatically identified.

The final concept is one that enables in-context searching and analysis. This is where the system prompts and promotes lines of enquiry that investigators might wish to take based on an analysis of a combination of the data population and the action taken by the investigator. The system effectively learns what sort of action generates relevant documents (based on human actions and decisions) and then seeks to augment the investigation through making likely relevant suggestions.

The technologies for this are not being developed in a legal or investigative context but rather in a wider machine-learning context and most of them can be readily observed in the way large technology companies, such as Google, Facebook, Amazon, Apple and Microsoft, use them to enhance web browsing or online behaviour.

VIII CONCLUSION

Technology will never replace human beings within an investigation but it will enable them to understand, connect and analyse more data from different sources in a single environment. Therefore, it is essential when undertaking an investigation that, not only is the full scope of data considered within the investigation, but also that the technology is used to its fullest extent to enhance and drive efficiencies within the investigation.

When approaching an investigation, there are five key points that must be fully considered:

a ensure that all data is collected in a forensically sound manner to avoid any issues with its future admissibility and use;

b document all actions and decisions taken throughout the investigation to ensure that the process is managed efficiently and effectively;

c ensure that all processes are verified and confirmed to ensure that the full set of data is included in the investigation and nothing has been missed;

d fully incorporate the investigation of data into the overall investigation to maximise its benefit; and

e ensure that the work is performed by a qualified expert.
Chapter 3

THE CHALLENGES OF MANAGING MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS

Frederick T Davis and Thomas Jenkins

I  INTRODUCTION

As the various chapters in this book demonstrate, managing a criminal investigation in one country is often a challenge in itself. This becomes much more complicated if prosecutors in more than one country are, or may become, involved. The applicable procedures and important protections, such as professional privileges, vary considerably from one country to another; perhaps more urgently, a strategy that may seem to be common sense or even obvious in one country may be ineffective or even detrimental in another. This risk is not just theoretical; many crimes, such as corruption, money laundering, cybercrime and terrorism, often cross borders. Not only may evidence relating to the crime be found in more than one country, but the prosecutors in these countries may investigate and prosecute.

These situations are intrinsically complex and do not lend themselves to a one-size-fits-all approach. As this book shows, procedures differ enormously among countries and many are changing at a rapid pace, requiring frequent updates. Local knowledge and contacts are critical; weaving together a comprehensive multinational strategy will often depend on personal relationships with officials in the various countries.

That said, many traps for the unprepared could be anticipated. The goal of this chapter is not to offer a strategy for any particular case – that would be counterproductive – but rather to provide a basic checklist to address multi-jurisdictional risks. Even this checklist must be viewed as flexible. Among other things, while listed below in a logical sequence, it does not follow that one topic can be fully addressed before another is considered: they are often interactive, and urgent time exigencies may quickly disrupt a well-constructed plan.

II  IDENTIFYING THE CLIENT

The identity of the client may appear obvious, but identifying the client precisely – clearly specifying the client’s goals and agreeing on a protocol, which is generally a good approach in any event – is particularly important in transnational cases because differing rules in the countries involved may pose threats to the confidentiality of attorney–client communications.

Representing corporate entities, for example, may present unique issues. A lawyer engaged to advise or represent a corporation may also need to interface with its parent or subsidiaries; in particular, if the corporation creates subsidiaries for tax or regulatory purposes,
the various entities may be under different disclosure and other regulatory obligations in their countries of incorporation. Once an investigation begins, they may be subject to different restraints, such as local secrecy, privacy or ‘blocking statute’ obligations (see Section IV.iii).

In some instances, the client may not be a corporation but an entity such as an audit committee that may act with some degree of independence. A company’s board of directors may establish a special ‘litigation committee’ or other group tasked with protecting shareholders’ interests. In these cases, the client’s goal may not be to develop a legal defence for the corporation but rather to satisfy audit, fiduciary and other obligations.

Joint ventures pose further problems. The extent of any one company’s responsibility for the acts of the joint venture, as well as control of its decision-making during an investigation, may be complex and depend upon differing local laws. In other cases, the client may be a person or entity such as an outside auditor whose interests may be to some degree aligned, but not identical, with a corporate target. A company’s responsibility to its officers and employees (such as an obligation to pay attorneys’ fees) may be governed by by-laws and vary considerably under local laws.

Once a corporate client is identified, it is imperative to specify the individuals within the corporate structure who will be the exclusive contacts with attorneys advising and representing it, and to establish a protocol governing those communications. While US procedures for maintaining attorney–client privilege are generally broad and flexible, other countries limit protected communications to those between outside lawyers (often limited to members of a local bar) and senior officials of the company capable of receiving and acting upon legal advice. Since communications between an attorney and anyone not so identified may not be protected and become the subject of compelled, non-consensual production to a prosecutor, an early task is to identify qualified individuals who can speak for the corporation and to establish a strict protocol limiting confidential communications to that group.2

Advising or representing a corporation generally precludes the ability to give legal advice to individuals associated with it, even senior officers such as the chief executive officer, an issue revisited in Section IV.iii regarding the Upjohn principles. Since a corporation and its officers may develop inconsistent or even hostile interests – if, for example, a corporate investigation reveals evidence incriminating an individual that the corporation may be pressured to share with prosecutors – clarifying and memorialising this distinction is important.

If the client is an individual, then, of course, there will be no difficulty in identifying him or her. But especially in complex corporate and multinational investigations, the lawyer must reach a specific retention agreement. Such an agreement may address the extent of the corporation’s agreement or obligation to pay the client’s fees (on which local laws may differ). In some instances, the lawyer may wish to consider a common defence agreement or other arrangement with corporate counsel or counsel for other individuals, but local law and professional practice may bear on the feasibility and safety of doing this. In others, the attorney may conclude that the client’s interests are unaligned with, or even hostile to, those

2 The issue of the identity of the client within a corporate organisation was explored under UK law in Serious Fraud Office v. ENRC. The High Court decision (see The Director of the Serious Fraud Office v. Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation Ltd [2017] EWHC 1017 (QB) restricting protection, particularly where the corporate client could not demonstrate that it was anticipating adversarial litigation, was largely overturned on appeal, but Justice Andrews’ discussion of the need for a specified corporate contact to maintain confidentiality would appear to remain largely intact (see Serious Fraud Office v. Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation Ltd [2018] EWCA Civ 2006).
of a corporate entity being investigated, and may need to take steps to protect the client’s interests during the investigation. The best strategy for doing so may vary country by country, depending, among other things, on local professional practice rules.

III IDENTIFYING THE INVOLVED COUNTRIES

The list of countries that may ultimately become involved in a criminal investigation will often change and must be constantly updated. But it is important to have a preliminary list of these countries before expending significant resources on fact-gathering, and certainly before developing a comprehensive long-term strategy.

Different national regimes may apply to two separate questions: which countries’ laws apply (or may apply) to the potentially criminal conduct at stake and to what degree may prosecutors in those countries become involved; and what countries’ laws may apply to the evidence that may be related to the investigation. In many situations, the countries so implicated may be the same, but that is not always the case, and in any event, the relevant risks and questions are quite different. Finally, countries vary considerably in their criminal procedures, including the speed and effectiveness with which they work – and the aggressiveness of their prosecutors.

i Laws applicable to conduct

Before committing resources to investigating facts, and certainly before providing a client with anything other than very short-term advice, it is imperative to determine which prosecutors are already involved, as well as those that may become so on their own initiative or that may need to be contacted. For each of them, it is important to have a preliminary but practical sense of each country’s laws and procedures relevant to the conduct in question. This book provides some indications of these differences across jurisdictions, but ultimately it is critical to get high-quality, savvy legal advice from a lawyer qualified and familiar with the laws and practices of each potentially involved country (and to do so under procedures that maximise professional protection of communications with such lawyers under applicable local rules).

Among national variables are the following.

Substantive criminal laws

There has been some degree of convergence among the substantive criminal laws relating to financial and other corporate crimes in the countries covered in this volume. But this is not universally true. For example, even signatories to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions differ on how to define bribery, such as whether a ‘facilitating payment’ is permitted, and whether anti-corruption laws apply to passive bribery (bribe-takers) as well as active bribery (bribe-givers).4

4 For example, under the FCPA only the payment of a bribe (i.e., active bribery) is prohibited. However, under Section 2 of the UK’s Bribery Act, the receiving of a bribe is also criminalised. Similarly, there is a divergence between the United States and United Kingdom on the payment of ‘facilitating payments’. While the FCPA contains an express exception to permit such payments, under the Bribery Act they are not distinguished from other bribes.
Corporate criminal responsibility

National criminal laws also differ on whether and under what circumstances corporate entities can be held criminally responsible (that is, convicted of a crime): some provide for no corporate criminal responsibility at all; some (such as the United States) provide for virtually automatic criminal responsibility under the principle of respondeat superior; some (such as the United Kingdom) provide for limited corporate criminal responsibility in some circumstances and much broader exposure in others; and others (e.g., France) have principles for corporate criminal responsibility that are somewhat vague and still being developed. The laws on this core issue will have a major impact on determining defensive corporate strategy, generally because corporations will be more vulnerable – and in many cases have a greater motivation to negotiate – in countries that do not provide legal arguments against corporate conviction.

Time periods

Statutes of limitation vary significantly country by country. Variables include not only duration but also important factors such as fixing a ‘starting date’; whether or how it can be suspended (or ‘tolled’); and the circumstances under which it can be satisfied (whether by a formal investigation or the filing of a secret indictment, for example). They also vary as to whether and how they can be waived, which may become relevant during an investigation. In theory, an analysis could lead to a conclusion of diminished risk in a country with a short statute of limitation, although it should be emphasised that anticipatory analyses of statutory periods can be risky because the laws are often complex, and facts yet undiscovered can affect the analysis.

The availability of advantageous outcomes through self-reporting

The passage of time may have another, less obvious impact on country-by-country prioritisation: some countries offer complete leniency, or at least hugely advantageous outcomes, to cooperating corporations – but only to companies that genuinely ‘self-report’
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5 This is the case in Germany, although the expansive use of administrative regulation of corporate misbehavior may diminish its significance. See Edward B Diskant, ‘Comparative Corporate Criminal Responsibility: Exploring the Uniquely American Doctrine Through Comparative Criminal Procedure’, 118 Yale L. J. 2 (2008). See also the Korea chapter of this guide (‘the Criminal Act, which governs traditional crimes such as bribery, embezzlement or fraud, does not recognise corporate criminal liability’).

6 Under the ‘identification principle’ in the United Kingdom, corporations can be convicted of a crime only if the ‘directing mind’ – generally board members or very senior officers – were aware of acts committed by employees and approved them. See Pinto & Evans, Corporate Criminal Responsibility (2008).

7 Section 7 of the UK Bribery Act of 2010 created a new ‘corporate offence’ by which corporate entities can be held virtually strictly liable if its ‘associated persons’ commit certain kinds of bribery or other offences for the benefit of the corporation, and the corporation had not adopted procedures that could reasonably have been expected to deter such conduct. The UK Bribery Act of 2010: A Guide to the New Offences, https://www.debevoise.com/insights/publications/2010/05/the-uk-bribery-act-2010-a-guide-to-the-new-offen__.

8 Article 121-2 of the French Penal Code provides that corporate entities (other than the state) can be held liable for acts committed ‘on its account’ by ‘organs or representatives’ of the entity. The French courts have not been entirely clear how to interpret the requirement that the offending individual be a ‘representative’ of the corporation, an issue that has led to corporate acquittals notwithstanding felonious acts by an employee. Davis, ‘Limited Corporate Criminal Liability Impedes French Enforcement of Foreign Bribery Laws’, https://iglobalanticorruptionblog.com/2016/09/01/guest-post-unduly-limited-corporate-criminal-liability-impedes-french-enforcement-of-foreign-bribery-laws/.
by bringing matters to the attention of prosecutors before prosecutors discover the conduct on their own, or in some instances by self-reporting before a competitor does. The cost of losing such an opportunity by being ‘too late’ may be significant, so it is often extremely important to understand if one may be available, but is subject to being lost, in key countries under consideration.

**Territorial and double jeopardy limits**

The territorial limits on a prosecutor’s power (including whether the laws of that country apply to the conduct in question) and the ability of authorities in one country to prosecute a person or company that has already been convicted or acquitted in another country have traditionally not been determinative issues with respect to US investigations. Unlike in many European countries, American criminal laws rarely formalise their territorial limitations, so that territorial limits are generally decided by judges case by case. Perhaps, as a result, US prosecutors often proceed on an assumption that they are authorised to investigate any potential crime that has any connection at all with the United States, such as the use of US dollars. Separately, American law systematically does not recognise a criminal outcome from a different ‘sovereign’ as triggering any rights under the double-jeopardy clause of the Constitution.9 Further, American law generally permits both a prosecutor (such as the Department of Justice) and a regulator (such as the Securities and Exchange Commission) to seek and obtain penalties relating to the same defendant and the same facts, even though the ‘sovereign’ is the same.10

This latitude may not be the case in other countries, particularly in Europe, where recent trends suggest limits on multiple and extraterritorial prosecutions. Continental European and other code-based countries often specify the territorial conditions under which its criminal laws apply. Under some circumstances that may vary by jurisdiction, the domestic laws of some countries may oblige its prosecutors not to prosecute individuals or companies already convicted or acquitted elsewhere, which may come as a surprise to American lawyers. Regional treaties may apply double jeopardy (or *ne bis in idem*) principles across national boundaries. Regional bodies such as Eurojust (located in The Hague) may allocate prosecutorial responsibility to one country or another, to avoid a free-for-all of multiple prosecutions.11 There are also indications that the principle that no person should be twice tried for the same facts or offence may come to be viewed as a human right recognised by supranational principles based on human rights.12

European laws may also provide advantages not available in the United States with regard to parallel criminal and regulatory investigations. While the issue is complicated and

---

subject to evolution, the European Court of Human Rights, as well as some national courts, have recognised the unfairness of permitting a double recovery by criminal prosecutors and regulators in the same country, in essence forcing the authorities of that country to choose one or the other.\(^\text{13}\)

The law relating to territoriality may be evolving in the United States. Following the decision of the US Supreme Court in *Morrison v. National Australian Bank*,\(^\text{14}\) that court and others have become more vigilant in assessing whether the application of US laws – and the power of a US prosecutor to enforce them – is justified in any particular case. This has led to a debate over the proper territorial reach of US prosecutions\(^\text{15}\) and in one instance the dismissal of key charges brought under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act for lack of a territorial connection.\(^\text{16}\) This trend may, over time, make the United States a less potent threat to corporations incorporated and active only outside the United States. For now, the applicability of the relevant principles is very fact-intensive, and can only be developed on the basis of the mastery of the relevant facts.

**Laws applicable to evidence**

Getting access to, obtaining or copying, and often transmitting across national borders potential evidence – including information obtained by interview – often runs into local law issues that can bedevil an investigation if not planned properly. Differing laws and practices, for example, may apply depending upon:

- the physical location of documents (or physical things); and
- the physical location of a person whose information is sought by an interview (and, occasionally, the citizenship of that person).

Among the possible constraints are privacy and database issues. A company seeking to learn about its own employees’ conduct, for example, must be wary of creating legal issues in gaining access to those employees’ emails or records, particularly since the promulgation of the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in 2018.\(^\text{17}\) The issue becomes more complex when information stored as data is accessible from multiple countries, often from places different from its actual storage.\(^\text{18}\) Some countries’ regimes prohibit transferring certain kinds of personal data out of the country, which may be necessary during a transnational fact-gathering exercise.\(^\text{19}\)

Further, many countries have bank regulations governing access to, and dissemination of, customer banking information.\(^\text{20}\) Blocking statutes may also prohibit the transfer of any

---

13 See Davis, op cit. footnote 10.
20 For example, the role of such protections in criminal investigations was explored in the pathbreaking agreement of the United States Department of Justice with Swiss banking giant UBS in 2009. See https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/ubs-enters-deferred-prosecution-agreement.
significant information out of the country in which it is stored. Most blocking statutes apply to transnational responses to state inquiries – by prohibiting response to a foreign subpoena, for example, unless the subpoena issuer proceeds through a bilateral or multilateral treaty. Such local statutes may apply, however, if a company expatriates information with the intent to share it with a foreign prosecutor or investigator.\textsuperscript{21}

Finally, local professional responsibility rules may restrict how interviews are done by lawyers.\textsuperscript{22}

### iii Criminal procedures, practical culture and prioritisation by risk

Most fundamentally, of course, one must develop a map of the countries that may become involved, and begin the process of prioritising them by risk and opportunities. To some degree, a review of criminal procedures (and, especially, potential criminal penalties, which may vary wildly) will provide guidance. But ultimately, every country has its own track record and culture with respect to transnational criminal matters, in which some have been notably more aggressive – and often more successful – than others. Some countries also offer much greater, or more advantageous, possibilities of reaching a negotiated outcome, and it is important to understand the state of the laws, procedures, and practices in different countries on this important issue.

Until relatively recently, a cynical but generally useful principle was a simple one: if in any given situation prosecutors in the United States were likely to become involved, that was by far the biggest threat; an ultimate strategy would focus on dealing with US prosecutors – often by negotiation. This strategy proceeded on the assumption (often correct) that US prosecutors would second-guess outcomes in other countries anyway, so that it generally made more sense to deal primarily with them in the belief that other countries’ authorities would fall into line with any outcome obtained in the United States.\textsuperscript{23} ‘The rise of some significant outcomes in criminal investigations in Europe, however, may be changing that assumption,\textsuperscript{24} and an evaluation of risks and opportunities remains complex.

### IV ESTABLISHING THE FACTS

A lawyer cannot professionally and competently advise a client on defensive strategy in a criminal investigation without understanding the relevant facts. A skilful, thorough and timely investment of effort to master an understanding of those facts can be a major factor in the success of developing an optimal strategy. This is particularly true if that strategy involves any form of negotiation with a prosecutor: counsel armed with a superior appreciation of the facts than an adversary will inevitably be better prepared to negotiate well for a client; counsel


\textsuperscript{22} The several different effects that differing professional rules may have on cross-border investigations are explored in Davis, ‘How national and local professional rules can mess up an international criminal investigation’, https://globalinvestigationsreview.com/article/1194073/how-national-and-local-professional-rules-can-mess-up-an-international-criminal-investigation (17 June 2019).


provided with an incomplete or, worse, misleading understanding of the facts will inevitably cede control to better-informed prosecutors and risk an irredeemable loss of credibility if more complete or accurate facts emerge during the negotiation.

Establishing the facts generally involves an internal investigation, and recently the conduct of internal investigations has become a profitable cottage industry for lawyers. In many of these investigations, their work product becomes at least partially public because they lead to negotiated, and ultimately public, outcomes. But not all investigations by counsel are designed to be shared with prosecutors or become public, and it is imperative that counsel and client have a coherent and common understanding of counsel’s role in conducting one, as set forth in the next section, at the outset. Succeeding sections will discuss how different national rules (especially those pertaining to lawyers) can affect the conduct of internal investigations, and different rules applicable to their use upon completion.

### What are the goals of an investigation?

What we think of as an ‘internal investigation’ may actually encompass several different tasks, with different goals and often different applicable rules. To avoid misunderstanding, there must be careful consideration given to an investigation’s goals so that appropriate procedures and protections apply to it.²⁵

At its simplest, any lawyer asked to advise or represent a client in a criminal matter will at an early stage ask the client what happened. This enquiry often begins with questioning a client (if the client is an individual) or with discussions with an appropriate officer (if the client is a corporation). Such a straightforward act of fact-finding is a form of an internal investigation, and while questioning an individual client is generally simple enough, the process becomes much more complex when the client is a corporation, especially one with far-flung activities. By conducting a factual enquiry the lawyer is, of course, fulfilling a professional obligation of diligence to learn the relevant facts to best advise the client on a defensive strategy. It may later emerge that the strategy will involve some form of negotiation, often on the basis of the factual investigation and sometimes sharing the results of that investigation with a prosecutor. However, in the majority of cases, it is impossible to make a decision to communicate or negotiate with a prosecutor, or to share information, without first learning the relevant facts sufficiently well to advise the client on that strategy, and permit the client to make an informed strategic choice. That process should take place only under procedures that guarantee confidentiality of the information learned as well as the advice given on the basis of it. Further, in a multinational investigation, it is imperative to understand the potentially different rules that may be applicable in different jurisdictions.²⁶

In a relatively small subset of cases, a company may make a public declaration of the fact that it is conducting an investigation and a commitment that a report of it will be made public; this occasionally occurs when well-known companies are viewed as having been tainted by one form or another of criminal acts by one or more of its officers or employees. Such an investigation in many cases is part of a public relations campaign to protect the company’s reputation. It is sometimes said that such an investigation is ‘independent’, meaning that its goal is to determine ‘what happened’ on a neutral basis, rather than to

---

²⁵ Various different kinds of ‘internal investigations’ and their attributes are discussed in Davis, American Criminal Justice: An Introduction (2019), chapter 17.

²⁶ See Davis, op. cit., footnote 22.
develop the best defence for a client; the reports of such ‘independent investigations’ are often designed to, and do, become public. In these unusual circumstances, protecting the confidentiality of the work product is not a core concern, since the work product may be designed for publication anyway.

In most cases, however, an internal investigation at least begins as the attorneys’ professional effort to ascertain the relevant facts to advise and defend a client. That advice may in fact later turn out to be to reach out to, and negotiate with, a prosecutor, and in some cases even to use some or all of the results of the attorney’s investigation in those communications. National variants on the extent to which doing so is protected by a professional or other privilege, and the steps necessary to ensure such confidentiality, that bear on timing, and that affect the use of investigations are discussed below. The critical point at the opening of an engagement is that thought be given to confirming with the client that the investigation is, in fact, subject to confidentiality restraints, and to develop procedures to protect that confidentiality in the countries that may be involved.

ii What national rules may apply to lawyer-conducted investigations?

American lawyers benefit from traditions giving them ample professional authority to take steps to advise and represent their clients, and from professional protections – notably the attorney–client and work-product privileges – to shield their efforts from compelled production to a prosecutor. If properly set up and appropriately maintained, an internal investigation conducted in the United States will almost certainly be considered covered by one or both of these principles, and a demand by a prosecutor for the work product of an attorney – even if it is very likely that the ultimate purpose of the attorney’s efforts will be to share information with a prosecutor – will be rebuffed. Further, it is considered improper for a prosecutor to put pressure on a defendant, including a corporation, to waive its attorney–client privilege. This is true even if the lawyer conducting the inquiry is an in-house counsel seeking information from fellow employees of the corporation. These protections cannot be taken for granted, however, in a multinational investigation, where the following variants may appear.

Who qualifies as a ‘lawyer’?

As noted, for many purposes – including the ability to conduct an internal investigation with appropriate professional protections – a duly qualified lawyer employed by a corporation to do legal work (such as a general counsel or a lawyer working in the general counsel’s office) qualifies in the United States as an ‘attorney’ for purposes of creating an attorney–client privilege and a work-product privilege. That is not the case in most European and many other

---

countries where an in-house counsel cannot be, or remain, a member of the bar, from which it follows that communications between such a person and others within the corporation may not be protected.\(^{32}\)

**What are the local practice-of-law requirements?**

Companies conducting a worldwide investigation often use one law firm to lead that effort, and if often happens that lawyers from that firm conduct, or at least participate in, evidence gathering and interviews in countries where they are not licensed to practise law. While tolerated in many instances, this practice is increasingly dangerous because local bars are clearly focused on the professional constraints affecting internal investigations, and are not likely to look kindly on lawyers over whom they have no oversight who conduct such activities in their jurisdiction.\(^{33}\)

**Can a lawyer conduct an internal investigation?**

In the United States, it goes without saying that attorneys can conduct internal investigations on behalf of their clients, and virtually all such investigations done in the United States are conducted, or at least supervised, by attorneys. This is not automatically true in other countries. In France, for example, it was popularly understood by many that a French lawyer should not be involved in an internal investigation, and few were. However, in 2016, almost certainly in response to a desire to regain market share from Americans and lawyers from other countries, the Paris Bar issued an opinion, later developed in several guidelines, providing that French attorneys can in fact conduct such investigations, and that they are subject to the French near-equivalent of the attorney–client privilege (le secret professionnel), emphasising that in doing so attorneys must be respectful of the rights of those they may interview.\(^{34}\)

**Do conditions support the application of a professional privilege?**

In the United States, virtually any communication between an attorney and a client seeking legal advice (other than advice about how to commit a future crime, which may fall within the ‘crime fraud exception’ to the attorney–client privilege) will be protected from compelled disclosure. The professional laws in other countries, however, may be much more exigent with respect to the conditions necessary to support the assertion of a professional privilege. The High Court decision in ENRC v. SFO in 2016 seemed to hold that certain aspects of an investigation conducted by an attorney (particularly witness interviews) are protected by a professional privilege only after it is clear that an adversarial relationship exists with a prosecutor – that is, after a prosecutor has made a decision to prosecute. To the great relief of the defence bar in the United Kingdom and elsewhere, this holding was significantly revised on appeal, in a judgment that provided that as long as a company has some good-faith basis to believe that it is, or may be, the subject of a criminal investigation, its communications with

---

32 The European Court of Justice so held with respect to competition cases before it in the often-cited decision of Akzo Nobel Chemicals v. Commission, Judgment of 14 September 1010.

33 See Davis, op. cit., footnote 22.

34 See Kirry, Davis & Bisch, op. cit., at page 120.
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attorneys – if appropriately conducted – will be protected against compelled production.\(^{35}\) The laws on this specific point may well vary by jurisdiction, and must be understood in detail with respect to any investigation done in any particular country.\(^{36}\)

**Can the work product of an internal investigation be used in negotiation?**

It is often the case in the United States that an investigation that commenced as an entirely confidential matter shielded by the attorney–client (and possibly work-product) privilege then leads to negotiation discussions with a prosecutor. In such discussions, if the properly informed client specifically consents, the attorney may share with a prosecutor factual information learned during the investigation, even though it had previously been zealously protected from compelled production. The attorney may even physically transmit a written internal investigation report to be used as a basis for discussion, and in some circumstances that report may end up providing the ‘factual basis’ for a negotiated outcome such as a deferred prosecution agreement, a non-prosecution agreement or a guilty plea.

Conceptually, there is no professional impediment to doing so: in the United States, the attorney–client and work-product privileges are viewed as ‘belonging to’ the client, from which it follows that the client can, and expressly must before any communications with a prosecutor takes place, waive the applicable privilege, and thereby authorise the attorney to share otherwise privileged material. Professional obligations applicable to lawyers in other countries, however, may not work in the same way. In France, for example, it is said that even a client cannot ‘waive’ *le secret professionnel* that prohibits an attorney from sharing information learned as a result of a professional engagement. Care must therefore be taken to make sure that the fruits of an internal investigation are used under procedures that respect the professional obligations of the lawyers who conducted it.

iii What are best practices for investigations in different countries?

Conducting a large corporate investigation in one country is daunting enough: each one must be carefully thought through to establish a practical plan that is effective, efficient, compliant with local norms and rules, and designed to provide useful and usable work product. The operational logistics can be difficult. Developing a work plan when the investigation spans more than one country adds significantly to this challenge. Among the issues that must be anticipated and addressed are the following.

**Developing a compliant data and document access and copying programme**

As already noted, the arrival of the GDPR in Europe and similar laws protecting privacy elsewhere creates a thicket of potential regulatory limits on information gathering. Such rules are generally local to the place where the data or other information are found, and the laws applicable to them must be understood and addressed.

---


Logistics of database management and transfer

A large investigation will inevitably result in compilation of large amounts of information that will be reduced to a form of digitised data. Local laws may impact the ability to maintain such databases, and also on rights to transfer data in them outside of the country.

Possible coordination with prosecutors

In many situations, counsel will conduct or supervise an investigation, and – once informed by that investigation and with the consent of the client – then make a determination whether to reach out to a prosecutor. But in some cases it may be necessary to coordinate the conduct of an investigation with a prosecutor, even to the point of obtaining approval for its implementation and providing regular reports. This may be driven by time pressure: a logical decision may be reached to self-report before an investigation is completed because otherwise the advantage of a self-report may be lost (if there is a risk that a prosecutor will begin an investigation, or another company will offer to cooperate first). In others, counsel may reach out to a prosecutor before an investigation even begins.

In the context of mergers, for example, the Department of Justice has issued guidelines offering to hold an acquiring company harmless for the pre-acquisition criminal acts committed by an acquired company if the acquiring company conducts a comprehensive post-acquisition investigation and shares its results with the prosecutor.37 In those situations, the prosecutor may want to exercise supervision and control of the investigation, even if conducted by corporate counsel. In particularly sensitive situations, the prosecutor may engage in what the Department calls ‘deconfliction’, whereby the Department may direct a corporate investigator not to interview certain witnesses until after the prosecutor has had an opportunity to do so.38

Blocking statutes and other laws related to sovereignty. Some countries impose limits on access to data found in them in order to protect sovereignty. Such ‘blocking statutes’ generally by their terms apply to efforts by authorities in one country to obtain evidence in another, by way of subpoena for example, but under certain circumstances – especially if a lawyer-led investigation is being coordinated with prosecutors – these rules may apply to internal investigations.

Upjohn warnings in interviews

The Supreme Court’s decision in *Upjohn Co v. United States*39 confirmed that an investigation conducted by an attorney, including an in-house attorney, is covered by the attorney–client privilege and the work-product privilege. It emphasised that, in the case of a corporate investigation, the ‘client’ is the corporation and not a person being interviewed during the investigation. From this, there developed the salutary practice of giving *Upjohn* warnings to employees of a corporate client who are formally interviewed, in which it is emphasised that the attorney interviewing them is not advising or representing them, but the corporation. Other countries may have rules addressing the conduct of an investigation. An interchange
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with an interviewee can lead to difficult questions if, for example, the interviewee asks whether he or she should have an independent attorney during the interview. There is no simple answer to such questions; doing so depends on sensitivity to the context, but also on local laws and practices.

**Other local variants**

Local customs, as well as laws, may affect the conduct of interviews. Workers’ councils in many countries will take an interest in any systematic programme of interviewing employees, and will want to be consulted. In some countries, individuals interviewed by the police are accustomed to being shown the agents’ notes of the interview, are often asked to sign a statement and will expect similar procedures to be followed in a corporate investigation.

**V DEVISING A COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY**

The most important step is also the most complicated and the least amenable to a checklist: developing a coherent and effective defence in the face of multiple investigations. A few principles may guide the process.

There must first be a short-term strategy. Following the steps outlined here may well take time, during which events may progress. External events generally cannot be controlled, but at least some events internal to the client may be subject to review and modification. Chief among them is the risk that relevant evidence will become unavailable or even destroyed, which can have devastating results in an investigation, especially if prosecutors conclude that the destruction was wilful or should have been avoided. In most circumstances, it is therefore imperative to issue ‘hold notices’ to relevant employees directing them not to destroy documents or other evidence, even in the course of a routine cleanup. Local laws and practices may inform how this is done to conform with workplace and other norms.

A strategy must be flexible, and constantly reviewed and updated. The steps outlined here may well suggest a strategy that turns out to be suboptimal when new facts emerge, or perhaps when new actors (such as prosecutors in new countries) become involved.

Consequential decisions must be based on a maximum of available inputs. While time pressures may put pressure on prompt decision-making, it nonetheless is imperative to accomplish as much as possible of the checklist found here before important decisions are made. Reaching out to a prosecutor, for example, is a weighty step because, once done, it will inevitably set in motion reactions that can be anticipated but not controlled. A coherent strategy will evaluate the range of possible outcomes from any proposed step. If not performed with the facts known and a sophisticated understanding of the various actors who may become involved, this strategy is unlikely to achieve its goals.

The decision to self-report must be at least considered in most cases. Performing an internal investigation does not always lead to negotiations with a prosecutor or a decision to reach out to one. However, especially in the United States, relatively few corporations actually proceed to a criminal trial; in most cases, a negotiated process can predictably reach an outcome preferable to a predicted trial outcome, largely because it is relatively easy in the United States to convict corporate entities, for reasons summarised under Section III.i above. The Department of Justice is increasingly clear that it not only expects corporations to self-report, but that if good faith promptness, and cooperation are demonstrated, the corporation will be well rewarded, often by avoiding a criminal conviction that could have otherwise have disastrous consequences. As a result, other countries are increasingly exploring
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negotiated outcomes often similar to those long available in the United States. The procedures and practices relating to whether, how and when to reach out to a prosecutor, and most importantly the degree to which one can negotiate with a prosecutor, vary tremendously by country, as this book demonstrates. Hiring experienced local counsel is critical; relying on instincts from one’s own country may often lead to suboptimal outcomes, even a disaster.

The consequences of a negotiated outcome must be explored with the client. Guilty pleas may result in being barred from public or other contracts under local, national or regional rules. Even a successful negotiation – one that leads to a ‘declination’ or a non-criminal outcome, such as a deferred prosecution agreement – may have consequences that need to be analysed through the perspective of the different countries that may be affected. The appointment of a monitor, for example, may create local legal issues, including whether a local blocking statute permits the monitor to report to officials in another country. More generally, an obligation of ‘cooperation’ whereby a corporation delivers evidence incriminating its officers or its employees may raise local issues, including under workplace rules.

Coordination among prosecutors must be anticipated and explored. Perhaps the most difficult issue may be deciding which prosecutor to approach (if, of course, any contact is made at all), and whether to also inform prosecutors in other countries at the same time, possibly on a coordinated basis. The problem is that in the general absence of a double-jeopardy (or ne bis in idem) protection across state borders, an outcome in one country may not preclude a new investigation in other – and the risk of a ‘me too’ prosecution. In very limited circumstances, ne bis in idem rules in fact may offer some protection, but in most instances, the best approach is to evaluate which country’s authorities are most likely to reach a result that will be both optimal to the corporate client and acceptable to prosecutors in other countries that could become involved. As noted above at Section III.iii, traditionally this has led to a practical conclusion that it is safest to deal with American prosecutors if there is a real possibility of their involvement, as a US outcome stands a good chance of being accepted elsewhere (often because the penalties are so very high), while the opposite is often not true. This may be changing. In many instances, a company should evaluate the range of possibilities that could predictably follow a self-report in its ‘home’ country and determine whether an outcome there would be respected by other countries, including the United States. While couched in very vague terms (and specifically identified as ‘non-binding’ in a legal sense), the Department of Justice regularly issues guidelines emphasising that it does not wish to relitigate outcomes in other countries and will respect them – as long as they are ‘adequate’.

A sophisticated understanding of the laws, procedures and especially the practices in the various countries that are or may be involved should lead to a reasoned judgement as to how to prioritise outreach to and communications among them.

40 In March 2019, Swiss banking giant UBS and its French subsidiary were convicted in French court of money laundering and other crimes related to alleged tax evasion by their clients, and were hit with fines and other payments totaling almost €4 billion, having rejected a negotiated outcome that would have resulted in a far smaller result. While the judgment is being reviewed on appeal, its size and the apparent availability to obtain a much better outcome through negotiation may suggest a shift in strategy relating to companies subject to prosecution in France. See ‘French Criminal Court Imposes Blockbuster Fine for Tax Fraud Related Offences’ https://www.debevoise.com/insights/publications/2019/02/french-criminal-court-imposes.

Chapter 4

EU OVERVIEW

Stefaan Loosveld

I  INTRODUCTION

Criminal law in the European Union is an area that still falls within the remit of each Member State. Hence, the rules on whether or not a corporate can be criminally liable and on the criminal sanctions in the event of liability vary according to the relevant Member State, including in areas that concern the transposition of EU Directives (for instance on financial services and banking) that require Member States to establish sanctions.

Having said that, there is a variety of EU authorities and regulators that, albeit strictly speaking active in the regulatory and administrative field, have far-reaching investigative and sanctioning powers as well. These powers often do not differ significantly from those of criminal authorities. Because of the nature and effects of the measures taken and sanctions imposed by regulators on the corporates and individuals (e.g., senior management) affected by them, these persons often benefit from the same fundamental rights and guarantees under EU and national law that apply to purely criminal sanctions.

Well-known examples of such regulatory authorities are the EU competition authorities (which wield powers across all sectors and areas of economic activity) and the EU financial and banking regulators (which supervise, investigate and sanction the conduct and activities of financial services providers, including banks).

II  CONDUCT

i  EU competition law: the example of leniency

Undertakings are not obliged to self-report when they discover an internal wrongdoing that could constitute a competition law infringement. They may, however, voluntarily opt to do so in competition cases to benefit from a leniency programme.

Under EU competition law, the conditions and benefits of leniency applications are enumerated in the Commission Notice on immunity from fines and reduction of fines in cartel cases (Commission Leniency Notice). Undertakings that are part of a cartel can apply for leniency. By contrast, abuses of dominant position, vertical agreements and horizontal agreements that are not cartels within the meaning of the Commission Leniency Notice cannot benefit from the leniency programme.

1 Stefaan Loosveld is a partner at Linklaters LLP. The information in this chapter was accurate as at June 2018.

2 Commission Notice on immunity from fines and reduction of fines in cartel cases (OJ C 298, 8 December 2006, p. 17).
Leniency is granted on a first-come, first-served basis. If an undertaking or association of undertakings wants to obtain full immunity from fines, it must be the first to submit information and evidence that enables the European Commission to carry out a targeted inspection or to establish an infringement. A company that does not qualify for full immunity can apply for a reduction of the fine if it provides evidence that represents significant added value to the evidence already in the possession of the European Commission. In all cases, the leniency applicant must also end its involvement in the alleged cartel (except when the European Commission decides otherwise to preserve the integrity of the inspections), cooperate fully and expeditiously with the European Commission throughout its investigation, and provide all evidence in its possession. The applicant may not destroy, falsify or conceal any evidence relating to the alleged cartel, either prior to the submission of the application or during the investigation.

In assessing whether the conditions for leniency are satisfied, the European Commission enjoys a margin of discretion. A company cannot be certain whether the competition authorities will consider the information provided to be sufficient to qualify for immunity or fine reduction. Also, leniency applications, under European competition law, provide no protection against private law claims for damages from customers or competitors.

Under the Antitrust Damages Directive, final decisions by the competition authorities constitute irrefutable proof of fault in private damage claims. The Antitrust Damages Directive also facilitates disclosure of evidence. However, leniency statements are shielded from requests from disclosure. Other documents in the investigation file may be disclosed, albeit that the court must balance the interests of the victims with the interest of effective public enforcement of competition law (i.e., keeping the leniency programme attractive for undertakings).

ii EU financial services and banking: the example of whistle-blowing

At the EU level, various pieces of legislation in the areas of financial services generally and banking specifically contain rules on the establishment of mechanisms for the reporting of infringements, commonly known as whistle-blowing. These mechanisms typically have an internal dimension (i.e., procedures for the reporting by employees to their employer of possible infringements) and an external dimension (i.e., procedures with the regulators for the reporting by employees or other persons that deal with financial services firms or banks of possible infringements to the regulators).

Thus, for instance, Article 32 of the EU Market Abuse Regulation requires Member States to ensure that the respective national administrative authority that is competent for market abuse infringements establishes effective mechanisms to enable reporting of actual or potential infringements of this Regulation. These mechanisms must include at least:

- specific procedures for the receipt of reports of infringements and their follow-up, including the establishment of secure communication channels for such reports;

---


within their employment, appropriate protection for persons working under a contract of employment, who report infringements or are accused of infringements, against retaliation, discrimination or other types of unfair treatment at a minimum; and

protection of personal data both of the person who reports the infringement and the natural person who allegedly committed the infringement, including protection in relation to preserving the confidentiality of their identity, at all stages of the procedure without prejudice to disclosure of information being required by national law in the context of investigations or subsequent judicial proceedings.

In the same context, the Market Abuse Regulation also obliges Member States to require employers who carry out regulated activities to have in place appropriate internal procedures for their employees to report infringements of the Regulation.

Finally, the Market Abuse Regulation allows Member States to provide for financial incentives to persons who offer relevant information about potential infringements of the Regulation to be granted in accordance with national law where those persons do not have other pre-existing legal or contractual duties to report the information. The conditions for the provision of these incentives are that (1) the information is new, and (2) it results in the imposition of an administrative or criminal sanction, or the taking of another administrative measure, for an infringement of the Regulation.

A similar requirement to establish internal and external whistle-blowing mechanisms is also provided for in other EU legislation, such as, for instance, in relation to MiFID II, undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities (UCITS), insurance distribution and packaged retail and insurance-based investment products (PRIIPs).

Finally, the same requirement exists in relation to the activities and supervision of credit institutions. The details of this requirement are laid down in Article 71 of the 2013 EU Banking Directive. The whistle-blowing mechanism to be established thereunder is to encourage the reporting of potential or actual breaches of both the national provisions implementing the 2013 EU Banking Directive and the 2013 EU Banking Regulation.

---


As regards credit institutions in the eurozone, the European Central Bank (ECB) obviously has an essential supervisory role to play, being at the helm of the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM). As the competent authority within the meaning of the aforementioned Article 71, the ECB has set up a ‘breach-reporting mechanism’. The rules and procedures governing this mechanism are laid down in Articles 36 to 38 of the SSM Framework Regulation.\textsuperscript{11} They set forth that any person may, in good faith, submit a report directly to the ECB if that person has reasonable grounds for believing that the report will show breaches of the ‘relevant EU law’ by the institutions supervised by the ECB or by the supervisors themselves (both the ECB and the national competent authorities for banking supervision).\textsuperscript{12}

Where a breach relates to other areas of activity by a bank that do not fall under the ECB’s supervisory competences (e.g., consumer protection or the implementation of anti-money laundering rules), it is outside the ECB’s mandate to follow up on the breach. Instead, the breach should be reported to the national authorities that are competent for these areas. All personal data concerning both the person who does the reporting and the person who is allegedly responsible for the breach shall be protected in compliance with the EU data protection framework. Also, the ECB shall not reveal the identity of a person who has made such a report without first obtaining that person’s explicit consent, unless disclosure is required by a court order in the context of further investigations or subsequent judicial proceedings.

With regard to significant supervised entities, that is to say, those entities that are directly supervised by the ECB, the ECB itself assesses the report. By contrast, with regard to less significant supervised entities, the ECB only assesses reports for breaches of ECB regulations or decisions. The ECB forwards reports concerning less significant supervised entities to the relevant national competent authority, without communicating the identity of the person who made the report, unless that person provides his or her explicit consent.

While everybody that has knowledge of a potential breach may report this to the ECB, the ECB has indicated that compliance officers, auditors and other employees of a bank are the groups that are more likely to have knowledge of possible wrongdoing. The breaches that are most commonly reported to the ECB concern the inadequate calculation of own funds and capital requirements as well as governance issues within credit institutions.

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{12} The term ‘relevant EU law’ covers the substantive rules relating to the prudential supervision of credit institutions that the ECB applies when carrying out the tasks conferred on it by the SSM Regulation. These rules are composed of directly applicable EU Regulations such as the Capital Requirements Regulation. When EU Directives are considered relevant Union law, the national implementations of these Directives are also considered to be relevant Union law, e.g., national implementations of the Capital Requirements Directive IV (CRD IV). Furthermore, where directly applicable EU Regulations grant options to Member States, the national legislation exercising those options is considered to be relevant Union law. ECB regulations, such as the SSM Framework Regulation, and ECB decisions, are also considered to be relevant Union law.
\end{flushleft}
III ENFORCEMENT

i EU competition law

Under EU competition law, the European Commission may impose fines on corporates of up to 10 per cent of the annual consolidated worldwide turnover of the undertaking. In setting the fine, the European Commission takes into account the gravity and duration of the infringement. The Fining Guidelines provide more guidance on how the European Commission will exactly calculate the fines.\(^\text{13}\) These Guidelines are not binding on the European courts, which exercise full jurisdiction and can review the fine. However, the instances when the European courts have adjusted fines in competition cases remain exceptional. A 10 per cent reduction of the fine can be granted under EU competition law if an undertaking agrees to enter into a settlement with the competition authority. In doing so, the undertaking concerned must admit its involvement in the infringement.

\(^\text{13}\) Guidelines on the method of setting fines imposed pursuant to Article 23(2)(a) of Regulation No. 1/2003 (OJ C 210, 1 September 2006, p. 2).

ii EU financial services and banking

The SSM started in November 2014 and is one of the four pillars of the EU Banking Union. It is particularly relevant for the supervision of credit institutions in the eurozone. It is composed of the ECB and the national authorities that are competent for the supervision of credit institutions in their respective EU Member State. The ECB has a key role in the SSM, as it is responsible for its effective and consistent functioning. In addition, it has, among the thousands of credit institutions that are established in the eurozone, full and direct supervisory authority over ‘significant institutions’. To ensure compliance with the supervisory rules and its regulations and decisions in this area, the ECB has significant supervisory,\(^\text{14}\) investigative and sanctioning powers.

The ECB’s investigative powers are similar to those that have been granted to other EU financial supervisory authorities, such as the European Securities and Markets Authority in the areas of supervision of over-the-counter derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories,\(^\text{15}\) and of credit rating agencies.\(^\text{16}\) Thus, the ECB has the right to require legal and natural persons to provide all information that is necessary to carry out its supervisory tasks. It also has the right to require the submission and examination of documents, books and records, to obtain written or oral explanations from the representatives or staff of such persons, and to conduct all necessary on-site inspections at the business premises of the institutions under its supervision, including without prior announcement.

If an institution supervised by the ECB breaches, intentionally or negligently, a requirement under directly applicable EU law for which administrative sanctions are made available, then the ECB has the right to start a sanctioning procedure and impose

\(^\text{14}\) E.g., requiring a credit institution to hold own funds in excess of the EU law capital requirements or to use its net profits to strengthen its own funds, requesting the divestment of activities that pose excessive risks to the soundness of an institution, limiting variable remuneration when it is inconsistent with the maintenance of a sound capital base, or removing members from the management of a credit institution.


administrative pecuniary sanctions. The same right exists in case of breaches of regulations or decisions adopted by the ECB in exercising its supervisory tasks. The ECB also has the right to publish the imposition of such sanctions, irrespective of whether or not a decision has been appealed.

In other cases – for instance, breaches of national legislation that transposes EU Directives – the ECB can only require the national supervisory authorities to open a sanctioning procedure with a view to taking action in order to ensure that appropriate sanctions are imposed by the national authorities.

The ECB imposes its sanctions in accordance with the ECB Sanctioning Regulation. This Regulation, among others, sets forth the procedural rules and time limits for the imposition of sanctions and for judicial reviews.

---

17 The sanctions that the ECB can impose in this case consist of a maximum of twice the amount of the profits gained or losses avoided because of the breach where these can be determined, or a maximum of 10 per cent of the total annual turnover of that institution in the preceding business year. If the institution is a subsidiary, then the relevant total annual turnover is calculated on a consolidated basis.

18 The sanctions that the ECB can impose in this case consist of (1) fines of a maximum of twice the amount of the profits gained or losses avoided because of the infringement where these can be determined, or 10 per cent of the total annual turnover of the undertaking, and (2) periodic penalty payments of a maximum of 5 per cent of the average daily turnover per day of infringement. Periodic penalty payments may be imposed in respect of a maximum period of six months from the date stipulated in the decision imposing the periodic penalty payment.

I  INTRODUCTION

The main enforcement authorities empowered to investigate and prosecute corporate misconduct are the public prosecutors and investigative magistrates as regards the investigation stage of a criminal procedure, and the criminal courts with regard to adjudication. The police perform investigative measures, including dawn raids or searches, but only following magistrates’ approval.

Argentina is a federal country. The federal government shares its responsibilities with 24 electoral districts, comprising 23 provinces and the autonomous city of Buenos Aires. By constitutional design, the provincial governments have authority over criminal procedure law, so the procedural model varies across the country. Federal offences (including corruption and money laundering) are subject to the applicable federal jurisdiction, where the criminal investigation is still in charge of an investigative magistrate who has the power to delegate this task to the prosecutor – an inquisitorial-oriented procedural model. A new Criminal Procedure Code establishing an adversarial model in which prosecutors investigate under judges’ control and adjudication was approved by Congress on 6 December 2018; however, its implementation is still pending. In most provinces, adversarial procedures are already in force. In this chapter, we refer specifically to federal criminal procedure law.

Although both the judiciary and Public Prosecutor’s Office (MPF) are independent constitutional powers, both federal prosecutors and judges behave strategically, especially with regard to public corruption or politically sensitive cases. Currently, corporate conduct can only be criminally prosecuted for corruption offences (e.g., money laundering, terrorist financing, insider trading and market manipulation) and economic offences (e.g., with regard to tax, customs, the foreign exchange regime and the social security system).

For the prosecution of corruption and economic offences, the Office of Economic Criminality and Money Laundering (PROCELAC), a specialised body within the MPF, may become involved. Further, although only empowered to investigate public officials – not corporate wrongdoing – the investigative capacities and participation in criminal proceedings of the Office of Administrative Investigations (PIA) within the MPF, and Anti-Corruption Office within the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights, may have an impact in the investigation of corporate conduct.

Law No. 27,442 foresaw the creation of the National Competition Authority as the enforcement authority for competition matters. However, this authority is yet to be created.
There is no legal obligation for companies to cooperate with the enforcement authorities. The Argentine legal tradition is unfamiliar with public-private cooperation in criminal investigations, but this should change with the Corporate Criminal Liability Law No. 27,401, which entered into force in March 2018, establishing corporate criminal liability for specific corruption offences. Law No. 27,401 acknowledges internal investigations as an element of compliance programmes, and incentivises cooperation by allowing leniency agreements (similar to deferred prosecution agreements or non-prosecution agreements in the United States) and sanctions mitigation in exchange. Although there are so far no precedents for corporate cooperation agreements, with the heightened anti-corruption enforcement environment, especially following the Notebooks scandal (where several cooperation agreements with individual defendants boosted the investigation), it is expected that a new practice of cooperation agreements with businesses will gradually flourish.

II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

Legal entities are not legally obliged to self-report when they discover internal wrongdoing, but recent legislation encourages corporations to self-report by providing immunity under certain conditions.

Under Section 9, Law No. 27,401, corporations will be exempted from penalties and administrative liability when three conditions have been met:

a. the corporation self-reports a crime defined by law as a consequence of internal detection and investigation;

b. before the facts under investigation occurred, a proper control and supervision system was established (i.e., a compliance programme) and the breach of this system required effort from the wrongdoers; and

c. any undue benefit obtained through the crime is returned (disgorgement).

Further, if the tribunal does not consider all three conditions fulfilled, self-reporting should be taken into account as a mitigating factor when assessing the penalty.²

Additionally, Law No. 27,442 on competition establishes the possibility for any natural person or corporation involved in any illegal anticompetitive agreement to request eligibility for a leniency programme.³ The benefits of leniency programmes range from a full exemption to a reduction of the sanctions, depending on the fulfilled requirements and whether the applicant is the first in the run.

In both cases, self-reporting must be ‘spontaneous’, that is, not motivated by a state investigation.

In short, there is no legal obligation in Argentina to self-disclose internal wrongdoing. In corruption and competition matters, the new legal framework attempts to incentivise this form of cooperation by offering immunity or lenient treatment, depending on the conditions fulfilled, which will be assessed by the enforcement authorities.

---

² Section 10 of Law No. 27,401.
³ Section 60 of Law No. 27,442.
Two exceptions to the lack of obligation to self-report should be taken into account:

a In application of the transparency regime of publicly traded corporations, according to Section 99a of the Stock Market Act, companies that are publicly listed at the National Securities Commission (CNV) must disclose to the same authority any fact or situation that could substantially affect the placement of securities of the issuer, the course of the securities’ trading or the development of its activities – including internal wrongdoing.

b Public servants have the duty to report offences that are known to them in the exercise of their public functions. This is particularly important for directors of state-owned enterprises or government-appointed directors in businesses in which the state is a minority shareholder, who have been considered public officials by courts, and are thus obliged to report any wrongdoing as revealed by an internal investigation.

ii Internal investigations

Law No. 27,401 establishes that corporations may conduct internal investigations with due respect of the rights of the persons under investigation, and impose effective sanctions in the case of violations to internal policies or applicable laws. This is the first legal recognition to internal investigations as a relevant element of corporate compliance programmes in the Argentine legal system.

If a company decides to conduct an internal investigation, it is essential that the investigation process observes the limits arising from employees’ rights, privacy and dignity. Information management must comply with the rules on gathering and handling of personal information. There must be a balance between the right to investigate and the protection of privacy and dignity.

It is, therefore, important that internal investigation actions respond to a written internal protocol previously approved by the board, and previously communicated and agreed with the potential investigated persons in the form of a written agreement. Such agreement must include entitling the company to access the sources and devices provided to the employees to perform their work. Employees must be warned about the fact that information stored in such sources is the property of the corporation and that no privacy is to be expected in case such sources are used for personal or illicit purposes.

It is also advisable that the investigations protocol regulates areas such as the chain of custody of the gathered information, how electronic evidence should be handled, and witness interviews, among others.

When conducting witness interviews, the involved employee has the right to retain his own counsel, although this is uncommon, especially when the company has a robust investigation protocol.

The procurement of external counsel to conduct the investigation is advisable, especially when the allegations involve senior management, are particularly serious or may have severe reputational consequences. Retaining outside counsel contributes to strengthening the independence and the credibility of the investigation process, and enhances attorney–client privilege.

Law 23,187, which regulates the requirements for lawyers to practice law in the City of Buenos Aires (each province of Argentina has its own bar association and regulations
but all of them have similar provisions), states that lawyers have the obligation to preserve the attorney–client privilege, unless it is waived by the client. Additionally, Section 7 of Law 23,187 establishes that lawyers have the right to the inviolability of the law firm, safeguarding the constitutional right of defence in court.

Further, according to Section 244 of the Criminal Procedure Code, lawyers are forbidden from testifying in court regarding any information received from the client.

To ensure attorney–client privilege, it is important to state in advance that a conversation or document is privileged and confidential, for example, labelling the documents with the attorney’s name and establishing that the document is ‘private and confidential’.

The provisions mentioned above do not apply for accountants (consulting firms), so companies should bear in mind that to ensure confidentiality it is advisable to always retain an attorney.

In any case, internal investigations are a new feature in Argentine domestic law. The current state of case law is weighted in favour of employees owing to Argentina’s robust labour and data privacy protections. But it is expected that case law will grow in the coming years on issues related to privacy, legal privilege, the admissibility of evidence obtained in an internal investigation or disciplinary measures, as a consequence of the entering into force of Law No. 27,401.

iii Whistle-blowers

Since the legal framework had not incentivised whistle-blower reports until very recently, this figure has been almost foreign to domestic investigations. This started to change in late 2016 with the entering into force of two pieces of legislation offering reductions in the threatened punishments to defendants, and economic awards to witnesses.

On the one hand, Law No. 27,304 on cooperators (the Repentant Law), foresees that persons investigated for corruption and other complex crimes (except high-ranking state officials) may obtain a reduction of their punishment and the avoidance of prison during the process in exchange of the disclosure of precise, useful and verifiable data relating to other participants in the offence that occupied a higher hierarchical role in the criminal organisation.

Even though the Repentant Law has some limitations (the ‘repenter’ cannot receive immunity but only a reduction of the punishment; and the agreement on the reduced sentence will only be applied by a tribunal that didn’t take part of the negotiations after an oral trial that the defendant cannot avoid), it has been successfully applied, and provided great visibility to the anticorruption agenda especially in the context of the Notebooks scandal, where multiple businessmen and former public officials reached cooperation agreements boosting the investigations.

On the other hand, Law No. 27,319 allows for the application of special investigative techniques in complex crimes investigations, including the possibility to offer economic awards to whistle-blowers.

Anonymous reporting lines have been opened in recent years by the PROCELAC and the PIA, at the MPF, and by the Anti-Corruption Office at the Executive. Moreover, different administrative agencies have opened anonymous reporting lines, such as the Tax Administration and the Agri-Food Sanitary Agency (Senasa).

Further, a National Witness Protection Programme has been in place in Argentina since 2003. Even though the programme’s resources are limited and protective measures have been considered weak, in recent years it has offered effective protection to several witnesses.
of grand corruption cases. The programme sets forth several protection measures, including personal or domiciliary custody; temporary accommodation in reserved places; change of address; provision of economic means for lodging, transportation, food, communication, healthcare, moving, labour reintegration, security systems, and other essential expenses, inside or outside the country (although for no more than six months).

When it comes to corporate internal whistle-blowers, Law No. 27,401 encourages companies to establish a procedure for internal reporting so that employees and third parties may file reports under confidentiality or anonymously and without fear of retaliation.

Resistance to whistle-blowing is still prevalent in Argentina, so legal and corporate incentives to come forward and cooperate with information will need to be sustained in time, together with effective anti-retaliation measures, to overcome such cultural trait.

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

Companies can be subject to criminal liability according to several provisions of the Argentine Criminal Code (ACC) and various additional laws. The main offences for which companies could be criminally liable for the conduct of its employees are:

a corruption offences (Law No. 27,401);
b money laundering (Section 304 and 313, ACC);
c terrorist financing (Section 306 and 313, ACC);
d insider trading (Sections 307–8 and 313, ACC);
e manipulation of financial markets and misleading offers (Section 309 and 313, ACC) and other financial markets offences (Sections 310–11 and 313, ACC);
f customs offences (Customs Criminal Law No. 22,415);
g offences against the foreign exchange regime (Law No. 19,359);
h tax offences (Criminal Tax Law No. 27,430); and
i offences against the social security system (Law No. 24.241).

The above-mentioned laws establish vicarious corporate liability systems, by which the corporate body is held liable for the illicit actions committed (in most offences by specifically designated persons like the legal representatives, directors, or managers; in corruption offences by any person including third parties) with the intervention of the entity or on its behalf, or in its interest or benefit.

Corporate or business fraud and other illicit behaviour can also give rise to civil liability for damages.

Generally, according to Section 1749 of the Civil and Commercial Code (CCC) those who breach an obligation and cause unjustified damage by action or omission are directly liable. Specifically concerning fraud, a company could be liable under Section 271 of the CCC for fraudulent misrepresentation if there is an untrue assertion or concealment of the truth or an artifice, cunning act or contrivance directed to such ends. Additionally, as per Section 338 of the CCC, unsecured creditors have the right to revoke acts carried out by the debtor that infringe of their rights, where an act of corporate or business fraud results in insolvency proceeding. The following elements are necessary: the debtor must be in a situation of insolvency (interruption of payments); the damage caused to the creditor must have resulted from the act of the debtor, or due to the situation of prior insolvency; and the debt must have existed before the debtor’s actions.
Additionally, Section 59 of the Business Corporation Act established the duty of director or managers to act with loyalty and with the diligence of a good businessman. Failure to comply with this duty can give rise to unlimited joint and several liabilities for the damages caused to the company, the shareholders and other third parties (among others, any creditors), by their actions or omissions.

Most local large corporations in Argentina are family owned businesses. The protection of employees by providing and costing their counsel is quite rooted in their practices. However, in light of the incentives set forth in Law No. 27,401, on corporate criminal liability for corruption offences, conflict could arise between the interests of the company and those of the employees under investigation for the same facts – because the company could mitigate its responsibility by cooperating with the authorities in the identification of the involved employees; high-ranking executives of a corporate body may also divert the internal corporate investigation to hide their own individual responsibilities. When the interests of the legal person and those of its employees may conflict, legal representation should not be exercised by the same counsel. Although not explicitly regulated in the Law, it is expected that the courts will enforce this principle to guarantee the right to defence.

**ii Penalties**

Although each of the criminal offences mentioned in Section III.i carry their specific penalties, the catalogue of sanctions mainly comprises:

- fines up to 10 times the value of the goods that have been the object of the offence in money laundering, terrorist financing, insider trading, and other financial markets offences, and between two and five times the amount of the illicit benefit in corruption offences;
- debarment from government contracting and disqualification from professional practice, or suspension of licence;
- partial or total suspension of activities for up to 10 years;
- suspension from participating in state tenders of public works or services, or in any other activity linked to the state for up to 10 years;
- dissolution and liquidation of the business when it has been created to the sole purpose of the commission of the offence, or when those acts constitute its main activity;
- loss or suspension of state benefits; and
- publication of an excerpt of the conviction sentence.

Sanctions are only applied by courts under a final judgment. Nevertheless, courts may order precautionary measures against business defendants, including seizing and freezing of assets (embargo) to guarantee an eventual confiscation.

**iii Compliance programmes**

Although legal entities are not required under Law No. 27,401 to implement a Compliance Programme, having an effective one in place may benefit the company.

As explained in Section IV.i, corporations will be exempted from penalty and administrative liability when three circumstances concur simultaneously:

- the corporation self-reports a crime defined by law as a consequence of internal detection and investigation;
before the facts under investigation occurred, a proper control and supervision system was established (i.e., a compliance programme) and the breach of this system required effort from the wrongdoers; and

c any undue benefit obtained through the crime is returned (disgorgement).

Besides, according to Section 8 of Law No. 27,401, courts will take into account the internal proceedings of the legal entity to graduate the penalty. And it will also be relevant if a company spontaneously reports irregularities revealed by an internal investigation.

On the other hand, having a compliance programme will be a requisite for contracting with the federal government for contracts that:

a owing to their amount must be approved by a minister or other authority of equivalent hierarchy (at the time of writing, 100 million or 65 million Argentine pesos, depending on the type of contract, today fixed between 2.13 million and 1.383 million pesos according to the current Argentine peso–US dollar exchange rate); and

b are included in Section 4 of the Delegated Decree No. 1023/01 (e.g., purchase, supply, services, leases, consultancy, rent with option to purchase, swaps, concessions on the use of goods that belong to the public and private domain of the nation state) or governed by Laws Nos. 13.064 (on public works), 17.520 (on the concession of public works) and 27.328 (on public-private partnerships) and public utility concessions or licence contracts.

To be considered adequate under Sections 22 and 23 of Law No. 27,401, a compliance programme must:

a be appropriate to the specific risks of the activities, size and economic capacity of the legal entity;

b include a code of ethics and internal policies to prevent crimes in any interactions with the public sector, and

c lay out periodic training on the compliance programme to directors, administrators and employees.

Additionally, the programme may contain the following elements:

a periodical analyses of risks and consequent adaptation of the compliance programme;

b visible and unequivocal support of the compliance programme from senior management (‘tone at the top’);

c internal channels to report irregularities, open to third parties and adequately publicised;

d a policy of whistle-blower protection against retaliation;

e an internal investigation system that respects the rights of those under investigation and imposes effective sanctions for breaches of the code of ethics or conduct;

f procedures that attest the integrity and track record of third parties or business partners, including suppliers, distributors, service providers, agents and intermediaries, both upon contracting their services and during the commercial relationship;

g due diligence during the process of corporate transformations and acquisitions, for the verification of irregularities, illicit conduct or the existence of vulnerabilities in the involved corporations;

h monitoring and continuous evaluation of the compliance programme’s effectiveness;

i an internal authority in charge of the development, coordination and supervision of the compliance programme; and
j compliance with the statutory demands over compliance programmes issued by the authorities of the national, provincial, municipal or communal levels of government.

iv Prosecution of individuals

Law No. 27,401 establishes that the criminal responsibility of corporations is independent from that of the individual authors of the offence, and that business can be convicted even if no individual has been identified or judged for such offence, as long as it is found that the offence could not have been committed without the tolerance of the corporate bodies. This rule, and the incentives provided for cooperation, are designed to stimulate both businesses and the individuals to come forward and cooperate with the authorities in the identification of the responsibilities involved.

Of course, in this context a conflict may arise between the company and its employees; see Section III.i.

In the context of a business cooperation strategy, an internal investigation and the enforcement of disciplinary measures are advisable, as well as an internal reorganisation to avoid the repetition of the identified wrongdoing in the future.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

Section 258 bis of the ACC criminalises the active bribery of foreign public officials. Additionally, Law No. 27,401 foresees that corporations will be criminally liable for this offence. The elements of the offence are as follows: offering or giving money or any object of pecuniary value, or other benefits such as gifts, favours, promises or benefits, to a foreign public official for his or her benefit or the benefit of a third party, in an economic, financial or commercial transaction. A foreign public official under Argentine law is defined as a public official of another state or territorial entity recognised by Argentina, including those appointed or elected to perform a public function in government or any class of an body, agency or public company where said state exerts a direct or indirect influence.

In any case, the enforcement of this offence is weak in Argentina. At the time of writing, nine investigations had been opened in Argentine for foreign bribery and no conviction has been ruled.

ii International cooperation

Argentina collaborates with foreign authorities in investigations as a member of bilateral, regional and multilateral treaties. For example, Law No. 26,004 on the Mutual Assistance Agreement in Criminal Matters of Mercosur, Bolivia and Chile, and Law No. 26,139 on the Inter-American Convention on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters. For countries that do not share a treaty, Law No. 24,767 on International Cooperation in Criminal Matters will be applied. This law also regulates the general provisions of extradition, and other forms of assistance in the investigations of crimes. In addition, the Financial Information Unit (as a member of the Egmont Group), and the Federal Administration of Public Revenues exchange data on a regular basis with their foreign counterparts.
iii Local law considerations

When multiple jurisdictions are implicated in an investigation, certain aspects of the Argentine Personal Data Protection Law No. 25,326 (APDPA) should be taken into account after conducting the email search, if the information gathered by auditors and contained in the emails includes ‘personal data’ (as broadly defined by the APDPA and its regulatory Decree No. 1558/2001).

The APDPA foresees both administrative and criminal penalties for non-compliance with data protection regulations. In practice, however, violations have almost never resulted in prison sentences.

Notwithstanding the aforementioned, if a database is created as a result of the email search (e.g., a report containing personal data) and the company wants to share this database outside Argentina, there are specific considerations that must be made regarding data protection and international transfers of data.

Depending on the nature of the information transferred abroad, the exportation of information could be considered an ‘international transfer’ of personal data in the terms of Section 12 of the APDPA. Therefore, the transfer must be in compliance with the general principles determined in the APDPA and the Data Protection Agency rules.

The APDPA states strict terms for international transfers of data, which must be complied with by the entity conducting the process audit and its personnel, and – as a principle – forbids any transfer of personal data of any kind to countries or international or supranational organisations that do not grant an adequate level of protection.

In addition, since communication of data and confidential information could also be performed by allowing the foreign company to have ‘remote access’ to the information contained in the files physically located in Argentina, and even though ‘remote access’ is not expressly treated in the APDPA, it must be noted that depending on the implementation, remote access could by analogy either: be considered as, or associated to, an international transfer, and therefore Section 12 of the APDPA will apply; or be considered an unauthorised access or disclosure to third parties of personal data or sensitive information, which should be kept secret by provision of law, and thus subject to civil and penal sanctions.

The prohibition of Section 12 of the APDPA does not apply in certain cases, such as: judicial international cooperation; banking or capital markets transactions authorised by applicable law; and international transfer taken place in the framework of international treaties to which Argentina is part.

The prohibition will also not apply in the case of express consent of data subjects (according to Section 12 of Decree 1558/2001, which regulates the APDPA). Also, in practice, the Argentine Data Protection Agency has also granted permission to international data transfers to countries not granting adequate levels of protection if such adequate protection levels arise from contractual clauses, binding corporate rules, or self-regulation systems from the data assignor and data assignee.

The Data Protection Agency is entitled to pursue criminal proceedings if it considers that a person or entity reveals or transfers data in violation of the APDPA.

From a strictly labour law standpoint, the general principle is that employees may legitimately consider that their emails (specifically those unrelated to their work) are private and not meant to be read by any other person. Therefore, for companies to lawfully monitor and audit their employees’ email accounts (as a tool provided by the employer), it shall be necessary to previously inform the employees about the company’s policy and the method
of monitoring. To ensure the employer’s monitoring rights and employees’ privacy rights are balanced, companies shall make a cautious and properly articulated use of their rights and powers, which could be broadly defined in corporate guidelines or policies.

Therefore, it is usually understood that corporate policies on the matter should clearly establish that email accounts are of the exclusive and sole property of the company and can only be used for working purposes. Accordingly, its personal use would be considered as misconduct.

Regarding attorney–client privilege, there are no specific provisions as to the circumstances in which foreign protections for attorney–client communications are recognised in Argentina. However, by virtue of constitutional rights and public and private international law, foreign protections of attorney–client communications should be recognised in Argentina to at least the same extent as local protections. Nevertheless, it would be advisable to engage local counsel to secure these protections.

V YEAR IN REVIEW

Recent years have shown a peak in anti-corruption and anti-money laundering enforcement, boosted by both legal and regulatory reform and a changing political environment, not only at the national but also a regional level (e.g., Brazil, Chile and Peru). After several cases in which high-ranking officials of the former administration were prosecuted and imprisoned on corruption and money laundering charges, 2018 was the year in which, boosted by the Notebooks scandal, law enforcement also reached private sector executives – a historical debt of anticorruption enforcement in Argentina.

The Notebooks scandal began in August 2018, when the notes of a driver of a high-ranking official in the Ministry of Planning came to light. The driver meticulously detailed each trip where his boss picked up bags of cash from government contractors and left them at different destinations, including the House of Government and former Argentine presidents Néstor and Cristina Kirchner’s personal apartment. Copies of the notes were obtained by a journalist and presented to a federal court.

The corrupt scheme was allegedly established during Néstor Kirchner’s presidency, from 2003 to 2007, and allegedly continued during Cristina Kirchner’s two terms in office, from 2007 to 2015. To obtain federal public works and road concessions, member companies of a cartel organised within Argentina’s national construction business association allegedly agreed to pay kickbacks of between 10 and 20 per cent of the total cost of each project. Major businesses in the construction industry have been implicated and similar allegations in Argentina’s energy and transport industries are currently being investigated. The notebooks themselves document at least US$35.6 million in payments, although Argentinian prosecutors estimate that the true figure may be closer to US$200 million.

Since the scandal broke, an aggressive investigation has been conducted – in contrast to lax historical efforts to combat corruption. Prosecutors have benefited in particular from the Repentant Law, allowing leniency agreement with cooperators. So far, around 30 executives have cooperated, resulting in the summoning of controlling shareholders and executives of an additional 75 construction and infrastructure companies, including several of the most prominent business persons in the country.
There have been some difficulties in coordinating investigations with foreign authorities since the Repentant Law does not allow the accused to be exempt from punishment, unlike analogous systems in force in the United States and in Brazil, where the collaborator may aspire to an exemption from punishment or a judicial pardon, respectively.

Finally, corporate liability cases are expected to put in practice and start answering interpretive questions that are still to be addressed in the enforcement of the recently adopted Corporate Criminal Liability Law for corruption offences.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Anti-corruption and anti-money laundering enforcement have shown a peak in recent years. New legal and regulatory frameworks in both areas, as well as in antitrust matters, have left multiple open questions that need to be addressed by judicial adjudication. In the meantime, the Competition Office has issued guidance on the implementation of compliance programmes, but word from the Public Prosecutor’s Office, which is the actual enforcement authority, is still expected. In the absence of case law, the issuance of prosecutorial guidance would be a good practice, following the model of the US Department of Justice and Securities and Exchange Commission, and the UK Serious Fraud Office’s guidances on the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and UK Border Agency enforcement.

In early 2019, the national government presented a project bill to reform the Criminal Code. Like previous bills on the same subject presented by the former administrations (which shows a political consensus that is hard to find in other public policy matters), the Criminal Code project foresees corporate criminal liability for most criminal offences, and adopts the same approach and model for attributing corporate responsibility adopted by Law No. 27,401. Notably, the project also criminalises private or commercial bribery – which is currently not an offence in Argentina.

While strengthening the anti-corruption agenda, the Notebooks scandal helped fuel the national economic recession. In recent months, foreign prosecutors and regulators, including the US Securities and Exchange Commission and Department of Justice, have met with their Argentinian counterparts, increasing cautiousness among business partners, potential investors and lenders working with businesses potentially involved in the scandal. The compliance framework established by Law No. 27,401 should help companies in this scenario to overcome the questions they may face in terms of integrity, and continue doing business after a reorganisation of their governance structures. To this end, the government and enforcement authorities also have a key role in reducing the uncertainty that still surrounds legal provisions related to immunity, leniency agreements and the negotiating process that precedes them.
Chapter 6

AUSTRALIA

Dennis Miralis, Phillip Gibson and Jasmina Ceic

I  INTRODUCTION

The Australian government has empowered a number of regulatory bodies to investigate and prosecute corporate misconduct.

a The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) is the main corporate regulator. It enforces and regulates company law.

b The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) enforces and regulates competition and consumer laws.

c The Australian Tax Office enforces and administers the federal taxation system and superannuation law. It is Australia’s principal revenue collection agency.

d The Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC) is the national financial intelligence agency. It enforces anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing laws.

All these regulatory bodies have, in some form, compulsory powers that can require individuals and companies to produce documents and information, including attendance at compulsory examinations where there is no privilege against self-incrimination. They also encourage cooperation when exercising their investigative functions.

When a matter is referred for criminal investigation, it is often investigated by the Australian Federal Police (AFP), the national law enforcement agency. The AFP is solely responsible for investigating contraventions of Commonwealth criminal law. The Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions (CDPP), the national prosecutorial agency, is in turn responsible for the prosecution of alleged offences against Commonwealth law.

When Australian legal practitioners conduct an internal investigation it is likely to be in the context of a regulatory probe by one of these Australian government bodies, which may also include a concurrent criminal investigation by the AFP.

II  CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

Australian regulators have had long-standing formal mechanisms in place for self-reporting of both civil and criminal wrongdoing. The AUSTRAC, the ACCC and the ASIC, for example,
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all have specific mechanisms for self-reporting, whether it be mandatory or voluntary. The ASIC, in particular, relies heavily on self-reporting to fulfil its regulatory oversight of the financial services sector. If a corporate cooperates with the ASIC, it can:\(^2\)

- fully recognise that cooperation (taking into account whether the corporate has a self-reporting obligation);
- negotiate alternative resolutions to the matter;
- take into account the degree of cooperation provided during the investigation when determining the type of remedy or remedies sought, depending on all the circumstances of the case;
- in administrative and civil matters (other than civil penalty matters), make particular submissions to the tribunal or court as to what the outcome should be;
- in civil penalty matters, take the corporate’s cooperation into account; and
- in criminal matters, take the corporate’s cooperation into account.

A notable development in self-reporting is the recent formalisation of policy concerning foreign bribery, reflective of Australia’s ever-growing presence on the international stage. On 21 December 2017, the AFP and the CDPP released a joint guideline clarifying the principles and process that apply to corporations who self-report conduct involving a suspected breach of Division 70 of the Criminal Code 1995 (Cth).\(^3\)

Division 70 of the Criminal Code is concerned with the bribery of foreign public officials. Section 70.2 provides for the offence of bribing a foreign official. Contraventions of Section 70.2 carry significant penalties for an individual or corporation (up to 10 years’ imprisonment and a fine of 10,000 penalty units for an individual, 100,000 penalty units for a corporation or three times the value of the benefit provided or 10 per cent of the corporation’s annual turnover over a defined turnover period). Presently, there is no obligation to self-report suspected breaches of Division 70 of the Criminal Code.

Although self-reporting is not mandatory, providing full and frank disclosure and assistance to investigating authorities is an appropriate action following the discovery or detection of a contravention of Section 70.2. There are, as the guideline suggests, many reasons why a corporate would choose to self-report wrongdoing:\(^4\)

- proactively identify and address wrongdoing within the company;
- comply with directors’ statutory and fiduciary duties to act in the best interests of the company;
- limit corporate criminal liability;
- minimise reputational damage;
- demonstrate a cooperative intent with the AFP in investigating the conduct;
- maximise the sentencing discount that will be available to the company in any relevant prosecution of the company; and
- be a good ‘corporate citizen’.

The guideline suggests that assistance which the corporate entity could provide would include the provision of reports prepared by the corporation or its lawyers to investigators, and access
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to any witnesses that may ultimately give evidence in court. Assistance has its clear benefits; the corporation can be given an undertaking that evidence given by the corporation as a witness is not admissible, whether directly or derivatively, against the corporation in any civil or criminal proceedings. The corporation can also be given an indemnity from prosecution, but this indemnity does not prevent a proceeds of crime authority from commencing civil confiscation proceedings under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Cth).

The implementation of the guideline is in line with Australia’s overall commitment to combat foreign bribery. Australia is a signatory to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) Anti-Bribery Convention. A Phase 4 review of Australia’s implementation of the Anti-Bribery Convention occurred in December 2017. The report following the Phase 4 review detailed several recommendations that indicate the Australian government’s increased commitment to detecting and prosecuting foreign bribery. These include:

- improving the potential for detecting foreign bribery through Australia’s anti-money laundering system;
- enhancing whistle-blower protection for private sector employees;
- continuing to investigate and prosecute foreign bribery and ensuring appropriate resourcing of authorities to facilitate those improvements; and
- engaging with the private sector to encourage adoption of robust anti-bribery procedures.

Amendments to the Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1983 (Cth) under the proposed Crimes Legislation Amendment (Combatting Corporate Crime) Bill 2017 (Cth) amend the function of the CDPP to allow the director to negotiate, enter into and administer deferred prosecution agreements. The regime will empower the CDPP to invite corporate bodies that have engaged in criminal wrongdoing to enter into an agreement to comply with specified conditions. If the conditions are complied with, the corporate body will be subsequently protected from criminal prosecution for the offence or offences specified in the deferred prosecution agreement.

Significantly, the amendments will also introduce a new corporate offence of failing to prevent foreign bribery. The offence will apply to a corporation if an ‘associate’ of the body corporate commits an offence under Section 70.2 of the Criminal Code for the profit or gain of the corporation. An associate can include an officer, employee, agent or contractor of a company, as well as its subsidiaries. As proposed, an available defence exists in instances where the relevant body corporate can establish that it had adequate procedures in place that were designed to prevent the commission of a foreign bribery offence.

With the anticipated introduction of deferred prosecution agreements, Australia’s enforcement landscape regarding foreign bribery will become more aligned with international developments in the United Kingdom and the United States, where self-reporting and the resolution of matters through sentencing alternatives for corporations other than criminal sanctions, remains an important part of the sentencing options available to government and the courts.

5 ibid.
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ii Internal investigations

Established on 14 December 2017, the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry has shed light on the practices and culture of the financial services industry, revealing inadequacies in the investigative and reporting practices adopted by some of Australia’s largest corporate entities. Common criticisms levelled at these entities concern the delay in reporting misconduct, general obscurification, misleading behaviour and interference with functions of the corporate regulator, and questionable ‘independent reporting’ by law firms retained to conduct internal investigations and respond to regulatory probes.

The final report of the Commissioner, the Honourable Kenneth M Hayne AC QC, was submitted on 1 February 2019. The report included 76 recommendations relating to the conduct of banks, mortgage brokers, financial advisers and superannuation trustees as well as Australia’s financial services regulators. The Commissioner invited ASIC to investigate 11 potential instances of criminal misconduct, with the view of instigating criminal or other legal proceedings as appropriate. The report stressed the need for supervisory bodies such as the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority and ASIC to build a supervisory programme ‘focused on building culture that will mitigate the risk of misconduct’.9

Following the release of the final report, ASIC has announced that it will establish an internal ‘office of enforcement’, creating a separate department for enforcement staff with a specific focus on court-based outcomes.10

The inadequacies revealed by the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry illustrate that the decision to investigate can be a difficult one, particularly where there is a grave risk of reputational damage and the consequent erosion in public confidence in the organisation. Of primary concern is whether an internal investigation is required in order to comply with a relevant law, regulation or corporate policy. A secondary concern must always be the exercise of balancing the costs associated with any internal investigation and the effects of inactivity, delay and failing to investigate.

Commonly, internal investigations are undertaken by a lawyer or team of in-house lawyers. Sometimes, because of the scope or complexity of an investigation, external law firms will be briefed alongside specialist investigators, auditors and accountants. These firms usually specialise in civil litigation and corporate law more generally. However, the emerging understanding of the internationalisation of economic crime may change this paradigm. Advances in digital technology have driven an increase in incidences of white-collar crime and cybercrime. Corporations may think it prudent to use specialist criminal lawyers to provide advice much earlier in the investigation process and, where appropriate, assist in the conduct of the internal investigations. Where there is a concurrent regulatory probe with parallel criminal investigations in multiple jurisdictions, complex transnational criminal issues may arise concerning the right against self-incrimination; the use of the exchange of information and data between jurisdictions for criminal investigation and prosecution; and, if there is a request for extradition, whether dual criminality or double jeopardy are applicable.

In-house lawyers need to be particularly aware of the possibility that an internal investigation can lead to both civil and criminal proceedings, sometimes running concurrently, and sometimes crossing multiple jurisdictions. The Hague Convention on the Taking of
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Evidence Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters allows for evidence to be taken through Australian courts for use in a foreign civil proceeding following a request by a foreign court. Every state and territory in Australia has legislation that allows for evidence to be taken in this way, and often when such evidence is being sought, it is not uncommon for there to be a criminal investigation already under way. Notably, some protections are preserved under the Convention, the fifth amendment, for example, can be claimed in Australia where the subpoenaed party faces criminal charges in the United States. The use of international mechanisms such as the Hague Convention, when corporations are subjected to both regulatory and criminal prosecutions, is likely to become more prevalent, until such time as an international convention or treaty specifically focusing on economic crime is adopted. In the meantime, substantive legal issues such as mutual assistance across jurisdictions, including adequate safeguards for human rights such as the right to a fair trial and privacy, will need to be considered by the courts on a case-by-case basis, under domestic law’s interpretation of the Hague Convention.

### iii Whistle-blowers

In December 2016, as part of its Open Government National Action Plan, the Australian government made a commitment to ensure that there were appropriate protections for persons reporting corruption, fraud, tax evasion or avoidance and misconduct within the corporate sector. A year later, on 13 December 2017, the Treasury Laws Amendment (Whistleblowers) Bill 2017 (Cth) was introduced in Parliament, some 13 years after the introduction of legislative protection for whistle-blowers under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). The Act has now passed both Houses of Parliament and is expected to come into force 1 July 2019.

The Bill was introduced because of perceived deficiencies with the existing regime, namely, gaps in whistle-blower protection. Statutory protection for some whistle-blowers is non-existent and only piecemeal in other areas, and some protections have not adjusted to reflect the actual remits of regulators.

The proposed amendments to the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) are designed to advance the government’s goal of encouraging the disclosure of civil and criminal wrongdoing, particularly in the private sector, to improve overall compliance with laws and regulations by corporations. The government considers whistle-blowers to be playing a critical role in uncovering corporate crime, particularly because of the difficulties faced by law enforcement in detecting corporate misconduct.

The Bill creates a single, consolidated whistle-blower protection regime in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and a whistle-blower protection regime in the Taxation Administration Act 1953 (Cth) through various legislative amendments. It also repeals the financial whistle-blower regimes.

The changes to protections in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) are overwhelmingly positive. No longer are whistle-blowers required to identify themselves when making a disclosure, and the types of persons and bodies that are allowed disclose the identity of whistle-blowers have been comprehensively clarified in the Bill. Existing immunities have
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been extended, the amendments ensuring that information that is part of a protected disclosure is not admissible in evidence against that whistle-blower in a prosecution for an offence (other than in proceedings concerning the falsity of the information).

The remedies available to whistle-blowers who suffer detriment because of a qualifying disclosure in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) have been expanded. The Bill creates a civil penalty provision to address the victimisation of whistle-blowers, and allows for the criminal prosecution of victimisers. Other remedies, such as compensation, have been simplified. A person can seek compensation for loss, damage or injury suffered as a result of a victimiser's conduct, where that conduct causes any detriment to another person or threatens to cause detriment to another person, believing or suspecting that a person made, may have made, proposes to make, or could make a qualifying disclosure; and the belief or suspicion is the reason, or part of the reason, for the conduct.

The Bill also addresses corporate governance concerns by introducing a requirement for large proprietary companies and proprietary companies that are trustees of registrable superannuation entities to implement whistle-blower policies. The policies have to detail the protections available to whistle-blowers, how and to whom disclosures can be made, the support that the corporate will offer to whistle-blowers, the corporate's investigation process and how the corporate will ensure fair treatment of employees mentioned or referred to in whistle-blower disclosures.

The proposed amendments to the Taxation Administration Act 1953 (Cth) introduce protections and remedies for whistle-blowers who make disclosures about breaches or suspected breaches of Australian taxation law or taxation-related misconduct. The amendments are comparable to the proposed amendments to the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), namely, protection for whistle-blowers from civil, criminal and administrative liability in respect of qualifying disclosure, the creation of offences in respect of conduct that causes detriment to a person, and a mechanism for court-awarded compensation to persons who suffer damage in respect of a qualifying disclosure.

The Treasury Laws Amendment (Whistleblowers) Bill 2017 (Cth) will apply to whistle-blower disclosures made on or after 1 July 2018. The Honourable Senator Mathias Cormann (Minister for Finance and Deputy Leader of the Government in the Senate) commented during the second reading of the Bill that the ‘reforms will also improve practices within Australian businesses, including in the areas of corporate governance and integrity. Officers, employees and taxpayers will now be aware that there is a significantly higher likelihood that misconduct will be reported’. The new whistle-blower amendments will align Australia with international developments and it is expected that this will lead to an increase in regulatory and criminal investigations as well as prosecutions of corporations. Time will tell, however, if the Bill will be the catalyst for immediate change.

### III ENFORCEMENT

#### i Corporate liability

Civil and criminal corporate liability can be derived from common law or from statute. The standard of proof in civil proceedings is ‘on the balance of probabilities’, while in criminal proceedings it is ‘beyond a reasonable doubt’.

Under common law, a corporation is liable for the conduct and guilty mind of a person or persons who are the directing will and mind of the corporation. Commonly, that person or persons will be the managing director, board of directors or a person who has the authority
to act on the corporation's behalf. Criminal liability can also extend to employees or agents acting within the actual or apparent scope of their employment, if the corporate expressly, tacitly or impliedly authorises or permits the conduct that is the subject of the offence.

Statutory liability is more clearly defined. Chapter 2, Part 2.5, Division 12 of the Criminal Code 1995 (Cth), for example, outlines corporate criminal responsibility as it applies to the Code. The Criminal Code 1995 (Criminal Code) applies to bodies corporate in the same way it applies to individuals (or where provided, with modifications). For the most part, offences under the Criminal Code have physical elements (action or conduct) and fault elements (intention, knowledge, recklessness or negligence). These elements must be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt in order for an offence to be proven beyond reasonable doubt. Notably, a body corporate may be found guilty of any offence under the Criminal Code, including one punishable by imprisonment.

Where a physical element of an offence is committed by an employee, agent or officer of a body corporate acting within the actual or apparent scope of his or her employment, or within his or her actual or apparent authority, the physical element must also be attributed to the body corporate. If intention, knowledge or recklessness is a fault element in relation to a physical element of an offence, that fault element must be attributed to a body corporate that expressly, tacitly or impliedly authorised or permitted the commission of the offence. Authorisation or permissions may be established by various modes of proof.

Other acts of Parliament, such as the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth), contain similar liability provisions.

Most criminal conduct is investigated by the AFP and prosecuted by the CDPP.

ii Penalties

The main form of penalty imposed on a corporate body is a fine.

Statutory fines have defined maximum limits, either expressed by a maximum number of penalty units that can be imposed or by a monetary figure. In a law of the Commonwealth or Territory ordinance, unless the contrary intention appears, one penalty unit amounts to A$210. The quantum of the fine can be significant. For example, if a corporate body is found guilty of the offence of bribery of a Commonwealth public official, the maximum fine that can be imposed is 100,000 penalty units (amounting to A$21 million).

Serious offences can, in certain circumstances, lead to the company being wound up pursuant to Section 461 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Similarly, serious offences can lead to confiscation proceedings being brought by the AFP pursuant to the Proceedings of Crime Act 2002 (Cth) (the Act). The Act was passed on 11 October 2002 and came into operation on 1 January 2003. The Act provides a scheme to trace, restrain and confiscate the proceeds of crime against Commonwealth law. In some circumstances it can also be used to confiscate the proceeds of crime against foreign law or the proceeds of crime against State law (if those proceeds have been used in a way that contravenes Commonwealth law). It is expected that the proceeds of crime laws will increasingly be applied to white-collar matters where, in the past, they have been mostly applied to general crime.

The Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and The Australian Securities and Investment Act (Cth) provide similar sanctions. Notably, a recent review by the ASIC Enforcement Review Taskforce has called for an increase in civil penalty amounts in legislation administered by the Commission; for individuals, 2,500 penalty units (amounting to A$525,000) and for corporations the greater of 50,000 penalty units (amounting to A$10.5 million) or three times the value of benefits obtained or losses avoided or 10 per cent of annual turnover in
the 12 months preceding the contravening conduct (but not more than 1 million penalty units (A$210 million). Additionally, it was recommended that ASIC be provided with similar powers to the AFP and be directly able to freeze and forfeit proceeds of crime.

In response to the review of the ASIC Enforcement Review Taskforce, the Treasury Laws Amendment (Strengthen Corporate and Financial Sector Penalties) Bill 2018 was introduced to Parliament on 24 October 2018 and passed by both Houses of Parliament on 18 February 2019. The legislative response includes reforms that ultimately exceed the penalty regime as proposed by the Taskforce.

Under the amendments to the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and the Australian Securities and Investment Act (Cth), the maximum civil penalty amounts for individuals are at least 5,000 penalty units (amounting to A$1.05 million) or three times the financial benefits obtained or losses avoided; and, for corporations, at least 50,000 penalty units (amounting to A$10.5 million) or three times the value of benefits obtained or losses avoided, or 10 per cent of annual turnover in the 12 months preceding the contravening conduct (but not more than 2.5 million penalty units (A$525 million).

Other penalties include enforceable undertakings, where the company must carry out or refrain from certain conduct. These are not available where the penalty imposed is dealt with by criminal sanction, and are only appropriate for minor breaches of the law.

### Compliance programmes

A corporate’s compliance programme will be relevant to the corporate’s criminal liability. For example, liability for some offences charged pursuant to the Criminal Code can be established on the basis that the corporate impliedly authorised the offending conduct by failing to create and maintain a culture that required compliance with the relevant provision. The existence of a compliance programme and the exercise of due diligence will be relevant under Section 12.3(3) of the Criminal Code.

Notably, a corporation may rely on the defence of mistake of fact pursuant to Section 9.2 of the Criminal Code. The corporate must prove that the corporation had a compliance programme and exercised due diligence.

Additionally, the existence and effectiveness of a compliance programme may be a relevant factor at sentence proceedings, as it can change the court’s assessment of objective criminality of the offence.

### Prosecution of individuals

Chapter 2D, Part 2D.1, Division 1 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) provides for the general duties of officers and employees of a corporation. Section 180 imposes a civil obligation of care and diligence; Section 181 imposes a civil obligation to act in good faith in the best interests of the corporation; Section 184 makes it a criminal offence if a director or other officer of a corporation is reckless or intentionally dishonest in failing to exercise their powers and discharge their duties in good faith in the best interests of the corporation or for a proper purpose. Further, under Section 184, if an employee of a corporation uses his or her position or uses information dishonestly to gain an advantage, he or she is also liable to a criminal penalty.

Whether an individual is prosecuted or not for contraventions of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) will depend on the severity and nature of the contravention.
IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

Australia’s corporate and criminal laws have limited extraterritorial application. Typically the laws will require that the act, omission or person to have some connection with Australia.

The regulation of corporations under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) extends to foreign corporations who are ‘carrying on business’ in Australia. For example, the power to disqualify individuals under the Corporations Act 2001 is limited to the time when those individuals are managing a foreign corporation, unless the act or omission occurred in connection with the foreign company carrying on business in Australia; or if the act or omission was done or proposed to be done in Australia; or if the act or omission was a decision made by the foreign company whether or not to carry out, or to refrain from doing an act in Australia.

Under the Criminal Code, a person does not commit an offence unless the conduct of the alleged offence occurred wholly or partly in Australia, or the result of the conduct occurs wholly or partly in Australia. However, geographical jurisdiction is extended in certain circumstances, for example, where at the time of the alleged offence the offence occurs wholly outside the jurisdiction of Australia, and the person is an Australian citizen or the person is a body corporate incorporated by or under a law of the Commonwealth or of a state or territory.

ii International cooperation

Australia cooperates with overseas law enforcement and regulatory bodies in a number of ways through both formal and informal channels, across multilateral and bilateral treaties as well as through international conventions.

The ASIC, for example, has agreements with a number of other countries’ law enforcement authorities, which allow for cooperation between countries. These memorandums of understanding enable the exchange of information and for mutual cooperation and assistance to investigations. Australia has such agreements with a wide range of countries, such as Austria, Brazil, China, France and Japan. However, there are some restrictions on the extent to which the ASIC can provide assistance to foreign authorities. Sections 6 and 7 of the Mutual Assistance in Business Regulation 1992 (Cth) require the ASIC to receive authorisation from the Attorney-General prior to obtaining documents and testimony on behalf of foreign authorities.

International cooperation is also achieved through Australia’s involvement in a number of tax information exchange agreements (TIEAs) as developed by the OECD. These agreements allow for an obligation between Australia and non-OECD countries to assist each other by requesting the exchange of tax information in order to eliminate the avoidance
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of tax. The information that can be exchanged is limited to when a specific investigation is occurring.\textsuperscript{18} Australia has TIEAs with a number of countries, including The Bahamas, Cayman Islands, Guatemala, Liechtenstein and Vanuatu.\textsuperscript{19}

Australia is party to a number of bilateral and multilateral extradition treaties. Extradition requests (either made by Australia or received by Australia) are governed by the operation of the Extradition Act 1988 (Cth). Extradition is used only for serious offences, and most commonly for offences committed against the person.

Australia also has agreements with international law enforcement agencies. In particular, the AFP is part of the International Foreign Bribery Taskforce. The taskforce involves the Federal Bureau of Investigations, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the AFP and the United Kingdom’s National Crime Agency working together to provide information and cooperation on cross-border anti-corruption investigations; it allows for the agencies involved to share knowledge, investigative techniques, methodologies and best practice.\textsuperscript{20}

iii Local law considerations

Privacy is a major concern when information is shared with overseas entities and authorities. Schedule 1 of the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) contains the Australian Privacy Principles (APPs). These principles outline that where information is being shared by an APP entity (which includes the AFP and bodies established by a Commonwealth enactment such as the ASIC) to an overseas recipient, the entity must take reasonable steps to ensure that the recipient does not breach the principles.\textsuperscript{21} However, this principle does not apply where disclosure is required or authorised by an international agreement relating to information sharing, or is reasonably necessary for enforcement-related activities.\textsuperscript{22} This means that the principles will not apply in instances such as when the AFP or the ASIC sends information to other regulatory agencies to provide information relevant to ongoing investigations. Currently there is little jurisprudence in Australia dealing with the proper parameters on the exchange of information across jurisdictions where criminal sanctions may apply. This is an area in which Australian courts may become more involved, as the internationalisation of economic crime has been attended by a significant increase in the dissemination and sharing of information about individuals and corporations with, to date, very little oversight by Australia’s judiciary.

V YEAR IN REVIEW

There has been a number of high-profile cases during the past year across a broad area of white-collar crime offending that has required Australian courts to consider the appropriate sentencing principles and penalties to be applied to corporate offenders. Most of the court cases have involved individuals rather than corporations.
In *R v. Raines* [2017] NSWDC 217, the defendant was sentenced after pleading guilty to two counts of conspiracy to falsify books relating to the affairs of a corporation in contravention of Section 1307(1) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and one count of conspiracy to knowingly make false information available to an auditor of a corporation contrary to Section 1309(1) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and Section 11.5(1) of the Criminal Code.

The offences occurred between 7 November 2008 and 30 June 2011 and concerned the falsification of financial records of Hastie Services Pty Ltd. The offences were engaged in with three other employees, including the chief executive officer, the general manager and the finance manager of Hastie Services. The defendant was the chief financial officer of Hastie Services, a public company that provided technical installation and maintenance of smaller-scale fit-outs for commercial air-conditioning systems.

The conspiracy in relation to all offences was discussed in person and via email. The matters taken into account on sentence was that the offending was objectively serious, was committed by a senior employee in a position of trust and responsibility, that the conduct was persistent and deliberate, that the defendant had shown a significant degree of contrition, that the offender was willing to provide future assistance and had prior good character.

The terms of imprisonment, after a 50 per cent discount, were nine months for the first offence, eight months for the second offence, and one year six months for the third offence. The defendant was referred to Community Corrections to be assessed for a community sentencing option.

*Hui (Steven) Xiao v. R* [2018] NSWCCA 4 was an appeal to the Court of Criminal Appeal on the severity of a sentence. The appellant had pleaded guilty to one count of procuring another person to acquire financial products while possessing inside information contrary to Sections 1043A(1)(d) and 1311(1) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and one count of entering into an agreement to commit an offence under Sections 1043A(1)(d) and 1311(1) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). The appellant had been sentenced to an overall term of imprisonment of eight years three months with a non-parole period of five years six months.

The appellant was the managing director of Hanlong Mining Investment Pty Ltd, a subsidiary of the Chinese corporation, Sichuan Hanlong Group Co Ltd. The appellant’s role was to identify possible opportunities for investment. In 2010, Bannerman Resources Ltd and Sundance Resources Ltd were identified as investment targets. In early 2011, the appellant was involved in the preparation of a potential takeover of both companies. In July 2011, Sichuan Hanlong decided to make takeover offers. Because of his involvement with Sichuan Hanlong, the appellant was aware of the decision shortly after it was made.

The appellant used his wife's trading account and the trading company he owned and controlled to purchase financial products in both Bannerman and Sundance prior to the announcement of the takeover. There was an agreement made with a Mr Zhu and others, whereby Mr Zhu would purchase financial products in Bannerman and Sundance for the benefit of the appellant and others using funds borrowed from Hanlong Mining.

The Court of Criminal Appeal had quashed the original sentence and imposed an overall term of imprisonment of seven years with a non-parole period of four years six months because of parity concerns, and because of the possibility that the sentencing judge erred in not taking account of evidence that the appellant would experience more onerous custody as he was a foreign national.

Notably, no error was established in respect of the sentencing judge's findings that the conduct was ‘carefully planned and premeditated’, that the appellant's attempts to conceal
his involvement in procuring illegal trades was an aggravating feature of the offending, or by having multiple regard to the appellant’s concealment of his identity by making purchases that were not in his own name, or to the fact that the loan to finance the purchases was drawn from a related party of Hanlong Mining.

In *R v. Issakidis* [2018] NSWSC 378, the defendant was found guilty on 13 June 2017 by a jury of two conspiracy offences, one contrary to Section 135.4(5) of the Criminal Code and one contrary to Sections 11.5(1) and 400.3(1) of the Criminal Code. The defendant and his co-conspirator were directors of Neumedix Health Australasia Pty Ltd. The defendant and his co-conspirator agreed to cause Neumedix Health to make false depreciation claims in its tax returns of many hundreds of millions of dollars. The depreciation claims were in respect of the alleged cost of acquisition by Neumedix Health of certain medical technologies, even though it was agreed that no such cost was to be incurred. This enabled Neumedix Health to avoid incurring tax liabilities on income it was deemed to have received as the owner of units in a number of trusts. These trusts generated very large taxable profits.

The defendant and his co-conspirator agreed to deal with the ‘proceeds of crime’, that is to say amounts in various bank accounts that represented the cash distributions from the trusts to Neumedix Health. It was agreed that the funds be distributed offshore to various accounts controlled by entities associated with the defendant and then repatriated to Australia, largely for the benefit of the defendant and his co-conspirator.

Ultimately, an aggregate sentence of 10 years three months was imposed with a non-parole period of seven years six months, the sentencing judge determining that the offending was motivated by greed and that there was a strong need for deterrence as the offences were in the worst category (the loss to the Commonwealth was in excess of A$100 million).

*Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions v Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha* [2017] FCA 876 represented the first company to be criminally prosecuted in Australia since the criminalisation of cartel conduct. Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha (NYK) pleaded guilty to a single charge of ‘giving effect to a carnet provision’ contrary to Section 44ZZRG of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth). NYK is a Japanese company whose business includes the supply of ocean shipping services, primarily the shipping of motor vehicles, to Australia. It was established that NYK had intentionally made arrangements with other companies (not party to proceedings) to fix freight rates in respect of shipping routes to Australia. There was also evidence of contracts affected by the rigging of bids by motor vehicle manufacturers. The company was fined $A25 million with a further $A30 million to be paid if non-compliance with an undertaking were to be established.

In the case of *ACCC v Yazaki Corporation* [2018] FCAFC 73, it was found that Yazaki Corporation had engaged in collusive conduct with a competitor, Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd, in the course of supplying Toyota Australia with goods in the form of wire harnesses for motor vehicles. The offending cartel conduct involved an agreement, observed over an extended period, relating to requests for quotations issued by Toyota. Following the ACCC’s successful appeal against the fine imposed at first instance, the Full Federal Court of Australia imposed a penalty of A$45 million. This represents the highest financial penalty imposed under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth).

These cases demonstrate an increased appetite on the part of the ACCC to commence proceedings against companies operating in Australia in relation to cartel conduct, as well as a trend of increasing financial penalties imposed by the courts in response to such conduct.
On 28 November 2018, following the lifting of long-standing suppression orders, previously restricted sentence proceedings relating to foreign bribery prosecutions against Note Printing Australia Limited (NPA) and Securency International Pty Ltd (Securency) were released. On the facts as agreed in The Queen v Note Printing Australia Limited & Anor [2012] VSC 302, both companies were subsidiaries for the Reserve Bank of Australia and were involved in the manufacture and supply of polymer banknotes used in Australia and internationally. The core offending conduct involved the payment of Indonesian, Malaysian, Vietnamese and Nepalese agents, engaged by the companies to assist in obtaining contracts with banks in the aforementioned countries.

While the substantial commission paid to overseas agents did not represent an offence, significantly it was demonstrated that Securency and NPA employees, including persons acting in the roles of general manager and chief financial officer, were aware that the local agents were paying a portion of their commission to bank officials with the intention of improperly influencing them in the exercise of their duties. These payments were described by Securency and NPA employees as ‘special commission’. Both companies were fined A$480,000, reduced by virtue of an undertaking on the part of both companies to provide future assistance to authorities.

As new legislation is introduced with increased maximum penalties, it is likely that the courts will approach sentencing principles such as general and specific deterrence against the new maximum penalties that will apply. This is likely to lead to an overall increase in the length of terms of imprisonment that will be imposed as punishment for serious white-collar offences.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

It is anticipated that the next 12 to 18 months will be a period of increased legislative and policy reform in the area of white-collar crime.

This includes the new anti-money laundering and counterterrorism financing laws that have just been implemented by the AUSTRAC. These laws regulate digital currency exchange (DCE) providers operating in Australia. Businesses that are operating in Australia must register with the AUSTRAC and meet the Australian government’s anti-money laundering and counterterrorism compliance and reporting obligations. The Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (Cth) requires regulated entities to collect information to establish a customer’s identity, monitor transactional activity, and report to the AUSTRAC any transactions or activities that are suspicious or involve large amounts of cash (over A$10,000). It is foreseeable that regulatory investigations into DCE compliance with Australia’s anti-money laundering legislation will be on the regulators’ agenda in the next 12 months.

It is also expected that amendments will be made to certain penalty provisions of the Criminal Code to bring it in line with the Senate Economics References Committee March 2017 report, ‘Lifting the fear and suppressing the greed: Penalties for white-collar crime and corporate and financial misconduct in Australia’. The report recommended an increase in civil penalties under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) for individuals and companies, a change in the manner in which civil penalties are calculated and empowering the ASIC to have disgorgement powers. Following the commencement of the Treasury Laws Amendment (Strengthen Corporate and Financial Sector Penalties) Bill 2018, a number of these proposed changes are presently in force.
I INTRODUCTION

A distinction has to be made between the police and judicial authorities in Austria with respect to law enforcement authorities. In general, the police as the law enforcement authority, who are subordinate to the respective public prosecutor, lead the investigation. The public prosecutor is the head of investigations and responsible for the prosecution of crimes. A permit regarding investigations is in general not required to question witnesses, for example. However, specific permission from the court is necessary if the public prosecutor decides to take special investigation measures, such as house searches (raids), opening of accounts or telephone tapping. All investigation measures are usually carried out by the police. Regarding the powers of the prosecution authorities, there is no distinction between corporate criminal proceedings and others.

After the investigation procedure has been completed, the public prosecution decides, based on the results of the investigation, whether to press charges against the defendant (either an accused individual or a corporation) or whether proceedings should be discontinued.

The Central Public Prosecution for the Enforcement of Business Crimes and Corruption (WKStA) is a special prosecution authority that was established in 2011 as a response to the increasing number and complexity of white-collar crimes. It is in charge of prosecuting all Austrian business property crimes involving sums exceeding a certain amount and involving serious cases of corruption.

A special feature of Austrian criminal law is the reporting obligations of the public prosecutors. The public prosecutor must report crimes to its superior public prosecutor’s office if there is an overriding public interest resulting from the significance of the crime or the suspect. If the importance of the crime is not restricted to the locality, the High Public Prosecutor’s Office has to submit another report illustrating the premeditated procedural actions to the Federal Ministry of Justice. Thus the reporting chain can range from the investigating or prosecuting public prosecutor to the Federal Ministry of Justice. Corresponding to the obligation of public prosecutors to report to higher authorities, these higher authorities have the right to issue instructions to subordinate public prosecutors.

The possibility of directives being given by higher public prosecutors has been the subject of numerous discussions, since critics stated that the prosecution should be – as part
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1 Norbert Wess is a partner, Markus Machan is an attorney and Vanessa McAllister is an associate at WKK Law Rechtsanwälte.
of the jurisdiction – as independent as courts and, therefore, directives given by higher public prosecutors would be improper. Therefore, a commission of experts has been set up to make a proposal concerning each single case that is reported to the Minister.

Since the Austrian Code of Corporate Criminal Liability (VbVG) came into effect on 1 January 2006, companies and other legal entities can also be accused in criminal proceedings and, like natural persons, can be (under given circumstances) held liable and be convicted. Depending on the conduct of the legal entity following the crime, the prosecutor is entitled to refrain from prosecuting if the prosecution seems unnecessary. Comprehensive cooperation with the prosecution and the installation (or adjustment) of an efficient surveillance system (for the future) can, in fact, protect the legal entity from further prosecution, but not the accused individual.

II CONDUCT
   i Self-reporting

In terms of corporate and business crimes, Austrian law does not provide for a specific regulation governing self-disclosure that would exempt the perpetrators from punishment. However, if an offender or a legal entity that has committed or is responsible for a crime shows active repentance, the punishment may be exempted. What is expected from the individual or legal entity when showing repentance after committing an offence is precisely specified by law. The offender or the legal entity has to be willing to remedy the damage voluntarily even if only pressed by the victim, or at least commit himself or herself to compensating the damage without the law enforcement authorities becoming aware of the offender’s guilt.

Self-disclosure is a special and very important feature in Austrian tax law. Taxpayers can often be exempted from quite substantial punishment by self-disclosure. The tax enforcement authorities, in turn, do not have to lead (lengthy) investigation procedures; however, self-disclosure only exempts offenders from punishment under circumstances that are strictly specified by law and that have been considerably tightened over the years.²

In financial criminal law, an exemption of punishment is only possible by means of self-disclosure if it occurs before an offence has been discovered or before the first prosecution measures against the self-disclosing person or business have been taken. In the case of an ongoing audit, self-disclosure has to take place when the audit starts. Owing to a recent modification, a tax surcharge is added when the offender is guilty of an intentional or grossly negligent tax offence.

In addition, within the scope of self-disclosure, the misconduct and all relevant circumstances that are important in determining the evaded amount or the tax loss have to be disclosed. If the self-disclosure is inaccurate to the extent that not all the relevant facts are disclosed, tax evaders will not be exempt from punishment. Moreover, the amount due must be paid within a month. It is possible, however, to apply for payment in instalments over a maximum of two years.

Austrian competition law³ also provides for a legal remedy with an effect similar to self-disclosure. The Federal Competition Authority (BWB) may refrain from requesting a

---


³ Competition law is technically regulated outside criminal law; however, the cartel fine is a criminal penalty in the meaning of Article 6 ECHR; see McAllister, Die Kartellgeldbuße (2017) 83.
fine in the event of violation of cartel regulations if a corporation that has violated cartel regulations is the first to disclose information and evidence to the BWB that allows it to file a well-founded request permission to carry out a house search. If the corporation is not the first to provide new information, it still can benefit from this regulation if the information disclosed allows the BWB directly to file an application (to the Cartel Court) to impose a fine.

Furthermore, it is required that the corporation has ceased violating cartel regulations and that it fully cooperates with the BWB in investigating the facts. The corporation must also not have forced any other business to participate in the violation of cartel regulations. If the corporation does not fulfil the requirement of being the first (whether to enable a house search or an application to impose a fine), but it complies with all the other aforementioned conditions, the BWB is entitled to request the imposition of a reduced fine.

Complementary to this legal remedy in competition law, the Code of Criminal Procedure contains a leniency programme applicable to offences perpetrated by employees or executives (e.g., Article 168b Criminal Code – collusive bidding) if the corporation benefits from the leniency programme provided by competition law. Furthermore, a general leniency programme (adapted via an amendment in 2016) enables an ‘alternative reaction’ in the meaning of ‘out-of-court offence resolution’ basically limited to small offences. If such an alternative reaction is not possible in particular cases (e.g., the offender did not comply with all the requirements), the offender can at least benefit from an ‘extraordinary mitigation of punishment’.

ii Internal investigations

Internal investigations into corporations are increasingly gaining importance in Austria. The purpose of internal investigation is to gain a full and detailed picture of any criminal or illegal conduct of employees and executives if unlawful conduct in the corporation has occurred or is suspected. The results of internal investigations may also be made available to the public prosecutor, who may be investigating simultaneously, or to the interested public (i.e., concerning stock market-listed corporations).

Regarding sophisticated cases, there is often a requirement to set up an entire internal investigation team consisting of specialists within the corporation, optionally supported and strengthened by external experts, such as auditors and specialised attorneys at law. This team is in charge of seizing, preparing and analysing relevant data within the scope of the investigation. After screening the data it may also be necessary to question former or current employees of the corporation about any incidents. During such ‘forensic interviews’, the interrogated person may (very often) incriminate himself or herself by a statement, hence an interview can be conducted only if the person cooperates voluntarily and is given the opportunity to consult an attorney at law in advance.4

There is no obligation to share the results of an internal investigation with law enforcement authorities, but if the corporation decides to cooperate with the enforcement authorities, there may be conflicts of interest with the company’s current or former employees. This must be pointed out by the legal counsellor from the outset.

4 See Wess, ‘Unternehmensinterne Ermittlungen – Erfahrungen und Problemstellungen in Österreich’, Anwaltsblatt, 2013, 223. There is an ongoing discussion whether an employee has to disclose all his or her knowledge (owing to the employee’s duty of good faith) even if it may result in self-incrimination; see, for example, Zerbes, ‘Strafrechtliche Grundsatzzfragen “interner Untersuchungen”’, in Lewisch (Hg), Wirtschaftsstrafrecht und Organverantwortlichkeit Jahrbuch 2013 (2013) 271.
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A few years ago, there was a discussion\(^5\) regarding whether law enforcers are entitled to request the surrender or to effect the detention of documents and reports kept by the corporation against its will. As a result of an amendment to the Code of Criminal Procedure in 2016, the correspondence with an attorney concerning, for example, an internal investigation is also protected if it is in the company’s custody (and not only in the lawyer’s office). These documents (even in the company’s custody) cannot be confiscated; illegally obtained documents containing correspondence with a lawyer are subsequently inadmissible in court.

iii Whistle-blowers

Internationally, many corporations and public institutions already rely on whistle-blowers in the prevention of business crimes and corruption. There is no obligation for corporations in Austria to make anonymous whistle-blowing facilities available; however, the establishment of whistle-blowing facilities is increasingly acknowledged as part of modern risk management. Appropriate whistle-blowing facilities can consist of a corporation’s own hotline, an email address established specifically for this purpose or a suitable internet platform. Often the corporation mandates a third party (e.g., a law firm) with execution of the hotline. The offences reported to these whistle-blowing facilities are not necessarily limited to internal offences against criminal law within the corporation; violations of labour law and environmental regulations may also be the subject of whistle-blowing reports.

In general, whistle-blowing facilities create certain tensions between an employee’s duty of loyalty as defined by labour law (which goes beyond the general duty to work) and the employer’s duty to have regard for the welfare of employees. Thus, the employee’s duty of loyalty, according to which the employee has to safeguard the operational interests of the employer in the course of his or her work, may oblige the employee to report violations of regulations by other employees of which he or she has become aware. An obligation to spy on other employees can usually not be assumed. Regarding certain employees, however (e.g., employees of internal review or control departments), an extended obligation to report may already result explicitly from the agreed work activity.

If an employee aims to conceal serious violations of rules by other employees, he or she may prove to be undeserving of the employer’s confidence. This can also result in a subsequent (summary) dismissal. Owing to the fact that an employer is obliged to have regard for the welfare of his or her employees, it would, however, not be appropriate to monitor an employee based on unsubstantiated and unfounded reports to document any further violations of rules.

Certain legal provisions may encourage or even force an employee to notify the authorities or a compromised corporation of unlawful conduct. For example, persons trading financial instruments in their profession are obliged to notify the Financial Market Authority without delay when there is reason to suspect that a certain transaction could represent insider trading or market manipulation.

Depending on its precise design, an established whistle-blowing facility may be a monitoring measure or system that could potentially affect human dignity. For this reason, the introduction of a whistle-blowing facility requires the prior consent of the workers’ council. If there is no workers’ council, the consent of each employee has to be obtained in advance.
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When implementing a whistle-blowing facility, data protection regulations have to be taken into consideration. The data inspection board dealing with whistle-blowing facilities must evaluate whether appropriate safeguards have been taken to prevent unauthorised access to collected data.

Moreover, the Austrian judicial authorities have established their own whistle-blowing home page. It is an anonymous interactive platform that is specifically maintained by the WKStA. Instead of being a mere reporting system that allows users to submit a message with a specific suspicion, this platform also offers the possibility of a mutual communication between the informant and the authorities, in which the informant (if desired) can remain anonymous.

This institution was set up in March 2013 and has been frequently used since then. In the first year of its existence, more than 1,200 tip-offs had been registered, only 6 per cent of which were dismissed as being unsubstantiated. Information obtained from this platform has already led to a number of charges and convictions, thus proving its effectiveness.

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

The VbVG is a separate law that regulates the criminal liability of corporations organised as legal entities (see Section I). The criminal liability of a corporate entity results from criminal offences committed by its employees or decision makers. Irrespective of the level of seniority of the individual offender, liability of a corporate entity is only given if the offence was committed in favour of the corporate entity or if obligations relating to the corporate entity were infringed. An offence is already regarded as being to the benefit of a corporate entity if it has improved its competitive situation; material gain is not required. Obligations of the corporate entity that, if violated, may result in its liability, can be related to all areas of law.

Regarding offences of a decision maker, the corporation is (criminally) liable if the decision maker has committed the offence unlawfully and culpably. Decision makers are, as the VbVG states, persons who are authorised to represent a corporate entity externally, such as members of the board of directors or managing directors.

The statutory prerequisites for holding a corporate entity liable as a result of the criminal offence of a (non-executive) employee are more comprehensive. The criminal offence committed by the employee must have been made possible or substantially facilitated by the corporation’s failing to take measures in terms of technology, organisation and personnel in order to prevent such an offence. The employee must not have acted culpably (e.g., he or she can be exculpated owing to a mistake of law).

As described above, the criminal liability of a corporate entity depends solely on the criminal relevance of acts of its employees or decision makers. As specified, this may lead to serious conflicts of interest between prosecuted individuals and the corporate entity. For this reason, attorneys at law are advised against representing corporate entities and prosecuted individuals in the same case as this could cause a conflict with respect to the professional prohibition of dual representation.

ii Penalties

Corporate entities that are liable for criminal offences are punished only with fines. The amount of the fine is determined by the number of ‘daily rates’ imposed and the amount of the daily rate. The range of punishment (number of daily rates for the offence in question) depends on the seriousness of the offence committed and is derived from the penalty range applicable for individuals (e.g., an offence punished with 10 to 20 years or life imprisonment may lead to a fine with up to 180 daily rates imposed against the corporate entity). The next step is for aggravating and mitigating circumstances to be taken into consideration, to determine the specific amount of daily rates. An aggravating circumstance can be the amount of damage caused by the criminal offence as well as the level of unlawful conduct by employees that was tolerated or even promoted. Mitigating circumstances include whether the corporate entity participates in uncovering the infraction, remedies the consequences of the offence or takes precautions to prevent such offences in the future. In practice, the maximum number of daily rates for business crimes that are relevant is 130.

The amount of an individual daily rate results from the corporation’s profitability, taking into account the corporation’s economic performance. A daily rate corresponds to 1/360 of the corporation’s annual yield (this amount may be exceeded or fall below by a third). The maximum amount of a daily rate, irrespective of the corporation’s economic performance, is €10,000.

iii Compliance programmes

The establishment of a compliance programme does not automatically release a corporate entity from its criminal liability. The VbVG explicitly regulates that preventive measures (one example being an established compliance programme) taken both before and after the offence are considered mitigating circumstances. If the corporate entity involved has already taken preventive measures before the offence – which later, however, turn out to be inappropriate – and if, consequently, efforts to prevent such violations of laws by employees are obvious, this will (at least) lead to a significant reduction of the penalty. The same holds true for a corporate entity that decides – following the disclosure of misconduct by employees or decision makers – to establish a compliance programme or to remedy its weaknesses in order to avoid future misconduct.

The implementation of suitable training programmes or the drafting of guidelines for employees in sensitive fields of work are other examples of preventive compliance programmes seen as mitigating circumstances. In addition, the promotion or establishment of a whistle-blowing system may be regarded as an important step to prevent similar offences in the future.

An essential contribution to uncovering a crime may also lead to a reduction of the fine imposed on the corporate entity. That contribution will be realised more easily if a compliance programme with comprehensive duties of documentation or support for the corporation’s internal review is already in place. These documents will most likely facilitate a review of the decision-making process in retrospect.

Furthermore, a reduction of the fine in the event of a criminal conviction can be achieved with the argument of impeccable business conduct. This mitigating circumstance for legal entities (liable under VbVG) corresponds with that of ‘proper moral conduct’ of natural persons. Impeccable business conduct is certainly indicated and supported by the establishment of a comprehensive and, above all, effective compliance programme.
In addition to many other advantages, the purpose of a compliance programme is, by definition, to prevent the commission of criminal offences in business. If a compliance programme has been successfully established and integrated into the corporate culture, this may well mean that the corporate entity should be able to produce evidence of its impeccable business conduct if convicted (for the first time). An effective compliance system can help a corporate entity that has already been liable once for an offence to show good conduct over a longer period.

**iv Prosecution of individuals**

Regarding the criminal liability of individuals in connection with the criminal liability of companies, it has to be taken into account that the criminal liability of companies always depends on the unlawful conduct of individuals (employees or decision makers). Only in exceptional cases, the employee who triggered the criminal liability of the company would go unpunished (e.g., if he or she did not act in a ‘culpable’ manner).

If an investigation against individuals working in the company is launched, the fundamental question for the company is whether it intends to cooperate with the defendants’ counsel. In the event of close cooperation with the defendant, it is likely that criminal charges will be brought against the individual and also (after further analysis) against the company. In this respect, the invalidation of accusations against the individual can subsequently weaken the accusation brought against the company. Ultimately, it is at the discretion of the company to choose to cooperate with the defendants.

As the dismissal of employees or decision makers being criminally charged cannot always hinder the imposition of a fine against a company, the company – in cooperation with specialised attorneys at law – should devise a strategy for dealing with these individuals. At the same time, law enforcement authorities must be convinced (i.e., by the company cooperating as closely as possible) to refrain from bringing criminal charges against the company.

**IV INTERNATIONAL**

**i Extraterritorial jurisdiction**

In general, Austrian criminal law applies to all offences committed in Austria. This corresponds to the principle of territoriality that is now common practice for the application of statutes. Regardless of the foregoing, Austrian criminal law also applies to certain offences explicitly specified by law even if they were committed abroad.

The legal provision that crimes of corruption and bribery will be prosecuted in Austria, regardless of where the crime was committed if only the offender is Austrian, is of particular relevance for companies. These crimes are also prosecuted in Austria if the offence was committed to the benefit of an Austrian public officer.

If an Austrian citizen as an employee or decision maker of a company bribes a foreign public officer, he or she has to be punished pursuant to Austrian criminal law. This applies regardless of whether the crime was committed in Austria or abroad and whether it was an Austrian or foreign company. Conversely, decision makers or employees of foreign companies can be held criminally liable in Austria if they bribe an Austrian public officer – even from another country.

This type of special regulation goes far beyond the original principle of territoriality. In reality this means that bribery committed anywhere in the world by Austrian citizens or of Austrian public officers can be prosecuted in Austria.
ii International cooperation

The Austrian criminal justice authorities cooperate closely with those in foreign countries. The applicable legal basis is laid down in bilateral or multilateral international treaties and their respective implementation in Austrian law.

The Austrian Administrative and Judicial Assistance Act regulates, for example, the circumstances under which an extradition request to foreign criminal justice authorities can take place. This Act also contains several provisions governing general judicial assistance, and the takeover of criminal prosecutions, as well as the takeover of surveillance by Austrian authorities. The statutes specify reciprocity as a general prerequisite for these measures. In addition, administrative and judicial assistance requests must not infringe on public policy or the national interests of Austria.

Austria does not extradite individuals who commit petty crimes. Extraditions from Austria are only admissible in the case of intentional offences and for those who carry a prison sentence of more than one year pursuant to foreign and Austrian law. Austria does not, however, extradite to countries in which criminal proceedings are not in compliance with the fundamental principles of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), or if the person extradited is at risk of political persecution, suffering cruel or humiliating punishments, or even the death penalty. In principle, Austria does not extradite its own citizens. However, there is an exemption with respect to extraditions to the International Criminal Court.

The influence of EU law on the criminal law of individual Member States is becoming more important in practice. European law can specify, for example, minimum requirements for the determination of offences and penalties and for the facilitation of the mutual recognition of court sentences and decisions.

Extraditions to EU Member States have been specifically regulated by an EU Directive that was implemented in Austria by federal law with respect to judicial cooperation in criminal cases with EU Member States. This encompasses both pending foreign criminal proceedings (extradition for pretrial detention) and non-appealable sentences (execution of a sentence). These processes have been substantially simplified, compared with extraditions to third countries, owing to the principle of mutual recognition of criminal sentences passed by European states. It is also required that human rights standards are observed across Europe. For a number of specified offences, the requirement of reciprocity, for example, is no longer a prerequisite for extradition to another EU Member State. Consequently, a person who is prosecuted by an enforcement authority can also be extradited for an offence that is not punishable in Austria.

iii Local law considerations

In cross-border cases that have an impact on Austria, some special features have to be taken into consideration in criminal investigations. Austria still has banking secrecy laws that are comparatively strict. Information concerning transactions may only be given with prior approval of the court based on a motion filed by the public prosecutor. However, banks now have to report current accounts, building society accounts, passbooks and securities accounts to a central account register. Since 2017, Austria also participates in the international exchange of information on bank accounts.

There is also a strict obligation of secrecy regarding certain professional groups, such as attorneys at law, auditors and tax consultants. This obligation may not be invalidated by the seizure or confiscation of communications. Thus, members of these professional groups
have the right to object to seizure. In the event of an objection, a court has to decide whether the seized communications are covered by professional secrecy. These communications may not be exploited by law enforcement authorities before the court has decided that the seized communications are not protected by the relevant professional secrecy.\textsuperscript{7} The protection of other professional groups, such as banks, has substantially softened in recent years. Therefore, it is now much easier for law enforcement authorities to gain access to communications from banks.

V YEAR IN REVIEW

The 2018 amendment to the Austrian Criminal Code in particular aimed to implement Directive (EU) 2017/541 on combating terrorism, replacing Council Framework Decision 2002/475/JI and amending Council Decision 2005/671/JI (the Directive on Terrorism). In addition, this amendment intended to create conditions for a potential ratification of the Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism in Austria, and included the following measures:

\textbf{a} Domestic jurisdiction relating to acts of terrorism has now been widened by means of adding further criminal offences in connection with terrorism to Article 64(1)(9) of the Austrian Criminal Code. Further, according to this Article, it is now sufficient for establishing definite domestic jurisdiction if the offender was resident in Austria when he or she committed the offence or when criminal proceedings were initiated. On the other hand, Article 64(1)(10), which regulated domestic jurisdiction in the case of terrorism financing, has been rescinded.

\textbf{b} A further addition to the current terrorist offences listed in Article 278c(1) of the Austrian Criminal Code was necessary to ultimately cover the offence of disrupting the operation of a computer system,\textsuperscript{8} provided actions taken by the offender are likely to endanger human life or the property of others on a large scale, or if those actions interfere with computer systems or essential elements of critical infrastructure.

\textbf{c} Terrorist financing, as mentioned in Article 278d(1) of the Austrian Criminal Code, was widened according to Articles 278c(1) and 278e–g, or by the recruitment of another person to commit a terrorist offence according to Article 278c(1)(1)–(10) of the Austrian Criminal Code.

\textbf{d} ‘Travelling for the purpose of terrorism’ was introduced in 2018 as a new criminal offence and renders offenders liable under Article 278g of the Austrian Criminal Code. Accordingly, anyone who travels to another state to commit a criminal offence in accordance with Articles 278b, c, e or f of the Austrian Criminal Code, is now liable to imprisonment for six months to five years. The type and level of the sentence, however, shall not be any higher than the penalty provided by law for the intended offence.

\textbf{e} Persons entitled to access legal aid – as defined in Article 66(2) of the Austrian Code of Criminal Procedure – was expanded to include victims of terrorism.

\textsuperscript{7} See Wess, ‘Der Rechtsanwalt als Täthelliger im Wirtschaftsstrafrecht – Grenzen strafprozessualer Zwangsmassnahmen’ in Lewisch (Hg), Wirtschaftsstrafrecht und Organverantwortlichkeit Jahrbuch 2011 (2011) 77.

\textsuperscript{8} Article 126b Austrian Criminal Code.
The accomplished amendment to the Austrian Code of Criminal Procedure in 2018 and the introduced Articles 134(3a) and (135a) as part of it, created a legal basis for new investigation measures concerning the monitoring of encrypted messages; it comes into force on 1 April 2020 and is limited until 31 March 2025. In addition, the confiscation of letters no longer requires that the accused person has to be detained.

Following the introduction of the Data Protection Amendment Act 2018, the Austrian Code of Criminal Procedure was adapted to match the new terminology of the Data Protection Act, and Article 77(2) of the Austrian Code of Criminal Procedure, which regulates the transmission of personal data of criminal proceedings for scientific purposes, was also revised.

Finally, the Federal Act on Judicial Cooperation in Criminal Matters with Member States of the European Union, the Code of Criminal Procedure and the Federal Act on Cooperation in Financial Criminal Matters with Member States of the European Union were adapted to meet the requirements of the European Union, and a uniform legal framework was created for international cooperation in administrative financial criminal matters. The aim of this was to ensure the applicability of the European Investigation Order in judicial criminal proceedings and in administrative financial criminal proceedings in accordance with Directive 2014/41/EU and to further develop international administrative and judicial assistance instruments for the purpose of the administration of financial criminal offences.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The accomplished amendments mainly concerned implementations of numerous Directives of the European Union, especially those referring to counter-terrorism measures and data protection, as well as standards to further develop international administrative and judicial assistance instruments.
Chapter 8

BELGIUM

Stefaan Loosveld

I INTRODUCTION

Both at the EU level and in the Member States (including Belgium), a wide variety of authorities and regulators are empowered to supervise, investigate and sanction corporate conduct. Each of these has various and often very intrusive powers, for example to carry out unannounced inspections and house searches, to seize documents, to trace telecommunications, to access IT systems and to interrogate persons.

Besides the traditional criminal authorities, there are numerous regulators that, albeit strictly speaking active in the regulatory and administrative field, have far-reaching investigative and sanctioning powers as well. These powers often do not differ significantly from the powers of criminal authorities. Because of the nature and effects of the measures taken and sanctions imposed by these regulators on the corporates and individuals (e.g., senior managers) affected by them, these persons often benefit from the same fundamental rights and guarantees under EU and national law that apply to purely criminal sanctions.

Well-known examples of regulatory authorities are, at both the EU and national level, the competition authorities (which wield powers across all sectors and areas of economic activity) and the financial and banking regulators (which supervise, investigate and sanction the conduct and activities of financial services providers, including banks).

In what follows, particular attention is paid to the powers of competition and financial regulators. This is not to underestimate the role and powers of an increasing number of other regulators of all types, which corporates especially need to take into account. For instance, the Economic Inspectorate (a body attached to the Belgian Federal Public Service of Economy) has powers in areas that concern trade practices and consumer protection, and that will also apply to the conduct and activities of financial institutions (e.g., in the framework of the marketing and distribution of financial instruments to the public). The same applies to tax, labour and environmental authorities, to name just a few. While their prerogatives and powers might often appear to be similar, it remains nonetheless important, for persons affected by them, to properly assess the following:

a which specific statutory and legislative rules govern the scope of their mandate and competences; and

b the precise nature and impact of their powers. This assessment ensures that:

• the actions and measures taken by these regulators remain within the confines of what they are legally entitled to do; and

---

1 Stefaan Loosveld is a partner at Linklaters. The information in this chapter was accurate as at July 2017.
II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

As a general principle, a person is not obliged to incriminate himself or herself.\(^2\) Hence, no duty exists for a party to report its own criminal offences. However, one may choose to report an offence voluntarily to obtain leniency or a settlement (see below). Nor is there a general duty to report criminal offences committed by third parties, with the exception of crimes against public safety or against the life or property of an individual. The latter category of crimes should be reported to the public prosecutor. Failure to do so is criminally sanctioned.

Similarly, a person who is the subject of a regulatory investigation that can lead to the imposition of a financial penalty or fine has a right to silence and a right not to self-incriminate. The regulators have already acknowledged these rights in the context of replying to the written questions asked in the framework of a regulatory investigation. The same right applies in case of an interrogation.

These rights may also be violated if the regulator uses constraints to obtain evidence. A constraint may be to impose a penalty or fine if the entity concerned fails to hand over evidence that the regulator requests. However, constraints may be lawful if their aim is to obtain evidence that exists independently of the will of the entity concerned. In addition, the right to silence cannot be invoked to prevent handing over documents to the regulators if the entity concerned has a statutory duty to keep the documents as records.

Belgian regulators have no duty to caution (i.e., to inform the entity under investigation at the beginning of the interrogation about its right to silence), but as a result of case law, when the regulators remind an undertaking of its right to silence, it prevents any future objection relating to the right not to self-incriminate.

\textit{Leniency in competition law matters}

Undertakings are not obliged to self-report when they discover an internal wrongdoing that could constitute a competition law infringement. They may, however, voluntarily opt to do so in competition cases to benefit from the leniency programme.

Under EU competition law, the conditions and benefits of leniency applications are enumerated in the Commission Notice on Immunity from fines and reduction of fines in cartel cases (Commission Leniency Notice).\(^3\) Undertakings that are part of a cartel can apply for leniency. By contrast, abuses of dominant position, vertical agreements and horizontal agreements that are not cartels within the meaning of the Commission Leniency Notice cannot benefit from the leniency programme.

Leniency is granted on a first-come, first-served basis. If an undertaking or association of undertakings wants to obtain full immunity from fines, it must be the first to submit


\(^3\) Commission Notice on Immunity from fines and reduction of fines in cartel cases (OJ C 298, 8 December 2006, p. 17).
information and evidence enabling the European Commission to carry out a targeted inspection or to establish an infringement. A company that does not qualify for full immunity can apply for a reduction of the fine if it provides evidence that represents significant added value to the evidence already in the possession of the European Commission.

In all cases, the leniency applicant must also end its involvement in the alleged cartel (except when the European Commission decides otherwise in order to preserve the integrity of inspections), cooperate fully and expeditiously with the European Commission throughout its investigation, and provide all evidence in its possession. The applicant may not destroy, falsify or conceal any evidence relating to the alleged cartel, either prior to the submission of the application or during the investigation.

The regime of leniency under Belgian competition law follows closely the European regime. The rules regarding leniency are contained in Book IV of the Belgian Code of Economic Law and the Leniency Guidelines of 22 April 2016. Thus, an undertaking can apply at Belgian level for full or partial immunity of fines, provided it offers sufficient evidence, collaborates fully and ends its involvement in the cartel. However, a few notable differences exist with the EU system. First, leniency under Belgian competition law also applies to ‘hub-and-spoke’ conspiracies. Second, Belgian competition law provides for administrative sanctions for individuals involved in certain serious violations of competition law (in essence hardcore cartels). For these individuals, the Leniency Guidelines provide a regime of immunity of fines, for which the individuals can apply separately or with the undertakings employing them. If granted, the individuals will be fully immune.

In assessing whether the conditions for leniency are satisfied, both the European Commission and the Belgian Competition Authority (BCA) enjoy a margin of discretion. A company cannot be certain whether the competition authorities will consider the information provided to be sufficient to qualify for immunity or fine reduction. Also, leniency applications, both under European and Belgian competition law, provide no protection against private law claims for damages from customers or competitors.

Under the Antitrust Damages Directive, soon to be implemented in Belgian law, final decisions by the competition authorities (e.g., the BCA in Belgium) will constitute irrefutable proof of fault in private damage claims. The Antitrust Damages Directive will also facilitate disclosure of evidence. However, leniency statements at both the EU and Belgian levels are shielded from requests from disclosure. Other documents in the investigation file may be disclosed, albeit that the court must balance the interests of the victims with the interest of effective public enforcement of competition law (i.e., keeping the leniency programme attractive for undertakings).

Before deciding to file a leniency application, companies should, therefore, make a careful assessment of all relevant elements, including the likelihood of an investigation or a fine, the risk of a leniency application by another cartel member, the potential impact of a

---

4 Guidelines on Leniency Notice on full or partial immunity from fines in cartel cases (Belgian Official State Gazette, 22 April 2016, p. 19796).
5 These are cartels involving both manufacturers and suppliers, whereby one side of the market acts as a ‘hub’ to facilitate coordination between players on the other side of the market.
7 As at mid May 2017, draft legislation implementing the Antitrust Damages Directive in Belgium was pending before the Belgian Parliament.
leniency application on the risk of investigations in other countries, the risk of private damage claims from third parties, and the potential effect on relationships with other industry players and with customers.

ii Internal investigations

An undertaking may conduct its own internal investigations. There are several ways to do so, such as interviewing the relevant employees and auditing their paper and electronic files. An undertaking’s internal investigation must comply with rules regarding privacy and employee protection, arising from various provisions from employment, telecommunication and privacy law.

An undertaking will often need to conduct an internal investigation when preparing a leniency application (to provide full cooperation) or answer a request for information from the Competition Authority, the financial services regulators and banking supervisors, and criminal authorities. While certain legislation provides, under penalty of sanctions (e.g., fines) in the case of refusal, for an obligation on the undertaking to provide complete and correct information to the authorities, this obligation cannot trump the right for the undertaking concerned not to incriminate itself and to invoke this right by refusing to hand over certain documents. However, as soon as a document or a piece of information is voluntarily provided to the authorities, the undertaking cannot claim any attorney-client or other legal privilege on it.

Among others, in competition law matters, Book IV of the Belgian Code of Economic Law now introduces administrative fines for individuals (as mentioned above, employees may now also apply for individual leniency in relation to hardcore infringements). In other areas (e.g., market abuse), certain conduct might even be criminally sanctioned. Employees might, therefore, seek the assistance of their own counsel in the event of an internal investigation by their employer.

iii Whistle-blowers

EU financial services and banking

At the EU level, various legislation in the areas of financial services generally and banking specifically contains rules on the establishment of mechanisms for the reporting of infringements, commonly known as whistle-blowing. These mechanisms typically have an internal dimension (i.e., procedures for the reporting of possible infringements by employees to their employer) and an external dimension (i.e., procedures with the regulators for the reporting of possible infringements to the regulators by employees or other persons that deal with financial services firms or banks).

Thus, for instance, Article 32 of the EU Market Abuse Regulation \(^8\) requires Member States to ensure that the respective national administrative authority that is competent for market abuse infringements establishes effective mechanisms to enable reporting of actual or potential infringements of this Regulation. These mechanisms must include at least:

- specific procedures for the receipt of reports of infringements and their follow-up, including the establishment of secure communication channels for such reports;

---

within their employment, appropriate protection for persons working under a contract
of employment, who report infringements or are accused of infringements, against
retaliation, discrimination or other types of unfair treatment as a minimum; and
protection of personal data both of the person who reports the infringement and the
natural person who allegedly committed the infringement, including protection in
relation to preserving the confidentiality of their identity, at all stages of the procedure
without prejudice to disclosure of information being required by national law in the
context of investigations or subsequent judicial proceedings.

The Market Abuse Regulation also obliges Member States to require employers who carry
out regulated activities to have in place appropriate internal procedures for their employees
to report infringements of this Regulation.

Finally, the Market Abuse Regulation allows Member States to provide for financial
incentives to persons who offer relevant information about potential infringements of this
Regulation to be granted in accordance with national law if those persons do not have other
pre-existing legal or contractual duties to report such information. The conditions for the
provision of incentives are that (1) the information is new, and (2) it results in the imposition
of an administrative or criminal sanction, or the taking of another administrative measure,
for an infringement of this Regulation.

A similar requirement to establish internal and external whistle-blowing mechanisms
is also provided for in other EU legislation, such as in relation to MiFID II,
undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities (UCITS),
insurance distribution, and packaged retail and insurance-based investment products (PRIIPs).

Finally, this requirement also exists in relation to the activities and supervision of
credit institutions. The details of this requirement are laid down in Article 71 of the 2013
EU Banking Directive. The whistle-blowing mechanism to be established thereunder is
to encourage the reporting of potential or actual breaches of both the national provisions
implementing the 2013 EU Banking Directive and the 2013 EU Banking Regulation.


23 July 2014 amending Directive 2009/65/EC on the coordination of laws, regulations and administrative
provisions relating to undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities as regards depositary


26 November 2014 on key information documents for packaged retail and insurance-based investment

13 The 2013 EU Banking Directive is in full: Directive 2013/36/EU of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 26 June 2013 on access to the activity of credit institutions and the prudential
supervision of credit institutions and investment firms, amending Directive 2002/87/EC and repealing

The 2013 EU Banking Regulation is in full: Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013 of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment firms
As regards credit institutions in the eurozone, the European Central Bank (ECB) obviously has an essential supervisory role to play, being at the helm of the single supervisory mechanism (SSM). As ‘competent authority’ in the meaning of the aforementioned Article 71, the ECB has set up a breach-reporting mechanism. The rules and procedures governing this mechanism are laid down in Articles 36 to 38 of the SSM Framework Regulation. They set forth that any person may, in good faith, submit a report directly to the ECB if that person has reasonable grounds for believing that the report will show breaches of the relevant EU law by the institutions supervised by the ECB or by the supervisors themselves (both the ECB and the national competent authorities for banking supervision, such as the National Bank of Belgium (NBB), i.e., the Belgian central bank and banking supervisor). If a breach relates to other areas of activities of a bank that do not fall under the ECB’s supervisory competences (e.g., consumer protection or the implementation of anti-money laundering rules), it is outside the ECB’s mandate to follow up on the breach. Instead, the breach should be reported to the national authorities that are competent for these areas (e.g., the Economic Inspection for consumer protection, including when it applies to the activities and conduct of credit institutions). All personal data concerning both the person who reports a breach and the person who is allegedly responsible for a breach shall be protected in compliance with the EU data protection framework. Also, the ECB shall not reveal the identity of a person who has made a report without first obtaining that person’s explicit consent, unless disclosure is required by a court order in the context of further investigations or subsequent judicial proceedings.

With regard to significant supervised entities, that is, those entities that are directly supervised by the ECB, the ECB itself assesses the report. By contrast, with regard to less significant supervised entities, the ECB only assesses a report for breaches of ECB regulations or decisions. The ECB forwards reports concerning less significant supervised entities to the relevant national competent authority (e.g., the NBB in Belgium), without communicating the identity of the person who made the report, unless that person provides his or her explicit consent.

While everybody that has knowledge of a potential breach may report it to the ECB, the ECB has indicated that compliance officers, auditors and other employees of a bank are the groups that are most likely to have knowledge of possible wrongdoing. The breaches that are most commonly reported to the ECB concern the inadequate calculation of own funds and capital requirements, and governance issues within credit institutions.

---


15 The term ‘relevant EU law’ covers the substantive rules relating to the prudential supervision of credit institutions that the ECB applies when carrying out the tasks conferred on it by the SSM Regulation. These rules are composed of directly applicable EU Regulations such as the Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR). When EU Directives are considered relevant Union law, the national implementations of these Directives are also considered to be relevant Union law, e.g., national implementations of the Capital Requirements Directive IV (CRD IV). Furthermore, where directly applicable EU Regulations grant options to Member States, the national legislation exercising those options is considered to be relevant Union law. ECB regulations, such as the SSM Framework Regulation, and ECB decisions, are also considered to be relevant Union law.
Belgium

National law on whistle-blowing in EU Member States: the example of Belgium

Belgian law does not contain general rules on whistle-blowing. However, particularly in relation to financial services and banking, either Belgian law has already implemented the relevant EU legislation or this legislation is in the process of being implemented.

Thus, Article 21, Section 1, No. 8 of the Belgian Banking Law contains a specific requirement that Belgian credit institutions must have an appropriate internal whistle-blowing system in place for the reporting of breaches of rules and codes of conducts. The external side of the whistle-blowing system is laid down in Article 36/7/1 of the Belgian Law of 22 February 1998 on the National Bank of Belgium. It governs, among others, the good faith reporting to the NBB of an actual or potential infringement of the rules governing the status and supervision of credit institutions by an employee of the institution. We refer to what is mentioned above on the division of tasks within the SSM between the ECB and national supervisors, such as the NBB, and hence the circumstances in which Belgian law’s whistle-blowing system comes into play.

As at June 2017, draft legislation was being finalised for adoption by the Belgian Parliament. This will implement in Belgian law the whistle-blowing mechanism that EU Member States are required to establish under EU legislation in areas such as market abuse, MiFID II, UCITS and PRIIPs. This legislation will modify the Belgian Law of 2 August 2002 on the supervision of the financial sector and the financial services. The rules governing the ‘external’ dimension of such mechanisms will be addressed in a new Article 69 bis of this law – with the Belgian Financial Services and Markets Authority (FSMA) functioning as the authority to whom the reporting will need to be done – while the ‘internal dimension’ is laid out in a new Article 69 ter.

Importantly, these new provisions will not be limited to implementing into Belgian law the requirements of the EU legislation, but will go beyond the areas covered by this legislation. Thus, they will introduce both the external and internal dimensions of the whistle-blowing mechanism in a so-called ‘transversal’ manner (i.e., for the reporting of infringements of any of the rules for which the FSMA has supervisory powers). These rules are enumerated in Article 45 of the Law of 2 August 2002. They concern a wide variety of financial and related services and the institutions providing them. These new whistle-blowing provisions will address topics such as the duty of secrecy of the FSMA as regards the identity of the reporting person, the protection of this person against claims and sanctions, the protection of this person and of the person affected by the reporting (i.e., the author of the possible infringement) against retaliatory, discriminatory and other forms of unjust treatment, and the financial and other remedies that these persons benefit from in case of such treatment by their employer. Of course, this protection does not affect the possibility of, for example, the employer taking the appropriate measures and actions that are open under statutory law or the contract with regard to a person who has effectively committed an infringement, including when this infringement came to light as a result of reporting by the whistle-blower.

Note, however, that on 29 November 2006, the Belgian Privacy Commission issued a non-binding recommendation setting out how a whistle-blowing system could be established in compliance with the Belgian Data Protection Law. Also, specific whistle-blowing rules apply to certain categories of civil servants.

In full: Law of 25 April 2014 on the status and supervision of credit institutions.
As indicated above, in competition law, the introduction of administrative fines for individuals goes hand in hand with the right for individuals to seek immunity on their own account, besides or alongside a leniency application from the company. That is the first time that whistle-blowing will be rewarded under Belgian competition law.

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability and penalties

**Competition law**

Under EU competition law, the European Commission may impose fines on corporates of up to 10 per cent of the annual consolidated worldwide turnover of the undertaking. In setting the fine, the European Commission takes into account the gravity and duration of the infringement. The Fining Guidelines provide more guidance on how the European Commission will exactly calculate the fines. These Guidelines are not binding on the European courts, who exercise full jurisdiction and can review the fine. However, the instances where the European courts have adjusted fines in competition cases remain exceptional.

A similar system of sanctions is in place under Belgian competition law, albeit with some differences. First, the maximum amount of the fine is set at 10 per cent of the consolidated turnover realised by the undertaking on the Belgian market and through exports from Belgium (and thus not the worldwide turnover). The Belgian Competition Authority (BCA) may also impose interim measures and periodic penalty payments of up to 5 per cent of the average daily turnover for each day’s failure to comply with the decision. The BCA issued guidelines on the calculation of fines on 26 August 2014. These guidelines refer to the calculation method of the European fining guidelines described above. While the Belgian fining guidelines have no binding value, the courts have established that the BCA could not depart from the methods for the calculation of fines set out therein without violating the principle of legitimate expectations.

A 10 per cent reduction of the fine can be granted both under EU and Belgian competition law if an undertaking agrees to enter into a settlement with the competition authority. In doing so, the undertaking concerned must admit its involvement in the infringement.

In cases of private law claims, the regular courts may order the payment of compensatory damages for the harm that the competition law infringement caused to the claimants. Class actions have been introduced into Belgian law by legislation dated 28 March 2014, which entered into force on 1 September 2014. Adequate representatives are able to lodge collective claims on behalf of consumers for breach of contractual commitments or certain legal provisions, such as Book IV of the Belgian Code of Economic Law and some financial law regulations.

There are no criminal sanctions under Belgian law for competition law infringements. Some exceptions apply, e.g., bid rigging in public procurement and breaking of seals applied by the BCA.

---


19 An amendment of this rule, in order to calculate the maximum amount of the fine on the basis of the worldwide turnover of the undertakings concerned, is being discussed as part of a package of reforms to Belgian competition legislation.


21 Some exceptions apply, e.g., bid rigging in public procurement and breaking of seals applied by the BCA.
EU financial services and banking

The SSM started in November 2014 and is one of the four pillars of the EU Banking Union. It is particularly relevant for the supervision of credit institutions in the eurozone. It is composed of the ECB and the national authorities that are competent for the supervision of credit institutions in their respective Member State (for instance, the NBB in Belgium). The ECB has a key role, as it is responsible for the effective and consistent functioning of the SSM. In addition, it has, among the thousands of credit institutions that are established in the eurozone, full and direct supervisory authority over ‘significant institutions’.

To ensure compliance with the supervisory rules and its regulations and decisions in this area, the ECB has significant supervisory, investigative and sanctioning powers.

The ECB’s investigative powers are similar to those that have been granted to other EU financial supervisory authorities, such as the European Securities and Markets Authority in the areas of the supervision of over-the-counter derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories, and of credit rating agencies. Thus, the ECB has the right to require legal and natural persons to provide all information that is necessary to carry out its supervisory tasks. It also has the right to require the submission and examination of documents, books and records, to obtain written or oral explanations from the representatives or staff of such persons, and to conduct all necessary on-site inspections at the business premises of the institutions under its supervision, including without prior announcement.

If an institution supervised by the ECB breaches, intentionally or negligently, a requirement under directly applicable EU law for which administrative sanctions are made available, then the ECB has the right to start a sanctioning procedure and impose administrative pecuniary sanctions. The same right exists in the case of breaches of regulations or decisions adopted by the ECB in the exercise of its supervisory tasks. The ECB also has the right to publish the imposition of such sanctions, irrespective of whether the decision has been appealed.

---

22 e.g., requiring a credit institution to hold own funds in excess of the EU law capital requirements or to use its net profits to strengthen its own funds, requesting the divestment of activities that pose excessive risks to the soundness of an institution, limiting variable remuneration when it is inconsistent with the maintenance of a sound capital base, or removing members from the management of a credit institution.


25 The sanctions that the ECB can impose in this case consist of a maximum of twice the amount of the profits gained or losses avoided because of the breach where those can be determined, or a maximum of 10 per cent of the total annual turnover of that institution in the preceding business year. If the institution is a subsidiary, then the relevant total annual turnover is calculated on a consolidated basis.

26 The sanctions that the ECB can impose in this case consist of (1) fines of a maximum of twice the amount of the profits gained or losses avoided because of the infringement where these can be determined, or 10 per cent of the total annual turnover of the undertaking, and (2) periodic penalty payments of a maximum of 5 per cent of the average daily turnover per day of infringement. Periodic penalty payments may be imposed in respect of a maximum period of six months from the date stipulated in the decision imposing the periodic penalty payment.
In other cases – for instance, breaches of national legislation that transposes EU Directives – the ECB only has the option of requiring the national supervisory authorities to open a sanctioning procedure with a view to taking action to ensure that appropriate sanctions are imposed by the national authorities.

The ECB imposes its sanctions in accordance with the ECB Sanctioning Regulation, which, among others, sets forth the procedural rules and time limits for the imposition of sanctions, as well as their judicial review.

At the level of the Member States (the NBB in Belgium, for instance), has the use to take a wide range of administrative measures. It has, through its Sanctions Commission, the power to impose administrative fines and penalties of up to €2.5 million per infringement, in cases of non-compliance with the rules under its supervision. The specific procedural rules for the imposition of these sanctions are laid down in Articles 36/9 to 36/11 of the Law of 22 February 1998 on the National Bank of Belgium.

The FSMA (the Belgian securities and markets supervisor) is also empowered to use a wide range of administrative measures and, through the FSMA Sanctions Commission, to impose administrative fines of up to €2.5 million per infringement, in the case of non-compliance with the rules that fall under its supervision. The specific procedural rules for imposition by the FSMA of administrative fines are laid down in Articles 70 to 72 of the Financial Supervision Act, as well as in the provisions of an internal regulation from the Sanctions Commission of the FSMA of 21 November 2011.

**Criminal proceedings**

Within the European Union, criminal law is an area that still falls within the remit of the respective Member States. Hence, the rules on whether a corporate can be criminally liable and on the criminal sanctions in the case of such liability vary according to the Member State concerned, including in areas that concern the transposition of EU Directives (for instance on financial services and banking) that require Member States to establish such sanctions.

For instance, corporates in Belgium are, subject to certain conditions, criminally liable for offences that are either intrinsically related to the accomplishment of their corporate purpose or corporate interests, or have been committed on their behalf. The criminal sanctions that can be imposed on corporates may, among others, consist of fines, a confiscation of corporate assets, winding up, injunctions to perform certain activities, dismantling of company branches and publication of the criminal judgment. As a corporate cannot be sentenced to imprisonment, the penalty of imprisonment is converted into a fine in accordance with a complex calculation mechanism.

**ii Compliance programmes**

A compliance programme is considered neither a mitigating nor an aggravating circumstance by the competition fining guidelines, which only provide that the BCA may take into account
any initiative of the undertaking aimed at avoiding competition law infringements. 29 It is, nonetheless, highly recommended for undertakings to implement competition law compliance programmes, since they aim to reduce the risk of contravention, facilitating immediate cessation of any potential infringing conduct (thus minimising potential penalties), and earlier detection of any potential infringement (thus providing the opportunity to apply for leniency where appropriate).

In the area of financial services, various statutory rules and guidelines by the regulators require financial institutions to have appropriate compliance programmes. The absence of a programme constitutes a regulatory breach, while the existence and effective use of a programme – particularly in terms of compliance, training and monitoring – might, in certain circumstances, constitute a defence or, at least, a penalty-mitigating factor.

The mere existence of a compliance programme does not automatically constitute a mitigating circumstance under Belgian criminal law. However, its existence might be helpful in, for example, the defence of senior managers that they do not have a personal criminal liability, as they tried ensuring compliant behaviour through setting up internal compliance programmes, monitoring the effective functioning of these programmes and following up any issues reported through such programmes.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

Belgian competition law applies to any conduct that restricts competition on the Belgian market or a substantial part thereof. The place where the agreement or practice is implemented (irrespective of the registered office of the companies concerned) is relevant in this respect. Certain arrangements within the European Competition Network govern the allocation of cases between the national competition authorities of the EU Member States and the European Commission.

In July 2007, the Belgian financial markets supervisor rendered a landmark decision for the EU financial services landscape. This decision concerns the protection against double jeopardy, that is, the right of a person not to be prosecuted or punished more than once for the same facts (also known as the *ne bis in idem* principle). The Belgian regulator relied on Article 54 of the 1990 Schengen Agreement to refrain from imposing a sanction for behaviour that would otherwise have fallen within its jurisdiction. The practice under investigation related to possible market abuse by a financial institution based in the United Kingdom. The importance of Article 54 of the 1990 Schengen Agreement is twofold: the *ne bis in idem* principle is applicable to a cross-border context and it only requires the same facts (i.e., *idem factum*), and possible differences in the legal qualification of the breach are not relevant (hence, no requirement of *idem crimen*).

As a general rule, Belgian criminal courts have jurisdiction if the offence is committed in Belgium. A crime or offence is considered to have been committed in Belgium if one of its constitutive elements took place on Belgian territory. However, an offence committed on foreign state territory might be punishable before the Belgian courts in certain circumstances (e.g., bribery).

29 Fining Guidelines, Paragraph 41.
Belgium

ii International cooperation
The Belgian Competition Authority does not have investigative powers outside Belgium. Thus, investigations concerning companies located outside Belgium will require cooperation with the competition authorities of other jurisdictions. Within the European Competition Network, cooperation between the European Commission and the national competition authorities of EU Member States is based on the provisions of EU Regulation No. 1/2003. The Belgian Competition Authority has the power to exchange all information (even if confidential) with the European Commission and the national competition authorities of other EU Member States, who may also ask the Belgian competition prosecutors for assistance in inspections that are carried out pursuant to EU Regulation No. 1/2003.

Likewise, financial services and banking supervisors and regulators are often, by virtue of EU or national legislation, in many areas able to exchange information with their foreign counterparts, without the exchange giving rise to a breach of the regulators’ confidentiality obligation. Similarly, in various areas, these supervisors and regulators have the statutory authority to cooperate with their foreign counterparts. Particularly within the European Union, this cooperation may include on-site inspections by a foreign regulator in Belgium or vice versa, including for practices that may constitute a breach of foreign law but not the law of the place where the inspection is carried out.

As Belgium is a member of the European Union, it is bound by EU legislation, as well as the 1990 Schengen Agreement and various other international agreements on extradition and cooperation in criminal matters. In addition, Belgium has concluded several bilateral and multilateral treaties in this respect, including the Benelux Extradition Treaty of 27 June 1962. Belgium has also enacted the Act of 9 December 2004 on mutual international legal assistance in criminal proceedings, according to which it will offer its assistance to foreign investigations on Belgian territory. These investigations will be conducted in accordance with Belgian law and under the authority of the public prosecutor or examining magistrate.

V YEAR IN REVIEW
In 2017, there has been an increased activism of the regulators, particularly financial regulators such as the ECB and the FSMA. As regards the latter, we see a focus on regulatory action in Belgium that is intended to, or at least results in, a settlement between the supervised entity and the FSMA. While such a settlement brings an end to the investigation, it is typically published in a non-anonymous manner with increasingly high settlement amounts that the entity needs to pay and with commitments from that entity on how it will deal with customers that were potentially affected by the behaviour that is the subject matter of the settlement. It is expected that this trend will continue going forward.

I INTRODUCTION

Brazilian criminal procedure law establishes that investigation of the origins and content of crimes committed within or by companies may be carried out by federal and state civil police forces.\(^2\) It is also possible that the Public Prosecutor’s Office (at state and federal levels) will carry out its own investigation.\(^3\) Nevertheless, in both situations, judgment of the case rests with the courts. Police officers, public prosecutors and members of the court have discretionary powers to conduct cases free from external influences, as far as the conduct of these authorities respect the guarantees of due process and the right to privacy.

In the context of administrative offences, companies and their employees and executives can also be investigated by other bodies, such as parliamentary investigation committees (at local, state and federal levels), which have subpoena powers, and by audit tribunals (again at local, state and federal levels), which are empowered to investigate wrongdoing in public administration.

Concerning incidents of corruption within public administration, Decree No. 8,420/15, which regulates the Brazilian Anticorruption Law (Law No. 12,846/13), provides that the investigation of civil and administrative liability rests with the highest authority of the aggrieved entity. To assess where responsibility lies, the entity must start a preliminary investigation and, based on the evidence gathered, the relevant authority may determine the commencement of the administrative procedure\(^4\) by which any sanctions on the entity under investigation will be established. A finding of guilt is always subject to judicial review.

Private agencies and investigators, even though they are authorised to operate in Brazil, do not have special powers of investigation (e.g., to force people to give testimony or produce evidence), but they can collect evidence to the extent that it does not violate any rights of the targeted individuals, such as privacy, freedom of movement and property.

Law No. 13,432/17 provides the legal basis for those working as private investigators, especially in relation to how those professionals may influence the gathering of evidence by public authorities. In this sense, there can be cooperation, by which evidence uncovered through private efforts can be submitted to the authorities,\(^5\) as long as the evidence has been

---

1 João Daniel Rassi is a partner and Victor Labate is an associate at Siqueira Castro Advogados.
2 Mostly, the competence of federal justice is provided under Article 190 of the Brazilian Federal Constitution.
3 Federal Supreme Court (STF), RE 593.727.
4 Article 4 of Decree No. 8,420/15.
5 Article 5 of Law No. 13,432/17.
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obtained within the tenets of the law. Pursuant to this law, companies and individuals are legally allowed to cooperate with the authorities by providing evidence gathered as part of an internal investigation.

Although the Brazilian judicial system is designed to avoid situations where the public may have influence over decisions (for example, judges are not elected and jury trials are restricted to wilful murders), experience shows that political agendas may interfere with prosecutions, especially regarding cases of corruption in which public opinion is intensified owing to, for example, Operation Car Wash developments.

II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

As a rule, private companies are not required to report irregularities committed by their employees to the authorities. However, the Money Laundering Law (Law No. 9,613/98) lists the individuals and legal entities engaged in business activity that are required to communicate to the Council for Control of Financial Activity, within 24 hours, all transactions suspected of involving money laundering (Article 11.II.b). In general, the parties so obliged are individuals and legal entities that – permanently or occasionally, principally or secondarily – engage in activities connected with the following markets: finance, real estate, luxury goods, sports or arts, transport of valuables and livestock breeding.

Under the Money Laundering Law, no benefit is obtained by those who comply with their reporting duties. However, the public authority may impose more severe penalties on those who fail in the duties required under Article 12 thereof.

For those accused of money laundering, it is possible to obtain leniency by voluntarily collaborating with the authorities, providing information about the crime, identifying the other perpetrators, and so on. As consequence of collaborating with the authorities, a shorter jail term or a sentence of probation may be imposed (or less severe conditions, such as a minimum security prison or authorisation to work during the daytime).

Other laws also allow for leniency, called ‘collaboration agreements’. In fact, any individual accused of engaging in organised crime in Brazil can collaborate with the authorities in return for a lighter sentence or other benefits (Articles 4 to 7 of Law No. 12,850/13).

---

6 The situation is different in the public sector, where the duty to report suspected criminal behaviour applies to federal civil servants, as per Law No. 8,112/90.
7 The law covers crimes of money laundering, concealment of assets and use of the financial system for commission of crimes, and created the Council for Control of Financial Activities, among other things.
8 It is possible for the parties who fail to inform the suspect transactions to face charges for complicity in money laundering, although the theme of criminal liability of compliance officers for omission is still polemical in Brazil.
9 The list, which is comprehensive, can be found in Article 9 of Law No. 9,613/98.
10 Among the penalties established in the law are warning, fine, temporary ineligibility to hold management positions and cancellation or suspension of authorisation to engage in activity, operation or functioning.
11 Article 1, Section 5 of Law No. 9,613/98.
12 Rewarded denunciation is also applicable to the crimes committed against the national financial system (Law No. 7,492/86, Article 25, Section 2), tax crimes (Law No. 8,137/90, Article 16), drug trafficking (Law No. 11,343/06, Article 41) and kidnapping (Penal Code, Article 159, Section 4).
In the area of antitrust law, taking part in a cartel is both an administrative and criminal offence. Although there is no obligation to report such behaviour by individuals or companies, both can be eligible for benefits by cooperating, in the criminal sphere (individuals only) or the administrative sphere. According to Article 86 of Law No. 12,529/11, companies and individuals that enter into leniency agreements can have their penalties reduced by a third to two-thirds in return for cooperating in identifying and producing evidence against the other participants of the cartel.

With respect to the criminal sphere, Article 87 of Law No. 12,529/11 establishes that a leniency agreement also prevent criminal charges from being brought against individual signatories, but suspends the running of the time bar of crimes against the economic system (Article 4 of Law No. 12,529/11) and related crimes, such as fraud in bidding processes and criminal conspiracy.

The recently passed Law No. 13,506/17 also provides for the possibility of companies and individuals entering into leniency agreements with the Central Bank of Brazil and the Securities and Exchanges Commission with regard to financial offences or conduct that jeopardises shareholders’ and investors’ interests, respectively.

The granting of these benefits by the authorities responsible for establishing the collaboration agreement and the leniency programme are subject to the authorities’ subject valuation. The lack of objective parameters is often criticised by legal entities.

ii Internal investigations

Companies that receive denunciations or suspect their employees of irregular behaviour can conduct their own investigations to identify the facts and impose penalties on those found responsible. They can also engage external advisers, private detectives or audit firms to conduct investigations. As a rule, the investigation should involve as few people as possible to protect those involved and to preserve the investigation itself. For this purpose, all those involved are typically asked to sign a confidentiality undertaking.

Audit reports, spreadsheets, official emails and transcripts of interviews are examples of evidence that can be gathered during this kind of investigation. During the proceedings,

---

13 Law No. 12,529/11. Administrative and criminal spheres are autonomous even though, in some cases, the collaboration in the administrative sphere can reflect in the criminal area (e.g., the leniency agreement). In this sense, considering that benefits from the law can reflect in the two different areas and their interest towards investigation is mutual, the Administrative Council for Economic Defence and the Federal Prosecutor's Office of Cartel Combat signed the Memorandum No. 1/2016 to strengthen their cooperation.

14 Article 4 of Law No. 8,137/90.

15 ‘Cease and desist agreements’ are also available for companies willing to cooperate with the Competition Authority that did not come first to the organ.

16 In its last Peer Review on Competition Law and Policy in Brazil, the OECD recommended modification of the leniency programme to eliminate the exposure of leniency participants to prosecution under criminal laws other than the Economic Crimes Law.

17 Concerning non-related crimes, it is possible for the defence, upon confession, to request a reduced criminal penalty under Article 65(III)(d) of the Brazilian Penal Code.


20 The best policy is to both specify the rule in the code of conduct and require all employees to sign a consent form when hired.
the suspect is entitled to retain a lawyer to be present at interviews, and while there is no legal requirement, the lawyer is permitted to see internal documents regarding the investigation that are related to the client.

Generally, these kind of investigations are conducted by external counsel, or by internal counsel assisted by external professionals, to ensure that the impartiality of proceedings is not affected. At the end of the investigation, a report should be prepared outlining the case and the findings regarding the alleged irregularities and the wrongdoers involved, as well as proposing solutions and recommendations depending on which law has been infringed, and any possible penalties to be applied.21 Although it is not mandatory to submit the content of the report to the public authorities, courts may require it to be presented and, unless publication of the information presents a risk to the company, that order may be fulfilled.

Finally, attorney–client privilege still applies to investigations conducted by companies, owing to the broad scope established by the Brazilian Bar Association Statute. However, since this is a disposable right, the right to secrecy can be waived by the client, for instance if the accused person wishes to benefit from collaboration with the company. In situations like this, it is recommended that the individual and the company are represented by a counsel to avoid any allegations of coercion or abuse of rights by both sides.

iii Whistle-blowers

A whistle-blower, by definition, is an individual who denounces a fact that is perceived to be illegal or improper within the company or public agency for which he or she works, without being involved in the allegedly criminal conduct.22

Despite the fact that Decree No. 8,420/14 determines that companies can create internal channels to enable denunciation of irregularities, for which benefits may be used as reward, the Brazilian legal system does not provide any specific mechanism to protect whistle-blowers.23 There are also no provisions on administrative penalties or punishments for those who make denunciations in bad faith or that are knowingly false,24 nor any specific rules on anonymous denunciation of irregularities.

However, if a whistle-blower suffers a backlash as result of making a denunciation, such as dismissal or mental harassment, he or she can file a labour suit against the company.25

Further, Law No. 13,608/18 authorises states to establish denunciation channels through which citizens may provide information regarding crimes or administrative offences.

---

21 Depending on the gravity of the act, the employee can be dismissed with or without cause, under the situations described in Article 482 of the Consolidated Labour Law (Decree-Law No. 5,452/43).
22 Whistle-blowers should be differentiated from those who in some way have participated in or contributed to the crime and decide to cooperate with the authorities in return for leniency, as in the case of rewarded collaboration (V Greco F, Comentários à Lei de Organização Criminosa, São Paulo: Saraiva, 2014).
24 On this aspect, the Brazilian Penal Code, in Articles 138 to 140, defines the crimes of calumny (falsely accusing someone of a criminal offence), defamation (harming someone’s reputation by false accusations) and libel or slander (offending someone’s dignity or decorum with false claims). These crimes are subject to private penal action prosecuted by the offended party (as opposed to public penal actions, in which the plaintiff is the people, represented by the public prosecutor).
25 Labour legislation allows indirect termination of the labour contract in the situations listed in Article 483 of the Consolidated Labour Law (Decree-Law No. 5,452/43). Employees can also file suits for moral damages against acts of the employer, according to Articles 186 and 927 of the Civil Code.
If this information proves useful for the prevention or repression of offences, rewards may be granted. The law, however, is limited with regard to the ways in which the whistle-blower may be protected beyond anonymity. Despite this, whistle-blowers may invoke ordinary witness-protection rights under Law No. 9,807/99.

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

Companies can be held civilly liable for the acts of their employees in three situations, two general and one specific: by reason of *culpa in eligendo* (poor choice of those entrusted with performance of obligations); by reason of *culpa in vigilando* (insufficient oversight of the performance of obligations); and when an employee commits an act injurious to public administration, in Brazil or abroad.

The first and second situations of corporate responsibility are provided under Article 932, III of the Brazilian Civil Code and *Súmula* 341 from the Federal Supreme Court. The third situation, above, is a new form of corporate responsibility established by the Anticorruption Law (Law No. 12,846/13), which contains provisions on strict civil and administrative liability for acts that are harmful to national or foreign public administration.

Civil and administrative corporate liability under this provision does not preclude the personal liability of the individuals involved in such conduct.

Criminally, only companies can be held liable for the commission of environmental crimes, regardless of the individual responsibility of their agents. Article 3 of the Environmental Crimes Law (Law No. 9,605/98) establishes that companies shall be held criminally liable in cases of environmental infractions committed ‘by decision of their legal or contractual representative, or collegiate body, in the interest or benefit of the entity’.

Finally, there is no legal impediment for the company and employees to be represented by the same lawyer, in either administrative or criminal proceedings. This will depend on the situation, namely if there is no possibility of a conflict of interest.

ii Penalties

The possible penalties will depend first of all on the category of culpability, among those defined above. For situations of *culpa in vigilando* or *culpa in eligendo*, the company will be liable in proportion to the loss caused.

In relation to practices injurious to a national or foreign governmental entity, according to Article 19 of the Anticorruption Law, a company can be liable to the following penalties:

- *a* seizure or forfeiture of money, rights or other assets gained directly or indirectly from the infraction, with reservation made for the rights of injured parties or third parties who acted in good faith;
- *b* partial suspension or interdiction of activities;
- *c* prohibition from receiving incentives, subsidies, donations or loans from governmental entities or official financial institutions, for between one and five years; or

---

26 A *súmula* is a statement of consolidated position, or jurisprudence, from a higher court.
27 The culpability of the employer or principal for the acts of the employee or agent is presumed.
28 The list of injurious acts is contained in Article 5 of Law No. 12,846/13.
29 Article 3, Section 1 of Law No. 12,846/13.
compulsory dissolution, when the company is found to have habitually facilitated or engaged in illegal acts or was incorporated to conceal illicit interests or the identity of the beneficial owners.

According to Articles 21 to 24 of the Environmental Crimes Law, the penalties applicable to companies for the practice of environmental crimes are:

- fines;
- partial or total suspension of activity;
- temporary interdiction of an establishment, project or activity;
- prohibition from contracting with governmental entities or obtaining subsidies or donations from them;
- payment for environmental programmes of projects;
- reclamation of degraded areas;
- maintenance of public spaces;
- contributions to public environmental or cultural entities; or
- forced liquidation, with the assets realised being transferred to the National Penitentiary Fund.

iii Compliance programmes

The Environmental Crimes Law does not provide for any leniency regarding penalties for companies that have compliance or integrity programmes. Rather, it establishes that the penalty must be set in light of the gravity of the infraction, its motives and the consequences for public health and the environment, as well as the antecedents regarding compliance with environmental laws or regulations, and the economic situation of the company.30

The situation is different regarding civil and administrative liability for harmful acts against national or foreign governmental entities. The Anticorruption Law specifies that in applying penalties, the parameters of the sanction must be established by considering the existence of functional internal mechanisms and procedures for integrity, auditing, any incentive for the denunciation of irregularities, and the effective application of codes of ethics and conduct within the company.31

The parameters for evaluating a compliance programme are listed under Article 42 of Decree No. 8,420/15. These provisions include the existence of periodic training for employees concerning the scope of the company’s integrity programmes, the existence of independent structures for application of the integrity programme, the use of disciplinary measures in the event of violation of the programme’s provisions, and the transparency of any donations made by the companies to political parties, among others. These provisions are used as a guide for organisations when creating or reviewing compliance programmes.

Therefore, the existence of compliance programmes must be taken into consideration when imposing administrative or civil penalties for acts deemed injurious to public administration, by express provision of the Anticorruption Law. In the environmental sphere, there is no such provision, but this does not preclude consideration in this respect by the judge when imposing punishment.32

30 Article 6 of Law No. 9,605/98.
31 Article 7, VIII of Law No. 12,846/13.
32 In this respect, the Environmental Crimes Law allows reduction of penalties for ‘prior communication to the agent regarding the imminent risk of environmental degradation’, as well as for ‘collaboration with
iv Prosecution of individuals

Besides the prosecution of individuals for administrative, civil or criminal liability as discussed above, a company can dismiss a person from their job – even if dismissal is not mandatory for the matter in question – if the public authorities seek to hold the individual liable or in the case of an existing investigation into that person.

On the other hand, if there is no conflict of interest, the company can help to defend its employee by presenting documents, depositions, etc. Indeed, it is common for companies to pay the legal costs of this defence, depending on whether there is a conflict of interest.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

Brazil’s Antitrust Law (Law No. 12,259/11) applies to the conduct of individuals and companies outside the country in cases when the practices took place integrally or partially inside the national territory, or the consequence of the practices produces or might produce effects in Brazil.34

Concerning the latter situation, the possibility of extraterritorial application of Brazilian law requires that the potential injury caused by the conduct be real and effective, not just hypothetical, or there will be no configuration of a crime.35

Likewise, the Anticorruption Law allows civil and administrative penalties to be applied to Brazilian individuals or companies that commit crimes against foreign governmental entities, even if the crime is committed abroad.36

In the criminal sphere, the rule in Brazil, as in many other countries, is of territoriality, by which Brazilian criminal laws apply only to acts committed in the country or to:

- crimes committed against the life or freedom of the president;
- crimes committed against the property of public entities, the Brazilian state, the federated states and the municipalities;
- crimes committed against the public administration; and
- crimes of genocide when the criminal is Brazilian or resident in Brazil, and for crimes that Brazil is obliged to repress owing to international treaties and conventions.37

ii International cooperation

The Brazilian government can cooperate with application of the law of other countries by means of passive international legal cooperation, which consists of the practice of national public acts that are instrumental in the functioning of foreign jurisdiction. This cooperation

---

33 The jurisprudence from the labour courts takes the position that an employee can only be discharged for cause owing to commission of a crime after a final guilty verdict. However, the company can fire employees for cause based on other grounds, such as malpractice or administrative improbity, which are not crimes.
34 Article 2 of Law No. 12,259/11.
36 Article 28 of Law No. 12,846/13. See in this respect V Greco F, JD Rassi, O combate à corrupção e comentários à lei de responsabilidade de pessoas jurídicas (Law No. 12,846, of 10 August 2013), São Paulo: Saraiva, 2015, p. 214.
37 Article 7 of the Penal Code.
exists in three forms: direct (direct and immediate contact between the authorities of the two countries), indirect (through an intermediary for processing of requests) and direct assistance (postulation, through an intermediary, of a national decision for the benefit of the requesting state, in substitution of it).

Countries that cooperate with each other generally have treaties to that effect. However, the absence of a bilateral accord does not preclude cooperation by the Brazilian government with foreign governments. In these cases, the solicitation must be sent to the Superior Tribunal of Justice via a letter rogatory, and if the matter cannot be decided there, it will be sent to the Ministry of Justice for the necessary steps to be taken to provide direct assistance.

Extradition is common and is regulated by the Foreigner Statute (Law No. 6,815/80), Decree No. 86,715/81 and Article 22, XV of the Federal Constitution. For extradition to be granted, it is necessary for certain conditions to be met, including that the act be considered a crime both in Brazil and in the requesting state, that the prospective person to be extradited is a foreigner and that there is a treaty or convention signed with Brazil or, if none exists, a promise of reciprocity by the foreign government.

The Federal Supreme Court has original jurisdiction over extradition requests, according to Article 102, I(g) of the Federal Constitution, which is why its final decision is not subject to appeal.

iii Local law considerations

As has already been stated, Brazil adopts the principle of territoriality as a rule for application of criminal law, both substantive and procedural, although there are exceptional situations in which local law can be applied to crimes committed by Brazilians abroad. Therefore, if the Brazilian justice system has jurisdiction to judge a certain crime even though it has been committed abroad, the procedural rules applied will be those of the Brazilian Criminal Procedure Code.

Brazilian higher courts have a consolidated approach concerning the existence of *lis alibi pendens* investigations in the sense that the closure of investigations being carried out by Brazilian public authorities may not occur under ordinary instances, provided that the admissibility test of a foreign sentence depends on analysis of the Superior Justice Tribunal. By determining the closure of the investigation on such basis, the ordinary judge would be anticipating the analysis of a higher court.

Likewise, if another state is competent to judge a crime committed by a Brazilian national, its own procedural rules will apply, even if they are in conflict with Brazilian

---

38 Such as the bilateral and multilateral accords on mutual assistance in criminal matters listed on the website of the Federal Prosecution Service: www.internacional.mpf.mp.br/normas-e-legislacao/tratados/tratados-de-mutual-legal-assistance-auxilio-juridico-mutuo-em-materia-penal.


40 On this theme, see the publication (in Portuguese) by the Federal Supreme Court at www.stf.jus.br/arquivo/cms/bibliotecaConsultaProdutoBibliotecaBibliografia/anexo/extradicao_nov2009.pdf.
guarantees. On this point, international treaties and conventions on human rights come to the fore, by establishing protection and a guarantee of the rights of individuals facing prosecution in another signatory state.\textsuperscript{41} Hence, for example, personal and banking data are protected by secrecy and may only be disclosed by court order,\textsuperscript{42} pursuant to the constitutional principle of privacy and private life (Article 5, X of the Constitution). If any such information is obtained illegally, it will not be admissible in court.\textsuperscript{43}

V YEAR IN REVIEW

This year has seen many developments regarding new mechanisms for investigations. First, the Public Prosecutor’s Office issued the Joint Guideline No. 01/2018, consolidating the best practices taken during Operation Car Wash on the negotiation and conclusion of plea bargain agreements. The document lists the minimum requirements to be met on the agreement, and establishes procedural aspects of the negotiation.

Congress also passed the General Data Protection Law (Law No. 13,709/18), which, following the EU General Data Protection Regulation, established proceedings for data processing and sanctions for irregular data leaking and non-compliance with data protection rules. These penalties may be imposed by the Data Protection National Agency, whose creation is still pending.

Finally, the Federal Counsel of the Brazilian Bar Association issued Normative No. 188/2018, empowering lawyers to personally gather evidence for a defence. This normative is clear that lawyers are not obliged to inform the competent authorities about the investigation and its findings.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

As Operation Car Wash continues, public authorities have been consolidating their practices regarding the negotiation of plea and leniency agreements for citizens and companies willing to cease illicit practices.

The current Minister of Justice and former Operation Car Wash judge Sérgio Moro has presented the Anti-Crime Bill to Congress, requesting a series of amendments to the law, including increased sentences for serious crimes, the seizure of proceeds held by criminal organisations and allowing for provisional sentences. The bill, which has been criticised by a number of public security and criminal law experts, now awaits to be discussed in Congress.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{41} See in this respect the American Convention on Human Rights (Decree No. 678/92) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Decree No. 592/92).
\item \textsuperscript{42} Some argue that a court order is not necessary to obtain basic listing information such as name, address and telephone number, only a command from a police authority.
\item \textsuperscript{43} Article 157 of the Criminal Procedure Code and Article 5, LVI of the Federal Constitution.
\end{itemize}
I INTRODUCTION

There is no overarching regulation of the investigations and proceedings dealing with the regulation and punishment of companies but there is a multiplicity of proceedings and ad hoc configurations for each enforcement agency. An immediate consequence of this is the frequent duplication of enquiries and sanctions from agencies of the same or a broadly similar nature.

In Chile, infringements defined as ‘crimes’ by law are dealt by the Public Prosecutor’s Office, the agency that handles investigation and prosecution before criminal courts. As a principle, legal liability is strictly individual and is not applicable to collective structures such as companies, but to natural persons who have participated in the infringement. Nonetheless, an exception to the societas delinquere non potest principle was introduced in 2009 with the enactment of Law No. 20,393, which established for the first time in Chile the criminal liability of legal persons for a limited number of crimes, such as bribery, money laundering and the financing of terrorism, among others. There has been an ongoing trend towards expanding the list of crimes that may give rise to the criminal liability of companies.

Alternatively, a heterogeneous range of non-criminal infringements can be found in different laws that entrust enforcement to diverse special agencies. In this group, it is relatively common for the respective agency to be entitled not only to investigate but also to impose sanctions. In contrast with criminal procedures, the civil agencies are also generally entitled to prosecute and sanction legal persons as well as individuals. These entities are usually designated as superintendencies and form part of the government (unlike the Public Prosecutor’s Office, which is an autonomous entity that does not depend on the government).

Among the most relevant active agencies in recent years are the Financial Market Commission, the Internal Revenue Service in taxation issues, the National Economic Prosecutor, along with the Court for the Defence of Free Competition in antitrust matters and the Environment Agency and the environmental courts.

All these agencies are subject to different statutes and proceedings when it comes to investigating and sanctioning infringements to the laws for the areas in which they have authority; they also have different investigation powers.

In recent years, there has been a trend to broaden special powers available to some of these agencies, as their powers have been insufficient in certain cases and are limited when compared to those available to the Public Prosecutor’s Office. For example, special powers were granted in 2009 by means of Law No. 20,361 to the National Economic Prosecutor,
which has the authority, upon court approval, to execute dawn raids, seize goods and wiretap conversations. The Financial Market Commission, which replaced the Superintendency of Securities and Insurance and the Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions, introduced new and broader investigation powers in 2018, similar to those available to the National Economic Prosecutor, including the ability to request that bank secrecy is lifted.

Prosecution of crimes is, in general, not influenced by political agendas or domestic priorities. This is mainly due to the fact that, as already mentioned, the Public Prosecutor’s Office is an autonomous entity independent of the government. Furthermore, the National Public Prosecutor is elected by the executive, legislative and judicial branches of the state. Agencies in charge of civil enforcement have different relationships with the government, but as they have less autonomy than the Public Prosecutor’s Office, they are more vulnerable to political influence.

An interesting phenomenon regarding investigations of corporate conduct is the assumption that – particularly in certain areas – for the system to be more efficient, suspects must collaborate with agencies and find a quick remedy to the generated conflict. Evidently, as there is no legal obligation to actively collaborate, this is only relevant when the suspects have incentives to collaborate such as exemption from, or at least mitigation of, sanctions. Instruments such as leniency programmes, self-reporting and implementation of internal compliance programmes may be seen as forms of cooperation with the authorities, with underlying incentives.

The system developing from the new laws has also allowed the emergence of a broader scope for the development of efficient rights and possible judicial defences.

Individuals who are targets of prosecution by the administrative authorities or the public prosecutor have many options, not only to prove their innocence but also to find an agreed solution to the conflict.

II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

No clear guidelines exist as to the approach that corporations should take in response to illegal or criminal behaviour. There are only a few special regulations in some areas that establish certain reporting duties.2

As a result, it cannot be stated that, as a general rule, corporations are compelled to report activities that may be prosecutable by state agencies. Nevertheless, the judicial and legal systems are gradually providing incentives to encourage self-reporting as part of internal corporate policies. The incentives basically consist of exemption from liabilities or leniency regarding sanctions.

One example of regulations that contain incentives to encourage self-reporting can be found in Law No. 20,393, which establishes criminal liability of legal entities. According to this law, self-reporting may constitute a mitigating circumstance if it is performed by the legal representatives of the company before prosecution is initiated. The law also allows the public prosecutor to enter into deferred prosecution agreements with legal entities, where the

---

2 For example, in the context of money laundering, certain individuals are obliged to give notice to the authorities; however, this obligation does not apply to events occurring inside the company, but rather those performed by third parties.
prosecution is suspended and eventually dropped if the defendant agrees to submit itself to certain conditions, such as the payment of a certain sum of money or to provide a particular service to the community.

In the field of antitrust enforcement, Chilean law considers leniency mechanisms in cases of collusion, by means of which the party coming forward can apply for a reduction and even an exemption of administrative and criminal sanctions when certain conditions are met, such as the immediate cessation of the illegal conduct and the submission of reliable and useful information that can be used by the National Economic Prosecutor’s Office as sufficient proof to file a claim before the Court for the Defence of Free Competition. A total exemption from administrative and criminal penalties is only available to the first involved party submitting its application for leniency.

The National Economic Prosecutor performs the assessment of leniency mechanisms in accordance with a procedure outlined in the Internal Guidelines on Leniency in Cartel Cases, published in March 2017, which aims to provide legal certainty to whoever wishes to obtain leniency benefits and to limit the authority’s discretion when assessing any proposals for leniency.

In environmental matters, the applicable legislation establishes benefits to encourage self-reporting, consisting of the reduction of or an exemption from applicable fines, subject to certain conditions, among them to propose and fulfil a programme to mitigate or eliminate the environmental adverse effects of the activities of the business that are in violation of environmental regulations.

Customs laws also encourage self-reporting, which, in respect of certain infringements and provided that all customs duties are paid, exempts the offender from the initiation of an administrative enforcement proceeding.

The Tax Authority has also encouraged and issued special rules for self-reporting in certain specific circumstances.

Law No. 21,000, which in 2017 created the new Financial Market Commission, foresees a leniency mechanism similar to the one that exists for cartel cases. According to this mechanism, self-reporting of infringements to securities regulations implies a reduction of up to 100 per cent of the applicable fine. The first person coming forward may benefit from a reduction of up to 100 per cent of the applicable fine in cases where more than one offender is involved, and up to 80 per cent when he or she is the sole responsible person. Subsequent offenders may only benefit from a reduction of up to 30 per cent of the applicable fine, provided they deliver important additional information on the case. As violations to securities regulations may not only be subject to civil enforcement by the securities supervisory authority in certain cases, but also to criminal enforcement by the Public Prosecutors’ Office, the law also provides for mitigation from criminal liability, which is only available for the first person self-reporting an infringement that also constitutes a crime. Exceptionally, the law provides an exemption from criminal responsibility if the information provided by the defendant allows specific felonies contemplated in the Law on the Securities Market to be revealed or discovered.

---

3 In 2016, collusion was reinstated as a crime by means of Law No. 20,945. This conduct can, therefore, also be prosecuted by the Public Prosecutor’s Office if the National Economic Prosecutor files a criminal complaint after the administrative case has ended with the imposition of a sanction.
ii Internal investigations

Despite the development of internal investigations in terms of enforcement and judicial practice, the practice has not become widespread in Chile. The lack of legal culture in this area and the absence of precedents as to the confidentiality of findings, as well as whether they are covered by professional privilege, have led in several cases to agencies and prosecutors seizing documents produced within the scope of internal investigations. Although internal investigations conducted by outside legal counsel should be protected by privilege, it is not unusual for companies to conduct investigations internally rather than seeking assistance from outside counsel. In the absence of clear legal rules, it is arguable whether privilege covers the activities of other internal personnel, such as auditors or compliance officers. Until case law clarifies the extent of privilege in Chile, internal investigations would perhaps be better conducted by lawyers – preferably third parties – to improve protection of the confidentiality of the investigation and its findings.

Within the scope of these investigations, statements from the individuals directly involved are usually essential; however, it is important to stress that these statements must be given voluntarily by the persons involved, as they are not obliged to cooperate or submit evidence. Therefore, any participation in interviews or handing over of information must be done freely, and with the understanding that the investigation is for the benefit of the company, not for the personal defence of the individuals being interviewed or providing the information, unless the lawyer also assumes the personal defence of this person. To avoid future conflicts of interest, it should be made clear that all the information that the interviewee may provide will belong to the client (the company) and will be privileged for its exclusive benefit.

The gathering of publicly accessible documents belonging to a company must be differentiated from documents that fall under the control or possession of a company’s employee. This is particularly the case when documents or files are stored in individuals’ email accounts or computers assigned to them in the normal course of business. At least in principle, emails or documents contained within databases – even when the hard drives belong to the company – may not be accessed by the company or its counsel without the individual’s consent. Furthermore, it is possible that accessing such documents without the holder’s consent may expose investigators to criminal liability. However, in a recent decision, Chilean superior courts ruled that an employer who reviewed the institutional emails of a worker, stored on a computer owned by that employer, once the worker left the company, did not commit an unlawful act, since there was a suspicion of irregular behaviour of the worker and the company reviewed the emails with the purpose of protecting business data of obligatory reserve.

Finally, companies need not share or submit the results of internal investigations to the state agencies, especially when the investigation has been conducted by outside counsel and is privileged; however, the provision of such records may justify the mitigation of an eventual sanction, especially in the context of Law No. 20,393 (the Corporate Criminal Liability Act), which recognises the amelioration of possible sanctions if the company under scrutiny improves its internal systems and compliance rules.

iii Whistle-blowers

In the absence of almost any legal regulation, whistle-blowing is so far not a relevant issue in Chilean legal practice. Of course, it is not uncommon that in the context of enforcement actions and especially of criminal prosecution, individuals who are targets of investigations...
may decide to cooperate with the enforcement agency or the prosecutor to obtain more lenient treatment of their own cases. The Criminal Procedural Law allows prosecutors to enter into agreements with defendants in criminal cases, where these agreements are normally approved by the relevant criminal court. However, rather than a specific policy promoting whistle-blowing as part of the enforcement activity against corporations, this is a general statute applicable to, in principle, all criminal cases of any nature. In fact, the only limitation on these settlements is determined by law for cases where the possible sanction on the defendant exceeds five years in prison in the event of conviction.

Recently, in an effort to improve enforcement in anti-corruption cases, Law No. 21,121 introduced some specific incentives for defendants to cooperate with criminal investigations. Individuals who effectively cooperate and provide information that substantially contributes to the clarification of the investigated facts, or serves to prevent the perpetration of a crime or facilitate the confiscation of assets derived from the crime, may be rewarded with the consideration of a mitigating circumstance.

There are no legal provisions, at least for the private sector, to protect whistle-blowers from retaliation, so the response of a company confronted with whistle-blowing by an employee will depend on its internal policies. However, since the implementation of compliance programmes has been increasingly growing in recent years, at least in large – particularly multinational – companies, it has become more common for companies to have specific whistle-blowing policies.

In the public sector, Law No. 20,205 introduced certain provisions aiming to protect whistle-blowers who hold a public office when reporting crimes or administrative infringements to the competent authorities. However, these provisions are very limited as they only refer to certain public officers and only consider suspension of the ability to apply certain disciplinary measures against such persons for a period of up to 90 days after the investigation initiated by the report of the whistle-blower has ended. The whistle-blower may request that his or her identity and the information that he or she provides are kept confidential.

### III ENFORCEMENT

#### i Corporate liability

Corporations are generally only liable for their acts within the civil and administrative spheres. Exceptionally, they are also criminally liable when they are involved in specific acts. The civil liability of legal entities arising from acts committed by their employees is fully recognised in civil legislation. To enforce the aforementioned, the following conditions must be fulfilled:

- in the course of committing an illegal act, harm has been inflicted on a third party;
- there is a direct cause and effect relation between the individual’s behaviour and the damage; and
- the damage is attributable to the negligence or intent of the agent.

---

4 Law No. 20,205 of 24 July 2007, named ‘Protection to the public official who denounces irregularities and faults to the probity principle’.

5 Article 2314 et seq. of the Civil Code, particularly Article 2320.
The damage committed by the agent is attributable to the organisation of which he or she is an employee if the harm might have been prevented by the organisation had it carried out the expected level of diligence; the specific ‘degree’ of diligence that would release the organisation from liability is a matter of judicial interpretation, but there is a good chance that proper implementation of mechanisms to prevent illegal acts may lead to exemption from liability.

The administrative system of liability of legal entities is simpler. Given that the regulation specifically applies to corporations, they may be held liable. Thus, companies are subject to the sanctions that the legislation provides without requiring discussion on how the acts of the employees compromise the liability of the respective legal entities.

In connection with criminal liability, since Law No. 20,393 on Criminal Liability of Legal Entities entered into force in 2009, companies can be held criminally liable in connection with certain illegal acts committed by their agents. Hence, corporations may be investigated by the public prosecutor and be criminally sanctioned provided that:

a. the illegal conduct consists of certain specific crimes defined by law;

b. the illegal act is carried out by an owner, controller, representative, key officer or any person conducting managerial or supervisory functions in the company or by individuals working under the direct supervision of any of the aforementioned persons;

c. the act has been performed for the direct benefit or interests of the company; and

d. the behaviour of the agent or representative occurred because of a defect or failure in the company's mechanisms of control and supervision.

In connection with the criterion mentioned in (a), criminal liability of legal entities is restricted to certain offences committed by their agents. As a consequence, the possibility of enforcing this kind of liability is rather limited, but there has been a trend in recent years towards broadening the scope of predicate offences that may give rise to this kind of liability, which is expected to continue.

After a three-year discussion in Congress, Law No. 21,121 expanded the range of crimes for which legal persons are liable and increased the penalties to which they are exposed in the case of committing a crime. The new set of crimes applicable to legal persons include the offence of disloyal management, commercial bribery, unlawful negotiation and misappropriation. The first two are completely new to the Chilean Criminal Code, even for natural persons. Therefore, legal entities are now forced to incorporate new standards of control and probity to avoid criminal prosecution.

One offence that may trigger the criminal liability of legal persons is bribery. Under Chilean law, any individual is punishable for bribery when offering or consenting to offer any kind of benefit different to that which public officials are entitled to according to their position. Bribery of an international foreign official may also trigger criminal liability of a legal entity when committed by one of its agents. Commercial bribery, as stated beforehand, has only recently been established as a crime with the enactment of Law No. 21,121. The new figure sanctions the conduct of an employee or agent requesting, accepting, offering or giving a bribe to favour one party over another for entering into an agreement.

Another crime that may trigger the criminal liability of a legal entity is money laundering. The individual to be sanctioned is the person who in any way hides or conceals the illicit origin of specific goods, knowing that they come, directly or indirectly, from the
commission of other specific offences; or acquires, owns or uses the aforementioned goods for the purpose of profit, being aware, on their receipt, of their illicit origin. This offence is also punishable when committed with inexcusable negligence.

The third offence that may trigger the criminal liability of legal entities is the financing of terrorism; Chilean law punishes those who, by any means, directly or indirectly, request, collect or supply funds for the purpose of committing terrorist offences.

The fourth felony is the one known as receptación. Chilean law punishes an individual who has, transports, buys, sells, transforms or commercialises in any way goods, knowing (or having reason to believe) that those goods come from the commission of other specific offences.

Additional to the offence of commercial bribery introduced by Law No. 21,121, is the offence of unlawful negotiation, which may also give rise to criminal liability of legal entities. This applies to anyone who is directly or indirectly interested in a negotiation, action, contract, operation or management in which he or she has to intervene owing to his or her position; patrimony that he or she must manage; assets that are under his or her custody; or companies in which he or she participates. This crime alludes directly to the roles exercised by public officials, arbitrators, liquidators, expert witnesses, guardians, and directors or managers of stock corporations.

Another offence that may lead to criminal liability of companies is the crime of misappropriation, which refers to those who, to the detriment of others, appropriate or divert money, effects or any other movable thing that they have received in deposit, commission or administration, or by any other title that produces an obligation to deliver it or return it. Similarly, disloyal management intends to sanction those who safeguard or administer others' patrimony, or part of it, as a result of a law, order of authority or an act or contract, and cause detriment to the administered patrimony, by abusively exercising its faculties to dispose of it, or executing or failing to execute any other action in a way manifestly contrary to the interest of the subjects affected patrimony.

Finally, regarding environmental damage, Law No. 21,132 added certain criminal conducts imputable to legal persons that relate to water contamination and illegal fishing activities.

The fact that these offences must have occurred as a consequence of a failure or defect in the control or supervisory mechanisms for companies to incur liability is steering them towards effective systems of self-regulation. These are developed through prevention programmes provided in Article 4 of Law No. 20,393; the major significance of these programmes is that, even though their implementation is not mandatory, their existence and certification by entities registered in the Financial Market Commission reduces the possibility of companies' criminal liability through a presumption of diligence, which works in their favour.

---

6 The list of offences that can give rise to money laundering includes drug trafficking, bribery, use of confidential information, securities and banking frauds. Recently, this list has been extended to include offences such as fraud, misappropriation, certain cases of tax fraud and piracy of intellectual property. As this increases the possibilities of application of the money laundering law, indirectly this may also lead to a greater exposure of companies to be criminally liable, as money laundering is one of the felonies that can lead to criminal liability of legal entities.

7 The list of offences that can give rise to the felony known as receptación (receiving) includes simple theft, robbery, cattle rustling and misappropriation.
There appears to be no reason why companies and individuals cannot be defended by the same lawyer. Any conflict of interest should be resolved under the rules provided by the Bar Code of Ethics (if the lawyers are members of the Bar) or by the criminal judge pursuant to Article 105 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

ii Penalties

The usual sanction against a company for corporate liability is a monetary fine. All administrative procedures provide a financial penalty to be applied against legal entities. The fines have gradually increased in the case of all regulations, and the trend has been adopted by state agencies such as the Financial Market Commission, the National Economic Prosecutors’ Office and the Environment Agency, which now allow higher fines than ever before.8

Companies that require certain licences to operate or that must be registered with certain supervisory bodies may also lose their licence or be deregistered (e.g., banking). However, this kind of sanction has only been applied on very few occasions and in cases of very serious violations to sectorial regulations.

Although a fine is the usual sanction, the legislative changes dealing with criminal liability of legal entities have allowed the emergence of new sanctions in criminal matters. Law No. 20,393 provides that companies may be punished with the following penalties:

- dissolution of the legal entity or cancellation of its legal status;
- a temporary or permanent ban on entering into contracts with state entities;
- total or partial loss of tax benefits or an absolute ban on receiving these for a certain period;
- monetary fines; or
- secondary penalties as described in Article 13:
  - publication of details of the sentence in the Official Gazette or any other means of national circulation, at the expense of the company;
  - seizure of the product and all goods, effects, objects, documents and instruments involved in the commission of the crime; and
  - whenever an offence involves investment of resources by the legal entity of an amount higher than the income it generates, imposition of a further penalty of an amount equivalent to the investment, to be paid to the Treasury.

Some of the penalties that were introduced for cases of criminal liability of companies have also been included as sanctions in civil enforcement cases, in particular a temporary ban on entering into contracts with state entities, which has been included as a sanction in cartel cases. The Financial Market Commission, following this trend, has the ability to revoke the authorisation of existence of a stock corporation in certain cases.

---

8 To name one example, in antitrust matters, the maximum applicable monetary sanction was increased from 30,000 annual tax units (unidades tributarias anuales) (approximately US$25 million) in cartel cases to 30 per cent of the sales of the offender during the period and in the line of business to which the infringement refers, or the double of the economic benefit obtained by the illegal conduct. If it is not possible to establish these amounts, the maximum fine can now be up to 60,000 annual tax units (approximately US$60 million).
iii  Compliance programmes

As previously described, the undertaking of compliance programmes is encouraged by Law No. 20,393 (and is unique to it), for the purpose of not only being exempt from liability but also to mitigate it. The existence of these prevention models or programmes is a factor that may release the company from its liability. For these purposes, the law sets forth certain parameters that these compliance programmes should include. The minimum elements required by Law No. 20,393 are:

a  the identification of the activities or processes of the company, whether habitual or sporadic, in whose context the risk of commission of the offences that can trigger the criminal liability of the legal person emerges or increases;

b  the establishment of specific protocols, rules and procedures that allow persons involved in the above-mentioned activities or processes to execute their tasks in a manner that prevents the commission of the relevant offences;

c  the identification of administrative and auditing procedures related to financial resources of the company that allow the entity to prevent their use to commit any of the offences to which the law refers; and

d  the existence of internal administrative sanctions, and procedures for reporting or pursuing the pecuniary responsibility of any person who violates the prevention system.

Companies may have their compliance programmes certified by accreditation entities registered before the Financial Market Commission.

Furthermore, if a company that did not have a compliance programme in place at the time a criminal investigation against it has launched sets up efficient compliance mechanisms before the trial to prevent possible further offences, this action may constitute a mitigating circumstance.

Most recently, compliance programmes have had mitigating effects in unexpected areas. During a competition trial against the country’s major supermarket chains, the Competition Court ruled that, on the basis of one of the accused’s company’s compliance programmes, the fine resulting from the competition violation would be reduced by 15 per cent. The company and the other chains implicated in the case had intended for their compliance programmes to exempt them from liability.

iv  Prosecution of individuals

Liability may be attributed solely to natural persons, solely to legal entities or jointly to both; it is not necessary to prosecute the natural person directly involved in the commission of the offence to impose liability on the company. There is no special provision dealing with the possibility of the same lawyers representing the legal entities and the natural persons involved, and joint representation is common, except when the defence strategies are incompatible; the Bar Code of Ethics and the Criminal Procedure Code are closely followed.

To establish criminal liability of companies, the criteria previously described must be met. On this basis, decisions made concerning the defence of individuals and the same company may present complex problems to be resolved according to the strategic planning of the company and the interests of the individuals.

Should there be a divergence of interests, defences will be incompatible; the Criminal Procedure Code even confers authority on the court to determine this incompatibility and
request assignment of new defence counsel. However, there is nothing preventing defences
being coordinated or planned in the case of common interests or even preventing the
company from paying the lawyers’ fees of the individuals being prosecuted.

It is clear that there are circumstances in which this analysis may be hindered. For
example, if the company cooperates with an investigation undertaken by the relevant state
agencies, in cases where one member of the company is being investigated, the company
can neither oblige them nor force them to cooperate. Conversely, taking measures against
whistle-blowers may be inconvenient for the company and not recommended in terms of
eventual liability arising from labour laws, for example. It may also damage the defence
strategy of the company itself.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction
The rules on criminal liability of corporate entities – the vast majority of the criminal laws
in Chile – are governed by the principle of territoriality (i.e., they are only applicable when
the offences were committed in Chile). This principle has certain exceptions in Article 6 of
the Organic Code of Courts, but all refer to individuals. However, since Chilean courts have
jurisdiction in cases of bribery of a foreign public official committed abroad by a Chilean
national or a foreign national with residence in Chile, if the bribe was committed in the
interest of or for the benefit of the legal entity, criminal liability of the latter may also be
pursued in Chile.

In 2016, a specific provision was introduced in connection with extraterritorial
jurisdiction of Chilean courts in antitrust criminal cases (cartels), provided the collusion has
an impact in Chilean markets.

To date there are no relevant precedents in which an act committed abroad has led to
enforcement by Chilean agencies in connection with that act. In certain cases, when Chilean
companies have been subject to investigations abroad, this has led to agencies in Chile to
investigate whether the conduct has been also committed in Chile.

ii International cooperation
The Attorney General and the courts, through direct requests as well as international pleas,
are in permanent contact with foreign agencies for the purposes of international cooperation.
This action is enshrined through various direct cooperation agreements among prosecuting
entities as well as international treaties. An example is the cooperation among Chilean and
Brazilian public prosecutors in connection with potential ramifications of the Lava Jato case
in Chile. Cooperation is not only common in criminal prosecution but also between some
state agencies, such as the Financial Market Commission in securities enforcement procedures
and the National Economic Prosecutor regarding antitrust regulations.

Chile has entered into many bilateral and multilateral extradition treaties. Extradition
procedures regularly apply in Chile and are carried out with the intervention of the
Supreme Court.

For an extradition request to be granted, in general, the crime needs to be punishable
in both countries, and the prosecution in the requesting country must relate only to the
crime for which extradition is granted. The sanction for the crimes for which extradition is
requested must exceed one year.
iii Local law considerations

When a crime leads to the application of diverse rules of prosecution, practice says that the domestic authorities must apply domestic law; for those in charge of the prosecution, domestic law is mandatory, it being understood that international treaties signed by the country make them part of the domestic legislation. These treaties have been approved by the domestic legislators provided that said treaties comply with the Constitution. Therefore, special regulations in Chile regarding privilege, banking secrecy, admissible evidence, etc., will govern the matter in Chile.

V YEAR IN REVIEW

As has been the case since mid 2014, when the Penta case came to light, the most prominent investigations during the past 12 months have been in cases related to irregular funding of political campaigns, which have led to several tax fraud investigations and, in certain cases, to the prosecution of alleged bribery. Many companies (some of them listed) and some of their high-level officers are involved in these investigations as they contributed to political campaigns by means other than those explicitly contemplated by law, in what seems to have been an extended practice in Chile in the past. The most relevant recent judicial and legislative activity respond to this matter, particularly with the enactment of Law No. 21,121, which improved and strengthened the country's anti-corruption reputation.

In the context of such cases, the Public Prosecutor's Office proceeded to close the investigation and prosecute fishing enterprise Corpesca for the crimes of bribery and tax fraud. The public trial against the politicians involved and the company began in March, and is expected to last at least six months. It will be interesting to see how, for the first time, compliance programmes are put to the test before a criminal court.

On August 2018, an environmental crisis in Quintero, Puchuncaví and Ventanas gave rise to an investigation by the Prosecutor's Office, following indications that the National Petroleum Company (ENAP) was allegedly responsible for the emission of toxic air pollutants in the area. Investigative proceedings included raids and a seizure of documents at the headquarters of the state-owned company. The seizure of documents belonging to the company's attorneys generated controversy owing to the breach of attorney–client privilege. ENAP brought an action before court to reverse the Prosecutor's Office legal infringement and legally force the return of the seized documents. The Prosecutor's Office stated that attorney–client privilege was limited to lawyers who have clients, and not to those who work under a subordination bond in a particular company. The criminal court ruled in favour of ENAP, stating that attorneys are entitled to a certain sphere of protection in the light of attorney–client privilege, since that information is expected to remain confidential.

This and other recent environmental contamination events galvanised the case for incorporating new legislation to sanction environmental crimes. To date, in Chile, only certain specific acts that may damage the environment are considered criminal; the country's legal system lacks a comprehensive and systematic criminal regulation for contaminating activities. For this reason, a new proposed regulation is now being discussed at Congress that not only establishes a new criminal regulation on this topic but also strengthens the investigative powers of the Superintendence of the Environment.
A new Criminal Code is expected to be presented to Congress for discussion in the near future. A commission of experts has already finalised a comprehensive draft, currently under review by the Ministry of Justice. This draft includes a complete new systemic treatment of all crimes and also includes a complete new penalty system.

VI  CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In recent years, and particularly over the past decade, Chile's legislation on the enforcement of penalties against illegal conduct has been undergoing a continuous and profound process of reformation. This has included updating existing felonies; adjusting Chile's legislation to international best practices, particularly in the area of anti-corruption and money laundering; and the incorporation of new crimes.

Last year was not an exception to this trend. The enactment of Law No. 21,121 introduced important amendments, including more severe penalties for bribery cases and the establishment of commercial bribery and disloyal management as crimes, closing important loopholes in Chilean criminal legislation related to commercial activities and closing the existing gap with international standards on such matters. In particular, the introduction of disloyal management as a crime is expected to have a profound impact, as many conducts related to conflict of interests and dishonest administration of companies and funds, which in the past had only civil sanctions, may now also constitute a crime, broadening the scope in which the Public Prosecutor's Office may act.

This law also expands criminal liability of legal entities to these new offences (disloyal management and commercial bribery) and other crimes, representing a challenge for companies as they must urgently update their compliance programmes to avoid potential criminal prosecution. The modernisation process of corporate criminal liability is not yet finished, as it is expected to continue undergoing significant expansion over the coming years.

In addition, various enforcement agencies have been restructured and generally given more investigative powers; for example, the Superintendency of Securities and Insurance changed its legal form completely from a superintendency managed by one person to a collective commission – the Financial Market Commission – and strengthened its investigative powers. This year, the banking supervision authority merged with this Financial Markets Commission. The banking, insurance and securities market supervision will now fall under the scope of a sole supervisory body. These changes, and the number and size of cases that have emerged in recent years, have had an important impact on Chile's legal culture, transforming its approach from being reactive to proactive.

In particular, the improvement in the description of offences sanctioned under the Criminal Code, and the inclusion of new prohibitions following the entry into force of the Law on Criminal Liability of Legal Entities and its recent modifications, have had an important effect on the perception of the relevance of compliance in companies, particularly in entities engaged in activities where there is a potential risk of these kinds of conduct.

However, owing to the relative newness of the law, there have not been many cases to date in which anti-corruption laws have been criminally enforced against legal entities. Some have ended in abbreviated proceedings or deferred prosecution agreements, and, so far, only one case has faced trial, in which the legal entity was acquitted because the individual who committed bribery was the only representative of the company; the court therefore estimated that sanctioning both the individual and the legal entity affects the double-jeopardy principle. Similarly, compliance programmes implemented by companies, which may exempt
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companies from liability if they are adequate (besides the *Corpesca* case, which is currently underway) have not yet been tested by public prosecutors or the courts. As stated earlier, there is a great test to come regarding the *Corpesca* case and the ability of the Public Prosecutor’s Office to prove the standards that compliance programmes and their implementation have to fulfil to have the ability to exempt companies from criminal responsibility.
I INTRODUCTION

Government investigations in China can be generally divided into two major categories: criminal investigations and administrative investigations, with the investigative power being vested among multiple authorities. From a criminal perspective, authorities with criminal investigative power include:

- public security bureaus (PSBs), responsible for investigations, criminal detentions, the execution of arrests and preliminary inquiries in criminal cases;\(^2\)
- the people’s procuratorates (procuratorates), responsible for prosecutions, the approval of arrests and conducting investigations on criminal violations relating to a judicial functionary’s infringement on citizen’s rights or judicial justice;
- supervisory commissions, which supervise all public officials, investigate duty-related illegal activities and offences, and carry out anti-corruption work;
- national security authorities, which investigate and handle cases of crimes that compromise national security, performing the same functions and powers as PSBs;
- military security authorities, which may exercise the right to investigate criminal cases occurring in the military;
- the China Coast Guard, a law enforcement body that safeguards marine rights and exercises the right to investigate criminal cases occurring at sea; and
- prisons.

From an administrative perspective, authorities with investigative powers include:

- the State Administration for Market Regulation (SAMR), which oversees market regulation, food safety, healthcare compliance, advertisement violations, competition violations, commercial bribery, anti-monopoly, etc.; and its subsidiary bureaus, including the administrations for market regulations (AMRs) at the provincial, municipal and county levels;
- the National Development and Reform Commission and its subsidiary bureaus, responsible for overall planning and control of the national economy, and investigating price-related violations;
- The China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) and its subsidiary bureaus, responsible for the administration of securities and investigating securities fraud;

---

1 Alan Zhou is a partner and Jacky Li is an of counsel at Global Law Office.
2 PSBs are empowered with dual investigative authorities at both criminal and administrative levels.
PSBs, which are also responsible for investigating administrative violations impacting public security; and
other administrative authorities, such as the State Taxation Administration, the Customs, and the Environmental Protection Bureaus, etc.

For criminal investigations, the authorities are empowered to:
- interrogate the criminal suspect;
- interview with the witnesses;
- inspect or examine the sites, objects and persons relevant to a crime (including dawn raids);
- search the criminal suspect and his or her belongings and residence, and anyone who might be hiding a criminal or criminal evidence, as well as other relevant places;
- seal up or seize the property and documents; and
- access or freeze a criminal suspect’s deposits, remittance, bonds, stocks, shares, funds or other property.

For administrative investigations, the authorities are generally empowered to:
- conduct on-site inspections (including dawn raids);
- interview the parties involved in the suspected violation;
- require the parties involved in the suspected violation to produce relevant supporting documents;
- review and reproduce documents and materials;
- seal up or seize property; and
- access bank accounts.

Government investigations may be triggered by routine inspections, whistle-blowing reports, accusations, complaints, self-disclosure, transfers of cases among authorities, or even media exposure related to certain misconducts. Once a government investigation has commenced, the responsible authorities will assert the discretion over the investigation methods depending on the nature of the alleged misconduct and the available resources for investigation.

Among the enumerated investigation methods, dawn raids are adopted quite frequently by government authorities. A dawn raid may be carried if the authorities believe that prior notice or warning could possibly lead to the destruction or falsification of evidence. During a government dawn raid, the officers will show up without prior notice, usually in the morning at the start of the working day at the pre-determined sites. Several sites can be targeted simultaneously within or across provinces and a dawn raid can last for several days. Government authorities may have already collected evidence through peripheral investigations before initiating a dawn raid or sometimes a dawn raid could be triggered under exigent circumstances.

The time frames for government investigations are usually set in the respective laws and regulations, varying among the authorities. Companies under investigation are obliged to cooperate with the authorities and it is crucial to timely evaluate the potential legal implications and conduct necessary interactions with the authorities to contain the legal risk exposures and to achieve a favourable result.
II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

Article 110 of the Criminal Procedure Law imposes a general obligation on individuals and entities to report any suspected crimes or criminal activity, but from a literal interpretation, the requirement is construed from the general public perspective to report criminal activities of others, instead of self-reporting, and no legal consequences are clearly stipulated for failing to self-report. Article 67 of the Criminal Law to some extent encourages self-reporting of criminal activity by stipulating mitigation or even exemption from the criminal penalties under voluntary confession circumstances. Similar principles could also be reflected in some other provisions prescribed in the Criminal Law. For example, Article 164 of the Criminal Law provides that ‘any briber who confesses the bribery voluntarily prior to prosecution may be given a mitigated punishment or be exempted from punishment’. Article 28 of the Counter-Espionage Law provides that:

> whoever joins a hostile or espionage organisation abroad under duress or inducement to engage in activities compromising the national security of China, but that honestly states the fact to a mission of China abroad in a timely manner or, after his or her return from abroad, honestly states the fact directly, or through his or her employer to a national security authority or a public security authority in a timely manner and shows repentance, may be exempted from legal liability.

From the administrative law perspective, self-reporting obligations are scattered in various laws and regulations, mostly related to violations that might have impact on social security and public welfare, such as food and drug safety, environmental protection, and cybersecurity. For example, Article 47 of the Food Safety Law requires food manufacturers or business operators to cease food manufacturing or food business operations, and report to the food safety supervision and administration departments in the event of a food safety incident with potential risks. For other administrative violations, self-reporting is now appearing more often as a prerequisite in certain leniency programmes for companies to receive self-disclosure or cooperation credit. A typical situation is a horizontal monopoly agreement case, where business operators could choose to self-disclose the violation and provide important evidence in exchange for a lenient treatment.

ii Internal investigations

Conducting internal investigation in general is not a statutory obligation in China except otherwise prescribed in the legislation applicable for specific industry, mostly in response to safety incidents. For instance, the Administrative Measures for Medical Device-Related Adverse Event Monitoring and Re-evaluation provides that, after identifying a medical device-related adverse event, marketing authorisation holders must immediately cease sales and operations, notify the user, in parallel conduct investigation and self-inspection on manufacturing quality control system, and report the findings to the supervision authorities.

In addition, Chinese authorities (often industry supervision authorities) may initiate enforcement actions and require companies to conduct self-inspections and report non-compliant activities. For instance, in an ad hoc enforcement against commercial bribery in the healthcare industry, initiated by the AMRs in Tianjin in 2017 and 2018, companies and medical institutions were required to conduct self-inspections on commercial bribery and take corresponding remedial actions in this regard.
In practice, internal investigations are incorporated into the internal control mechanism by companies for compliance purposes. The cause of the actions vary in each company but white-collar crime and fraud (e.g., commercial bribery, bid rigging and embezzlement) are usually among the focuses for the majority of companies in China.

Commonly, internal investigations are undertaken by in-house counsels in the company or external local counsels depending on the nature and severity of the issues under investigation. The methodology and process for these internal investigations usually include document review, financial review and interview with employees and other personnel. And the key issues during internal investigations involve the legal issue identification, design and implementation of the investigation process analysis based on the findings and determining the solutions. Notably, due process and evidence preservation are often overlooked by companies, since it is very likely that the facts and evidence gathered under internal investigation may end up in labour arbitration tribunal or court for litigation purpose or be submitted to the Chinese authorities. Therefore, how to preserve the integrity of the internal investigation and ensure the admissibility of the evidence should be carefully evaluated during the preparation and implementation of the internal investigation.

Companies in China also commonly conduct internal investigations for foreign law considerations, such as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), but now this practice is substantially impacted by the newly enacted International Criminal Judicial Assistance Law (ICJAL) in October 2018, which expressly stipulates that institutions, organisations and individuals in China must not provide evidence materials and assistance provided in this law to foreign countries without the consent of the competent authority of China. The ICJAL applies to criminal proceedings with a wide coverage of activities potentially deemed as assisting said crimes. Analysis of different types of FCPA investigations in China indicates that, as long as the investigation could potentially lead to a criminal resolution with the US authorities, the investigation remains within the zone of danger; further, the likelihood of the applicability of the ICJAL on the current FCPA investigations is substantially high with legal implications to be ascertained. Therefore, it is suggested that companies consult with competent local counsels in advance to access the legitimacy of internal investigations and to interact with the relevant Chinese authorities.

### Whistle-blowers

Companies in China are now being exposed to the risks arising from the high frequency of whistle-blower complaints. The right to report crimes and other legal violations by citizens is well established in principle in the laws and regulations, such as the Constitution, the Criminal Procedure Law and the Anti-Unfair Competition Law. Although there is currently no consolidated legal regime to regulate whistle-blowing reports, various authorities have respectively promulgated legislation to regulate whistle-blowing reports against certain misconducts in their domain. For instance, the former China Food and Drug Administration (now the SAMR) promulgated the Measures for Rewarding Whistle-Blowing Reports against Food and Drugs Violations in 2013, which was later revised in 2017 to increase the award amount and clarify the relevant procedures and scope.

In practice, to encourage reporting misconduct, multiple authorities have set up reporting hotlines and online gateways to receive whistle-blowing reports from the public. For instance, the State Supervisory Commission is now operating an ad hoc online channel.
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and hotline (12388)\(^3\) for receiving whistle-blowing reports against government officials’ duty-related crimes or misconducts either by real name or anonymity (real-name reporting is highly encouraged). The national security authorities also encourage whistle-blowing reports made to the designated online platform and hotline (12339).\(^4\) Similarly, the AMRs at all levels have provided online and offline channels to encourage the public to report leads regarding company misconduct, and the handling procedures and specific timelines are published and well implemented.

With respect to whistle-blowers’ protection, some specific rules, such as the Rules of the Supreme People's Procuratorate on Protecting the Citizens' Tip-off Rights, were formulated to provide a comprehensive mechanism from both substantial and procedural levels. And the Supreme People's Procuratorate, the Ministry of Public Security and the Ministry of Finance jointly issued the Several Provisions on Protecting and Rewarding Whistle-Blowers of Duty Crimes in 2016.

Strict confidentiality is the foundational requirement imposed on the authorities that receive any reporting throughout the handling process. Further, the authorities need to take measures (i.e., restraining the physical access of those being reported to the reporter) to ensure the safety of the reporters and their close relatives whenever necessary. Retaliation towards the whistle-blowers is forbidden, and legal liabilities such as administrate punishment, criminal detention or imprisonment can be imposed.

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

Administrative and criminal corporate liabilities are stipulated in the Criminal Law and relevant administrative laws and regulations. For criminal liabilities, among the 469 crimes prescribed by the Criminal Law, there are approximately 150 unit crimes for which a company could be qualified as the perpetrator, and for these unit crimes, a company will be held criminally liable if:

\(a\) a collective decision has been made by the management of the company, or an individual decision by the relevant responsible personnel on behalf of the company, such as the legal representative; and

\(b\) the crime is committed in the name of the company and the illegal proceeds go to the company.

The Criminal Law adopts a dual punishment system for unit crime, which means both the company and the responsible persons are subject to the criminal liabilities with only a few exceptions otherwise prescribed in the Criminal Law.

As for the administrative corporate liabilities, they are derived from the respective administrative laws and regulations, such as the Unfair Competition Law, the Anti-Monopoly Law and the Advertisement Law, covering violations such as commercial bribery, monopoly, company illegal operation and illegal advertising.

Notably, for the same misconduct committed by a company, the criminal and administrative regimes are mutually exclusive. The Regulations on the Transfer of Suspected

---

\(^3\) See http://www.12388.gov.cn.
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Criminal Cases by Administrative Law Enforcement Agencies promulgated by the State Council in 2001 set the regulatory framework for the conversion between administrative and criminal cases. A series of other regulations have been promulgated in the following years to further address the procedure of conversion. According to these regulations, while investigating an administrative case, if the agency suspects that the case should be prosecuted as a criminal case based on elements such as the monetary amount involved, the specific fact patterns or the consequences, then the case must be transferred to a PSB and the PSB will examine the cases transferred. If criminal fact patterns are identified and the PSB decides to investigate the case for criminal liability, it shall notify the administrative agency that transferred the case in writing. If there is no criminal fact pattern or the facts are insignificant, and the agency decides not to prosecute the case, it will state the reasons, notify the administrative agency and return the case. On the other hand, if a PSB discovers that a case it is investigating should not be criminally prosecuted but there may be administrative liability, it shall transfer the case to the relevant administrative law enforcement agency.

ii Penalties

Under the Criminal Law, the only sanction applicable to a company is the monetary penalty, but an individual’s liabilities for a unit crime include public surveillance, criminal detention, imprisonment, the monetary penalty, the deprivation of political rights, deportation (in the case of foreign nationals) and even the death penalty.\(^5\)

Penalties for administrative corporate liabilities generally include disciplinary warnings, monetary fines, the confiscation of illegal gains or unlawful property, the suspension of production or business, and the temporary suspension or rescission of a permit or licence.\(^6\)

The range of penalties varies. Taking commercial bribery as an example, a fine could range from 100,000 yuan to 3 million yuan, as well as the confiscation of illegal gains and the revocation of business licence.\(^7\) The amount of illegal gains is calculated based on revenue with the corresponding cost being deducted, which could easily add up to 10 million yuan or more, and therefore, in practice, create a larger concern to companies. Other restrictions, such as being banned from participating in government procurement, might also be imposed depending on the nature and severity of the violations. For example, the National Health Commission has established a recording system, which functions as a blacklist, specifically to track commercial bribery activities committed by pharmaceutical companies during drug procurement. Companies committing commercial bribery will be disqualified or severely disadvantaged in public procurement.

Both criminal and administrative penalties are, in principle, made public through the internet with some exceptions, such as where these cases involve state secrets or trade secrets, the personal information of minors or infringe on an individual’s privacy, subject to the discretion of the relevant authorities that issue the penalties. Additionally, companies will be included on the publicly available blacklist administrated by the AMRs under certain circumstances (i.e., if a company has been subject to administrative punishment on three or more occasions within three years for unfair competition or distribution of false advertisements) pursuant to the Interim Measures for the Administration of the List of

---

5 Article 31, 33, and 34 of the Criminal Law.
6 Article 8 of the Administrative Punishment Law.
7 Article 19 of the Unfair Competition Law.
Dishonest Enterprises Committing Serious Illegal Activities, and will therefore be subject to stringent supervision by the AMRs and restrictions such as being disqualified for certain commercial transactions or relevant honorary titles for five years.

iii Compliance programmes
Although there is no regulatory requirement for compliance programmes, many companies in China have already incorporated compliance efforts into their internal control mechanisms to ensure compliance with a variety of laws designed for commercial bribery prevention and detection, anti-monopoly, employment and personal information protection. Specific compliance roles and responsibilities within a company are becoming increasingly prominent.

A practical reason for implementing compliance programmes is mitigating and reducing liability for legal violations. For example, in criminal cases where employees are committing crimes in the name of the company, a well implemented compliance programme is likely to negate the company’s involvement and knowledge of the criminal conduct to some extent, and be used to corroborate evidence in the company’s favour. Likewise, for administrative violations such as commercial bribery, the AMRs will consider a compliance programme as an important factor in evaluating the company’s legal liabilities.

On 2 November 2018, the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council, which is the governing authority for all the state-owned enterprises in China, released compliance guidance for all state-owned enterprises. Although this compliance guidance is mainly applicable to state-owned enterprises, other companies could benefit from using it as a major reference for establishing a solid compliance system. A wider range of compliance issues are identified as the key focuses, including anti-corruption and bribery, and anti-unfair competition. Specific requirements including policymaking, establishing risk identification and response systems, compliance review, strengthening accountability, regular compliance trainings, compliance evaluation and continuous improvements.

iv Prosecution of individuals
Where there has been a unit crime, persons such as legal representatives, general managers or directors could be charged for the crime by the procuratorate depending on their involvement and substantial knowledge of the charged crime. Law enforcement authorities often pursue individuals for the misconducts committed by a company. For example, in January 2018, the Ministry of Public Security and former China Food and Drug Administration jointly issued the Provisions on Intensifying Law Enforcement Concerning Food and Drug Safety and Fully Implementing the Requirement of Imposing Punishment against All Individuals Held Liable for Food and Drug Violations to emphasise the enforcement on individual liabilities for related violations or crimes.

From another perspective, if an employee is being prosecuted for misconduct related to his or her duty, such as offering bribes to a state functionary in exchange for business opportunities without substantial evidence of the company’s involvement, the situation will often get complicated owing to the stakeholders’ conflicts of interest. It is likely that the employee will raise the defence that the misconduct was under the instruction, approval or with the knowledge of the company in order to be acquitted from the individual crime of offering bribes, since the individual criminal liabilities for the unit crime of offering bribes are much lighter compared with the individual crime of offering bribes. If the employee is convicted for the unit crime as the responsible person for the offence, he or she shall
be sentenced to a fixed-term imprisonment of up to five years or criminal detention, and concurrently sentenced to a fine. In comparison, if the employee is convicted for the individual crime of offering bribes, the severest punishment could be life imprisonment with confiscation of property. Under such circumstances, the company has to provide evidence to prove its ignorance of the employee’s conduct and such bribery is not related to efforts of seeking a transaction opportunity or competitive advantage for the company. Further, it is important for the company to demonstrate compliance efforts in preventing employees’ misconduct, such as the internal control mechanisms in place, trainings regularly provided to the employees and disciplinary actions imposed on violations, to negate the wilful intent and mitigate the legal risk exposures for the company.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

The Criminal Law mainly adopts the principle of territorial jurisdiction over criminal offences, supplemented by the extraterritorial jurisdiction over the circumstances where the perpetrator is a Chinese citizen or a foreign national commits a crime against China or a Chinese citizen. Article 10 of the Criminal Law states that any Chinese citizen who commits a crime outside the territory of China may still be investigated for his or her criminal liabilities under Chinese law, even if he or she has already been tried in a foreign country. However, if he or she has already received criminal punishment in the foreign country, he or she may be exempted from punishment or given a mitigated punishment. Article 8 further states that the Criminal Law may be applicable to any foreigner who commits a crime outside the territory of China against China or against any of Chinese citizens, if for that crime this Law prescribes a minimum punishment of fixed-term imprisonment of not less than three years; however, this does not apply to a crime that is not punishable according to the laws of the place where it is committed.

ii International cooperation

China has been actively promoting international and regional judicial cooperation in combating crimes relating to cybersecurity, corruption, money laundering, terrorism and drugs; joined international conventions; and signed bilateral judicial assistance and extradition treaties. In 2018 alone, China signed extradition treaties and mutual legal assistance treaties on criminal matters with 16 countries, and the enactment of the ICJAL in 2018 further established the fundamental framework of international cooperation on criminal justice, clarifying the required process for China to raise requests to, or accept requests from, foreign judicial authorities regarding criminal judicial assistance.

Anti-corruption is a priority for China in its international cooperation efforts, as evidenced by claims of a zero-tolerance approach to corruption, and its work on strengthening international cooperation with a focus on deterrences should help achieve this goal. On 30 November 2018, the State Supervisory Commission successfully extradited a suspect from Bulgaria accused of taking bribes, which was also the first time that China extradited a suspect from the European Union. On 13 November 2018, the State Supervisory Commission and the Australian Federal Police signed a cooperation memorandum regarding anti-corruption enforcement. All these efforts demonstrate China’s commitments in international cooperation to combat corruption.
iii  Local law considerations

Under the circumstances where a government investigation involving multiple jurisdictions, conflicting of law issues might arise. This is particularly true when a foreign government initiates investigation on conducts occurred in China and attempts to conduct investigation and collect evidence without the proper approval from the Chinese authorities. The ICJAL clearly prohibits any unauthorised criminal investigation by any means, either directly conducted by the foreign authorities, or collaterally through instructing companies in China to collect evidence through internal investigation.

Restriction on cross-border data transfer is another pitfall of which companies need to be aware. The Cyber Security Law promulgated in 2017 establishes the basic framework of data localisation obligations in China. So far, China has promulgated a series of legislation prohibiting the cross-border transfer of certain categories of data in specific industries, such as healthcare and financial industries, and the general legislation and enforcement trend indicates a more restrictive approach by the Chinese authorities. An additional layer of risk in state secret protection is imposed on highly sensitive industries such as telecommunication and infrastructure, for which cross-border data transfer might constitute the crime of supplying state secrets or intelligence for an organ, organisation or individual outside the territory of China since any information concerning political sensitivity or national security could be retrospectively labelled as state secret by the Chinese authorities. An individual’s criminal liabilities for violation are clearly stipulated in the Criminal Law.8

V  YEAR IN REVIEW

The past year has seen the ongoing transitioning of the AMRs at all levels, from multiple bureaucratic and administrative agencies into a fully functioning organisation. Though challenging, AMRs at all levels were still able to accomplish their duties. Published statistics shows that, in 2018, the AMRs have launched government investigations against 32 cases involving horizontal monopoly and abuse of market dominance position, among which, 15 cases were successfully closed in 2018. Approximately 11,000 cases relating to unfair competition, covering commercial bribery, market confusion, fraudulent promotion, etc., were investigated and closed, with healthcare remaining a key industry for corruption-related enforcement. The AMRs also handled 2,147 cases of illegal direct selling and pyramid selling, 45,000 cases of cyber illegal misconducts, 31,000 cases of illegal advertising, 59,000 cases of patent infringement and 25,000 cases of trademark infraction. In one of the illegal advertising cases against a second-hand automobile dealing company, the AMR in Beijing issued the money penalty of 12 million yuan for false advertising of its market ranking position. With respect to anti-monopoly enforcement, two companies were fined for 840 million yuan for fixing reselling price.

Considering the restructuring of the AMR and the integration among the functioning divisions, the SAMR issued the Interim Regulation on the Administrative Punishment

8 Article 111 of the Criminal Law: ‘whoever steals, spies into, buys or unlawfully supplies State secrets or intelligence for an organ, organization or individual outside the territory of China shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less than five years but not more than 10 years; if the circumstances are especially serious, he shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less than 10 years or life imprisonment; if the circumstances are minor, he shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than five years, criminal detention, public surveillance or deprivation of political rights.’
Procedure for the Administration for Market Regulation on 21 December 2018, to standardise the process for administrative investigation, evidence collection, issuing and enforcement of administrative punishment with the AMR system, which came into effect on 1 April 2019.

With respect to securities fraud, in 2018, the CSRC issued 310 administrative punishment decisions, increased by 38.39 per cent compared to 2017. And the total number for fines and forfeiture reached 10.6 billion yuan, raised by 42.28 per cent. The Summary of Administrative Penalties of the CSRC in 2018 divides security violations, including information disclosure, market manipulation, insider trading, illegal activities of intermediaries, illegal activities in the field of private funds, short-term trading, practitioners’ violation of laws and regulations and others involving making up and disseminating false information, legal persons’ illegally using other people’s accounts, violations in futures market, etc.

For criminal enforcement, the work report issued by the Supreme Procuratorate shows that 1,056,616 people were arrested and 1,692,846 were prosecuted in 2018, among which, 9,802 people were investigated by the Supervisory Commissions for duty-related crimes, and transferred to the procuratorates for prosecution. The number of people prosecuted for infringing personal information is 15,003, with a substantial increase of 41.3 per cent compared with 2017. Similarly, 42,195 people were prosecuted for environmental crimes, increased by 21 per cent compared with the number in 2017.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The year 2019 will be a busy year for government enforcement regarding administrative and criminal violations. Anti-corruption will continue to be a key enforcement area. Meanwhile, there will be a substantial increase in anti-monopoly enforcement, particularly in public service, healthcare (including active pharmaceutical ingredients), construction materials, daily consumptions, and other industries concerning public welfare. For other enforcement areas such as securities fraud, anti-money laundering, food safety, environmental protection and data protection, there is generally expected to be an ascending enforcement trend with more restrictive legislation released and regulatory requirements imposed. Therefore, for companies in China, it is recommended that they keep close attention to updates and changes in regulatory enforcement trends, to establish and operate a well-founded compliance mechanism, and to prepare for any for any potential government investigations.

Stated by the head of the SAMR during a press conference on 27 December 2018.
I INTRODUCTION

A number of agencies are empowered to investigate corporate conduct. Among these are the Danish Public Prosecution Authority (encompassing the State Prosecutor for Serious Economic and International Crime and the Danish Money Laundering Secretariat), the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, the Danish Data Protection Agency and the Danish Competition and Consumer Authority.

The Public Prosecution Authority deals exclusively with cases concerning criminal investigation and prosecution. Its primary responsibility is to decide on whether to pursue criminal prosecution and to appear before the courts in criminal cases.

The State Prosecutor for Serious Economic and International Crime (SEIC) is a special unit within the Public Prosecution Authority that investigates and prosecutes cases concerning particular economic crimes, that is, where the economic crime is of significance, part of organised criminal activity, based on extraordinary business measures or is otherwise of a qualifying character. Examples of cases dealt with by the SEIC are bribery and corruption and other closely related offences, competition law violations and money laundering. The SEIC is also responsible for handling international criminal cases, such as genocide, crimes against humanity and other serious offences in which the criminal act has been perpetrated abroad and the investigation and prosecution presupposes cooperation with foreign institutions and authorities. The SEIC has very broad investigative powers and has a special position in Denmark owing to its specialised powers.

The Money Laundering Secretariat is the Danish financial intelligence unit (FIU) and sits within the SEIC. The main responsibilities of the Secretariat are receiving, analysing or communicating notifications to businesses when there is a suspicion of money laundering. Certain businesses, such as financial institutions, are subject to a number of inspection and reporting duties under the provisions of the Money Laundering Act in order to prevent money laundering. The Secretariat also receives notification of money laundering from public authorities. Upon receipt of a notification of potential money laundering, the Secretariat determines whether to request that the police initiate further investigations to lodge an indictment; the police decide whether to carry out any investigations. The Secretariat can, when needed, assist the police in obtaining information from Interpol or other countries’ FIUs. It also handles transit cases (i.e., where there are no personal or legal entity ties to Denmark) with no involvement by other authorities.

1 Jacob Møller Dirksen is a partner at Horten Law Firm. The information in this chapter was accurate as at June 2018.
The Financial Supervisory Authority (FSA) operates under the auspices of the Minister for Economic and Business Affairs and supervises financial businesses in Denmark. The primary task of the FSA is supervision of financial undertakings. It also supervises the securities markets and conducts regular inspections of the relevant financial institutions. The FSA can issue warnings, impose injunctions and, in severe cases, is empowered to revoke necessary business licences. If the FSA detects illegal activity, it will report the business to the SEIC for further investigation.

The Danish Data Protection Agency (DDPA) monitors businesses in order to ensure compliance with the Act on Processing of Personal Data. The DDPA can initiate its own investigations if the agency suspects a violation of the law. It also receives citizen complaints, and, after receiving these, can decide whether specific data-processing measures are in accordance with the regulations. The DDPA is empowered to inspect private businesses (and public authorities) to make sure that the processing of data is carried out in accordance with the Act on Processing of Personal Data.

The DDPA conducts inspections several times a year. If it discovers a violation of the Act on Processing of Personal Data, it is empowered to issue a ban on further data processing. In some cases, the DDPA will report the violation to the police, which then takes over the investigation.

The Danish Competition and Consumer Authority (DCCA) enforces the Danish Competition Act. It is an authority within the Ministry of Business and Growth of the Danish government. The DCCA handles the daily operations of the administration of the Competition Act on behalf of the Competition Council. Unlike most other enforcers in Europe and elsewhere, the DCCA cannot issue fines but must forward cases to the public prosecutor. In limited cases involving minor infringements, it is authorised to make administrative determinations, such as dawn raids. Investigations may be triggered in different ways, but typically by reports or complaints from competitors and consumers. The DCCA may also carry out investigations on its own initiative, if it suspects that a certain company has violated the Competition Act. The DCCA regularly carries out dawn raids in Denmark. Investigation and prosecution of criminal cases must be undertaken by the SEIC as the DCCA does not have authority to investigate or prosecute criminal cases before the courts.

The various authorities are empowered with different investigatory tools. The SEIC has very broad investigation powers, and those regarding dawn raids are much broader than the powers of the DCCA; the SEIC may seize documents during dawn raids, but the DCCA is only allowed to take copies of the information it wants.

Political agendas and domestic priorities have no impact on the prosecutorial functions. The authorities act independently and without any political influence.

A business under investigation has no obligation to cooperate with the authorities and taking an adversarial stance is both a realistic possibility and common.

Criminal investigations are handled exclusively by the authorities, that is to say, internal investigations by a business entity are not admissible in court. The authorities are obliged to remain neutral and objective in the course of their investigation and to share the information obtained through this investigation with their subject.

The Danish Criminal Code is the codification and the foundation of criminal law in Denmark. It is divided into a General Part of 97 sections and a Special Part of 208 sections. The main legal source of the rules of jurisdiction in Denmark in civil and commercial matters is the Danish Administration of Justice Act.
II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting
There is no general legal obligation to self-report. In determining whether to self-report, the seriousness of the offence and the leniency opportunities should be taken into account.

Cooperating with the authorities can benefit a company that self-reports. Cooperating may lead to a reduction in fines, and in some cases, the public authorities may even decide against commencing criminal charges.

Article 82 of the Criminal Code lists a number of mitigating circumstances for criminal conduct. These can lead to a reduction of the penalty upon conviction. The circumstances are primarily meant for individuals, but can also be relevant for a legal entity, for example, self-reporting or volunteering information on the illegal activities of third parties. It is at the discretion of the court to determine whether self-reporting or volunteering information about third parties should have an influence on the sentencing. Except in matters of cartel regulation, no written policies or guidelines are available as to when self-reporting may lead to benefits for businesses.

Under the Competition Act, a member of a cartel may apply for impunity or leniency. Businesses that participate in a cartel can be punished by fines in excess of 20 million Danish kroner, although if there are mitigating circumstances, the fine may be lower. Executives and board members can be individually fined (usually several hundred thousand kroner) or sentenced to imprisonment for up to six years in very severe cases. Application for impunity is available to members of a cartel under the Competition Act, Section 23a. Impunity may be granted by the SEIC if the cartel member (applicant) is the first to report the cartel to the authorities, the applicant provides information that the authorities were not previous privy to, or the information provides grounds for investigative measures (inspection, dawn raid or police reporting) or grounds for establishing a violation of the Competition Act. The applicant must cooperate with the authorities throughout the investigation, must have ceased any participation in the cartel at the time of application and may not have forced any other business to participate in the cartel. If the applicant is not the first member of the cartel to self-report, the applicant may obtain a reduced fine under certain circumstances; that is, the information provided by the applicant regarding the cartel must add significant value for the authorities relative to the information already available, the applicant must cooperate with the authorities throughout the investigation, the applicant must have ceased any participation in the cartel at the time of application and may not have forced any other business to participate in the cartel. The second applicant in the cartel may obtain a 50 per cent reduction of the fine, the third applicant a 30 per cent reduction and applicants thereafter a 20 per cent reduction. The prosecutor will inform the court of the applicants’ participation and fulfilment of the requirements for leniency. Applications will be treated with discretion, but no guarantees of confidentiality can be issued. In cases where the cartel involves other EU Member States, the authorities have an obligation to report the cartel to the EU Commission and provide information about the identity of the applicants for leniency. The DCCA is also obliged to publish information about judgments and fixed-penalty notices issued against cartel members.

ii Internal investigations
A business may conduct its own internal investigation at any time, but there are no legal requirements as to when and how the investigation must be conducted.
The extent of the internal investigation will vary and depend on the size of the business and the level of exposure. Witness interviews and scrutiny of documents are typical in internal investigations; these are typically conducted by law firms (external counsel). The external counsel will have no subpoena powers or otherwise, but must rely on the cooperation of the company and its employees, that is, it must rely on the company providing access to the relevant documents and granting interviews with relevant witnesses. A waiver of privilege would be expected as part of the company’s cooperation. It is not unusual for the employees being interviewed to be assisted by independent counsel.

The investigations should be carried out in accordance with the Data Protection Law and Danish employment law. There is no legal obligation for a company to disclose the findings of an internal investigation to the authorities.

iii Whistle-blowers
Whistle-blowers are a hot topic in Denmark. Increasingly whistle-blower systems have become commonly applied by Danish businesses, as the systems allow the employees a safe place to share their knowledge. Whistle-blower systems are often seen as part of an effective compliance programme as a way the employees can either report an illegal activity within the company or seek guidance regarding potential cases of non-compliance.

Companies that have a whistle-blower system in place must ensure that it complies with Danish data protection rules. With the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) effected, companies must no longer notify the DDPA of whistle-blower systems.

The DDPA is of the opinion that reporting may only take place in cases of serious offences – of suspicion thereof – that can be of importance to the group or company as a whole, or that can be of significant importance to the life and well-being of individuals. This may include suspicion of serious economic crime, including bribery, fraud and forgery.

The DDPA has taken the view that reporting can take place to the degree required by the Sarbanes Oxley Act, namely for irregularities in the areas of accounting, internal auditing and suspicion of corruption and crime in the bank and finance sectors. Other examples deemed suitable by the DDPA include cases of environmental contamination, serious breaches of work safety and serious circumstances involving an employee, such as sexual abuse. However, less serious offences cannot be reported (e.g., cases of harassment, cooperative difficulties, incompetence, absence, violation of guidelines for, for example, attire, smoking or drinking, using email or the internet).

It is important to note that there is no statutory protection for whistle-blowers. The authorities have not implemented any specific incentive programmes for whistle-blowers to come forward.

Depending on the specific circumstances, a business may take lawful action (e.g., terminate employment) against employees reporting suspicion of illegal activities if this is done in a disloyal manner, such as involving the media, or in a manner that violates confidentiality obligations. If the business has fired an employee for acting as a whistle-blower and the termination is unlawful, the employee is entitled to damages but not to be reinstated within the business.

Only a few Danish cases have dealt specifically with employees reporting illegal activities. In the 2005 Grevil case (reported in Ugeskrift for Retsvæsen 2006.65 Ø), Frank Grevil, a former army intelligence officer, leaked classified information regarding the threat
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reports from Iraq originating from the Military Intelligence Service, FET, to a journalist from a Danish newspaper. Frank Grevil was dismissed, found guilty of disclosing confidential information and was sentenced to six months’ imprisonment.

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

Corporate liability for legal entities is available under Danish law.

Criminal liability of a legal entity is conditional upon a transgression having been committed within the establishment of the legal entity by the fault of an individual connected to the legal person or at the fault of the legal entity itself.

A legal entity can be prosecuted in a similar way to a physical person if the legal basis is present; it must be stipulated specifically in the law that the company is subject to criminal punishment if an offence is committed by the legal entity.

The relevant set of rules is found in Chapter 5 of the Criminal Code, which states that companies and corporate bodies can be subject to criminal liability. Criminal liability must involve the commission of a criminal act or omission by one or more physical persons acting on behalf of the legal entity. It is not a requirement that the person in question is a member of management. The company can be liable for any intentional or negligent criminal act or omission by its employees, contractors and agents acting on its behalf if the act or omission is not abnormal in the context of its usual business, practices and procedures. Generally, it would not be advisable – nor is it normal practice – for the company and individuals to be represented by the same counsel, but it is normal practice for counsel to cooperate on a defence.

ii Penalties

A company may be punished only by a fine, whereas individuals may be imprisoned. Imprisonment can generally only be imposed on managerial staff, but under special circumstances subordinate employees can also be charged with the offence.

Plea bargains are not available under Danish law, but an individual or corporate entity can accept a fine based on a fixed-penalty notice from the prosecutor. The amount of the fine will be determined after a consideration of the gravity of the offence, the duration of the offence and the turnover of the company.

A company can also be subject to confiscation, which follows from Section 75 of the Criminal Code. Confiscation is a possible penalty if the company has gained proceeds from a criminal act, and if the Danish Public Prosecution Authority decides on prosecution.

The range of potential sanctions does not vary, regardless of which authority brings the action, but the level of fines may vary depending on the subject matter.

iii Compliance programmes

During the past few years, there have been significant developments in establishing and practising compliance programmes in Denmark.

There is no regulation on compliance programmes nor any sentencing guidelines that take compliance programmes into account.

Compliance programmes primarily ensure that a business complies with the law, but the existence of a compliance programme also has some advantages in cases of non-compliance regarding the penalties. The existence of a compliance programme can serve as an argument against criminal charges or as an argument of mitigation of the penalty, for example, as a
reduction of a corporate fine. However, this is only a possibility and is at the discretion of the prosecutor and the courts to assess whether a compliance programme should be a mitigating factor. Generally, it will not be a mitigating factor if senior management has been involved in the offence.

iv Prosecution of individuals
Under Danish law, an employer has a right to decide whether an employee's contract should be terminated. However, the exercise of this right has been limited by statutes and by collective agreements, prescribing that a termination should be based on a fair reasoning. In this context, a fair reasoning means that the termination should either be reasonable according to the conditions of the company or the behaviour or conditions of the employee. Criminal charges against an individual would normally be sufficient for a lawful termination.

The company may coordinate with the employee's individual counsel and it may be advisable for the company to retain the employee until after the criminal investigation has been finalised or even until after a judgment has been rendered. The company will be able to cooperate with the investigation and retain the employee. The company can advance or pay the legal fees of the employee's counsel, but this may create complex tax issues.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction
Danish law applies when a criminal offence is committed outside Denmark if the suspect is either a Danish citizen or a permanent resident in Denmark, and if the offence is recognised as a criminal act in Denmark.

The Criminal Code specifies that Danish courts have jurisdiction in offences committed outside Denmark, if the offence is committed by either a Danish citizen or a permanent resident in Denmark, or if the citizen who committed the offence becomes a Danish citizen or a permanent resident after having committed the offence.

ii International cooperation
The Nordic countries – Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden – cooperate closely regarding criminal investigations and crime prevention. On the basis of cross-national influences between historically interrelated and culturally (relatively) similar countries, this cooperation is successful.

Denmark has ratified a number of conventions to address criminal activity. Among these are the Schengen Agreement 1995, the European Conventions on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters 1959 and 2000, and a further number of UN and EU conventions. Furthermore, Denmark is an active member of several international networks, including Europol, the OECD and Interpol.

Extradition is possible under the auspices of the European arrest warrant and pursuant to individually negotiated treaties with countries outside the European Union. Extradition is not common but it does occur.

iii Local law considerations
The Danish authorities are very reluctant to recognise investigatory measures that are foreign to Danish law. The authorities will recognise foreign criminal investigations that comply with Danish law and particularly if the Danish authorities are involved in the investigation.
V YEAR IN REVIEW

The GDPR is a new EU regulation intended to strengthen and unify data protection. It entered into force on 5 May 2016, and Denmark and other EU Member States transposed it into their national laws with effect from 25 May 2018. It replaces the old data protection Directive of 1995.

The primary objectives of the GDPR are to give citizens and residents control of their personal data and to simplify the regulatory environment for international business by unifying the regulation within the European Union. One of the more extensive provisions of the new regulation is that businesses must appoint a data protection officer to be in charge of supervising and ensuring an organisation’s compliance with the GDPR.

In general, the new regulation aggravates the standards of administration of personal data and imposes a considerably higher level of fines; a serious violation of the regulation can lead to a penalty as high as €20 million or 4 per cent of global turnover.

Despite the increased effort, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) does not consider Denmark’s effort in combating money laundering as sufficient. In its report of August 2017, the FATF criticises Denmark for not having a national strategy to combat money laundering and terrorist financing, and points out that Denmark needs to do more to properly assess and understand the risks it is exposed to. The report also recommends that Denmark enacts an independent and modern money laundering offence that criminalises self-laundering. Businesses may therefore expect further measures by the authorities regarding money laundering. In June 2017, a Bill entered into force to implement the Fourth EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive, and thereby implement certain changes to the current regulation on money laundering. The Bill seeks to implement the recommendations made by the FATF. Among other things, the Bill extends the scope of application, amends certain definitions, obligates a business to continuously assess its risk for being involved in money laundering, and entails more thorough customer assessment procedures and changes to the notification procedures. Since the Bill was implemented, the SEIC has received more tip-offs regarding money laundering than ever before.

In January 2017, the Danish High Court imposed a record-breaking fine for money laundering (Eastern High Court judgment of 26 January 2017 in Case No. S-317-16). The fine was 111 million kroner for the laundering of 223 million kroner through an exchange bureau. Two individuals (managers) were each sentenced to six years in prison. The judgment put an end to the activities of both the managers and the exchange bureau. The case is the first of its kind in Denmark, but it coincides with the fact that the authorities have increased their efforts to combat money laundering.

In March 2017, the Danish High Court imposed a record-breaking fine of 13 million kroner for market abuse (Eastern High Court judgment of 23 March 2017 in Case No. S-2410-15). The former chief executive officer (CEO) and chairman of the board of the company were both sentenced to 18 months’ imprisonment and their proceeds from divestments of shares in the company (800,000 and 9 million kroner respectively) were confiscated. The case concerned the legality of the purchase of treasury shares between November 2007 and October 2008 in the amount of approximately 100 million kroner. The

---

company’s traders purchased the shares at the stock exchange with the purpose of using them as payment in connection with the fulfilment of agreements with third parties and to fulfil options programmes with senior staff, including the CEO and the chairman of the board.

The High Court found that the company by its actions had ensured that the stock price was artificially high compared to the market value and that the activities gave the market wrongful or misleading signals regarding the stock price. The company’s traders bought so many shares that the company obtained a dominant position in the market or, through its traders, the company placed orders, for example in closed auctions at the best price, which was significantly above the latest updated price at the stock exchange.

The case is significant in view of the sanctions imposed and because the prosecutor in previous years has failed to obtain convictions in cases involving market abuse.

In June 2017, the Danish High Court found that the founder and board member of a collapsed bank was not guilty of committing fraud in relation to him acting for private interests in commercial matters. The case is significant as the High Court changed the judgment of the district court, which had sentenced the founder and board member to 30 months in prison. The case concerned an issue of options at a price that was too high by 5 million kroner, which led to an increased risk for the debt holders of the company. The High Court, unlike the district court, did not find that the contract behind the share purchase was unusual in a commercial context.

The case is one of several concerning collapsed banks in recent years.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Implementation of the GDPR has received significant attention and this trend is likely to continue.

The Bill implementing the Fourth EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive will also continue to receive attention, as businesses will continuously have to implement new procedures on the assessment of their risk in participating in money laundering.

Generally, we expect that cross-border investigations will be prioritised by the authorities and that the necessary resources will be allocated to the authorities to deal with the complex issues and to cooperate with foreign authorities.
INTRODUCTION

The law on corporate prosecutions in England and Wales has historically made it difficult to hold entities to account for the actions of their employees. This led to a relatively low prioritisation of corporate investigations. This position has evolved during the last decade owing to a combination of changes in some areas of criminal law and increasingly aggressive enforcement in sectors such as financial services, in part driven by increasing public demands for corporate accountability.

Several bodies have responsibility for various aspects of corporate investigations:

a. the Serious Fraud Office (SFO) investigates and prosecutes the most serious cases of fraud and economic crimes in the United Kingdom. This includes lead-agency responsibility for enforcing the Bribery Act 2010 (BA 2010);3

b. the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) is the main competition regulator and is responsible for enforcing the Competition Act 1998 (CA 1998) and Articles 101 and 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union;4

c. the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) is both a prosecuting body and the regulator of financial institutions, with responsibility for maintaining the integrity of the UK financial markets, including the investigation of financial sector crimes, such as market abuse and insider dealing;5

d. Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) investigates tax and revenue-related offences with wide-ranging civil and criminal investigatory powers;6

e. the Office of Financial Sanctions Implementation (OFSI) implements the UK sanctions regime;7

---

1 Stuart Alford QC is a partner and Mair Williams and Harriet Slater are associates at Latham & Watkins LLP. The authors would like to acknowledge the kind assistance of their colleagues Sean Wells, Olivia Featherstone, Tom Watret, Katie Henshall and Tegan Creedy in the preparation of this chapter.

2 For instance, the Bribery Act 2010, which introduced a corporate offence of ‘failure to prevent bribery’.

3 The SFO was created by and derives its investigatory powers from the Criminal Justice Act 1987 (CJA), which include powers to request the production of documents and the answering of questions.

4 The CMA’s powers are largely drawn from the CA 1998 itself.

5 The FCA’s investigatory powers are derived from the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

6 HMRC’s investigatory powers are derived from the Finance Act 2009 (civil) and the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (criminal).

7 OFSI’s powers come from the Policing and Crime Act 2017.
the National Crime Agency, which includes the National Economic Crime Centre (NECC), coordinates and assists the work of the other agencies and the police in the investigation and prosecution of economic crime; and

the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) prosecutes on behalf of HMRC and the CMA (who have only investigatory powers and no prosecuting authority). These bodies have distinct remits, but with some overlap, and a range of powers to enforce the legislation within that remit. This includes the ability to execute search warrants and to file compulsory production notices for the production of documents. Some of these powers can only be exercised with a court order, some have to be exercised with the assistance of the police and others are wholly in the control of the agency themselves (subject to the statutory powers by which they are established).

The ability and extent of the powers to obtain material has been the subject of a number of important challenges through the courts in recent years, which will be discussed further below. Corporations are not permitted to withhold documents from the authorities on the grounds of client confidentiality and data privacy, and must hand over any materials requested by such notices and orders, save where legal privilege applies. It is a separate criminal offence in England and Wales not to comply with a lawful production order.

Another area of significant development in the law has been the introduction of deferred prosecution agreements (DPAs), which are available to prosecutors in both the CPS and the SFO. Under a DPA, corporations accused of certain criminal offences are permitted to enter into an agreement with the prosecutor to defer a prosecution (and, theoretically, avoid a prosecution altogether) if they fulfil the terms of an agreement approved by a judge. The agreement usually includes payment of a financial penalty, costs and compensation; implementation of, or improvement to, a compliance programme; and cooperation with ongoing investigations. So far, there have been four DPAs in the United Kingdom, although the regime has come under considerable criticism (see Section III.iv).

II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

A corporate’s approach to self-reporting in England and Wales must be considered against a broad spectrum of factors, which include the nature of the issue, the prospect of enforcement activity, the benefits of cooperation with authorities, the industry sector in which the corporate operates and the supervisory regime applicable to the corporate. Although there is no obligation to self-report most criminal conduct, there are notable exceptions for those operating in regulated sectors such as financial services. The decision of whether to self-report will need to take into account this wide range of factors, as well as the possibility of enforcement actions in other jurisdictions (which will be subject to their own decision in respect of self-reporting) and will usually be taken with the assistance of legal counsel.

8 The NECC started operations on 31 October 2018.
9 The prosecuting powers of the CPS (and the SFO and FCA) are governed by the Code for Crown Prosecutors, which was updated in 2018 (available at: https://www.cps.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/publications/Code-for-Crown-Prosecutors-October-2018.pdf).
10 The state of the law of privilege in England and Wales has been in flux in recent years (see Section IV.iii).
11 DPAs are not available for individuals.
The FCA’s principles of openness create an expectation that entities they regulate will self-report issues.\(^\text{12}\) The regulator has regularly made clear that it regards self-reporting to be a key part of the open and cooperative relationship it expects of its regulated entities.\(^\text{13}\) Within its guidance, the FCA mandates a large number of reporting requirements including reporting in relation to complaints,\(^\text{14}\) accounts\(^\text{15}\) and market abuse.\(^\text{16}\) The principle of openness has, on a number of occasions, been the basis for fining firms for failing to adequately self-report.

The CMA operates a more discretionary approach to self-reporting, but one based on an explicit framework for the recognition of reporting.\(^\text{17}\) The leniency programme is designed to encourage companies that have been involved in wrongdoing to proactively cooperate with the CMA. To encourage self-reporting, the CMA offers a sliding scale of leniency ranging from total immunity to reduced financial penalties, depending on the timing of the self-reporting.\(^\text{18}\) As with most self-reporting regimes, the earlier the report is made, the more lenient the authority will be.

Although not as structured as the CMA scheme, a similar incentive-based self-reporting principle is operated by the SFO and CPS. The SFO’s policy on corporate self-reporting states that self-reporting will be a key factor in deciding whether to prosecute.\(^\text{19}\) The benefits of self-reporting have also been highlighted in the guidance provided for DPAs.\(^\text{20}\) Initially the SFO had indicated that only companies that self-reported would be eligible for a DPA, but both Rolls-Royce and Tesco have been able to secure DPAs without self-reporting.\(^\text{21}\) In the non-regulated sectors, the decision as to whether to self-report is a balance between a number of incentives and disincentives that require careful consideration.

An additional but discrete layer of strict self-reporting is required under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA). The POCA legislates for a number of criminal money laundering offences, including becoming concerned in an arrangement that the person knows or suspects facilitates the acquisition, retention, use or control of criminal property by or on behalf of another person.\(^\text{22}\) Voluntary self-reporting through an authorised disclosure may be used as

\(^{12}\) Principle 11: Relations with regulators, PRIN 2.1, the FCA Handbook (available at: https://www.handbook.fca.org.uk/handbook/PRIN/2/?view=chapter).
\(^{14}\) DISP 1.10, the FCA Handbook (available at: https://www.handbook.fca.org.uk/handbook/DISP/1/10.html).
\(^{15}\) SUP 16, the FCA Handbook (available at: https://www.handbook.fca.org.uk/handbook/SUP/16/?view=chapter).
\(^{16}\) MAR Schedule 2, the FCA Handbook (available at: https://www.handbook.fca.org.uk/handbook/MAR/Sch/2/2.html).
\(^{17}\) OFT and CMA Penalty Guidance and criminal immunity provided by Section 190(4) of the Enterprise Act 2002.
\(^{21}\) It was noted that without self-reporting, Rolls-Royce was only considered for a DPA because of its ‘exemplary’ cooperation (available at: https://globalinvestigationsreview.com/article/1138835/self-reporting-after-rolls-royce-is-it-worth-it).
\(^{22}\) Section 328(1), POCA.
a defence to such an offence.\(^{23}\) Although self-reporting is not compulsory for non-regulated persons, it is a criminal offence for a regulated person who has reasonable grounds for knowing or suspecting that another person is engaged in money laundering, to fail to report such knowledge or suspicion.

**ii Internal investigations**

Internal investigations are increasingly used by both international and domestic companies as a way of mitigating risk as well as honouring regulatory obligations. It is no longer a viable option for a company to turn a blind eye to any allegations or suspicions that it receives about its business operations, and an internal investigation is a common first step in dealing with potential issues.

Preliminary or scoping interviews occur in the very early stages of investigations and are used to identify useful information and where further evidence might be located. Witness interviews form a crucial part of internal investigations. Importantly, these interviews may take place on the understanding between the interviewer and the employee that they are confidential and attract privilege.\(^{24}\) However, ‘the law as it stands today is settled. Privilege does not apply to first interview notes’: unless those notes contain privileged legal advice, privilege would apply.\(^{25}\)

Authorities expect details of witness interviews to be provided to them. This expectation is set out in the form of speeches and guidelines as opposed to law. To gain the benefit of a DPA, the SFO has said it expects companies to cooperate and comply with Clause 2.8.2(i) of the Code of Practice on Deferred Prosecution Agreements (the DPA Code) by ‘identifying relevant witnesses, disclosing their accounts and the documents shown to them and, “where practicable”, making witnesses available for interview when requested’.\(^{26}\)

The SFO has taken an open approach in the past in relation to the detail it expects to be provided with witness interviews;\(^{27}\) however, it has made it clear that ‘first accounts’ are expected as part of any information given to the SFO. There does not appear to be a consistent practice in this regard, and the approach can vary case by case.\(^{28}\) Over the past five years, there has been a suggestion from the SFO that they are reluctant to see companies conducting internal investigations for fear of them ‘trampling the crime scene’,\(^{29}\) but under the new SFO director,\(^{30}\) there is some belief that this approach may be relaxed.

---

\(^{23}\) e.g., Section 328(1), POCA.


\(^{25}\) R (on the application of AL) v Serious Fraud Office [2018] EWHC 856 (Admin).


\(^{28}\) Speech by Alun Milford, then SFO General Counsel, at GIR London Live, on 27 April 2017 (reported by *GIR* on 27 April 2017) and Speech by Alun Milford, then SFO General Counsel, at the Cambridge Symposium on Economic Crime 2017, Jesus College, Cambridge.

\(^{29}\) ibid., and interview with *The Times*, published 27 August 2014, David Green QC, then director of the SFO (available at: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/fraud-office-attacks-flawed-crime-reports-jj6x827q5c6).

\(^{30}\) Lisa Osofsky took up the role of SFO director on 28 August 2018.
The FCA also takes a cautious approach to internal investigations and has noted a number of potential issues with internal investigations. These issues include poor communication with the FCA at the early stages of an investigation resulting in a report that is unhelpful for FCA purposes, or even the risk that a subsequent FCA investigation is prejudiced or hindered by a firm’s own internal investigation.31

By contrast, the CMA’s approach to self-reporting necessitates internal investigations, in particular the requirement for supporting evidence in claims for leniency; however, these internal investigations are required to be limited to what is strictly necessary to minimise the risk of ‘tipping off’ other parties to cartel activity. As part of the leniency application process, companies are required to take ‘careful note’ of all investigative actions and keep records until the conclusion of any related proceedings.32

One issue related to internal investigations that has received significant attention in the past few years is legal professional privilege. In England and Wales, internal legal counsel attract the same legal privilege as external counsel, so one of the advantages of instructing external counsel may not exist compared to other jurisdictions. The extent of that privilege has been the subject of judicial decision in Director of the SFO v Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation Limited [2018] EWCA Civ 2006 (ENRC), where the Court of Appeal reversed the first-instance decision33 in which the High Court agreed with the SFO’s view that litigation and legal advice privilege did not apply in the context of documents that were generated during an investigation by forensic accountants and lawyers (see Section IV.iii).

In most internal investigations, employees will not receive their own independent legal advice. This is because the interviews are simply part of a fact-finding investigation and the employee is not treated as a suspect. In these circumstances, cooperation between employees and their companies will be in both parties’ shared interests. At the outset of any fact-finding interview, the individual must be advised that the lawyers representing him or her are the company’s lawyers and that the company holds the privilege.34

However, in some circumstances, independent legal representation for the employee may be either necessary or desirable, for example, if the employee is a suspect, or risks incriminating themselves or admitting regulatory breaches, or has the potential to create a liability for the employer. In these circumstances there may be a conflict between the best interests of the employee and their employer and independent legal advice would be appropriate.

iii Whistle-blowers35

There is protection for whistle-blowers set out in the Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998 (PIDA). The PIDA has a significantly broader definition of ‘worker’ than the Employment Rights Act 1996, which includes employees, employee shareholders and agency workers.36

Should an employer dismiss a worker for the reason (or principal reason) that the employee made a ‘protected disclosure’, this dismissal will automatically be unfair. Further, if an employer subjects an employee to any detriment for reason that he or she made a protected

32 ibid., at p. 32.
33 Director of the SFO v Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation Ltd [2017] EWHC 1017 QB.
34 Similar to an Upjohn warning given in the United States.
35 This section deals with workplace-based whistle-blowing. The UK Code of Practice for Victims of Crime and the Witness Charter provides protection outside the context of the workplace for whistle-blowers.
36 Section 43K(1)(a)(iii) PIDA.
disclosure then they could also have a distinct claim for detriment up to the date the employee was dismissed. Detriment can include damaged career prospects, dock of pay or loss of work and disciplinary action. The tests for qualifying for protection are:\footnote{IDS Employment Law Handbooks – Volume 14 – Whistleblowing at Work – Chapter 3 – Qualifying disclosures; Cavendish Munro Professional Risks Management Ltd v Geduld [2010] ICR 325, EAT; and Kilraine v London Borough of Wandsworth [2018] ICR 1850, CA.}

\begin{itemize}
  \item[a] Was the disclosure a qualifying disclosure?
  \item[b] Has the worker made a disclosure of information?
  \item[c] Did the subject matter of the disclosure relate to one of the types of ‘relevant failure’?
  \item[d] Did the worker have a reasonable belief that the information shows that one of the six relevant behaviours has occurred?
  \item[e] Did the worker have a reasonable belief that the disclosure was in the public interest (not applicable to disclosures made before 25 June 2013)?\footnote{Since June 2013, the disclosures no longer need to be made in good faith in order to be protected.}
  \item[f] Was the disclosure a protected disclosure?
\end{itemize}

In March 2019, the former Prime Minister Theresa May announced that the government would be bringing in changes to the operation of non-disclosure agreements, particularly those that operate between employees and employers. One of the stated motivations for the changes is to give whistle-blowers additional protections and to ensure individuals are not put off from reporting their concerns to the appropriate enforcement agencies.

In April 2019 the EU Parliament approved a new law that will grant greater protections to individuals who report any breach of EU law.\footnote{http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/docs_autres_institutions/commission_europeenne/com/2018/0218/COM_COM(2018)0218_EN.pdf.} This is the first time that whistle-blowers will have EU-wide protection, although the proposals note that the United Kingdom was one of the Member States that already had a comprehensive regime in place. It is expected that EU ministers will approve the proposal and Member States will then have two years to comply. Given the United Kingdom’s intended departure from the European Union the applicability of the proposals is uncertain; however, the United Kingdom may decide to mirror the directive, particularly given the importance of the protections for the financial services industry.

The financial services sector has developed a more rigorous whistle-blower regime than that which has nationwide application under the PIDA. There was a 24 per cent increase in the number of whistle-blowing reports to the FCA in 2018 compared with 2017. The current regime applies to around 8,000 companies but it is estimated this could increase to 55,000 companies by the end of 2019 once the regime is widened.

On 14 November 2018, the FCA published its research into the consequences of new whistle-blowing rules introduced on 7 September 2016. These rules can be found in the Senior Management Arrangements Systems and Controls 18\footnote{https://www.handbook.fca.org.uk/handbook/SYSC/18.pdf.} and they require firms to:

\begin{quote}
  have effective arrangements in place for employees to raise concerns, and to ensure these concerns are handled appropriately and confidentially. The requirement to appoint a whistle-blowers’ champion is to ensure there is senior management oversight over the integrity, independence and effectiveness of the firm’s arrangements.\footnote{https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/multi-firm-reviews/retail-and-wholesale-banking-review-firms-whistleblowing-arrangements.} 
\end{quote}
The Financial Reporting Council (FRC),\(^{42}\) which has responsibility for setting UK standards of corporate governance, includes, within the UK Corporate Governance Code 2018, a principle that ‘[t]here should be a means for the workforce to raise concerns in confidence and – if they wish – anonymously’.\(^{43}\) This code, however, operates on a ‘comply or explain’ basis, so listed companies are not obliged to have a whistle-blowing policy in place, even if it is good practice.

Similarly, the Ministry of Justice (MOJ) suggests that having adequate whistle-blowing procedures\(^{44}\) may be an important part of asserting an ‘adequate procedures’ defence to the offence of failing to prevent bribery under Section 7 BA 2010 and the British Standards Institution outlines whistle-blowing procedures as part of its published standard for Anti-Bribery Management Systems.\(^{45}\)

Currently, there are no monetary incentives in England and Wales for whistle-blowers to come forward. The Home Office has previously considered introducing financial incentives for whistle-blowers who come forward on matters of ‘fraud, bribery and corruption’;\(^{46}\) however, research from various groups including the FCA and the Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA) concluded that providing financial ‘incentives’ would not in fact encourage whistle-blowing.\(^{47}\)

### III ENFORCEMENT

#### i Corporate liability

The case law on civil vicarious liability is voluminous. In general, a corporate employer is vicariously liable for the acts of its employees where it would be fair and just to hold the employer vicariously liable. If the employees’ acts are within the ordinary course of their employment, this will usually be sufficient.

Corporate criminal liability is normally only relevant, however, where a criminal offence imposes strict liability and the state of mind of the company (acting through its employee) does not need to be established. In addition, there is a growing number of statutory offences that create a corporate liability, such as the offence of ‘failing to prevent bribery’ under Section 7 of the BA 2010, which is discussed further below.

Companies will only be liable for offences requiring proof of a criminal state of mind by application of the ‘identification principle’. The identification principle imputes the acts and state of mind of the individuals who represent the ‘directing mind and will’ of the company. This is much more narrow than the basis of attribution in the United States, for instance, where a company can be liable for the actions of its agents and employees when they act within the scope of their employment and at least in part to benefit the company (which is more akin to the basis for civil liability in England and Wales).

---

\(^{42}\) The FRC regulates the audit industry in the United Kingdom.

\(^{43}\) [https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/88bd8c45-50ea-4841-95f0-d2f4f48069a2/2018-UK-Corporate-Governance-Code-FINAL.pdf](https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/88bd8c45-50ea-4841-95f0-d2f4f48069a2/2018-UK-Corporate-Governance-Code-FINAL.pdf) (1(6)).

\(^{44}\) Ministry of Justice Guidance about procedures that relevant commercial organisations can put into place to prevent persons associated with them from bribing, at Paragraph 1.7.


The leading case of *Tesco Supermarkets v Nattrass* [1972] AC 153 defines the ‘directing mind and will’ of the company as the directors and, in certain circumstances, other senior officers of the company who carry out management functions and speak and act as the company. The test of attribution may also be met if the directors have delegated part of their management functions. This has historically been very difficult to prove against companies and this has only got more difficult as complex corporate structures become a common feature in UK corporate bodies.

The BA 2010 introduced a new approach to establishing corporate criminal liability in the United Kingdom. It legislates for bribery offences committed in the United Kingdom and abroad by individuals and companies. Section 7 of the BA 2010 creates the offence of ‘failure to prevent bribery’, which can be committed by a corporate entity only. It first requires that a person associated with the company has committed an offence under Sections 1 or 6 of the BA 2010 and that there are no applicable defences (as discussed in the next section), or would have done if they were within the territorial scope of the BA 2010. A person is ‘associated with’ the company if they perform services for or on behalf of the organisation in any capacity. This is, therefore, not confined to employees but also covers agents such as independent contractors.

Second, Section 7 of the BA 2010 requires that the person who committed the offence to have intended either to obtain or retain business or an advantage in the conduct of business for the company. Knowledge on behalf of the company is not required. Section 7 of the BA 2010 has a broad territorial scope and applies not only to UK-incorporated companies but also those that carry on a business or part of a business in the United Kingdom.

### ii Penalties

The approach to sanctions against businesses for corporate misconduct has shifted in recent years. Corporations considered liable of corporate misconduct can suffer a penalty ranging from a minor fine to a substantial financial penalty and severe criminal consequences from a selection of prosecuting bodies.

The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA) grants the FCA the power to impose a variety of sanctions ranging from public censure to the revocation of FCA authorisations and large regulatory fines. There have been a number of notable fines associated with reporting failures in 2019. FSMA also grants the FCA the power to bring criminal prosecutions for the purpose of tackling financial crime such as investigations for insider dealing pursuant to the Criminal Justice Act 1993 and breaches of the recently enacted Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018. The FCA’s Decision Procedure and Penalties Manual sets out a non-exhaustive list of the factors that the FCA considers before issuing a penalty, which includes looking at the nature, seriousness and impact of the suspected breach, the conduct after the breach and previous disciplinary record and compliance history of the person in question. The FCA will also consider ‘the full circumstances of each case’ when determining whether to impose a penalty.
The CMA also has a range of criminal and civil powers afforded to it under legislation with regard to competition law infringements. The CMA can impose fines for breach of the CA 1998 if the CMA is satisfied an infringement has either been intentionally or negligently committed. The most notable fine that the CMA can impose is an amount of up to 10 per cent of a firm’s worldwide turnover in the business year that proceeds the date of the CMA’s decision.

The CMA can also impose settlement and the making of commitments. Settlement allows early resolution of investigations by way of a voluntary process where a business under investigation by the CMA for a breach of competition law admits a breach and accepts a streamlined version of the process that will govern the remainder of the CMA investigation. In return for its cooperation and an admission of wrongdoing, the business will gain a reduction in any financial penalty that the CMA imposes. Commitments and directions in relation to the settlement are agreed between the CMA and the firm and the courts have the power to enforce them in the event of non-compliance.

The SFO has the power to prosecute in cases involving serious or complex fraud, bribery and corruption. Alternatively, the SFO may consider inviting a company to enter into a DPA. DPAs were introduced in the United Kingdom in 2014 as a discretionary tool for use by the SFO that enables prosecutors to enter into agreements with the offending corporation to suspend prosecution for a defined period of time so long as specified conditions are met by the business during the suspension period. DPAs are supervised by a judge and governed by the DPA Code published by the SFO and the CPS, which states that the SFO’s role is as a prosecutorial authority and that DPAs are for use only in exceptional circumstances.

Corporate tax offences are resolved primarily by means of a civil resolution by HMRC. It is possible that corporate tax offences will lead to criminal charges in the circumstances of corruption or links to wider criminal offences either in the United Kingdom or overseas.

If a corporation breaches any UK or international sanction, a distinct Treasury unit, the OFSI, is the competent authority for the implementation of penalties, including financial penalties under the Policing and Crime Act 2017. The maximum penalty that the OFSI can impose will be the greater of £1 million or 50 per cent of the value of the breach.

Individuals prosecuted by these agencies can be ordered to pay fines, compensation and court costs and may receive prison sentences if the offences are serious enough. In addition, individuals may be disqualified from holding directorships in the United Kingdom.

iii Compliance programmes

Both the CMA and the FCA publish a variety of documents to assist companies in meeting their compliance obligations, including annual plans and a great deal of guidance in the run up to the United Kingdom’s planned departure from the EU.

52 CA 1998.
54 Sections 31E and 34 of the CA 1998.
As described above, the BA 2010 provides a defence to the Section 7 offence, if a commercial organisation can show on the balance of probabilities that it had in place ‘adequate procedures’ designed to prevent bribery.

The MOJ has provided guidance on what constitutes ‘adequate procedures’ for the purposes of the defence. It sets out six principles to provide businesses with guidance in establishing and maintaining a compliant anti-bribery regime. The principles are:

- a proportionate procedures;
- b top-level commitment;
- c risk assessment;
- d due diligence;
- e communication; and
- f monitoring and review.

The guidance is clear that it is not enough for a company to have a suite of policies, the culture of compliance and regular training will also be an important part of determining whether procedures will be considered adequate.

The Section 7(2) of the BA 2010 ‘adequate procedures’ defence was tested for the first time in the case of R v. Skansen Interiors Limited (unreported). The case concerned two bribes that had been paid to a project manager managing the tender for an office refurbishment by Skansen Interiors Limited (SIL), a small refurbishment company. When a new chief executive officer took over at SIL and learned about the payments that had been made, he initiated an internal investigation and established an anti-bribery and corruption policy. SIL then submitted a suspicious activity report to the NCA.

The question for the jury was whether SIL had adequate procedures in place. SIL argued, among other things, that: its policies and procedures were proportionate to its size – it was a very small business operating out of a single open-plan office; its business was very localised, removing the need for more sophisticated controls; it was ‘common sense’ that employees should not pay bribes; the ethos of the company was one of honesty and integrity; and a company of its size did not need a more formal policy. The jury did not agree and returned a guilty verdict.

A similar offence to the Section 7 of the BA 2010 offence exists in Sections 44 and 45 of the Criminal Finances Act 2017 (CFA) in relation to the failure by a company to prevent a tax evasion offence by an associated person, which include a similar ‘reasonable procedures’ defence.

iv Prosecution of individuals

The CPS and the SFO look to prosecute individuals for financial crime, but recently there has been increased attention on the SFO’s (failed) prosecutions of individuals connected to corporations. In particular, when a business is prosecuted within England and Wales, enforcement action will usually be taken against individuals involved. Guidance states that the prosecution of a company should not be seen as a substitute for the prosecution of criminally
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culpable individuals such as directors, officers, employees or shareholders of the offending company.\textsuperscript{59} The prosecution of individuals in circumstances involving corporate misconduct is viewed as essential in providing a strong deterrent against future corporate wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{60}

When proceedings or enforcement action is launched against individuals, the company involved must be conscious of its obligations towards its employees. Often, the corporates will suspend the individuals suspected of wrongdoing for the duration of any investigations; however, any suspension must be deemed to be fair and reasonable. Individual employees may be entitled to further assistance from their employer company by means of assistance with legal fees in the event of any investigations, although there is no statutory requirement for this currently. Alternatively, some employees may be entitled to some form of officer liability insurance, which can provide cover for the duration of any investigations or trial. Given the scale and cost of government investigations to date, this has become the norm in larger companies.

In February 2019, two years after the Rolls-Royce DPA was secured (with the company paying £497.25 million), Lisa Osofsky announced that senior employees from the company would not be prosecuted because of ‘insufficient evidence’ and because such a prosecution was ‘not in the public interest’.\textsuperscript{61} This announcement, which followed the collapse of the fraud trial against executives from Tesco before Christmas 2018, means that the SFO has so far failed to prosecute any individuals associated with DPAs. Sir John Royce, the judge in the last of these Tesco trials, went so far as to say that ‘the prosecution case was so weak that it should not be left for a jury’s consideration’.

It appears unjust that the Tesco DPA’s statement of facts can assert that the three former executives were ‘aware of and dishonestly perpetuated the misstatement [of figures] . . . thereby falsifying or concurring in the falsification of accounts or records’\textsuperscript{62} and yet, when these assertions are tested in criminal court, they collapse, leaving the individuals with limited options for relief or recourse. The lawyers who defended John Scouler, former food commercial director at Tesco, noted: ‘despite his acquittal, Mr Scouler finds himself labelled as culpable in a private agreement, but one which is now made public, which the SFO concluded with Tesco before the SFO’s evidence was heard’.\textsuperscript{63} It remains to be seen how the SFO considers the need for actual convictions as part of the consideration for granting a DPA moving forward.

Although there have not been any successful prosecutions of individuals associated with DPAs, the SFO has been successful in prosecuting some individuals, most notably in connection with London Interbank Offered Rate or Libor rigging. In early 2019, the SFO secured the conviction (and imprisonment) of two former bankers in association with Euribor rigging.\textsuperscript{64} While there has been an increasing interest in the ability of the authorities to pursue cases against companies, the prosecution of individuals has continued to represent the greater part of the prosecutor’s activities, including significant financial penalties and

\textsuperscript{60} ibid.
\textsuperscript{61} https://www.sfo.gov.uk/2019/02/22/sfo-closes-glaxosmithkline-investigation-and-investigation-into-rolls-royce-individuals/.
\textsuperscript{63} https://www.ft.com/content/b6c2b688-1f29-11e9-b126-46fc3ad876c6.
\textsuperscript{64} https://www.sfo.gov.uk/2019/04/01/senior-bankers-sentenced-to-9-years-for-rigging-euribor-rate/.
prison sentences. Recent legislative changes have made it easier for the authorities in the United Kingdom to prosecute companies, but these authorities all remain committed to the investigation and punishment of individuals.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

Any departure from the general presumption against the creation of extra-territorial liability must be expressly provided by the legislature; below is an overview of key examples of pieces of UK legislation containing corporate offence provisions with extra-territorial reach.

The BA 2010 has a wide territorial remit, covering offences that take place in the United Kingdom or overseas as long as the company is either a UK company or has operations in the United Kingdom. In particular, Section 7 of the BA 2010 applies to any ‘relevant commercial organisation’ that Section 7(5) of the BA 2010 defines as:

a. a body incorporated under the law of any part of the United Kingdom and that carries on a business (whether there or elsewhere), or any other body corporate (wherever incorporated) that carries on a business, or part of a business, in any part of the United Kingdom; or

b. a partnership formed under the law of any part of the United Kingdom and that carries on a business (whether there or elsewhere), or any other partnership (wherever formed) that carries on a business, or part of a business, in any part of the United Kingdom.

Among other laws, the POCA contains the United Kingdom’s money laundering offences. Broadly speaking, the money laundering provisions aim to tackle the channels through which proceeds of criminal activity pass. In terms of jurisdictional reach, the location of the underlying criminal conduct is irrelevant; if the conduct would amount to a criminal offence in the United Kingdom had it occurred there, then it will fall within the ambit of the POCA, subject to very limited exceptions. In addition, UK nationals, living overseas, can also be prosecuted for money laundering offences committed outside the United Kingdom.

The most recent addition to the United Kingdom’s extra-territorial offences was the failure to prevent the facilitation of tax evasion, introduced in September 2017, which applies to both domestic and overseas tax evasion. Under the CFA, companies are liable for the conduct of their associated persons who facilitate the evasion of either UK or overseas tax. For the UK tax evasion offence, the conduct can occur anywhere in the world; for the foreign tax evasion offence, the relevant body must either be incorporated in the United Kingdom, carry on business in the United Kingdom or the relevant conduct must have taken place in the United Kingdom. ‘Relevant bodies’ will be liable for failing to prevent the actions of their employees and other associated persons who criminally facilitate tax evasion. A ‘relevant body’ is a company or partnership, irrespective of jurisdiction of incorporation or formation. A ‘person associated’ with the relevant body is an employee, an agent or any other person
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68 Sections 44(2) and (3) of the CFA.
performing services for or on behalf of that relevant body. To the extent the offence took place outside the jurisdiction, UK prosecutors need to prove the criminal standard that both the taxpayer and the associated person committed an offence. Like the corporate offence under the BA 2010, the CFA provides companies with a defence where they can show that they had in place ‘reasonable procedures’ to prevent the offending.

**ii International cooperation**

The UK authorities work with authorities in other jurisdictions in a variety of ways. Some ‘formal’ methods of cooperation are set out below, but it is not uncommon for international enforcement authorities to share information with their foreign counterparts through more informal channels of communication, relying on established relationships.

Following the United Kingdom’s decision to leave the European Union, there is a degree of uncertainty regarding the future framework for international cooperation between the United Kingdom and Europe. Presently, it is not clear how negotiations will affect mechanisms for European cooperation and what this will mean for the United Kingdom’s access to EU criminal data bases and the operation of the European Arrest Warrant.

Information gateways have a statutory footing and provide means to enable certain authorities to share and supply information with each other internationally and domestically.

For instance, Section 68 of the Serious Crime Act 2015 permits public authorities to disclose information to other organisations to prevent fraud. Part XXIII of the FSMA allows for disclosure of information in order to enable the performance of a public function, and Part 9 of the Enterprise Act 2002 allows for the disclosure of information received by the CMA in certain circumstances, such as where it is disclosing that information to another authority for the purposes of criminal proceedings.

Typically, authorities may enter into memorandums of understanding (MOUs) with domestic and overseas authorities that have a similar remit. MOUs tend to explicitly set out available gateways that may be relied on and provide guidance as to how the information is transferred. For example, the PRA and FCA have entered into a number of MOUs with equivalent authorities in other jurisdictions, such as the MOU between the Dubai Financial Services Authority and the PRA, dated 12 June 2014, and the MOU between the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission and the FCA, dated 6 October 2016.

Multilateral and bilateral mutual legal assistance (MLA) treaties are a form of cooperation between different countries that allow for the collecting and exchanging of information.

---

69 Section 44(4) of the CFA.
70 ‘Enhancing international cooperation in the investigation of cross-border competition cases: tools and procedure’, Note by the UNCTAD secretariat, 5-7 July 2017 and ‘The serious business of fighting fraud’, SFO Speeches, 19 January 2017.
Authorities may request and provide evidence located in one country to assist in criminal proceedings or investigations in another. The United Kingdom has signed a number of multilateral and bilateral MLA treaties, such as the bilateral agreement with the US in 1994.

Cross-border criminal investigations often involve suspects that reside outside the jurisdiction where the investigation is being conducted. UK extradition is governed by the EU Framework Decision, implemented through the Extradition Act 2003. In the United Kingdom there are two forms of extradition: export extradition, which relates to a request by another state for the extradition of someone from the United Kingdom; and import extradition, which relates to a request to another state for the extradition of a person.

There exist a number of bars to extradition, including the ‘forum bar’, which provides that extradition may be barred if it would not be in the interests of justice.

iii Local law considerations

At the time of writing, the United Kingdom remains subject to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The GDPR has extra-territorial application to organisations that monitor behaviour of individuals that takes place within the European Union, or to organisations offering services or goods to individuals in the European Union.

The GDPR imposes strict data protection obligations and prohibits the transfer of personal data from the United Kingdom to a location outside the European Economic Area unless the recipient, jurisdiction or territory is able to ensure a UK-equivalent level of protection. As it stands, the European Commission has determined that only a few countries provide ‘adequate’ levels of protection, while many other countries, such as the United States, fall short of the standard. This means organisations operating in the United Kingdom may be limited in their ability to transfer personal data into various non-EEA territories.

July 2016 saw the adoption of the EU–US privacy shield adequacy decision (the Privacy Shield). The Privacy Shield requires US companies to protect EU citizens’ personal data in accordance with particular standards, for instance, limiting the conditions for onwards transfer of data to third parties, as well as transparency obligations on access by the US government. However, in a recent review carried out by the European Data Protection Board (EDPB), it was noted that areas requiring significant improvement remain, which
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the EDPB considers both the Commission and US authorities should address. 84 Particular areas of concern include the absence of substantial checks, the application of Privacy Shield requirements regarding onward transfers and human resources data and processors. 85

Legal professional privilege has been a heavily litigated issue in recent years. England and Wales recognises two forms of legal professional privilege in respect of legal advice provided by both in-house and external counsel:

a  ‘litigation privilege’, which attaches to communications passing between a lawyer and a client, and also between a lawyer or client and a third party (such as a forensic accountant), for the sole or dominant purpose of preparing for adversarial litigation. The litigation can either be in progress or in contemplation; and

b  ‘legal advice privilege’, which attaches to confidential communications passing between lawyer and a client for the purposes of giving or receiving legal advice. It will not usually apply to communications between a company and its own employees in the context of an investigation.

The meaning of ‘client’ was discussed in some detail in Three Rivers No. 5 [2003] EWCA Civ 474, yet the ratio of the case has been inconsistently understood. The concept of ‘client’ in a corporate context was recently considered again in The RBS Rights Issue Litigation, in which Hildyard J held that interview notes produced by lawyers during the course of an internal investigation were not protected by legal advice privilege. 86 Hildyard J understood the Three Rivers No. 5 decision as establishing the principle that ‘the client’ for the purposes of a lawyer–client communication subject to legal advice privilege must be someone who is authorised to seek and receive legal advice. 87

This approach was followed by Andrews J in the first-instance decision in ENRC. 88 On appeal, the court held that whether Three Rivers No. 5 was correctly decided regarding the nature of a ‘client’ was a matter for determination by the Supreme Court. 89 The court did indicate, however, that there was ‘much force’ in the submissions that, if Three Rivers No. 5 did lay down a restrictive interpretation of ‘client’, then it was wrongly decided. 90 The court said that ‘if, therefore, it had been open to us to depart from Three Rivers (No. 5), we would have been in favour of doing so’. 91

The period of uncertainty following the first-instance decision in ENRC was ended by the Court of Appeal, which decided that the defendant could rely on litigation privilege as it was deemed that criminal legal proceedings were in reasonable contemplation at the time of the investigation. The SFO decided not to appeal the matter to the Supreme Court and so the scope of litigation and legal advice privilege in investigations is reserved for the time being.

---
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V YEAR IN REVIEW

In January 2019, Transparency International released its annual Corruption Perception Index, which saw the United Kingdom slip out of the top 10 for public sector transparency for the first time, with the head of Transparency International UK commenting that: ‘A number of themes from this year’s index will serve as an important warning to the UK against complacency in tackling corruption, not least with the prospect of post-Brexit pressure to lower standards.’ While this slip is unlikely to be particularly troubling to UK business, the government and authorities will no doubt be alert to the perception that, although much has been done in recent years to bolster the United Kingdom’s response to corruption and money laundering, there continue to be significant challenges in implementing the range of laws intended to combat economic crime and corporate misconduct.

The SFO has had a relatively quiet year, with mixed fortunes. It enters 2019 with a new director and general counsel who are looking to bring focus to new areas of the organisation. Osofsky said that one of her primary focuses would be a review, which she has indicated she will be conducting herself, of over 70 cases the SFO is currently looking at to see why charging decisions take so long. This priority is said to have contributed to the abandoning of investigations against GlaxoSmithKline and the individuals in the Rolls-Royce SFO investigation.

The recent apparent collapse of the Barclays trial is a blow for the SFO, coming soon after its failure to prosecute any individuals associated with the Tesco DPA. While those that deal with corporate criminal liability will continue to debate the ethics of a DPA without any individuals being found criminally liable, the first DPA, between the SFO and Standard Bank plc, came to a successful end in November 2018, which may give some hope that the regime has merit when properly considered and implemented. Standard Bank plc (now known as ICBC Standard Bank plc) met all of its obligations during the three years of its agreement, including the payment of over US$6 million in compensation.

The CFA brought in two particularly important changes to the economic crime regime: the first was a new offence of failing to prevent the facilitation of tax evasion (see Section IV.i), and the second was unexplained wealth orders, which essentially compel an individual who is either a politically exposed person or connected to a serious crime, to account for how he or she was able to obtain any property valued at over £50,000. A year on from their introduction, only one individual has been subjected to an unexplained wealth order, leading to criticism that the authorities have not made the most of this power given by the government in its efforts to make fighting economic crime a priority.

In March 2019, the House of Lords Select Committee on the BA 2010 published its post-legislative scrutiny report, which was roundly complimentary of the BA 2010, including evidence from Transparency International that the BA 2010 has ‘set a new standard for business and governments globally’. The report did make some recommendations about how authorities could better use the act, including the MOJ providing clearer examples of legitimate corporate hospitality (something that companies have been concerned about since the act’s introduction) and better training in anti-corruption issues for police forces.

93 Sara Lawson QC was appointed as general counsel in February 2019.
94 The specific terms of the unexplained wealth order will be determined in each case.
The Department of Work and Pensions has also announced its intention to introduce legislation creating a criminal offence of recklessly or wilfully mishandling pension schemes. The offence will specifically focus on directors and has been prompted by the collapses of both BHS and Carillion, leaving thousands without pensions. The government has announced that directors would be sentenced to up to seven years imprisonment.

The Court of Appeal’s overturning of some of the more limiting aspects in ENRC brought some comfort to corporations and investigations lawyers that privilege will apply to internal investigations, mindful of the limitations of the definition of ‘client’ and the importance of avoiding wholly factual interviews that may be disclosable.96 However, while the authorities may have lost that battle, the case of The Queen on the Application of KBR Inc v. The Director of the Serious Fraud Office [2018] EWHC 2368 (Admin), 6 September 2018 affirmed that Section 2 notices97 could be issued to non-UK companies as long as there was a ‘sufficient connection’ to the United Kingdom and, more interestingly, such notices could be extended to a non-UK companies’ documents located outside of the United Kingdom.

Following the corporate collapse of Patisserie Valerie and Carillion, the CMA has announced an intention to review the auditing market in the United Kingdom, particularly the dominance of the big four accountancy firms. Auditing in the United Kingdom is regulated by the Financial Reporting Council, which has come under a lot of criticism for being toothless in comparison to its peer bodies. Whether these proposals will lead to an total overhaul remains to be seen and may depend on government appetite for change post Brexit.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Before Brexit, the UK government put considerable political effort into tackling corruption, introducing a wide range of relevant legislation. However, the fortunes of the investigatory and prosecuting bodies have been mixed and the SFO, which takes the majority of high-profile international cases, has suffered some difficult setbacks. It remains to be seen if the newly created NECC can help to coordinate and streamline the authorities’ efforts to tackle economic crime.

It seems likely that Osofsky’s commitment to expediting current cases could mean more DPAs, although there may be less of an incentive for companies to self-report given that it no longer appears to be a prerequisite.

With Brexit consuming the majority of political debate and blocking the opportunity for new legislative initiatives, the immediate outlook for the United Kingdom’s economic crime agenda and its future relationship with overseas enforcement agencies remains uncertain.

---
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I INTRODUCTION

Criminal and administrative investigations in France – whether purely domestic or part of transborder activity involving other countries – follow procedures and principles that are fundamentally different from those in the United States. On a very general level, it is sometimes said that criminal justice in France is based on ‘inquisitorial’ principles whereas in the United States (and other common law countries) it is ‘accusatory’. The distinction is neither scientific nor complete, and as a practical matter the differences can be exaggerated. It is nonetheless true that many fundamentals differ from the US equivalents. These include:

- the relative roles of prosecutors, judges and private attorneys;
- the importance of state actors in establishing the facts of a case;
- the relative absence of attributes of an ‘adversarial’ process, such as cross-examination;
- the limited (but evolving) ability to negotiate with the investigating authority;
- the nature and use of testimonial and other kinds of evidence; and
- the absence of ‘rules of evidence’ comparable to those applicable in US courts.

As a result, anyone involved in an investigation of any sort in France must consult closely with local counsel.

i Criminal investigations

Criminal investigations involve potential violations of the criminal laws, which are generally found in the French Criminal Code and the procedures for which are found in the French Code of Criminal Procedure (CPP). Criminal violations are divided into three categories, which determine maximum sanctions, the courts involved and participants in the process. High crimes (crimes) are criminal matters punishable by more than 10 years in prison. A person accused of a high crime has a right to a jury trial in a special court called the assize court. Ordinary crimes (délits) are violations punishable by imprisonment of between two months and 10 years and by financial penalties; the crime of corruption and most business crimes fall within this category. They are tried before the local district court, of which there

1 Antoine Kirry is a partner, Frederick T Davis is of counsel and Alexandre Bisch is an international counsel at Debevoise & Plimpton LLP.
2 Both these codes are available in English at www.legifrance.gouv.fr/Traductions/en-English/Legifrance-translations.
is one in each significant city throughout France. There is no jury trial. Misdemeanours (contraventions) are violations punishable by financial penalties and may be tried in lower courts, of which there are several sorts in different locations.

Upon entry of the final judgment, an appeal may be taken to the relevant court of appeals. The proceedings in a court of appeals amount virtually to a new trial and the appellate judges – and, in the case of high crimes, the appellate jurors – can substitute their own finding of facts for those from the first trial and enter their own judgment of guilt or acquittal. Upon entry of a judgment in a court of appeals, an unsuccessful party may seek review from the Court of Cassation, the ‘supreme court’ for judicial matters, which can review the judgment only for issues of law and will either affirm the judgment or reverse it and remand to a new court of appeals.

Criminal investigations in France generally fall into two categories: regular and simple matters, which are handled by the public prosecutor; and complex and important matters, which are referred to an investigating magistrate.

Public prosecutor-led investigations represent more than 97 per cent of all criminal cases. In those cases, the public prosecutor works with the police – of which there are many national and local agencies, including specialised units – to investigate a matter and build an evidentiary record. In contrast to the judicial investigation discussed below, suspects have very little right to participate and defend themselves at this stage. When the public prosecutor is satisfied with the record, the matter is referred to the relevant court, which will generally be local to the place of infraction and may depend upon the severity of the accusation. At that time, the accused and his or her counsel will have access to the file, which will serve as the basis to prepare for trial.

Public prosecutors would only request the appointment of investigating magistrates for cases that appear so complex that developing the facts on their own would be expected to take too much time and absorb significant resources, or involve actions that prosecutors cannot take on their own, such as placing suspects in pretrial temporary detainment. In practice, most criminal investigations involving international matters are likely to be addressed by an investigating magistrate.

Investigating magistrates are found throughout France. In some instances they are teamed together in a group called a pôle; for example, the pôle financier in Paris includes the principal investigating magistrates who look into financial and other major business crimes, including corruption, tax fraud and insider trading. The appointment of an investigating magistrate is mandatory for high crimes. With regard to regular crimes, he or she can be authorised to commence an investigation by an order from the public prosecutor. In some instances, however, third parties with an interest in the matter – often victims but occasionally non-governmental organisations given standing under the CPP – may file a complaint with an investigating magistrate and, if given the status of ‘civil party’, become formal parties to the investigation with access to the file (and, ultimately, are parties to the trial and any appeal). An investigating magistrate proceeds in rem (i.e., the scope of his or her investigation is limited to the facts and the persons listed in the public prosecutor’s order). He or she is obliged to determine whether a violation has occurred and, if so, who may be responsible for it. If the investigating magistrate determines that there is ‘significant and corroborated evidence’ of the criminal responsibility of an individual or a company, that person is summoned to appear before the investigating magistrate and in the absence of a strong demonstration of non-responsibility (such as a misidentification) will be put ‘under formal investigation’. This status is the rough equivalent of being informed that one
is a ‘target’ under US Department of Justice (DOJ) guidelines. Depending on the alleged offence, a person put under formal investigation can be placed under judicial supervision, including pretrial custody. A person against whom weaker evidence has been assembled, but who is still of interest to the investigating magistrate, may be designated a material witness, roughly the equivalent of being a ‘subject’ in the United States. Both a person put under formal investigation and a material witness have a right to formally appear in the investigative proceeding through counsel and to receive access to the entire file assembled by the investigating magistrate.

The investigating magistrate has a wide range of tools that may generally be exercised by the judge alone or with police. These tools include wiretaps, dawn raids on premises and custodial interrogations, in which a person may be held for questioning for 24 hours (subject to several renewal periods of 24 hours, depending on the violations, and up to a maximum of 144 hours for persons suspected of terrorism), usually in the presence of counsel.3 Interviews are generally reduced to a written statement, which the declarant is asked to sign.

When the investigating magistrate has finished an investigation, he or she will formally announce its closure and transfer the investigation file to the public prosecutor, who will then submit written opinion, copied to the parties to the investigation, as to which parties (if any) should be bound over to trial and on what charges. However, the position of the public prosecutor is not binding on the investigating magistrate, who can, and sometimes does, decide to bind parties over to trial even in opposition to the position of the public prosecutor, or vice versa. Since the public prosecutor’s views nonetheless have significant weight,4 the parties have an opportunity to file their own observations before a final decision is made by the investigating magistrate.

The investigating magistrate must issue a formal decision to close an investigation. There are two principal outcomes: either the person and the charges are dismissed, or the target is bound over to trial on specified charges. In unusual circumstances, an investigating magistrate can declare that he or she is without jurisdiction to proceed at all. The public prosecutor and a civil party may appeal a dismissal; however, parties bound over to trial cannot normally appeal such a decision. Throughout the period when they are formal parties to the investigation – whether under formal investigation or a material witness – the parties may be procedurally active through their counsel and can strategically intervene to influence the direction of the investigation. An example might be a formal request that the investigating magistrate search for certain evidence that might be exculpatory or appoint an expert on a certain matter. Such requests are often discussed informally with the investigating magistrate. Throughout the magistrate’s investigation, participants are bound by a secrecy obligation, making it a crime to disclose proceedings before the magistrate; this obligation, however, does not apply to the defendants, the victims and the press.

4 Neither prosecutors nor judges are considered lawyers in France, in the sense that they are not members of the Bar and they generally have not received professional training applicable to lawyers. Rather, both prosecutors and judges are considered as magistrates, and receive their professional training following law school graduation at the French National School for the Judiciary in Bordeaux. Prosecutors and judges thus tend to have somewhat closer professional relations with each other than either has with members of the Bar. Prosecutors nonetheless serve within the French Ministry of Justice and are not considered independent of the government.
Two differences from US investigative practices must be emphasised. First, before a person or a company is given the formal status of being under investigation or a material witness, there is little, if anything, that can be done to influence an investigation or prepare a defence, even if the party and its counsel are acutely aware that an investigation is under way (which is often the case if witnesses are summoned for interviews, or if there are dawn raids to obtain evidence). Before such a formal designation, any contact with an investigating magistrate would be viewed as irregular and improper, with negative consequences. Second, it is difficult for defence counsel to obtain information by interviewing witnesses or potential witnesses once any form of investigation has commenced, because any contact by a target or potential target (or counsel) with a percipient witness will almost inevitably be viewed as an attempt to influence that person’s testimony, with potentially dire results. As a result, members of French Bars tend to scrupulously avoid contacting witnesses in any disputed matter, including criminal investigations.

The investigating magistrate is required to conduct an impartial search for both incriminating and exculpatory evidence, and it is formally expected that the magistrate will establish ‘the truth’ of what happened. All the fruits of the investigation — including not only documents that are seized, but also witness statements based on custodial or other interviews — will be meticulously recorded in a file. At the end of an investigation, if the matter is bound over to trial, this file will be turned over to the trial court as part of the record before the trial judges and essentially will be the evidentiary basis for the trial. Since there are very few rules of evidence limiting proof that may be considered against the accused, including hearsay, in theory the evidence at a trial could consist of no more than the contents of the file assembled by the investigating magistrate, including the ‘testimony’ of witnesses only as set out in the formal record of their interrogations.

High crimes are tried before a jury consisting of three judges and six lay jurors chosen at random, all of whom deliberate together on both the culpability and the potential sentence. A verdict in a jury trial does not have to be unanimous. Guilt must be based upon at least six votes and sentence upon at least five votes (six if the maximum sentence is sought). The trial of a regular crime will be before either one or three judges. At trial, live witnesses may be heard if the presiding judge concludes that there is a meaningful dispute about that witness’s testimony and the defence may offer additional testimonial proof. The defendant (including a formally designated representative of a company) is expected to be at trial; while not put under oath, the defendant (or corporate representative) may be — and often is — questioned by the judges. No literal transcript of trial proceedings is kept, although the court clerk will keep notes (sometimes handwritten) of proceedings, which become part of the record. There is a presumption of innocence. Questions relating to the admissibility of evidence are rare and under the principle of ‘freedom of proof’, and judges may consider any evidence that they find useful. There is no hearsay rule as such and formal written statements of witnesses are often in the record. The judges can convict only if they are convinced of guilt. The basis for a conviction or acquittal will be set out in a written judgment. There is no tradition of dissenting opinions.

A final judgment (including an acquittal) can be appealed to the court of appeals by a party dissatisfied with the outcome, and ‘cross appeals’ are often filed. The court of appeals will then review the facts as well as the law de novo and reach its own conclusion as to both. Appeals from an assize court decision of a high crime are to an appellate assize court, where
the case will be heard by a jury of 12, consisting of three judges and nine lay jurors, with a majority of eight being necessary to convict (nine if the maximum sentence is sought). Appeals from a regular criminal court are to an appellate criminal court composed of three judges.

Victims claiming injury from a criminal act can, and usually do, pursue any damages claims in the same criminal proceeding, provided that they have applied for and been given the formal status of ‘civil parties’. In the event of a conviction, the criminal court will separately assess damages. Civil liability is generally linked to criminal responsibility. There are only limited circumstances in which a court can acquit a defendant of criminal responsibility but assess civil damages. Victims can also claim damages in a separate lawsuit before civil courts, but often choose to join a criminal matter to get the benefit of evidence assembled by the prosecution or the investigating magistrate. In some circumstances, the state may set up an administrative fund that compensates victims even in advance of a judicial proceeding, in which case the administrator of the fund may become subrogated to their rights to claim compensation from a defendant in a criminal trial.

Throughout an investigation and trial, including a custodial interrogation, a person under investigation has a right to remain silent. The right to silence is, however, invoked much less frequently than in the United States, in large part because of a common but strong inference in France – which is legally permitted – that a person otherwise in a position to do so who declines to explain his or her circumstances is acting out of an awareness of guilt. If a witness insists on a right to silence, there is no procedure to give that witness immunity as a predicate to forcing him or her to testify.

ii Administrative investigations

Scores of administrative agencies are empowered to conduct enquiries or investigations of one sort or another. Such matters are generally governed by specific laws, practice and procedures applicable to these agencies, including appellate review in some circumstances. The ultimate authorities for appeals against decisions from these administrative agencies are either the Court of Cassation or the Council of State, the latter functioning (in addition to other responsibilities) as a supreme court for administrative matters. In the international context, the two agencies most likely to be involved are the Financial Markets Authority (AMF) and the Competition Authority (AC).

Where market abuses are suspected, an investigation is carried out by the AMF, which can summon and take statements from witnesses, gain access to business premises and require any records of any sort. The AMF often works closely with the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the DOJ, and frequently requests these authorities and other fellow regulators to gather evidence that may be of interest for its investigation. At the end of its investigation, if the AMF concludes that the evidence shows a market conduct violation, it must inform the criminal authorities so that a choice can be made between criminal or administrative prosecution. For many years, market abuses were prosecuted and sanctioned by both the AMF and the criminal justice, but in a landmark decision of 18 March 2015,
the French Constitutional Court\(^5\) reversed that long-standing position. A law passed on 21 June 2016 now ensures that suspects of market abuses are subject to one type of prosecution only, either administrative by the AMF or criminal by the public prosecutor or an investigating magistrate. Under both proceedings, a person found guilty of market abuse faces a maximum financial sanctions of up to €100 million or 10 times any earned profit, or for legal entities, 15 per cent of annual consolidated turnover. Under criminal proceedings, a natural person also faces a maximum five-year prison sentence. If the authorities take the view that the alleged misconduct deserves a prison sentence, the tendency is to prosecute the case criminally. To date, however, most alleged market abuses are prosecuted by the AMF before its enforcement committee. Appeals are heard either by the Paris Court of Appeals and the Court of Cassation or the Council of State, depending on the status of the defendant. Prior to referring a defendant to its enforcement committee, the AMF may offer to enter into a settlement. Such a settlement does not amount to a conviction and the defendant is not required to admit the alleged facts, but must undertake to pay the Public Treasury a sum that cannot exceed the maximum pecuniary sanction applicable before the AMF enforcement committee.

Cartels are usually prosecuted and sanctioned as an administrative violation by the AC. The AC works very closely with competition authorities within the European Union and with antitrust authorities in the United States. The AC will generally align its rulings with those of European antitrust authorities. The maximum sanctions are €3 million for an individual and 10 per cent of global profits, before taxes, for a legal entity enterprise. The calculation of an enterprise's profit for the purpose of applying the sanction is based on the highest profit that was realised in any fiscal year following the fiscal year that preceded the one during which the practices were put into place. Final decisions by the AC may be subject to appeal before the Paris Court of Appeals.

**II CONDUCT**

i Self-reporting

The principles and practice of self-reporting are the subject of much debate in France and are evolving. The subject must be approached with great care.

In the area of competition law, self-reporting is encouraged. Since 2001, the AC has supervised a leniency programme that offers total immunity or a reduction of fines for companies involved in a cartel that self-report and cooperate by providing evidence. A settlement programme offers fine reduction for companies that elect not to challenge the

---

\(^5\) The French Constitutional Court (Conseil Constitutionnel) is the only body in France that reviews the constitutionality of French laws. In 2008, an amendment to the French Constitution introduced the possibility of an *a posteriori* review of the constitutionality of French laws. Before this, the Conseil Constitutionnel reviewed the constitutionality of French laws exclusively prior to their promulgation. A constitutional question may now be raised in a trial court if the contested law is applicable to the pending litigation and if the question is new or serious, and has not already been reviewed by the Conseil Constitutionnel. If the law has already been reviewed by the Conseil Constitutionnel, there must have been a change in circumstance such that the law should be reviewed again. A constitutional question can be transmitted to the Conseil Constitutionnel via the Court of Cassation (supreme court for judicial matters) or the Council of State (supreme court for administrative matters).
objections filed by the AC. Under a commitment programme, AC investigations may also be stopped against companies that put in place or improve a competition law compliance programme.

In the area of criminal justice, a fundamental obstacle to self-reporting is the general lack of statutory incentive to do so. Since December 2013, in the specific context of corruption and influence peddling, perpetrators or accomplices can have their prison sentence reduced by half if, by having informed the administrative or judicial authorities, they enabled them to put a stop to the offence or to identify other perpetrators or accomplices. This incentive, however, does not apply to corporations. Recent efforts to expand the possibility of corporate guilty pleas have led to little change. In December 2016, the legislature adopted the Sapin II Law, which established a procedure called a judicial agreement in the public interest (CJIP). A CJIP is quite similar to a US deferred prosecution agreement (DPA), which permits the disposal of claims of corruption, influence peddling, tax fraud and laundering of the proceeds of tax fraud without a criminal conviction. This procedure is available only to legal entities. In none of the five CJIPs approved to date does it appear that the company in question self-reported by bringing a matter to the attention of the authorities before an investigation started. The absence of self-reports in those cases may be because they occurred in matters where investigations had already commenced before the Sapin II Law was adopted. However, because of the lack of statutory incentive to self-report, it remains to be seen if, in the future, companies will elect to do so before a formal investigation with an investigating magistrate is commenced.

**ii Internal investigations**

Internal investigations in the American sense must be approached very warily in France, for two reasons. First, there are a number of unusual local factors that may make the conduct of an internal investigation difficult; second, their actual function and ultimate use remain unclear and are evolving.

Until recently, it was an open question whether a French lawyer could even participate in an internal investigation; many expressed the concern that a lawyer doing so might lose his or her independence or risk becoming a witness. These concerns were addressed by a

---

6 A further disincentive is the fact that, as noted below in Section III.i, under French law a corporation may have a much greater ability than would be the case in the United States to claim that it is not responsible for the acts of employees or others apparently acting for it. This possibility makes it less attractive to engage in negotiations that implicitly give up the chance of a total acquittal under such a defence.


9 For a general description of the challenges of conducting an internal investigation in a cross-border investigation involving France, see the article ‘Multi-Jurisdictional Criminal Investigations Pose Many Challenges’ published in the New York Law Journal on 18 November 2013 by the authors of this chapter.
thoughtful opinion of the Paris Bar issued in March 2016\textsuperscript{10} and subsequent guidelines,\textsuperscript{11} which provide that lawyers can participate in internal investigations; they may do so even with respect to their usual clients; and the investigation would be covered by professional secrecy, the rough equivalent of (but in some respects markedly different from) the US attorney–client privilege. Particularly as the professional standards for conducting such an investigation develop, they should be handled carefully. The Paris Bar guidelines emphasise that an attorney conducting an investigation must be sensitive to the needs and vulnerabilities of the person being interviewed. This would certainly include the need to convey the equivalent of \textit{Upjohn} warnings as practised in the United States – that is, to inform the person being interviewed that the interviewer is an attorney for the company, but that no professional privilege exists to the benefit of the person being interviewed – but would also imply a need to be especially careful about a witness who may give self-incriminating information and often to inform the witness of a right to consult with an independent attorney. Further, many aspects of EU and French law are protective of the rights of individual employees and other individuals, and are generally hostile to sharing certain kinds of information, particularly outside the European Union or France.

Separate from the question of whether and how an internal investigation can be conducted is the question of how to use its fruits. A report that is solely used internally by the company and its lawyers to evaluate risk, devise strategy or adopt changes would raise no problem because it fits within the professional privilege. Much more problematic, however, is sharing the fruits of an investigation with a third party, particularly an adversary such as a prosecutor or investigative agency. Professional secrecy in France prohibits a lawyer who has conducted an investigation from sharing it with a third party, even with the consent of the client; in this respect, it is significantly different from the US attorney–client privilege. The client, however, is not under any professional restriction and can share a lawyer's report with a third party or adversary.

Investigations that are carried out in contemplation of disclosure to non-French public authorities, and certainly those carried out in coordination with (or in response to a subpoena or a demand from) them, encounter more formidable obstacles. The Blocking Statute\textsuperscript{12} prohibits – and provides criminal sanctions for – transmittal of much documentary and testimonial evidence in France to officials in other countries. By its terms, the Blocking Statute would appear to apply primarily to a person or company making any direct response (that is, without going through international conventions on a state-to-state basis) to a foreign judicial or administrative discovery request, subpoena or the like. Although no court to date has so held, the leading view is that even private information gathering in France by a company or its attorneys with a view to sharing that information with investigative authorities in other countries may violate the law.\textsuperscript{13} Further, if a company obtains data in France pursuant


\textsuperscript{12} Law No. 68-678 of 26 July 1968 as amended by Law No. 80-538 of 16 July 1980.

\textsuperscript{13} In 2007, a Franco-American attorney was convicted under the Blocking Statute and fined €10,000 for interviewing in France a potential witness in a pending litigation in the US. The Department of Justice (DOJ) appears to recognise the risk posed to companies, and their lawyers, who collect information in
to a purely private investigation, removes that data from France and subsequently makes a decision to turn that information over to a foreign investigative authority, that company may be in violation of the Blocking Statute pursuant to the French principles of extraterritoriality (see Section IV.i).

If a company determines that data or other information that is in France should be shared with investigative authorities outside the country, the only formal means of doing so in strict compliance with the Blocking Statute is to proceed under the terms of an international convention, such as the 1970 Hague Evidence Convention. While a formal procedure under that Convention may take months, practical workarounds may be possible in certain areas. For example, the AMF and its foreign counterparts have increased their practical coordination through the Multilateral Memorandum of Understanding of the International Organisation of Securities Commissions. In the application of this Memorandum, the SEC is able to ask its sister agency in France to issue a request for information in France that the company is perfectly willing to produce but is barred by the Blocking Statute. The company thus produces the information in France to the AMF for immediate transfer to the SEC. One obvious consequence is that the AMF thereby becomes aware of the underlying investigation (if it has not already been so) and may, depending on the facts and the importance for French interests, commence its own.

iii Whistle-blowers

The Sapin II Law adopted in December 2016 significantly increased the protection afforded to whistle-blowers. A whistle-blower is now defined by the statute as:

*a natural person who discloses or reports, in a selfless and bona fide manner, a crime or offence, a serious and clear violation of an international convention duly ratified or approved by France, a unilateral decision of an international organisation made on the basis of such a convention, of law or regulation, or a serious threat or harm to the public interest of which he has been personally aware.*

Entities that fall within the scope of the Sapin II Law must put in place an internal whistle-blowing programme for employees to report behaviours or situations contrary to the company’s code of conduct relating to corruption or influence peddling. In applying the law of March 2017 on the corporate duty of care,14 entities may also have to put in place an internal whistle-blowing system to report serious human rights violations, serious bodily injury and environmental damage.

Whistle-blowers are protected against retaliation by an employer for providing accurate information of corporate wrongdoing to a competent authority. There is no provision in any French law for whistle-blowers to receive a reward or other payment from authorities.
III  ENFORCEMENT

i  Corporate liability

Article 121-2 of the French Criminal Code (CP) provides that a corporate entity can be held criminally responsible for the acts of its ‘organ or representative’ carried out for the benefit of the corporation. The statute specifies that this responsibility is not exclusive of individual responsibility for the persons involved.

Because of the relative recentness of this provision, which has existed in its current form since 1994, prosecutorial policies and practices, as well as details of the application of the law by the courts, remain surprisingly uncertain. The courts are still exploring, for example, the relative seniority or importance of an officer or employee necessary to qualify him or her as a representative of the company sufficient to trigger application of the statute. Separately, the courts are unclear whether a corporation can be held criminally liable without a specific finding as to which individual had committed acts deemed to be binding on the corporation.

In November 2012, a court of appeals acquitted Continental Airlines of criminal fault in the crash of a Concorde supersonic jet at Charles De Gaulle Airport, noting that the employee whose negligence may have caused debris to be left on the tarmac, and which contributed to the crash, did not have a sufficiently clear or established set of responsibilities upon which to justify corporate responsibility.15 In January 2015, another court of appeals entered into a judgment of acquittal of a large French company that had been convicted of overseas corruption for participating in the payment of an apparent bribe to obtain a large contract in Africa.16 Notably, the public prosecutor sought the corporation's acquittal on the ground that the individuals who had been shown to have made certain payments were not shown to have had sufficient authority to bind the corporation. The court of appeals did not reach that issue because it acquitted the corporation (and its officers) for lack of sufficient evidence.17 In March 2018, in another case of overseas corruption, the Court of Cassation affirmed the conviction of the oil giant company Total SA on the ground that the offence had been committed on its behalf by its executive committee, which was composed of some other individual defendants.18

ii  Penalties

Both corporate and individual criminal penalties, whether financial or imprisonment, tend to be significantly lower than in the United States, but things are changing.

The maximum penalties for any offence will be found in the statutes in articles generally adjacent to those specifying the elements of the offence. These provisions may provide for enhancement under individual circumstances, such as those involving recidivism or predation upon a minor or other vulnerable person. There are also general enhancement principles with respect to recidivists, to whom mandatory minima may apply. Generally speaking, courts do not multiply sanctions by treating separate victims of a crime – for example, serial victims of a single or continuing fraud – as separate counts, as is often the case in the United States.

---

15 Versailles Court of Appeals, 29 November 2012, No. 11/00332.

16 Paris Court of Appeals, 7 January 2015, No. 12/08695.


18 Court of Cassation, 14 March 2018, No. 16-82.117.
Corporate penalties are also usually very low by US standards. The only two corporations convicted in France, by a final decision, for corruption of foreign officials were sentenced to fines of €300,000 and €750,000. The latter, however, amounted to the maximum fine faced by a corporation at the time of the offence. In December 2013, the maximum penalties applicable to criminal convictions for corruption were increased, and are now, for individuals, five years in prison and a fine of up to €1 million or double the profits gained from the offence, and for legal entities, a fine of up to €5 million or 10 times the profits gained from the offence. Legal entities convicted of ‘laundering’ now face a fine of up to 2.5 times the value of the goods or funds subject to the laundering operations; on that basis, in February 2019, the Paris criminal court fined UBS AG €3.7 billion for illegal solicitation of financial services and aggravated laundering of the proceeds of tax fraud.

Individuals convicted in France of corporate crimes from which they did not personally benefit (but rather accrued benefits for their employer) are not generally given a prison sentence. Corporate fines are also moderated by the absence of the US penchant for cumulating ‘counts’ charging the defendant with separate violations when the overall conduct included repeated criminal acts (such as multiple payments in a bribery context).

With respect to both individuals and corporations, the sentencing provisions generally permit an array of complementary sanctions. These may include confiscation of the proceeds of the corruption and, for corporations, revocation of licences to commit certain activities, publication in national or other press of its conviction, and disbarment from eligibility to respond to public bids. In addition, European rules may prohibit convicted companies from participating in public bids in other EU Member States.

Corporate entities entering into a CJIP (see Section II.i) have to pay a fine proportionate to the benefit secured through the illicit activity, up to 30 per cent of the company’s average annual turnover for the previous three years.

### Compliance programmes

The Sapin II Law adopted in December 2016 fundamentally changed French law with respect to compliance programmes. The law established the French Anti-corruption Agency (the AFA), which among other things is tasked with supervising the new requirement, added by the same law, that all French companies, other than very small ones, adopt a compliance programme meeting certain specifications. The enforcement committee of the AFA is empowered to impose an administrative fine of up to €200,000 against individuals and up to €1 million against legal entities that do not comply with this law. The AFA appears to be vigilant about insisting on enforcement of this mandate.

French criminal law does not, at this point, include a ‘compliance defence’ that would permit a corporation to defend corruption or another charge by insisting that the individuals in question violated company rules or practices. But a company that can show that employees

---


committed acts in violation of company rules would certainly be better able to negotiate a CJIP or other outcome, and may even be able to claim an absence of criminal responsibility under Article 121-2 of the CP, as noted in Section III.i.

iv Prosecution of individuals

Individual officers and employees can be, and often are, prosecuted with the companies they serve. In such a circumstance, the attorneys for the corporations and the individuals may decide to cooperate during an investigative phase and in preparation for trial, and the content of meetings held pursuant to these joint efforts would be completely protected from subsequent discovery or divulgation by professional secret. In most circumstances, and in the absence of consensual arrangements such as a CJIP or pressure from foreign authorities, it would be highly unusual for a company to ‘cooperate’ with investigating authorities by agreeing to turn over information that may incriminate its officers or employees, at least where they were acting to benefit the corporation. In other circumstances, however, the corporation may conclude that it was a victim of its employees’ actions and thus has an interest in joining a prosecution. In one highly publicised case, for example, a rogue trader at one of the largest banks in France was accused of engaging in unauthorised market transactions that cost the bank billions of dollars in losses; the bank participated in the criminal prosecution of the trader by appearing as a civil party seeking damages from its employee. The criminal conviction of the trader included an obligation by the defendant to repay his former employer for the losses he caused. On review, the Court of Cassation ruled that since the bank had been partially responsible for the losses, it could not collect reimbursement of all those losses from the employee.22

French law recognises a form of vicarious or derived responsibility for company heads for grossly negligent or criminal acts committed on their watch. The theory is to establish clear lines of responsibility for offences committed by corporations. Heads of companies may thus be found liable for offences caused by the company they direct in situations where they did not prevent the occurrence of an event through normal diligence or prudence; they can escape or limit such criminal responsibility by showing that they had formally delegated that responsibility to others in the company.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

French principles concerning the extraterritorial application of criminal laws are generally based upon principles of nationality and territoriality: by and large, its criminal laws apply to French nationals and to conduct that takes place on French soil.

The point of departure is Article 113-2 of the CP, which provides that French criminal law applies ‘to infractions committed on French territory’ and notably when at least ‘one of the elements of the offence has been committed there’. Subsequent provisions address situations where a person acting in France is viewed as having aided and abetted a principal violation committed overseas, as well as the applicability to acts committed on the high seas and other specific situations. Article 113-6 of the CP provides that French criminal law is applicable to any high crime committed by a French person outside France, and to any normal crime

22 Court of Cassation, 19 March 2014, No. 12-87.416.
committed outside France if it would be criminally punishable in the country where the acts took place. French criminal law may also be applicable to certain crimes committed outside France if the victim is French. In the specific context of acts of overseas corruption, French law now also applies to acts committed abroad by someone exercising business, in whole or in part, in France (regardless of the nationality of that person and of the victim).

ii International cooperation

France is a signatory to a variety of international treaties committing it to coordinate its substantive laws in areas of common concern, such as the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention of 1997, and international treaties concerning cooperation in the investigation of crimes, such the Hague Evidence Convention of 1970 and several others. It is also a signatory to a number of European conventions that facilitate the execution of arrest warrants and other criminal procedures within Europe. French authorities coordinate closely with European cooperation agencies such as Europol and Eurojust, and with Interpol. 'Red notices' communicated by Interpol are diligently pursued in France.

France has signed a number of classic bilateral extradition treaties; its execution of these is diligent, albeit somewhat complicated because it may involve both the judicial and the administrative branches of the government, with their separate appeals processes. Extradition from France to countries within the European Union is simplified, and quicker, based upon the application of European conventions, and France cooperates closely with other European authorities in execution of European Arrest Warrants. An office with responsibility for international criminal mutual aid is maintained within the French Ministry of Justice to facilitate formal and informal exchanges of information with prosecutors and investigators in other countries and at international criminal tribunals.

In recent years, France has signed a number of mutual legal assistance treaties (MLATs) and memoranda of understanding between investigative agencies, such as between the AMF, the SEC and other financial market watchdogs. Importantly, the practical level of communication and cooperation between these agencies has visibly increased. As an example, US authorities now succeed in obtaining freeze orders concerning assets in France in a number of days rather than weeks, as was previously the case. The US Embassy in Paris maintains an Assistant United States Attorney on secondment from the DOJ, and approximately four agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, who work closely with their French counterparts in facilitating mutual aid; in addition, the French Ministry of Justice maintains a liaison magistrate in Washington, DC, to perform a similar coordination role with the US authorities.

Until early in 2018, a series of decisions by the Paris courts offered some hope that a person or company that was convicted, pleaded guilty, or even entered into a non-criminal outcome such as a DPA in the United States, could avoid prosecution in France under the theory of *ne bis in idem*, which is the rough equivalent of the protection against double jeopardy in the United States. In particular, several courts noted that both the United States and France signed the International Covenant on Political and Civil Rights (ICCPR), which contains a *ne bis in idem* provision. On 14 March 2018, however, the Court of Cassation annulled these decisions and held that the ICCPR only protects against multiple prosecutions by the same sovereign. There remain some situations, however, where an outcome outside
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23 Court of Cassation, 14 March 2018, No. 16-82.117. For an analysis, see Debevoise & Plimpton, FCPA Update, April 2018, Vol. 9, No 9, 'French Supreme Court Limits Protection Against Double
France will bar subsequent prosecution. France’s statutory provisions relating to territoriality (see Section IV.i) provide that if a French prosecution is based only on ‘extraterritorial’ principles, such as the nationality of the defendant or the victim, then a definitive criminal outcome abroad bars prosecution in France. However, if the French prosecution is ‘territorial’—meaning that any constituent act of the offence took place on French soil—then a French prosecutor is free to proceed, irrespective of any outcome elsewhere. Separately, a number of European treaties—in particular the Convention for the Implementation of the Schengen Agreement,24 the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, and Protocol No. 7 to the European Convention on Human Rights—include a ne bis in idem provision that generally means, with some exceptions, that a prosecution in one country in Europe bars new prosecution in another.

iii Local law considerations

Local law considerations in France may affect international investigations more significantly than in many other countries.

The Blocking Statute (see Section II.ii) was specifically designed to impede the ability of foreign governments (particularly the United States) in obtaining information, even indirectly, in France; its origins lie in concerns about sovereignty and resistance to the extraterritorial reach of other countries’ laws. While it is relatively rarely enforced, and is viewed by many French commentators as overly broad, it nonetheless reveals a measured commitment to the needs of other countries to investigate their crimes. EU and local laws relative to privacy and data collection further emphasise the sometimes unique problems of gathering evidence in France.25

V YEAR IN REVIEW

It has been commonly acknowledged for years that France lagged behind other industrialised nations in its pursuit of overseas corruption, and perhaps other areas of corporate criminality as well. In the area of overseas bribery, four iconic French companies paid over US$2 billion in fines and other payments to the DOJ and other US authorities for crimes that almost certainly could have been pursued in France.

The appointment in 2014 of a National Financial Prosecutor with enhanced responsibility and visibility in the area of business crimes, and the adoption of Sapin II Law in December 2016, were clearly intended to redress this imbalance. In May 2018, Société Générale SA entered into both a CJIP with the National Financial Prosecutor and a DPA with the US authorities to settle charges of alleged corruption of foreign public officials. The bank agreed to pay €250.15 million to the French authorities and US$292.8 million to the US authorities; this CJIP is a key milestone of enforcement of the Sapin II Law, as it

24 The CISA provision has been liberally interpreted by the European Court of Justice to protect against multiple prosecutions.

constitutes the first coordinated resolution between French and US authorities in a foreign bribery case. The promulgation of the first CJIPs agreements have yet to define a clear path for French authorities to re-establish leadership in this field, but clearly reflect a commitment by French authorities to be much more active in pursuing crimes that touch French interests. In February 2019, the €3.7 billion fine imposed on UBS AG by the Paris criminal court sent a strong signal to companies weighing the pros and cons of entering into a CJIP versus risking a criminal trial.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Until recently, an international company potentially subject to French prosecution often considered that threat to be relatively insignificant compared to the risk of prosecution in the United States. The new laws and visible commitment in France may change that analysis.
I INTRODUCTION

The responsibility for investigation of corporate conduct lies with the regulatory and prosecuting authorities (depending on the subject of the investigation). Regulatory authorities have the power to investigate, within their scope, corporate conduct (e.g., the Hellenic Competition Commission for cartel offences or the Hellenic Capital Market Commission for securities violations). The responsibility, however, for criminal prosecution of corporate conduct always lies with the Prosecutor’s Office (the Prosecutor) and any findings related to criminal offences are forwarded to the Prosecutor to decide on further proceedings.

The Prosecutor is responsible for initiating and supervising investigations that may be performed by other agencies, for example, the police or the Financial and Economic Crime Unit (SDOE).

Two separate prosecuting offices have been established with the aim of combating acts of corruption and serious financial crime:

a the Prosecutor against Financial and Economic Crimes is responsible for investigating serious financial crimes (large-scale fraud, serious tax offences and related acts such as money laundering); and

b the Anti-Corruption Prosecutor is responsible for investigating acts of corruption related to public officials (domestic and foreign) and cases of special public interest.

Depending on the type of offence or the capacity of the individuals involved, it is possible that corporate conduct will be investigated by one of these special investigating bodies.

Both the Financial and Economic Crimes Prosecutor and the Anti-Corruption Prosecutor have extensive powers to gain access to privileged information, such as tax records and bank records, and all information that could be required in the course of their investigation. They may request assistance by other enforcement agencies or the police for the purposes of their investigations and they may use resources from other enforcement agencies or regulatory bodies.

Apart from the ease of access to information, both special prosecutor’s offices have the power to seize property and assets related to the acts under investigation even at the earliest stages of an investigation. Special judicial authorisation is always needed to obtain the content of confidential correspondence.
Certain enforcement agencies and regulatory bodies are entitled to obtain information and conduct separate investigations for the purposes of compliance and regulation within administrative or related proceedings. Depending on the proceedings, these regulatory bodies or enforcement agencies may also obtain tax records and bank account information and they are entitled, or obliged on some occasions, to share this information with the prosecuting authorities.

A company is obliged in principle to cooperate with the authorities, at least in terms of providing requested information and documentation and providing clarification regarding transactions, specific business conduct, etc. In the majority of cases, the authorities will send a written request to a company to forward certain information or documents. Failure to comply with such a request usually has no direct consequences (unless otherwise provided for by law) but may lead to an unfavourable report by the authorities or an on-site search and seizure to obtain requested material. An on-site search and seizure (dawn raid) may be conducted even without prior notice to hand over documents and information if it is suspected by the prosecuting authorities that evidence may be endangered or that valuable information may be lost if immediate action is not taken.

In all cases, a company may object to handing over certain documents or material (e.g., privileged commercial information or correspondence) and refer to the Prosecutor to resolve the issue. In practice, when an on-site search is in progress, the company does not have the power to refuse to hand over any material but may raise objections about the nature of the material taken (e.g., privileged information) when signing the confiscation documents, in which case the material is sealed and taken by the agency pending resolution of the issue by the judicial authorities.

On some occasions (depending on the scope and nature of investigation), the company may be requested to submit its views in respect of the issues under investigation or to offer evidence in its defence (of any type: witnesses, bank records, correspondence, etc.) contesting the views of the investigating authority (usually included in a draft report).

II  CONDUCT

i  Self-reporting

There is no general rule or obligation for self-reporting. A series of legislative measures have been passed to enable enforcement agencies to detect misconduct with or without a company’s cooperation. It is in this respect that accounting officers are obliged to report any type of suspicious activity (related to tax evasion, money laundering, etc.) if there are indications of misconduct.

There are, however, special provisions in numerous laws and regulations that stipulate self-reporting of internal wrongdoing and cover most aspects of business activity. In some fields or industries, provisions for self-reporting are more stringent (e.g., banking and financial services), while in others there is no explicit provision for self-reporting (most commercial activities in the private sector); however, rules for reporting criminal acts to the authorities may apply (as a general legal obligation) and this might, to some extent, lead to a kind of ‘self-reporting’.

There are specific industries or fields in which self-reporting is a prerequisite to benefiting from leniency measures or for immunity provisions to apply. These provisions apply in cases of violations of competition law, market manipulation, exposure of corrupt practices of public officials, organised crime and terrorism. In any of these instances, the authorities can
choose to impose lesser penalties or grant complete immunity. These provisions may apply to corporate entities only, to individuals only, or to both. Considering that in the majority of cases involving serious corporate misconduct the authorities may impose administrative penalties and measures affecting the company's ability to continue and develop its activities, as a rule participation in a leniency programme is considered the better option for a company and implicated individuals.

Note that where leniency or immunity measures are provided for (e.g., cartel offences, corrupt practices or money laundering), the extent to which they apply depends on the type of information provided to the authorities. As a rule, effective and complete exposure of illegal practices may lead to lesser penalties or immunity from criminal prosecution or administrative sanctions. Immunity is usually provided for when the reporting of illegal practices is of such significance that it contributes substantially to the exposure of illegal activity or perpetrators.

### ii Internal investigations

A business may conduct its own internal investigation on any occasion. Whether the results should be shared with the authorities depends on the results and the nature of the case, since there is no general rule for self-reporting (with the exception of certain aspects of business activities usually related to regulatory rather than criminal provisions). There is no general obligation of sharing results or findings of an internal investigation with the authorities, although the authorities have been pushing for the findings and supporting documentation to be disclosed.

If there is evidence of serious wrongdoing, the company may be left with no choice but to refer all gathered information to the authorities. It is important to keep in mind on all occasions that any report to the authorities by the company, especially in relation to its employees or clients, should be done carefully to avoid any possibility of it being held liable for filing false accusations. It is not expected, of course, that a case presented to the authorities be proven beyond any doubt, but care should be taken to forward information that indicates with some certainty that serious misconduct has taken place.

When conducting an internal investigation, a company typically examines documents and interviews witnesses. It is also quite common to retrieve and evaluate records (e.g., electronic evidence, financial transactions and payment schemes) and whatever else may be useful for establishing the facts of a case. If there are serious signs of misconduct, the employee is usually notified in case he or she wishes to have counsel present and it is for the employee to decide upon the presence of counsel.

Attorney–client privilege may be asserted at any time. It is not always easy, however, to determine what falls under this protection. Apart from the obvious privileged information (e.g., correspondence between the attorney and client), there are other forms of communication (e.g., memos, drafts of letters or other documented material) that may contain privileged information. In such cases, the company should indicate to the authorities that this is indeed privileged information. The company is not expected to waive its rights or privileges (especially the attorney–client privilege) as part of its cooperation with the authorities. The company may, however, choose to waive its rights in whole or in part with respect to such privileges if it becomes necessary for the purposes of its defence in regulatory or criminal procedures. For documents and material protected by special legislation (e.g., patents), the company is entitled to deny access, to give limited access or to request that the material be handled by the competent authorities in accordance with special legal provisions.
In investigations that come to the attention of authorities with certain powers awarded to them by law (e.g., the Prosecutor against corruption), withholding information may not be possible because of special legal provisions.

iii Whistle-blowers
Cases reported by employees to the company (internal control, compliance or other) and employees reporting directly to the authorities should be differentiated. When dealing with employees reporting suspicions of illegal activity to the company, the latter has a variety of options and usually handles the matter in accordance with its compliance procedures. In such cases it is important for the company to acquire as much information as possible and endeavour to avoid exposing the source of information in so doing. This is also good practice when trying to establish that the employee’s reported suspicions are substantiated and not the result of other motives.

The company may decide to refer the matter within its own internal controls or make ad hoc internal enquiries to decide whether the employee’s report is substantiated; if it is, it must then decide whether what has been reported should be looked into further or referred to the authorities. During this process, the company may decide not to involve the reporting employee, especially if it can corroborate his or her information through other sources or documentation; this is usually the case when the reporting employee is not involved in the illegal activity. However, if the employee is involved, the company faces further challenges in deciding how to use the information provided because, on the one hand, it needs the information to assess the seriousness of the situation but, on the other hand, it has to evaluate the effects of the employee’s conduct to date.

If an employee reports his or her suspicions directly to the authorities (without giving prior notice to the company’s compliance department), the company’s options are limited and will necessarily be determined by the conduct of the authorities; nevertheless, the company should try to acquire all necessary information with respect to the employee’s involvement in the reported activity. Whether the reporting employee should or could remain with the company is something to be decided after reviewing all the available information and depends a great deal on the particulars of each case.

Whistle-blowers may be considered as witnesses in the public interest, which results in complete protection from criminal prosecution with respect to offences such as disclosure of privileged information or filing a false complaint relating to the information the whistle-blower provides to the authorities.

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability
A company ‘acts’ through individuals that have been vested with the appropriate power and authority. Typically, these individuals are either the managing director, the chief executive officer or the manager (depending on the company and its infrastructure). Some laws provide specifically for the persons who may be held responsible ex officio for a company’s actions (e.g., under tax law and regulations, and in environmental offences) or the conditions under which a company may be held liable for the actions of its employees (e.g., money laundering laws and regulations, and corruption practices).

Criminal liability is an exception when referring to a legal entity (a company) because of the fact that under Greek law, only an individual may be liable for a criminal act. However,
constant harmonisation with international corporate standards, and the need to adjust internal
technology to align with European and international instruments, has led to provisions for
liability of entities in the form of administrative measures and fines, etc.

As regards joint representation by counsel, this is not prohibited, in principle, but it
may be incompatible with other provisions in respect of regulations for a lawyer’s conduct or
the handling of privileged information.

Corporate conduct may be punishable in certain cases. In most provisions
(e.g., anti-corruption, anti-money laundering, anti-cartel legislation), company conduct is
punishable when linked with positive gains or advantages in relation to this conduct. In
other words, the company is liable as an entity – notwithstanding individual liability of
employees – when there is some type of profit, gain or advantage to the company. The severity
of punishment in these cases (in the form of administrative penalties or fines) usually depends
on the type of profit or gain, as well as the annual turnover of the company.

ii Penalties
The types of sanctions that may be imposed against a business depend on the activity of the
company, the industry it belongs to, its size, any prior misconduct, the type and seriousness
of the act, etc. Sanctions against businesses are provided for in a variety of laws in respect of
negligent or deliberate misconduct and may be roughly classified in the following categories:

a) fines, which are of fixed amounts (for certain types of misconduct) or calculated in
   relation to the severity of the act and the size of the company;

b) suspension of the company’s ability to participate in public tenders or to request public
   funding – repeated misconduct may lead to a permanent ban;

c) suspension of the company’s activity for a period of time, depending on the severity of
   the act; and

 d) revocation of a company’s licence (usually for repeated offences).

Sanctions related to criminal proceedings are imposed by the Financial and Economic
Crime Unit, SDOE (following the latest legislative amendments). Other sanctions related
to independent regulatory proceedings may also be imposed by other competent authorities
(depending on the company’s purpose and industry), including the Revenue Service, the
Hellenic Capital Market Commission (for companies in the capital market), the Hellenic
Competition Commission and the National Organization for Medicines.

Sanctions can sometimes be imposed cumulatively (e.g., a fine and suspension of
activity or a ban from public tenders or public funding). It is also not unusual to have more
sanctions imposed as a result of provisions of more laws or regulations, especially in financial
or economic offences (e.g., a tax offence may be related or combined with violations of
anti-money laundering regulations).

iii Compliance programmes
The existence of a compliance programme is necessary in some industries, in the sense that
there are minimum legal requirements in certain types of activities that form a compliance
programme. These activities are mainly banking, finance and development through public
funding. Apart from the fields or industries in which a compliance programme is a necessity
(e.g., banks), most upper- or high-level businesses have developed compliance programmes
to enable them to detect and handle misconduct within the company. Having a compliance
programme in force is, in principle, helpful to a company to prove that it complies with
the minimum requirements of internal control and is also interested in promoting good
corporate practice and business ethics. Having a compliance programme in force enables
a company to respond efficiently to requests by the authorities and show that there is real
interest in resolving issues.

iv Prosecution of individuals
The company’s conduct in cases of individual liability very much depends on the type of
misconduct (negligent or deliberate), the seriousness of the actions, the position of the
individual, among other things. It is customary for a company to coordinate with the
individual’s counsel when his or her action occurred as a result of his or her position in
the company (e.g., administrative proceedings or criminal proceedings against a managing
director for an environmental offence). Termination of an employee’s contract is something
that the company has to decide after reviewing the whole case and the consequences for the
entity. In cases where the employee has acted against the company’s best interests and the
actions are the reason the government seeks his or her liability, the company may have no
option but to terminate the contract to protect its interests, privileged information, etc. In
the end it is a strategic decision for the company to make, unless, of course, the particulars
of the case are such that there is no option other than to dismiss the employee. This is
especially the case when an employee is involved in large-scale and serious violations of his
or her duties, has deliberately acted against the company’s interests, or engaged in fraudulent
activity against the company itself, its clients or the general public.

IV INTERNATIONAL
i Extraterritorial jurisdiction
The Greek state, as a matter of practice, applies its laws to companies for conduct within the
country or for acts that have effects within the country. It is in this respect that the Greek
authorities seek to impose the law on companies either registered in Greece or active in the
Greek economy (e.g., companies with registered offices in other countries that have agencies
or subsidiaries in Greece).

Imposition of civil or administrative sanctions by the government is mostly done
through agencies with jurisdiction over the company because it is located in Greece or has
some type of registered presence in the country.

ii International cooperation
Cooperation with other countries’ law enforcement or prosecutorial authorities has become
common practice in large-scale investigations. Special law enforcement agencies such as the
SDOE have entered into agreements with similar agencies from other countries, which has
enabled a more efficient and fast exchange of information. Agreements between agencies
usually follow framework agreements or treaties between countries. In the case of Greece,
most aspects of international cooperation are treaty-based.

In recent years, there has been a studied increase in the cooperation of special prosecuting
and investigating task forces with the corresponding authorities in other countries (especially
in Germany and Switzerland) by adopting more flexible and quick procedures.
There are two sets of rules applicable to this prosecutorial cooperation. One applies to cooperation with EU Member States (in these cases all procedures and functions are simplified and faster). In all other cases, provisions for mutual assistance apply (for investigating acts or requests for information).

Extradition of a person to another jurisdiction is possible and not uncommon. In typical extradition proceedings, there is a minimum set of requirements that the Greek state examines to accept or reject such requests; rejection of extradition requests is not very common. Examination of the extradition requirements is carried out by a court. Any individual whose extradition is requested may object to his or her extradition and is represented by a lawyer. A decision in favour of extraditing the individual is appealable. As a general rule, Greek citizens are not extradited to other countries.

Extradition proceedings between EU Member States are quicker and more simplified because of the provisions of the European arrest warrant (EAW). The requested individual may still raise objections to his or her surrender to the requesting party, but the review is generally speedier and mainly relates to the typical requirements of an EAW issuance. A decision in favour of the surrender is appealable; Greek citizens may be surrendered to other EU countries following an EAW procedure, unless they are being prosecuted in Greece.

iii  Local law considerations
When multiple jurisdictions are implicated, an international instrument or treaty is applicable in the first instance. If the relevant jurisdictions are all EU countries, EU law is applied; this is very similar to Greek law on the basic elements of procedure. If a bilateral or international treaty is in force (in relation to other countries), the provisions of the treaty are primarily applied. Treaties usually have specific provisions on how to handle privileged information or private data, but in some cases Greece reserves the right to refuse to forward requested information if it is against Greek law, or may reserve the right to forward it subject to approval from the competent authority (e.g., dealing with the protection of private data).

In large-scale investigations involving several jurisdictions, all investigations are usually carried out locally in accordance with Greek law and regulations. Exceptions may apply in cases involving national security or relating to Greece’s diplomatic relations, in which case different rules may be applicable (as set out in international or bilateral treaties).

V  YEAR IN REVIEW
A high-profile investigation regarding one of the leading pharmaceutical companies in Greece is being conducted by the Anti-Corruption Prosecutor and closely monitored by the press. The case is being investigated in parallel with other jurisdictions and there has been much publicity regarding the conduct of the Anti-Corruption Prosecutor. This is partly owing to the fact that the case is based on statements of unidentified or protected whistle-blowers in Greece and possibly other jurisdictions, implicating political or state officials.

This investigation deals with complex cross-border issues (e.g., admissibility of evidence, rules of disclosure, deferred prosecution proceedings) and liability (criminal and civil) under Greek law.
VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

It is expected that leniency or immunity procedures in criminal investigations, although not provided for all types of offences, will have a positive effect in exposing acts of corruption and money laundering. Most leniency or immunity procedures focus on the individual and not the corporate entity, which does not have criminal liability under Greek law. This difference between individual liability and corporate liability (always in the form of administrative penalties and fines) directly affects an entity’s ‘willingness’ to proceed with self-reporting when detecting internal wrongdoing.

An entity may face severe sanctions if criminal acts (e.g., corruption or money laundering) committed by individuals result in monetary gain or benefits for the same. While the individuals may be eligible for lesser sentences or even immunity when cooperating with the authorities, if exposing certain criminal acts, the entity is not, in principle, eligible for a lenient treatment or immunity.

In addition, the entity may face consequences not only in respect to a criminal case but also in respect to regulatory, administrative or civil proceedings, which may be initiated by the authorities. In the current legal framework, in principle, an entity may not be able to settle all parallel procedures by means of a compliance programme or effective cooperation with the authorities.
I  INTRODUCTION

The key authorities with investigative power in Hong Kong are the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC), the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC), the Competition Commission (HKCC), the Hong Kong Police Force (HKPF), The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (SEHK), the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA), the Inland Revenue Department, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner, the Customs and Excise Department and the Companies Registry. The Department of Justice (DOJ) is empowered to prosecute most criminal offences. The SFC may prosecute certain summary offences, including summary market misconduct offences. The DOJ is responsible for prosecuting indictable offences.

In addition to the HKPF, agencies including the SFC, the HKMA, the ICAC and the HKCC may exercise a special power of investigation, namely to carry out dawn raids, permitting entry to a company’s offices or an individual’s home without notice to investigate relevant potential misconduct. Authorities such as the SFC and the HKCC are also empowered to compel attendance at interviews. Moreover, unlike interviews before the HKPF or the ICAC where the person under investigation is protected by a constitutional right against self-incrimination, the SFC has the power to compel the interviewees to answer questions, where failure to answer or giving a false or misleading answer is a criminal offence. In addition, the SFC can compel the production of documents and records and obtain a search warrant to search for and seize documents.

Domestic priorities often affect enforcement activity and the exercise of prosecutorial functions. For instance, anti-money laundering is a current enforcement priority for Hong Kong. In addition, various agencies publish their enforcement priorities each year and allocate their resources accordingly. For example, the SFC’s published enforcement priorities for 2018 included corporate fraud (as its top enforcement priority), insider dealing, market
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1 Mark Hughes and Wynne Mok are partners and Kevin Warburton is a counsel at Slaughter and May.
2 See Section 388 of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) (SFO).
3 See Section 183(1)(c) of the SFO.
4 See Section 42 of the Competition Ordinance (Cap. 619).
5 A person facing a criminal charge shall be entitled to various minimum guarantees, including, among other things, not to be compelled to testify against himself or herself or to confess guilt. See Article 11(2)(g) of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights Ordinance (Cap. 383).
6 See Section 184(2) of the SFO.
7 See Section 183(1)(a) of the SFO.
8 See Section 191 of the SFO.
manipulation, intermediary and sponsor misconduct and money laundering. The SFC completed a reorganisation of the Enforcement Division and realigned its priorities with those of the SFC as a whole. Under its new ‘front-loaded’ approach, SFC divisions work closely to tackle increasingly complex regulatory problems as ‘one SFC’ and focus their resources on the most serious enforcement cases that pose the greatest threats to the markets.9

Some regulatory agencies have published policies to encourage cooperation with their investigations. In April 2019, the HKCC issued the Cooperation and Settlement Policy for Undertakings Engaged in Cartel Conduct (the Cooperation Policy) for undertakings that do not benefit from leniency under the HKCC’s existing Leniency Policy for Undertakings Engaged in Cartel Conduct (the Leniency Policy). In August 2018, the HKMA issued its first ‘Guidance Note on Cooperation with the HKMA in Investigations and Enforcement Proceedings’ (HKMA Guidance on Cooperation), in which it stated that it would give recognition for cooperation and may offer reduction of proposed sanctions. Earlier, in December 2017, the SFC issued its ‘Guidance Note on Cooperation’ (SFC Guidance on Cooperation), in which it stated that it would recognise and give credit for cooperation during an enforcement investigation when determining the applicable sanction. In addition, the Competition Ordinance (Cap. 619) (Competition Ordinance) provides that the HKCC may, in exchange for a person’s cooperation in an investigation or in proceedings, consider entry into a leniency agreement with the party under investigation, with the consequence that it will not bring or continue proceedings for a pecuniary penalty in respect of alleged cartel conduct.

II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

Generally, a person (whether a company or an individual) is not obliged to self-report when it discovers internal wrongdoing; however, there are two key exceptions. First, a person is under a mandatory reporting obligation to the Joint Financial Intelligence Unit (JFIU)10 as soon as is reasonable or practicable if it knows or suspects that any property represents proceeds of an indictable offence or drug trafficking, or is terrorist property.11 Failure to make a notification to the JFIU when required to do so constitutes an offence punishable by a fine of HK$50,000 and up to three months’ imprisonment. Second, under the Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed by or Registered with the SFC, registered or licensed persons are required to immediately report to the SFC when there is any real or suspected breach or infringement of or non-compliance with any law, rules, regulations and codes administered or issued by the SFC. In addition, ‘failing to promptly and fully report a material breach’ may be regarded by the SFC as uncooperative conduct, which will be taken into account by the SFC when considering the appropriate outcome.12

10 The JFIU is a joint reach force between the HKPF and the Customs and Excise Department.
11 See Section 25A of the Organized and Serious Crimes Ordinance (Cap. 455) and Drug Trafficking (Recovery of Proceeds) Ordinance (Cap. 405), and Section 12 of the United Nations (Anti-Terrorism Measures) Ordinance (Cap. 575).
12 See Paragraphs 4.3 and 4.4 of the SFC Guidance on Cooperation.
In the SFC Guidance on Cooperation, the SFC recognises voluntary and prompt self-reporting of any regulatory breaches or failings to it as a form of cooperation,\textsuperscript{13} which will provide the self-reporting person or organisation with the benefit of a reduction in sanction in disciplinary matters. However, in the case of an SFC-licensed corporation or registered institution, mere compliance with self-reporting obligations under the SFC rules\textsuperscript{14} will not amount to cooperation by itself.\textsuperscript{15} The SFC may enter into an agreement (Section 201 Agreement) to resolve disciplinary proceedings at an early stage pursuant to Section 201 of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) (SFO) if it considers it appropriate to do so in the interests of the investing public or in the public interest. Cooperation from the regulated person and the extent and nature of such cooperation are factors considered by the SFC in exercising this discretion. As a general principle, the SFC is more willing to enter into a Section 201 Agreement if the regulated person demonstrates cooperation in the recognised forms,\textsuperscript{16} or waives legal professional privilege, or commissions third-party reviews and gives directors’ undertakings to address the SFC’s regulatory concerns in accordance with the SFC Guidance on Cooperation.\textsuperscript{17}

Similarly, early and voluntary reporting of any suspected breach or misconduct is listed as an example of cooperation by the HKMA in the HKMA Guidance on Cooperation. However, the guidance note also provided that merely fulfilling statutory or regulatory obligations (e.g., self-reporting obligations and compliance with statutory investigation requirements) will not constitute cooperation.

The HKCC has also published the Leniency Policy,\textsuperscript{18} which is meant to grant leniency to encourage self-reporting by companies that may have engaged in illegal activity, such as bid rigging or price fixing. The Leniency Policy provides that leniency is available only for the first member who reports the cartel conduct to the HKCC and meets all the requirements for receiving leniency. In exchange for a cartel member’s cooperation in the investigation of the cartel conduct, the HKCC will enter into an agreement with the undertaking not to take proceedings against it for a pecuniary penalty. The HKCC will also agree not to bring or continue proceedings in the Competition Tribunal or commence any other proceedings other than proceedings for an order under Section 94 of the Competition Ordinance declaring that the cartel member has contravened the First Conduct Rule.\textsuperscript{19} However, a leniency agreement offers no immunity from follow-on actions under Section 110 of the Competition Ordinance.

\textsuperscript{13} See Paragraph 2.1 of the SFC Guidance on Cooperation.
\textsuperscript{14} Section 12 of the Securities and Futures (Client Securities) Rules, Section 11 of the Securities and Futures (Client Money) Rules and Section 11 of the Securities and Futures (Keeping of Records) Rules, Paragraph 12.5 of the Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed by or Registered with the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC).
\textsuperscript{15} See Paragraph 3.1 of the SFC Guidance on Cooperation.
\textsuperscript{16} These forms include voluntarily and promptly reporting any breaches or failings to the SFC, providing true and complete information regarding breaches or failings, acceptance of liability and taking rectification measures. For more details, see paragraph 2.1 of the SFC Guidance on Cooperation.
\textsuperscript{17} See Paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 of the SFC Guidance on Cooperation.
\textsuperscript{19} The First Conduct Rule prohibits an undertaking to (1) make or give effect to an agreement, (2) engage in a concerted practice or (3) as a member of an association of undertakings, make or give effect to a decision of the association, if the object or effect of the agreement, concerted practice or decision is to prevent, restrict or distort competition in Hong Kong. See Section 6 of the Competition Ordinance (Cap. 619).
against cartel members by persons who can prove they have suffered loss or damage as a result of the cartel.\textsuperscript{20} Undertakings that do not benefit from leniency under the Leniency Policy can opt to cooperate with the HKCC’s investigation under the framework of the Cooperation Policy in exchange for discount to the penalty issued.

\textbf{ii \hspace{1em} Internal investigations}

The authorities in Hong Kong are generally in favour of companies carrying out their own internal investigations provided they receive the results. The SFC Guidance on Cooperation specifically states that the forms of cooperation include making full and frank disclosure of information regarding breaches or failings and, in particular, providing information and evidence of which the SFC is otherwise unaware, including sharing the results of any internal investigation. However, if there exists a concurrent investigation by the authorities, a company should be cautious and ensure it does not disclose the existence of the authorities’ investigations to a third party, including the employees, when conducting an internal investigation.

As in other jurisdictions, the typical means of carrying out an internal investigation include reviewing documents and interviewing relevant individuals. If interviews are conducted in the context of an internal investigation, it is not necessarily common for employees to retain their own lawyers, nor is there such a legal requirement in Hong Kong. Those present at internal interviews usually include in-house legal counsel, compliance or other specialised investigation team members. Depending on the nature and gravity of the potential misconduct, external counsel may also be engaged in the internal investigations.

Hong Kong law recognises legal professional privilege (including legal advice privilege and litigation privilege). Legal advice privilege applies to confidential communications between a lawyer and his or her client that comes into existence for the purpose of giving or obtaining legal advice. Litigation privilege applies to confidential communications between a party or his or her lawyer and third parties that come into existence for the sole or dominant purpose of preparing for actual or contemplated litigation. Thus, documents (e.g., minutes of meetings, interview notes) gathered or generated during an internal investigation for the purpose of giving or obtaining legal advice from a lawyer, or prepared for the dominant purpose of obtaining information or evidence for use in actual or reasonably contemplated litigation, can be privileged. However, one should bear in mind that privilege can be lost by giving or copying privileged documents to a third party, or referring to such documents for non-privileged reasons.

As for waiver of privilege, the SFC Guidance on Cooperation clarifies that a bona fide refusal to waive legal professional privilege attached to a document that would otherwise have to be provided to the SFC will not be regarded as uncooperative conduct, thus acknowledging legal professional privilege as a fundamental right protected by Article 35 of the Basic Law of Hong Kong and Section 380(4) of the SFO. Nonetheless, voluntary waiver of legal professional privilege over any document (including on a limited basis, i.e., the waiver of privilege is restricted to the specific party receiving the disclosed information) may be recognised by the SFC as amounting to cooperation, thus invoking the relevant leniency policy.

\textsuperscript{20} See Paragraph 1.7 of the Leniency Policy.
The HKMA has taken a similar stance. The HKMA Guidance on Cooperation suggests that the HKMA fully respects a person’s right to exercise legal professional privilege and the assertion of this right will not be regarded as uncooperative conduct. Nevertheless, voluntary waiver of legal professional privilege in respect of one or more documents, even on a limited basis, may assist the HKMA’s investigation and will be taken into consideration when the HKMA assesses the degree of cooperation provided.

### Whistle-blowers

Although whistle-blower reports of potential illegal conduct are far from unknown in Hong Kong, the workplace culture may significantly affect the enthusiasm of some potential whistle-blowers actually to blow the whistle. Employees may hesitate to come forward because of concerns about the effect on their own career prospects. Another reason for there being fewer examples of whistle-blowing than there might otherwise be may be the lack of incentive programmes in most of the regulatory regimes in Hong Kong (although the HKCC has published a leniency policy to encourage whistle-blowing of cartel conduct).

As regards legal protection for whistle-blowers, although there are no stand-alone, comprehensive laws comparable to those in other common law jurisdictions, whistle-blowers can still obtain certain protections under statute or common law in Hong Kong.

First, there is the programme under the Witness Protection Ordinance (Cap. 564), which provides protection and assistance for witnesses whose personal safety or well-being may be at risk as a result of being a witness.\(^{21}\) If the Commissioner of the HKPF or the ICAC decides to include a witness in the protection programme or is assessing that person’s qualification for the programme, the relevant approving authority shall take such action as it considers necessary and reasonable to protect the witness’ safety and welfare.\(^{22}\)

Second, whistle-blowers are protected from dismissal or discrimination under the Employment Ordinance (Cap. 57) if they are giving evidence in proceedings or inquiries relating to the enforcement of labour legislation, accidents or injuries to an employee or breach of the work safety regulations. An employer in violation of such protection by dismissing, threatening to dismiss or discriminating against a whistle-blower may be liable to pay a fine of HK$100,000 or compensate the whistle-blowing employee.

Third, whistle-blowers are protected from a claim of breach of confidentiality by various pieces of legislation and common law in respect of certain specified disclosures. Legislation offering this protection includes the Employment Ordinance (Cap. 57), Drug Trafficking (Recovery of Proceeds) Ordinance (Cap. 405), the United Nations (Anti-Terrorism Measures) Ordinance (Cap. 575) and the Organised and Serious Crimes Ordinance (Cap. 455). Common law also provides protection where it is in the public interest to make a disclosure relating to serious misconduct or important for safeguarding public welfare in matters of health and safety. In certain cases, whistle-blowing of possible corruption or bribery under the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance (Cap. 201) (Prevention of Bribery Ordinance) may constitute such a disclosure and is therefore protected under the common law regime.

A company receiving notification from a whistle-blower should be cautious in managing the information reported and the whistle-blower. Companies listed on the SEHK must follow the ‘comply or explain’ code provisions in the Corporate Governance Code in the Main Board Listing Rules to require its audit committee to review the arrangements its
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21 See Section 2 of Witness Protection Ordinance (Cap. 564).
22 See Section 7 of Witness Protection Ordinance (Cap. 564).
employees can use to raise concerns in confidence about possible improprieties in financial reporting, internal control or other matters. The audit committee should also ensure that proper arrangements are in place for fair and independent investigation of such matters and for appropriate follow-up action.23

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

When it comes to attributing criminal liability to a corporate entity for the conduct of its employees, whether corporate liability can be established depends on the type of conduct and the responsibility of the employee carrying out the alleged misconduct. If the potential liability arises from a statutory offence that imposes absolute liability on the employer (i.e., there is no need to prove fault on the part of the employer), then any such offences by an employee can result in the employer being held vicariously liable. Otherwise, only offences by senior employees (e.g., directors, senior managers, superior officers), who at the material time were the ‘directing mind and will’ of the company, can be said to be offences of the company. In such circumstances, a corporate entity may be held liable unless the offence is only punishable by imprisonment or can only be committed by natural persons in their personal capacity. However, as the burden of proof for criminal offences is high (beyond reasonable doubt), there are likely to be practical difficulties in establishing corporate criminal liability. In contrast, a plaintiff need only prove its case on a balance of probability to establish civil liability, a lower burden of proof. In addition, civil actions can offer more flexibility by potentially offering preventative and punitive remedies as well as damages.

As long as there is no conflict of interest arising between an employer and its employees, they can be represented by the same counsel. However, if the employee’s anticipated defence may contradict that of the employer, for instance, or the evidence to be given by the employee is against the employer, there may arise a potential or real conflict. In such circumstances, the parties should be represented by separate legal advisers.

ii Penalties

The enforcement actions that the SFC may take include disciplinary proceedings, civil proceedings before the Hong Kong High Court, criminal proceedings before the magistrates’ courts in Hong Kong, and proceedings before the Market Misconduct Tribunal (MMT).

For criminal market misconduct offences under the SFO,24 a person may face upon conviction on indictment a fine of up to HK$10 million and imprisonment for 10 years, or on summary conviction a fine of up to HK$1 million and imprisonment for three years.25

23 See Paragraph C.3.7 of Appendix 14 (Corporate Governance Code and Corporate Governance Report) of the Main Board Listing Rules.

24 Market misconduct includes insider dealing, false trading, price rigging, disclosure of information about prohibited transactions, disclosure of false or misleading information inducing transactions and stock market manipulation.

25 See Section 303 of the SFO.
The SFO also prescribes penalties for offences other than market misconduct. For example, a person who breaches Section 114 of the SFO by carrying on regulated activity without a licence is subject to a fine of up to HK$5 million and imprisonment for seven years.

The SFC may also seek civil remedies in either the MMT or the High Court for alleged market misconduct and other breaches of the SFO. These remedies include orders from the MMT, compensation by way of damages and injunctive relief granted by the Court of First Instance of the Hong Kong High Court. Orders available to the MMT include disqualification orders, cold shoulder orders, cease and desist orders, disgorgement orders, government costs orders, SFC costs orders, Financial Reporting Council costs orders and disciplinary referral orders. The injunctive relief the court may grant includes an order restraining or prohibiting a person from dealing in any specified property, an order appointing a person to administer the property of another person and other ancillary orders.

Under Part IX of the SFO, meanwhile, the SFC is empowered to discipline regulated persons for alleged misconduct or who may no longer be fit and proper to be licensed or registered. The range of sanctions that could be imposed include:

- revocation or partial revocation of the licence or registration;
- suspension or partial suspension of the licence or registration;
- revocation of approval to be a responsible officer;
- suspension of approval to be a responsible officer;
- a fine (up to HK$10 million or three times the profit gained or loss avoided, whichever is the higher); or
- private or public reprimand.

The range of potential sanctions will vary therefore depending upon the nature of the proceeding. Taking market misconduct as an example, the sanctions will vary depending on whether it is a civil or a criminal proceeding and, if criminal, whether it is on conviction on indictment (prosecuted by the DOJ) or on summary conviction (prosecuted by the SFC). As

26 Including failure to disclose interest in securities in accordance with Part XV of the SFO, carrying on a business in a regulated activity without a licence, and issuing unauthorised advertisements, invitations or documents to participate in a collective investment scheme.
27 An order prohibiting a person from being involved in the management of specified corporations. See Section 257(1)(a) of the SFO.
28 An order prohibiting a person from directly or indirectly trading in Hong Kong financial products which the SFC regulates. See Section 257(1)(b) of the SFO.
29 An order prohibiting a person from engaging in any specified form of market misconduct again. See Section 257(1)(c) of the SFO.
30 An order requiring a person to pay the government an amount equal to the profit made or loss avoided as a result of the misconduct. See Section 257(1)(d) of the SFO.
31 An order requiring a person to pay to the government costs of the inquiry, costs incidental to the inquiry and any costs of investigation for the purposes of the inquiry. See Section 257(1)(e) of the SFO.
32 An order requiring a person to pay to the SFC reasonable expenses in relation or incidental to any investigation of their conduct or affairs. See Section 257(1)(f) of the SFO.
33 An order requiring a person to pay to the Financial Reporting Council reasonable expenses in relation or incidental to any investigation of their conduct or affairs. See Section 257(1)(fa) of the SFO.
34 An order giving a copy of the report of the MMT proceedings to any regulatory body that may take disciplinary action against the relevant person. See Section 257(1)(g) of the SFO.
35 See Section 213(2)(c) of the SFO.
36 See Section 213(2)(d) of the SFO.
the civil and criminal regimes under the SFO are mutually exclusive, the SFC can choose only one regime under which to bring an action. Usually the SFC will refer all market misconduct cases to the DOJ for advice on the suitability of instituting prosecution. The SFC also must obtain consent from the Secretary for Justice before commencing an MMT proceeding.

### iii Compliance programmes

It is important for companies to establish and maintain effectively functioning internal control mechanisms. Although having a compliance programme itself will not exempt a company from liability, it may be recognised as a mitigating factor in the application of sanctions. It may also reduce the risk of corporate liability arising from a breach by an employee, if it could be established that the employee’s misconduct was a result of breach of the internal policies established by the employer.

For implementing and improving anti-corruption compliance programmes, the ICAC has published various guidelines for different types of entities, such as listed companies, the catering industry, schools, etc. In the Corruption Prevention Guide for Listed Companies, the ICAC recommends certain components to be covered by a company in its anti-corruption programme: an anti-corruption policy, guidance on ethical standards and anti-corruption for all company personnel, a mechanism for identification and assessment of corruption risk, anti-corruption control, and training and communication. However, these guidelines are more advice than ‘best practice’, as the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance does not regard compliance programmes as constituting a mitigating factor or allow them to be treated as a means to mitigate corporate criminal liability.

Notably, in the SFC Guidance on Cooperation, instituting necessary enhancements to internal controls and procedures is recognised as a potential rectification measure and form of cooperation. Thus, enhancing a compliance programme may, depending on the stage when cooperation is effected, allow the company to enjoy a reduction of sanction of between 10 and 30 per cent.

### iv Prosecution of individuals

If an individual is to be prosecuted by government authorities, his or her employer should be careful in managing its relationships with stakeholders. The company may coordinate with the individual’s independent counsel, but should also bear in mind the risk of a conflict of interest arising, as the individual’s conduct may have compromised the company’s position not only in relation to the substantive offence but also reputationally.

The SFC Guidance on Cooperation does not expressly require a company to dismiss or take disciplinary action against an employee under investigation in order to show cooperation. Conversely, an employee’s compliance with a notice to attend an interview, for example, will not be regarded as cooperation that can lead to a leniency benefit. Indeed, were an employer to dismiss an employee because of his or her refusal to be interviewed by the company or the regulators, it may risk that dismissal being regarded as a wrongful dismissal and the company may be liable to pay damages. Thus, during the investigation stage, an employer may prefer, at least initially, to exercise its statutory entitlement to suspend an employee for up to 14
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38 See Paragraph 3.1 of the SFC Guidance on Cooperation.
days pending the outcome of any criminal proceedings against the employee arising out of or connected with his or her employment.\textsuperscript{39} If the employee is found liable upon conclusion of the investigation, the company can then take disciplinary measures against that employee.

The company may pay the legal fees for employees under investigation. There is no adverse inference from such an arrangement, as long as the company is not enticing the employee to fabricate evidence.

v Sponsor misconduct

In March 2019, the SFC imposed record-breaking fines (for inadequate due diligence) against several international banks for their work as sponsors in a number of past Hong Kong initial public offerings. Some of the banks were reprimanded and the licence of one of the banks was suspended. As commented by Mr Ashley Alder, the SFC’s chief executive officer:

\begin{quote}
the outcome of these enforcement actions for sponsor failures – particularly failings when conducting IPO due diligence – signify the crucial importance that the SFC places on the high standards of sponsors’ conduct to protect the investing public and maintain the integrity and reputation of Hong Kong’s financial markets. The sanctions send a strong and clear message to the market that [the SFC] will not hesitate to hold errant sponsors accountable for their misconduct.\textsuperscript{40}
\end{quote}

\section*{IV INTERNATIONAL}

\subsection*{i Extraterritorial jurisdiction}

For criminal offences, the courts will be hesitant to claim jurisdiction over conduct occurring outside Hong Kong. However, the SFO extends liability for certain market misconduct taking place outside Hong Kong that affects the Hong Kong markets. This includes false trading, price rigging, disclosure of false or misleading information inducing transactions and stock market manipulation.\textsuperscript{41}

The Competition Ordinance has extraterritorial reach over agreements and conduct conducted outside Hong Kong but that have the object or effect of preventing, restricting or distorting competition in Hong Kong.\textsuperscript{42}

\subsection*{ii International cooperation}

With regulatory misconduct becoming increasingly complex and cross-border, regulatory agencies such as the SFC, the ICAC, the HKCC and the HKMA actively seek to enhance cooperation with their overseas counterparts.

This is particularly common with regard to the SFC’s regime owing to the globalisation of securities and derivatives markets. In general, the SFC is empowered by Section 186 of the SFO to provide investigatory assistance to regulators outside Hong Kong if the SFC is satisfied that it is desirable or expedient to provide assistance in the interests of the investing

\textsuperscript{39} See Section 11(c) of the Employment Ordinance (Cap. 57).


\textsuperscript{41} See Sections 295, 296, 298 and 299 of the SFO for criminal offences and Sections 274, 275, 276 (disclosure of information about prohibited transactions), 277 and 278 of the SFO for civil equivalents.

\textsuperscript{42} See Section 8 of the Competition Ordinance (Cap. 619).
public or in the public interest, or the assistance will enable or assist the overseas regulators to perform their functions and the assistance is not contrary to the interests of the investing public or to the public interest.

The SFC is one of the 124 signatories to the International Organization of Securities Commission Multilateral Memorandum of Understanding (IOSCO MMOU) concerning consultation, cooperation and exchange of information. It also has bilateral collaborative arrangements for investigatory assistance or exchange of information with various overseas jurisdictions. More notably, the SFC maintains a close partnership with the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) through the IOSCO MMOU, the Memorandum of Regulatory Cooperation, the enforcement memorandum of understanding (MOU) for the Mainland-Hong Kong Stock Connect, the MOU concerning futures, dated December 2017, and the MOU concerning cooperation and exchange of information, dated December 2018.

The international regulatory cooperation can also be illustrated by the framework for extradition and mutual legal assistance. Under the Fugitives Offenders Ordinance (Cap. 503), the DOJ is empowered to handle requests for the surrender of fugitive offenders. As regards providing mutual legal assistance, Hong Kong has mutual legal assistance agreements with 30 jurisdictions under the Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Ordinance (Cap. 525) for mutual assistance in criminal matters, including assistance in relation to giving evidence, search and seizure, production of material, transfer of persons to give assistance, and confiscation of proceeds of crime.

iii Local law considerations

When several jurisdictions are implicated in an investigation, the first Hong Kong statutory obligations one may have to bear in mind are secrecy obligations, for example those imposed by the SFO or the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance. Advance approval is needed from the SFC for disclosing relevant non-public information to foreign regulators. In addition, although personal data disclosure with consent is generally allowed under Hong Kong data privacy law, an employer is reminded to review the scope of the general consent (if it exists) given by employees, which may need to be supplemented by consent specific to the relevant investigation.

V YEAR IN REVIEW

The SFC’s enforcement actions during 2018 have represented some of its highest-profile activities to date. As stated by Thomas Atkinson, the SFC’s executive director of enforcement, in October 2018: ‘in terms of the [SFC’s] role of gatekeepers of the stock list, [its] sponsor team has [as at October 2018] investigated 30 cases of suspected sponsor misconduct

46 See Section 378 of the SFO.
47 See Section 30 of the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance (Cap. 201).
involving 28 sponsor firms and 39 listing applications’. This emphasises that the SFC’s focus is currently on the work of sponsors in initial public offerings. The penalty imposed on the investment banks was more than HK$700 million, more than the total fines imposed by the SFC in any prior year. In the reporting year 2017 to 2018, the SFC disciplined 15 corporations, two responsible officers and 14 licensed representatives, resulting in total fines of HK$483 million. At the same time, only 280 investigations were started in the reporting year 2017 to 2018, down from 414 in 2016 to 2017. This echoes with chief executive officer of the SFC Ashley Alder’s suggestion that the SFC’s current tactics involve prioritising certain investigations so that the SFC could focus its finite resources on the most important cases. The SFC appears to be prioritising and focusing on the high-profile and serious matters, such that it is focusing on quality over quantity; while the number of investigations is getting lower, the aggregate level of fines imposed is getting higher.

Another trend is the SFC’s ongoing attempts to strengthen its relationship with its mainland China counterpart, as reflected by the various MOUs it signed with regulators like the CSRC. The SFC also established a cross-divisional risk review group to identify and assess the opportunities and risks they face as well as to engage with stakeholders to understand the potential business and regulatory implications of new and emerging issues.

Another new development by the SFC is in relation to virtual assets, through the publication of the statement on a regulatory framework for virtual asset portfolios managers, fund distributors and trading platform operators in November 2018.

In terms of the HKCC’s enforcement actions, the HKCC commenced its first enforcement action against individuals in 2018. It was the first time that the HKCC sought for pecuniary penalties and a director disqualification order to be imposed on individuals as a result of participation in the cartel conduct. HKCC appears to want to drive home the message that not only companies, but also individuals who engaged in anti-competitive conduct, may expect to face the consequences of their actions, according to Mr Brent Snyder, chief executive officer of the HKCC. The case involved alleged market sharing and price fixing in relation to the provision of renovation services at a subsidised housing estate developed by the Hong Kong Housing Authority. In 2018, the Competition Tribunal heard the first two cases brought by the HKCC in 2017 and the judgments are still pending.

As for the HKMA, its work in 2018 was mainly on the areas of banking stability, smart banking and cybersecurity, implementation of international standards, FATF/APG
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Mutual Evaluation and financial inclusion and consumer protection. For 2019, operational resilience and technology risk management, and money-laundering or terrorist-financing risk management are its top priorities.53

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

According to a report issued by the SFC in February 201854 and its annual report for 2017 to 2018,55 the SFC’s current enforcement priorities are in relation to corporate fraud, insider dealing and market manipulation, intermediary and sponsor misconduct and money laundering. Corporate fraud, which remains the SFC’s top enforcement priority, will also draw the regulator’s attention to misconduct, such as issuing false or misleading financial statements, sponsor’s failures relating to initial public offering fraud, and failures to manage conflicts of interest by senior management of listed companies.

In response to the increasing complexity of insider dealing and market manipulation cases, the SFC will adopt the ‘One SFC’ investigatory approach, which emphasises cross-divisional collaboration. Focusing on failings that pose systemic risks, the SFC will deal with breaches by an intermediary together, in the same group, to increase deterrence. Under the new front-loaded regulatory approach, the SFC will also engage in targeted intervention at an early stage to suppress illegal, dishonourable and improper market practices.

Regarding a sponsor’s misconduct, the SFC’s investigations are extending to more sponsor firms and sponsor principals in 2018, alerting sponsors to maintain the highest standards and to perform due diligence with professional scepticism. The record-breaking fines imposed on the banks in 2019 also reflects the increasingly tough stance taken by the SFC.

As regards anti-money laundering, following the amendments to the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing (Financial Institutions) Ordinance (Cap. 615) that came into effect on 1 March 2018, the SFC also published two relevant guidelines in March 2018 (and updated in November 2018).56 It is very likely that 2019 will see a continuing trend of strengthening enforcement actions against firms with internal control failures related to know-your-client or anti-money laundering requirements.

In respect of cross-border cooperation, with the various SFC-CSRC MOU in place and the rolling out of the reform of Hong Kong’s listing regime in 2018 (to attract emerging and innovative companies from mainland China to the Hong Kong capital markets), there is little doubt that the aforementioned cooperation will remain strong (if not grow stronger) in 2019, given the closer connection between mainland China and Hong Kong, at both the


55 See note 9 above.

regulator level and the market level. Companies under SFC investigation would be wise to consider the consequences of the potential exchange of information and other investigatory assistance between the SFC and the CSRC.

Another observation is that opportunities and challenges coexist in new economies. On the one hand, the new listing regimes in Hong Kong support new economy companies and pre-revenue biotech firms. On the other, the SFC has taken regulatory action against a number of cryptocurrency exchanges and initial coin offering issuers and alerted investors to their potential risks in 2018.57

For the HKCC, with its leadership bringing enforcement experience from the United States and the European Union, the HKCC is well equipped to continue bringing high-profile enforcement actions in 2019. As for the type of cases, the chief executive officer of the HKCC has previously stated that even if cartels are ‘public enemy number one’ for competition enforcers, they are not the ‘sole enemy’. The HKCC would actively seek to detect and halt abuses by large firms using their market power to erect barriers to entry or squeeze out competitors. These violations, however, are harder to pursue, as complex economic analysis is needed, which will require the HKCC to devote more resources to its investigations. Nonetheless, companies are reminded to obtain sound legal advice to better understand evolving legal practice in this area and secure protection in current or potential investigations. The first enforcement action by the HKCC commenced against individuals also marks its vision to take actions on not just companies but also individuals. According to the HKCC, insofar as the HKCC may take action against individuals who are involved in anti-competitive conduct, its priority will be to focus on those involved who are part of the management of the company under investigation or who otherwise directed the cartel conduct, rather than frontline staff who followed their directions.59


58 In 2017, the HKCC appointed Mr Brent Snyder as chief executive officer, formerly Deputy Assistant Attorney General at the US Department of Justice, and Mr Jindrich Kloub as executive director (operations), formerly an official of the Directorate General for Competition at the European Commission.

I INTRODUCTION

Generally, Ireland is considered a low-risk economy and a secure place in which to do business. On 29 January 2019, Transparency International published its 2018 Corruption Perceptions Index, which measures the perceived levels of public sector corruption in 176 countries. In 2018, Ireland ranked 18th with a score of 73. According to the index, Ireland continues to be perceived as one of the least corrupt countries in the world. However, in spite of this, Ireland has been criticised following the financial crisis for its lack of enforcement in the areas of corporate governance and white-collar crime, and Transparency International’s 2018 Progress Report assessing enforcement of the OECD’s Anti-Bribery Convention ranked Ireland as conducting ‘little or no enforcement’ of the convention.

In November 2017, the Irish government published the Measures to Enhance Ireland’s Corporate, Economic and Regulatory Framework, aimed at strengthening Ireland’s response to corporate misconduct. The focus of the framework is combating white-collar crime and has been developed to augment the existing regulatory and legislative framework in the area of corporate, economic and regulatory crime. The measures are a further commitment by the government to ensure Ireland is a secure place in which to do business. Since their publication, a number of these measures have been introduced, such as the enactment of the Criminal Justice (Corruption Offences) Act 2018 on 30 July 2018, which effectively repealed and replaced the seven existing Prevention of Corruption Acts 1889 to 2010 with one statute.

In addition, the Law Reform Commission’s Report on Regulatory Powers and Corporate Offences was published in October 2018, and this recommended a number of reforms, such as:

a. the establishment of a sufficiently resourced and multidisciplinary statutory Corporate Crime Agency;

b. the introduction of deferred prosecution agreements;

c. a core set of regulatory powers for all regulators in the wider economic context, such as in competition law, communications regulation and health products regulation, including the power to impose administrative sanctions and compliance settlements; and

d. a reformation of fraud offences to include liability for ‘subjective recklessness’.
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1 Karen Reynolds and Claire McLoughlin are partners and Ciara Dunny is a senior associate at Matheson.
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The Law Reform Commission also set out a number of recommendations for corporate offences that would clarify the circumstances in which a corporate body could be held criminally liable for systemic failures by its senior executives.

There has been a significant increase in regulatory oversight and enforcement in Ireland in recent years. The Irish Data Protection Commission (DPC) is now one of the best resourced data protection authorities in Europe, with huge investment in industry experts, and investigations launched into 17 multinational technology companies. The Central Bank, Ireland’s primary financial services regulator, continues to take a strong line on the conduct and culture of the firms it regulates, promoting greater individual accountability and taking a strong line on enforcement. It has imposed 127 fines on regulated entities under its Administrative Sanctions Procedure, bringing total fines imposed by the Central Bank since 2006 to over €70 million. The Office of the Director of Corporate Enforcement (ODCE) in Ireland has also recently launched a number of high-profile investigations into corporates for matters relating to corporate governance.

There are a number of bodies, regulatory and otherwise, empowered to investigate corporate conduct in Ireland, including:

- An Garda Síochána (the Irish police);
- the ODCE;
- the Office of the Revenue Commissioners (the Revenue Commissioners);
- the Central Bank; the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission (CCPC);
- the DPC;
- the Health and Safety Authority (HSA);
- the Commission for Communications Regulation (ComReg);
- Customs and Excise;
- the Criminal Assets Bureau;
- the Environmental Protection Agency;
- the Health Products Regulatory Authority;
- the Health Information and Quality Authority; and
- the Workplace Relations Commission.

Offences are either summary (minor) or indictable (serious). In general, regulatory bodies are authorised to prosecute summary offences. However, the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) is the relevant body for the prosecution of criminal offences on indictment. The DPP has no investigative function; the relevant regulatory or investigating body prepares a file and submits it to the DPP for consideration. It is then solely at the discretion of the DPP as to whether a case will be taken in respect of the suspected offence.

The investigation of criminal offences is primarily the function of the police. The police have a wide range of powers, which include:

- to approach any individuals and make reasonable enquiries to stop and search;
- to seize evidence;
- to enter and search premises; and
- to detain and arrest.

There are a number of specialist units that support the police with investigations into corporate misconduct, including the Garda National Economic Crime Bureau (GNECB), the Criminal Assets Bureau (CAB) and the Garda National Cyber Crime Bureau (GNCCB). The GNECB investigates economic crime, including fraud, CAB investigates the suspected
proceeds of criminal conduct and the GNCCB is tasked with the forensic examination of
electronic data seized during the course of criminal investigations in addition to conducting
investigations into cyber crime or online offences.

Currently, the ODCE is afforded a wide range of investigative powers under the
Companies Act 2014 and is responsible for the enforcement of company law, including:

a by way of fact-finding investigations;
b prosecutions for suspected breaches of company law;
c supervision of companies in official and voluntary liquidation and of unliquidated
insolvent companies;
d restriction and disqualification of directors and other company officers;
e supervision of liquidators and receivers; and
f the regulation of undischarged bankrupts acting as company officers.

In respect of prosecution, the ODCE has the power to prosecute summary offences and to
refer cases to the DPP for prosecution on indictment. However, under the General Scheme
of the Companies (Corporate Enforcement Authority) Bill 2018, which was published in
December 2018, it is proposed that the ODCE will be re-established as an agency, in the
form of a commission, which will be known as the Corporate Enforcement Authority (CEA).
The CEA will be established as an independent company law compliance and enforcement
agency, and will have greater powers than the ODCE. The CEA will operate independently of
any government department in order to provide more independence in addressing company
law breaches. The establishment of the CEA is regarded as a fundamental element of the
government’s commitment to enhance Ireland’s ability to combat white-collar crime.

The primary function of the CEA will be to encourage compliance with the
Companies Act 2014. As such, its role will be to investigate instances of suspected offences
or non-compliance with the Companies Act 2014. This may involve the appointment of
inspectors, the commencement of criminal investigations and the resulting prosecution
of summary offences, together with the civil enforcement of obligations, standards and
procedures. The Bill also seeks to give the CEA new investigative tools. First, it provides for
the admission of written statements into evidence in certain circumstances and will create a
statutory exception to the rule against hearsay. Second, there is an enhanced power regarding
the searching of electronically held evidence in that the CEA will be permitted to access data
under the control of an entity or individual, regardless of where the data is stored and to
access it using any means necessary to ensure best compliance with evidence rules and digital
forensics principles.

The Central Bank also has investigatory and regulatory powers, including powers of
inspection, entry, search and seizure, in respect of financial institutions under the Central
Bank Act 1942, as amended. The Central Bank is responsible for regulating the financial
services industry. Its enforcement work can be divided into two processes: an administrative
sanctions procedure by which the Central Bank investigates breaches of financial services
law by regulated firms and individuals; and a fitness and probity regime pursuant to which
individuals in designated positions within regulated firms must be competent, capable,
honest, ethical, of integrity and financially sound. The Central Bank’s investigative powers
include compelling the production of documents, compelling individuals to attend
interviews and conducting on-site inspections. The Central Bank publishes its Strategic Plan
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Ireland

every three years, which sets out its priorities for the next three-year period based on a set of strategic themes and their statutory and organisational objectives. In its current Strategic Plan 2019–2021, it lists the following themes as its strategic objectives: strengthening resilience; Brexit; strengthening consumer protection; engaging and influencing; and enhancing organisation capability.

The Revenue Commissioners is the government agency responsible for the assessment and collection of taxes. It also has investigative and prosecutorial powers to:

a enter and search premises;

b inspect goods and records;

c take samples;

d question individuals;

e remove and retain records;

f stop, search and detain vehicles;

g seize and detain goods and conveyances; and

h search and arrest individuals.

The investigation and prosecutions division is responsible for the development and implementation of policies, strategies and practices in relation to serious tax evasion and fraud offences. It has a wide range of powers, which include: to conduct civil investigations; to conduct investigations into trusts and offshore structures, funds and investments; and to obtain High Court orders. Of particular significance is the power to obtain information from financial institutions and procure search warrants to this effect.

The CCPC is responsible for enforcing competition and consumer protection law, and holds extensive powers of investigation in relation to suspected breaches of competition and consumer protection law. The CCPC has powers of entry and search and seizure, including the power to search any premises used in connection with a company. Its search powers are not confined to a company’s offices but extend to the homes of directors or employees. The CCPC’s powers extend to compelling evidence and individuals, powers recently utilised during its ongoing investigation in the motor insurance sector in Ireland.

ComReg is responsible for the regulation of the telecommunications industry and is one of the more prolific regulatory enforcers in Ireland, with wide ranging powers of investigation, including powers to compel evidence, powers of entry and search and seizure, and the power to levy fines through applications to the Irish courts.

The regulatory body previously known as the Office of the Data Protection Commission is now known as the DPC under the Data Protection Act 2018. It is responsible for upholding the fundamental right of individuals to data privacy through the enforcement and monitoring of compliance with data protection legislation in Ireland. If the DPC receives a complaint relating to a breach of data protection rights, it is obliged to investigate the alleged breach, though it will generally require the complainant to raise the matter directly with the organisation concerned in the first instance. Additionally, the DPC may investigate the unlawful processing of personal data and audit data processors of its own accord. The DPC
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secures compliance with data protection law through the exercise of its statutory powers, including the use of enforcement notices. It is an offence for a controller or processor to fail to comply with an enforcement notice without reasonable excuse. The HSA is responsible for ensuring that workers are protected from work-related injury and ill health by enforcing occupational health and safety law. The powers of the HSA include the right of entry, the right of inspection, the right to require the production of records, the right to require the provision of information, the right to take measurements and samples, and the right to require that machinery be dismantled.

The DPP was created by statute with the specific aim of maintaining prosecutorial independence. Section 6 of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1974 makes it an offence for persons (other than an accused, suspect, victim or person directly involved) to communicate with the DPP with a view to influencing a decision to commence or continue criminal proceedings. However, arguably there is a lack of transparency in relation to the decisions to prosecute, or not prosecute, particular crimes, as the DPP does not publish the reasons for a decision on prosecution. The DPP introduced a pilot scheme on 22 October 2008, under which the DPP will publish the reason for its decision not to prosecute in cases where an individual has died as a result of an alleged crime, including manslaughter and workplace death. For all decisions made on or after 16 November 2015, a victim can ask the DPP for a summary of the reasons for its decision.

Investigating authorities may request companies in Ireland to assist them in their investigations on a voluntary basis. There are specific provisions pursuant to which regulatory and law enforcement authorities can compel cooperation or participation of a company or individual; however, these provisions are often not exercised at least in the first instance. Companies and individuals should be cognisant of contractual obligations of confidentiality and the rights of privilege against self-incrimination if any such request is made by any regulatory or law enforcement authority.

II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

There are a number of legislative provisions that impose a positive obligation on persons (including companies) to report wrongdoing in certain circumstances:

a Section 19 of the Criminal Justice Act 2011 (the 2011 Act) provides that a person is guilty of an offence if he or she fails to report information that they know or believe might be of material assistance in preventing the commission of, or securing the prosecution of, another person of certain listed offences, including many white-collar offences. The disclosure is required to be made as soon as is practicable. However, the person considering making the report may need to make enquiries to be satisfied that a report is justified. The applicable standard for what information meets the threshold of ‘material assistance’ in preventing the commission of, or securing the prosecution of, an offence has not yet been expanded on or tested before the Irish courts. However, in the recent Supreme Court decision of Sweeney v. Ireland,10 the court saw a challenge to the constitutionality of a nearly identical offence under Section 9(1) of the Offences Against the State (Amendment) Act 1998. The wording of Section 19(1)(b) of the
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The 2011 Act is identical to that of Section 9(1)(b) of the 1998 Act except that the former applies to a ‘relevant offence’ and the latter applies to a ‘serious offence’. In finding that the provision was sufficiently certain, the Supreme Court held that the 1998 Act was clear in what it obliges witnesses to do: to disclose information pertaining to serious offences which they know will aid in the prosecution of such an offence. The judgment also discussed the similar reporting obligation under Section 19 of the Criminal Justice Act 2011, among others, and while the Court noted that no comment has been made as to the constitutionality of such similar provisions, the decision provides clarification that such reporting obligations would likely withstand any legal challenge and thus, trigger criminal offences if not complied with.

The relevant offences for the purposes of the 2011 Act are specified in Schedule 1 of the 2011 Act and include offences under the Criminal Justice (Corruption Offences) Act 2018. As a result, it imposes a mandatory obligation on both companies and individuals to report suspected instances of bribery and corruption. However, no specific statutory provision exists in Ireland providing for leniency where a company self-reports a corruption or bribery offence.

Section 38(2)(a) of the Central Bank (Supervision and Enforcement) Act 2013 places an obligation on the senior personnel of a regulated financial services body to disclose to the CBI, as soon as is practicable, information relating to a suspicion of, or the commission of, an offence under financial services legislation.

Section 42(1) of the Criminal Justice (Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing) Act 2010 provides that certain designated persons have an obligation to report any knowledge or suspicion that another person has been or is engaged in an offence of money laundering or terrorist financing to the police and the Revenue Commissioners.

Section 59 of the Criminal Justice (Theft and Fraud Offences) Act 2001 obliges the auditor of a company to disclose to the police information of which the auditor may become aware in the course of his or her duties that suggests the commission by the company or entity of any offences under that Criminal Justice (Theft and Fraud Offences) Act 2001. This obligation is notwithstanding any professional obligations of privilege or confidentiality on the part of the auditor.

Section 393 of the Companies Act 2014 places a duty on auditors to report to the ODCE where an auditor comes into possession of information that leads him or her to believe that a Category 1 or 2 offence may have been committed. The Companies Act 2014 sets out the different types of offences by categorising them from 1 to 4, with Category 1 being the most serious. Category 1 offences include offences such as false accounting and fraudulent trading. Category 2 offences range from financial assistance, dishonest dealings before a company becomes insolvent or goes into liquidation, failure to keep adequate accounting records, failure to communicate with and make full disclosure to statutory auditors and other similar offences.

Although, in practice, self-reporting may be a mitigating factor in prosecution or sentencing, immunity or leniency based on this conduct is rarely expressly afforded by legislation. However, the list of sanctioning factors set out in the CBI’s Administrative Sanctions Procedure includes ‘how quickly, effectively and completely the regulated entity brought the contravention to the attention of the CBI or any other relevant regulatory body’.11

The DPP has a general discretion whether to prosecute in any case having regard to public interest. Within that discretion is the power to grant immunity in any case. Any grant of immunity will generally be conditioned on the veracity of information provided and an agreement to give evidence in any prosecution against other bodies or individuals. There are no specific guidelines governing the granting of immunity in general. However, in the realm of competition law, the CCPC, in conjunction with the DPP, operates a Cartel Immunity Programme (CIP) in relation to breaches of the Competition Act 2002, as amended. Applications for immunity under the CIP are made to the CCPC. However, the decision to grant immunity is ultimately at the discretion of the DPP.

A person applying for immunity under the CIP must come forward as soon as possible, and must not alert any remaining members of the cartel to their application for immunity under the programme. Further, the applicant must not have incited any other party to enter or participate in the cartel prior to approaching the CCPC. It is important to note that immunity under the CIP is available only to the first member of a given cartel who satisfies these requirements.

Once an application for conditional immunity has been granted, a positive duty is imposed on the applicant to cooperate fully with the investigation, on a continuing basis and at no expense to the CCPC. In particular, the applicant must reveal all cartel offences in which he or she was involved and provide full disclosure in relation to same. If the applicant is a company or corporation, the application for immunity must be made by the company in its separate legal capacity. Failure to comply with the requirements set out in the CIP may result in conditional immunity being revoked by the DPP.

ii Internal investigations

There is generally no restriction on a company initiating an internal investigation, particularly in relation to suspected criminal conduct. The company is only under an obligation to share the results of an investigation with the relevant authorities where it is required under a court order, statute or self-reporting obligation (see Section II.i). In considering such matters, the advice of external legal counsel is usually engaged.

An internal investigation usually makes use of a wide range of evidence – hard-copy and electronic documentation, witness interviews, computer forensics and financial records are all open to an internal investigation.

There has been some clarification of issues surrounding fair procedures in recent case law. In *Joyce v. Board of Management of Colaiste Iognáid*, the High Court held that natural justice principles do not apply at the initial stages of an investigation, such as the initial consideration of an issue, but are engaged when formal proceedings from which findings may be drawn commence.12

If witness interviews are conducted, the employees in question have no statutory right to legal representation. However, if an employee or witness is, or may become, the subject of the investigation, the employer should consider advising the employee or witness to have legal representation to be sure of being afforded fair procedures rights and to prevent any later legal challenge to the investigation process. However, this should be assessed case by case.

Any requirement to disclose documents obtained through an internal investigation to the authorities is qualified by legal professional privilege. Documentation may attract legal
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professional privilege, either in the form of legal advice privilege or litigation privilege. Legal advice privilege protects from disclosure, any confidential communications between a lawyer and his or her client created for the purpose of seeking, giving or obtaining legal advice. In Miley v. Flood, the High Court confirmed that legal professional privilege can only be invoked in respect of legal advice and not in respect of legal assistance. Litigation privilege, which is broader than legal advice privilege, applies to confidential communications between a lawyer and a client, or one of them and a third party such as an expert, the dominant purpose of which is for use in contemplated or existing litigation.

In the recent decision in Re Sean Dunne (a bankrupt) v Yesreb Holding & anor: Celtic Trustees v Sean Dunne (a bankrupt), the Irish courts adopted a narrow view regarding the purpose for which a document was created during an investigation. The court found that litigation privilege did not attach to the transcript of an interview carried out by the official assignee with one of the vendors of a property that had been purchased by Sean Dunne, as the dominant purpose of the interview was for investigation rather than the conduct of litigation, though it was accepted that litigation was apprehended at the time of the interview. However, the refusal to recognise the transcript as privileged may have stemmed from the particular facts of the case and the fact the investigation was carried out under a statutory investigative order.

In another recent decision of the Irish High Court in Director of Corporate Enforcement v. Buckley, the Court affirmed the position that privilege can apply in the context of a regulatory investigation where expert input is sought and provided. In that case, the respondent resisted access to documents on the basis that they were legally privileged ‘for the purpose of providing instructions and obtaining legal advice and also in contemplation / furtherance of litigation and an investigation’ by the ODCE. The Court accepted the respondent’s argument that electronic communications between a company director, his solicitor and an IT employee attaching a draft response to a request from the ODCE during the course of a statutory investigation were protected by privilege where the communication was issued ‘for the purposes of advancing the respondent’s draft statement and was sent on a confidential basis and without a waiver of privilege by the respondent’.

Privilege over any document is a right of the client, which he or she may choose to waive. In general, the disclosure of an otherwise privileged document to a third party will waive privilege. However, following the decision in Fyffes v. DCC, the courts will permit the disclosure of an otherwise privileged document to a third party for a limited and specified purpose without privilege being waived. In these circumstances, it is essential that the entity making the disclosure seeks assurances by way of a confidentiality agreement that the recipient will not disclose the privileged documents and will use them only for the specified and limited purpose for which they have been disclosed.

Therefore, in the context of regulatory investigations, legal professional privilege is relevant when considering the power of regulatory authorities to inspect documentation and compel the production of documents.

16 (2005) IESC 3.
iii Whistle-blowers

The Protected Disclosures Act 2014 (the Protected Disclosures Act) is the key piece of legislation in relation to reporting suspicions of illegal activity. It is the first comprehensive piece of legislation governing whistle-blowing, where previously only piecemeal provisions existed. Public sector bodies must now put in place whistle-blowing policies that meet the requirements of the Protected Disclosures Act; and where private sector companies have policies in place, they must review them to ensure they are aligned to the provisions of the Protected Disclosures Act. The Industrial Relations Act 1990 (Code of Practice on Protected Disclosures Act 2014) (Declaration) Order 2015 (the Code of Practice) gives guidance on what should be contained in a whistle-blowing policy.

Part 3 of the Protected Disclosures Act sets out the protections offered to those who make protected disclosures. If a worker makes a protected disclosure, the employer in question may face liability for dismissing or penalising the worker, bringing an action for damages or an action arising under criminal law, or disclosing any information that might identify the person who made the disclosure. Further, the Protected Disclosures Act makes provision for a cause of action in tort for the worker for detriment suffered as a result of making a protected disclosure.

Section 5 of the Protected Disclosures Act defines a ‘protected disclosure’ as a disclosure of relevant information, made by a worker, which, in his or her reasonable belief, shows a ‘relevant wrongdoing’ and which came to his or her attention in the course of his or her employment. Section 5(3) of the Protected Disclosures Act defines a ‘relevant wrongdoing’ as:

- relating to the commission of an offence;
- non-compliance with a legal obligation (except one arising under the worker’s employment contract);
- a miscarriage of justice;
- endangerment of health and safety;
- damage to the environment;
- misuse of public funds;
- mismanagement by a public body; or
- concealing or destroying information relating to any of the above.

The definition of ‘worker’ in Section 3 of the Protected Disclosures Act is also quite broad in its scope and covers employees (including temporary and former employees), interns, trainees, contractors, agency staff and consultants.

The Protected Disclosures Act also sets out a procedure for redress for a worker who makes a protected disclosure. If the matter is part of an unfair dismissals claim by the worker and an Adjudication Officer of the Workplace Relations Commission finds in favour of the worker, it can require the employer to take a specified course of action or require the employer to pay compensation of up to 260 weeks’ remuneration to the worker.17

Save in respect of disclosures that involve the disclosure of trade secrets (see below), the motivation for making a disclosure is irrelevant and there is no obligation that such a disclosure must be made in the public interest. This provision aims to protect companies from malicious and ill-founded claims.

---

17 Sections 11 and 12 of the Protected Disclosures Act 2014.
The Protected Disclosures Act closely reflects, and brings Ireland in line with, international best practice in the area. In achieving its principal aim of protecting those who make a protected disclosure from reprisal from their employers, it places a significant burden on employers in all sectors to ensure they have adequate policies in place and conform to their requirements.

It is worth noting that the European Parliament have agreed on a proposal for a directive that would provide minimum whistle-blowing protection standards across Europe. The standards proposed largely reflect those in place in Ireland already, but the most likely impact would be the potential broadening of the definition of what is a protected disclosure. The next step would be for the proposed directive to be approved by EU ministers. Implementing legislation would then be needed in Ireland. Member States will then have two years to comply with the directive.

In addition, a new EU wide directive concerning trade secrets (Directive 2016/943 on the protection of undisclosed know-how and business information (trade secrets) against their unlawful acquisition, use and disclosure (the Trade Secrets Directive)) was given legal effect in Ireland in June 2018 by way of the European Union (Protection of Trade Secrets) Regulations 2018. The 2018 Regulations provide for civil redress measures and remedies if a trade secret is unlawfully acquired, used or disclosed, and stipulate that a whistle-blower must prove their motivation for revealing trade secrets as part of the protected disclosure where they decide to so. Before this amendment, the motivation of a whistle-blower was not relevant. Pursuant to the 2018 Regulations, whistle-blowers may be liable to a fine of €50,000 and a three-year custodial sentence for making a protected disclosure, using trade secrets, where the individual cannot prove that the disclosure was motivated by the protection of the general public interest.

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

The Interpretation Act 2005 provides that in all Irish legislation, any reference to ‘persons’ includes references to companies and corporate entities. Therefore, a company can, in theory, be subject to criminal or civil liability in the same manner as an individual and can be liable for the conduct of its employees and officers. However, corporate liability has predominantly been restricted to offences where a fault element (mens rea) is not required, namely those of absolute, strict and vicarious liability. Many regulatory offences carrying corporate liability are established as such offences.

For example, Section 343(11) of the Companies Act 2014 imposes absolute liability in circumstances where a company fails to send its annual financial accounts to the Company Registrations Office, and provides that the company will be guilty of an offence. In contrast, Section 271 of the Companies Act 2014 provides that an officer of a company will be presumed to have permitted a default by the company, unless the officer can establish that he or she took all reasonable steps to prevent the default, or was unable to do so by reason of circumstances beyond his or her control. Under the recently enacted Criminal Justice (Corruption Offences Act) 2018 (the Corruption Offences Act), a company can be held liable for corrupt actions committed for its benefit by any director, manager, secretary, employee, agent or subsidiary, unless the company can demonstrate that it took ‘all reasonable steps and exercised all due diligence’ to avoid the offence being committed.
Additionally, the Competition Act 2002 imposes vicarious liability by providing, for the purposes of determining the liability of a company for anticompetitive practices or abuse of a dominant position, that the acts of an officer or employee of a company carried out for the purposes of, or in connection with, the business affairs of the company will be regarded as an act of the company.

While theoretically a company can be guilty of a *mens rea* offence, the means of attributing the acts of an employee to a company for the purposes of criminal liability is not settled in Irish law. The Irish and English courts have recognised two modes of importing direct liability to a company: the identification doctrine and the attribution doctrine. The former focuses on the extent to which the individual employee or officer who committed the offence represents the ‘directing mind and will’ of the company, thereby rendering the company criminally liable. The attribution doctrine, on the other hand, is not concerned with the individual's position in the company, but rather imposes a form of absolute liability on companies where their officers or employees commit offences in the course of, and connected with, their employment. While there is conflicting jurisprudence on the preferred approach, only the identification doctrine has been endorsed by the Irish Supreme Court, albeit in the context of the imposition of civil liability on a corporation. The uncertainty in this area about the correct test to apply to determine to criminal liability of a corporate has led the Law Reform Commission to make a number of recommendations for reform in this area in its 2018 Report on Regulatory Powers and Corporate Offences.

If it is proposed that companies and individuals would be represented by the same counsel, the rules governing conflicts of interest in the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct would warrant consideration, which provides that: ‘if a solicitor, acting with ordinary care, would give different advice to different clients about the same matter, there is a conflict of interest between the clients, and the solicitor should not act for both.’ Each case will be different and will need to be considered on its own specific facts.

### ii Penalties

Irish criminal legislation typically provides for monetary fines or terms of imprisonment for offences. Given the nature of corporate entities, the most common form of sanction against a corporate entity is a fine. However, while less common, legislation also provides for compensation orders (whereby the guilty party is required to pay compensation in respect of any personal injury or loss to any person resulting from the offence), adverse publicity orders (in the form of publication of the offence and the identity of the entity found guilty) and remedial orders (to undo the harm caused by the offence).

Another common sanction against directors of companies is a disqualification order. Under Section 839 of the Companies Act 2014, where a person has been convicted of an indictable offence in relation to a company, or convicted of an offence involving fraud or

---

19 Section 6(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 1993.
21 Sections 75 and 85 of the Consumer Protection Act 2007, as amended by the European Union (Consumer Information, Cancellation and Other Rights) Regulations 2013; Section 1078(3A) of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997.
dishonesty, that person may not be appointed to, or act as, an auditor, director or other officer, receiver, liquidator or examiner or be in any way, whether directly or indirectly, concerned or take part in the promotion, formation or management of any company.

The CBI also operates the Administrative Sanctions Procedure pursuant to the Central Bank Act 1942, as amended. This legislation bestows a range of sanctions at the CBI’s disposal. Part IIIC, as amended, sets out the powers of the CBI to impose sanctions in respect of the commission of prescribed contraventions by regulated financial services providers. The monetary penalty for financial institutions is an amount up to €10 million or 10 per cent of the annual turnover of the regulated financial service provider in the last financial year, whichever is the greater.22 As mentioned above, since 2006, the Central Bank has imposed 127 fines on regulated entities under its Administrative Sanctions Procedure, bringing total fines imposed by the Central Bank to over €70 million. The CBI has used these powers to reach settlements with financial institutions for regulatory breaches. In addition, the CBI has the power to suspend or revoke a regulated entity’s authorisation in respect of one or more of its activities. The Law Reform Commission has recommended in its 2018 Report on Regulatory Powers and Corporate Offences that the Administrative Sanctions Procedure should, subject to some reforms, be extended to similarly situated financial and economic regulators.

A wide range of penalties exist under the Competition (Amendment) Act 2012. The maximum prison sentence for an offence relating to anticompetitive agreements, decisions and concerted practices is 10 years, and the maximum monetary penalty is a fine of €5 million or 10 per cent of turnover.23 Further, the Irish courts have jurisdiction under the Companies Act 2014 to disqualify an individual from acting as a director of a company if that individual is convicted of a competition offence on indictment.24

Under the Corruption Offences Act, if convicted, a company or an individual is liable to a fine of up to €5,000 on summary conviction or an unlimited fine on conviction on indictment.25 On conviction, an individual may also be liable to up to 12 months’ imprisonment on summary conviction and up to 10 years’ imprisonment on indictment, together with the forfeiture of any gift, consideration or advantage obtained in connection with the offence or property to the value of such gift, consideration or advantage.26 With regard to a public official, a court may order that they be removed from their public position.27 The court can also prohibit those convicted of corruption offences from seeking public appointment for up to 10 years.28

### Compliance programmes

Compliance programmes are not generally provided for in legislation as a defence to criminal proceedings. The Corruption Offences Act was commenced on 30 July 2018, and is the principal statutory source of bribery law in Ireland repealing the Public Bodies Corrupt Practices Act 1889 and the Prevention of Corruption Act 1906–2010. The Corruption Offences Act has consolidated and modernised the Irish law in this area and is expected to have a significant impact on corporates operating in Ireland. A notable provision, similar to

22 The Central Bank (Supervision and Enforcement) Act 2013.
23 Section 2 of the Competition (Amendment) Act 2012.
24 Section 839 of the Companies Act 2014.
25 Section 17(1)(a) of the Criminal Justice (Corruption Offences) Act 2018.
26 ibid., Section 17(1)(b).
27 ibid., Section 17(4)(b).
28 ibid., Section 17(4)(c).
the content of Section 7 of the UK Bribery Act 2010, is Section 18(2) of the Corruption Offences Act, which provides that a company may be held liable for the corrupt actions committed for its benefit by any director, manager, secretary, employee, agent or subsidiary. The Corruption Offences Act contains an explicit defence for a company charged with an offence under Section 18 if it can show that the company took ‘all reasonable steps and exercised all due diligence to avoid the commission of the offence’.

If a company is found guilty of an offence, a wide range of factors may be taken into account when sentencing and these are at the discretion of the court. Mitigating factors include whether the company ceased committing the criminal offence upon detection or whether there were further infringements or complaints after the offence was detected, whether remedial efforts to repair the damage caused were used by the company and whether the company itself reported the infringement before it was detected by the prosecuting authority. Additionally, in imposing any sentence, the court must comply with the principle of proportionality as set out in People (DPP) v. McCormack.29 The existence and implementation of a compliance programme may assist in reducing the quantum of any sentence to be imposed, but there is no legislative mechanism for this.

iv Prosecution of individuals

When there are allegations of an individual’s misconduct in the course of his or her employment, the company may first conduct an internal investigation into the alleged offence. If the company concludes that the alleged conduct did take place, the company may be required to report this activity to the relevant authorities. During this investigation, the individual may be placed on ‘gardening leave’ or be suspended. However, in the case of Bank of Ireland v. O’Reilly, the High Court stipulated that employers must exercise extreme care when suspending an employee pending an investigation.30

However, if criminal prosecution precedes an internal investigation, in general, internal disciplinary procedures are suspended, based on respecting the individual’s right to silence. Notably, the High Court has decided that the acquittal of an employee of criminal charges does not preclude employers from considering whether an employee should or should not be dismissed on the basis of the impugned conduct.31

There is a prohibition on indemnifying directions in respect of any liability that would otherwise attach to him or her in respect of any negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of trust of which he or she may be guilty in relation to the company32. However, the Companies Act 2014 also provides that a company may purchase and maintain, for any of its officers or auditors, directors and officers (D&O) insurance in respect of any liability arising under negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of trust.33 Accordingly, a company may indemnify an officer of the company for any liability incurred by him or her in defending the proceedings, whether civil or criminal, provided judgment is given in the individual’s favour or the individual is acquitted.34 In practice, D&O policies tend to exclude losses resulting from fraud or dishonesty, malicious conduct and the obtaining of illegal profit.

32 Section 235 of the Companies Act 2014.
33 Section 235(4) of the Companies Act 2014.
34 ibid., Section 235.
The Corruption Offences Act provides for the criminal liability of corporate bodies where a director, manager, secretary or other officer, employee or subsidiary commits an offence with the intention of obtaining or retaining business or an advantage in the conduct of business.

Almost all modern Irish regulatory legislation includes a standard provision allowing the imposition of personal criminal liability on directors, managers or other officers of a company, if the company commits an offence. Typically, this standard provision states:

Where an offence under this Act is committed by a body corporate or by a person acting on behalf of a body corporate and is proved to have been so committed with the consent, connivance or approval of, or to have been facilitated by any neglect on the part of any director, manager, secretary or any other officer of such body, such person shall also be guilty of an offence.

The Corruption Offences Act also provides under Section 18(3) that, where a corruption offence was committed with the consent, connivance, or was attributable to the wilful neglect, of a person who was a director, manager, secretary or other officer of the body corporate, or a person purporting to act in that capacity, then the individual may also be found liable in their personal capacity.

Although, to date, prosecutions of individuals under such provisions are relatively rare, it is worth mentioning a recent decision of the Court of Appeal, DPP v. TN [2018] IECA 52 where the court found a manager may be prosecuted for company offences where he or she has functional responsibility for a significant part of the company’s activities and has direct responsibility for the area in controversy. The court observed that, in the modern business environment, responsibilities are distributed such that it is difficult to say that one individual is responsible for the management of the whole of the affairs of a company. A ‘manager’ does not have to be actively involved in every area of the company’s business. The individual in this case, Mr TN, had no involvement in the financial side of the business, but he had direct responsibility for the operation of the facility and for compliance with the terms of its waste licence.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

Ireland does not, in general, assert extraterritorial jurisdiction in respect of acts conducted outside the jurisdiction. However, extraterritorial jurisdiction may be conferred by statute to varying degrees. For instance, Section 4 of the Competition Act 2002 provides that it is an offence to be a party to an anticompetitive agreement that has the effect of preventing, restricting or distorting competition in trade in goods or services within the state. Importantly, the Section is not restricted to agreements made within Ireland.

There are a number of specific offences for which Ireland exercises extraterritorial jurisdiction.

Corruption

As mentioned, the Corruption Offences Act was introduced on 30 July 2018. The Corruption Offences Act is designed to consolidate a range of legislation enacted between 1889 and 2010.

and introduce new offences and other revisions, some of which derive from the Tribunal of Inquiry into Certain Planning Matters and Payments. The Act further modernises anti-corruption laws and will help Ireland meet its commitment to various international anti-corruption instruments, such as EU Council Decisions, the United Nations Convention on Corruption, the OECD Convention on Bribery of Foreign Public Officials and the Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption.

**Money laundering**

The Criminal Justice (Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing) Act 2010 (the CJ(MLTF) Act) sets out specific circumstances in which an action can be interpreted as money laundering outside Ireland. If an individual or a company engages in conduct in a foreign jurisdiction that would constitute a money laundering offence both under the CJ(MLTF) Act and in that foreign jurisdiction, they can be prosecuted in Ireland. This extraterritorial jurisdiction may only be exercised if the individual is an Irish citizen, ordinarily resident in the state; or the body corporate is established by the state or registered under the Companies Act.

The Criminal Justice (Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing) (Amendment) Act 2018 came into force on 26 November 2018. This act gives effect to the EU Fourth Money Laundering Directive (Directive 2015/849 (4AMLD)) and makes a range of amendments to existing anti-money laundering (AML) legislation set out in the Criminal Justice (Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing) Acts 2010 and 2013. The Act itself imposes increased responsibility on ‘obliged entities’ to identify and assess potential risks of money laundering and terrorist financing in their business relationships and transactions. Aside from the requirement to identify individuals holding ultimate beneficial ownership, the most important change it introduces in Irish law is the inclusion of both domestic and foreign politically exposed persons (PEPs) under the new rules. Previously, only foreign PEPs were subject to a mandatory enhanced regime.

**International cooperation**

The Criminal Justice (Mutual Assistance) Act 2008 (the Mutual Assistance Act) is the primary piece of legislation governing mutual legal assistance between Ireland and other countries. The extent of available cooperation under mutual legal assistance procedures is dependent on the identity of the corresponding state. The greatest level of cooperation exists between Ireland and other EU Member States. Cooperation with third countries (those outside the European Economic Area) is dependent on their ratification of relevant international agreements or the existence of a mutual assistance treaty agreed between them.

Most notably, the Mutual Assistance Act allows Ireland to take evidence in connection with criminal investigations or proceedings in another country, search for and seize material on behalf of another country, serve a summons or any other court process on a person in Ireland to appear as a defendant or witness in another country, and transfer a person imprisoned in Ireland to another country to give evidence in the foreign criminal proceedings.

In April 2018, the European Commission proposed a legislative package, which actually consists of two strongly interconnected proposals:

---

36 Section 8 of the Criminal Justice (Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing) Act 2010.
37 As amended by the Criminal Justice (Mutual Assistance) (Amendment) Act 2015.
a Proposal for a Regulation on European Production and Preservation Orders for electronic evidence in criminal matters; and

b a Proposal for a Directive laying down harmonised rules on the appointment of legal representatives for the purpose of gathering evidence in criminal proceedings, which is often referred to as the proposal on ‘E-evidence’.

The E-evidence proposal will make it faster and easier for law enforcement authorities of Member States to obtain cross-border evidence. E-evidence proposes to introduce European Production and Preservation Orders in criminal matters. In effect, it allows a competent authority from one Member State to make a direct request to service providers in other Member States in order to obtain access to, or preservation of, electronic data for criminal investigations.

There are a number of additional measures in place to facilitate Ireland’s cooperation with other EU Member States, including the Council Framework Decision on Freezing Orders and the Council Framework Decision on the European Evidence Warrant. In addition to this, Council Regulation 1206/200138 allows a court in another EU Member State (other than Denmark) to take evidence from a witness connected to court proceedings in Ireland. This is provided for under the Rules of the Superior Courts.39

Ireland is subject to the European Arrest Warrant Framework Decision, which was implemented by virtue of the European Arrest Warrant Act 2003, as amended by the European Arrest Warrant (Application to Third Countries and Amendment) and Extradition (Amendment) Act 2012. This governs all extradition procedures between EU Member States. The High Court is the competent authority for issuing a European arrest warrant if the individual sought is accused of an offence for which the maximum penalty is at least one year in prison, or if he or she has already been sentenced to a prison term of at least four months. A European arrest warrant does not have a dual criminality requirement – meaning the offence must be prohibited under the domestic law of both countries – for certain serious offences, such as corruption, fraud or money laundering. This legislation can extend to individuals from non-EU countries upon consultation between the Minister for Foreign Affairs and the Minister for Justice and Equality. Generally, extradition to non-EU countries is governed by the Extradition Act 1965, as amended (the Extradition Act). There are a number of preconditions to non-EU extradition. First, there must be an extradition agreement in place between Ireland and the non-EU country before an extradition can take place. Second, the Extradition Act retains a requirement of dual criminality. Third, the Extradition Act excludes extradition for political, military and revenue offences.

While there is currently a lot of uncertainty concerning what a post-Brexit United Kingdom will look like, it is likely that in a no-deal scenario, the United Kingdom will no longer be party to Europol or Eurojust, and no longer operate the European Arrest Warrant. Instead, according to the Law Enforcement and Security (Amendment) (EU exit) Regulations 2019, it will revert to the 1957 European Convention on Extradition regime. The Irish Government’s General Scheme of the Miscellaneous Provisions (Withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union on 29 March 2019) Bill 2019 likewise proposes application of the European Convention on Extradition regime to extradition between

38 Council Regulation (EC) No. 1206/2001 of 28 May 2001 on cooperation between the courts of the Member States in the taking of evidence in civil or commercial matters.
the United Kingdom and Ireland. This may have a negative impact on the efficiency with which the United Kingdom will be able to combat illicit activity after Brexit occurs. The UK Serious Fraud Office has also indicated that loss of access to EU measures and tools in this context will adversely affect investigations and prosecutions, representing a strategic risk to the United Kingdom.

The transposition of the EU 4AMLD into Irish law has also led to further enhanced international cooperation, as the Directive requires information to be shared between competent national authorities, including the creation of a central register of beneficial owners of entities. Under the EU Fifth Money Laundering Directive (due to be transposed by Member States by 10 January 2020), the Central Register will, in effect, widen the inspection net to the public in most cases.

The European Union (Anti-Money Laundering: Beneficial Ownership of Corporate Entities) Regulations 2019 came into force on 22 March 2019, save for Part 3. Part 3 concerns the new Central Register of Beneficial Ownership, which will become operative on 22 June 2019. The aim of the 2019 Regulations is to bring Ireland’s beneficial ownership regulations in line with the 4AMLD as amended by the Fifth Money Laundering Directive. Therefore, the 2019 Regulations establish that the New Central Register of Beneficial Ownership of Companies and Industrial and Provident Societies is to be created on 22 June 2019. The deadline for filing for relevant entities is 22 November 2019.

### Local law considerations

There are a number of legal considerations to be aware of in relation to a cross-jurisdictional investigation, in particular in the areas of banking confidentiality, data privacy and constitutional law.

An obligation of bank-client confidentiality is implied by common law. However, this obligation can be breached in limited circumstances, including where the terms of the contract with the customer so provide or a bank is compelled by law to disclose information.\(^\text{[40]}\)

The General Data Protection Regulation 2016 (GDPR)\(^\text{[41]}\) became effective across the EU Member States on 25 May 2018. The GDPR introduces significant changes to data subject rights, supervision and enforcement, and the scope of the application of EU data protection law in that companies based outside the EU will be subject to GDPR when offering services in the EU. The Law Enforcement Data Protection Directive 2016 (the 2016 Directive)\(^\text{[42]}\) was adopted in parallel with GDPR and governs the processing of personal data by data controllers for ‘law enforcement purposes’, which falls outside the scope of the GDPR. The Data Protection Act 2018 gives further effect to the GDPR and the 2016 Directive while largely, though not entirely, repealing the previous Data Protection Acts. The Data Protection Act 2018 was signed into law on 24 May 2018, to coincide with the coming into effect of the GDPR.

Litigation in respect of data subject access requests was prevalent throughout 2018, including a series of Nowak cases, following on from the CJEU’s decision in Nowak v. DPC (20 December 2017) (C-434/16). In that case, a broad interpretation was given to ‘personal data’ and it was held that the use of the expression ‘any information’ in the definition of ‘personal data’ in the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC reflects the aim of the EU legislature.

---

\(^{40}\) Tournier v. National Provincial and Union Bank (1924) 1 KB 461.
\(^{42}\) Directive (EU) 2016/680.
to assign a wide scope to the concept, potentially encompassing all kinds of information provided that it relates to the data subject. As the GDPR contains a similar definition of ‘personal data’ to that in the Directive, namely ‘any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person’, the CJEU’s broad interpretation of the concept of personal data remains relevant post 25 May 2018. The court also considered whether personal data can be provided in a summary format in response to a data access request, rather than providing a copy of the actual document containing the data. The High Court ruled in Nowak v. DPC and Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland [2018] IEHC 118 (26 February 2018) that the obligation on a data controller was to communicate the relevant information not in its original form but rather in an ‘intelligible form’ to the data subject.

Further, Irish individuals or entities who are the subject of an international investigation benefit from the protection of the Irish Constitution and the European Convention on Human Rights, including the right to a good name and the right to a fair trial.

V YEAR IN REVIEW

During 2018, the government made significant progress in implementing the proposals set out in the Measures to Enhance Ireland’s Corporate, Economic and Regulatory Framework. This included the enactment of the Corruption Offences Act, which commenced on 30 July 2018, and the publication of the General Scheme of the Companies (Corporate Enforcement Authority) Bill 2018 in December 2018. Under this Bill, it is proposed that the ODCE will be re-established as an agency, in the form of a commission, which will be known as the CEA. The new agency will have more autonomy and flexibility to adapt to the challenges it faces in encouraging greater compliance with the Companies Act. In addition, in 2018, the Minister for Justice and Equality appointed former DPP Mr James Hamilton to chair a review of Ireland’s anti-corruption and anti-fraud structures and procedures in criminal law enforcement. This review will assess the extent to which the various state bodies involved in the prevention, detection, investigation and prosecution of fraud and corruption are working effectively together, and to identify any gaps and impediments in this regard.

The ODCE and the Central Bank have also been vocal about their commitment to advancements in their investigative practices and procedures. The ODCE reported key hires including a digital forensic specialist, an investigative accountant, a Detective Inspector position and two enforcement portfolio managers. The ODCE has also reported advancements in relation to their forensic capabilities including a dedicated digital forensics laboratory.

As mentioned, during the past year, we have also seen the enactment of the Data Protection Act 2018, which, together with the entry into force of the GDPR in May 2018, amends data protection laws, creating a consistent data protection regime across the European Union.43

The renewed focus on measures to enhance Ireland’s approach to corporate misconduct is both timely and significant given the uncertainty surrounding Brexit. However, the Political Declaration published on 22 November 2018 emphasises the commitment to mutual cooperation, stating that reciprocal equivalence frameworks will be put in place enabling both the European Union and the United Kingdom to declare a third country’s regulatory and supervisory regimes ‘equivalent’.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Ireland has a robust regime for the investigation and prosecution of corporate misconduct that helps to maintain its reputation as a low-risk country in which to do business. The government has signalled its intention in recent years to ensure that the legal and regulatory environment continues to be subject to regular scrutiny and review so that it is strengthened appropriately to meet emerging risks and challenges. With that in mind, it seems likely that we will continue to see more enforcement across all regulated sectors in the future.

---

44 Measure to enhance Ireland’s Corporate, Economic and Regulatory Framework.
I INTRODUCTION

Corporate misconduct in Italy is punishable under both criminal and administrative law. The public prosecutor directs preliminary investigations in criminal prosecutions and issues orders to the police, who investigate.

Under the terms of the Constitution, the Public Prosecutor’s Office is independent of all political influence.

The Office theoretically has no discretion as to which offences must be prosecuted: under the mandatory prosecution principle (Article 112 of the Constitution), the public prosecutor must always issue a request for indictment (a request to submit the defendant to trial) if, at the end of the investigation, he or she has found sufficient evidence that a crime has been committed. In practice, the rule is disregarded: the high number of reports of criminal offences imposes a de facto selection of the cases to be dealt with by the investigating authorities, depending on the circumstances, in accordance with the principle of priority.

Some kind of jurisdictional control on the decision of the prosecutor as to which cases to dismiss, and which to prosecute, is in any case granted by the judge of the preliminary investigations, who has the final word on any request for dismissal.

When the prosecutor investigates the possible criminal liability of corporate entities, under Legislative Decree No. 231 of 8 June 2001 (Decree 231/2001) (see Section III), the mandatory prosecution principle may be bypassed, since in this case there is no jurisdictional control over the prosecutor’s dismissal decision; only the prosecutor’s hierarchical superior may personally take any further appropriate action.

From an administrative perspective, the independent administrative authorities have specific powers relating to their individual remits. If the officials of any of the authorities discover any offences in the course of their duties, these bodies are obliged to report them to the judicial authorities.

Far-reaching powers are granted to the Italian Securities and Exchange Commission (CONSOB) under the Consolidated Law on Finance, with reference to insider trading and market-manipulation offences, and in close cooperation with the public prosecutor. Further, the latter is under an obligation to notify the president of CONSOB when a report of a
criminal offence of which he or she has been made aware involves insider trading or market manipulation by listed companies, with a view to obtaining a reasoned technical opinion on the matter from this independent authority. The main powers granted to CONSOB include the right to:

- request documents from any party that may have relevant information;
- interview individuals in person;
- carry out inspections; and
- gain direct access to data contained in the Italian Central Credit Register at the Bank of Italy.

At the end of its own investigation, CONSOB may issue severe administrative sanctions for the offences of market abuse (insider trading, market manipulation), which are meant to be added to the criminal punishment (up to 12 years’ imprisonment), for the same facts. In a breakthrough decision, the European Court of Human Rights has convicted Italy, considering this doubling of penalties for the same offences as contrary to the ne bis in idem principle, provided for in the European Convention on Human Rights, Section 6.4 Italy will probably have to rethink the entire system of ‘double track’ persecution of corporate offences, both in criminal courts and before the administrative authorities, which has been very typical up to now (not only for financial crimes but also for tax crimes and many others).

Besides the foregoing, an increasingly important role has been attributed to the National Anti-Corruption Authority (ANAC), which has the general function of preventing corruption in public offices and now also supervises the conclusion and execution of public contracts. ANAC may also issue sanctions (disqualifications, etc.).

As regards the issue of cooperation between the company under investigation (or its employees) and the investigating body, the presumption of innocence and the right to due process of law (both of which are constitutional principles) categorically exclude any legal obligation to cooperate. However, for an appropriate choice to be made regarding cooperation, a case-by-case assessment must be made of:

- the nature of the case;
- the seriousness of the alleged conduct;
- any incriminating evidence;
- the identity and investigative approach of the public prosecutor; and
- the possible repercussions of failure to cooperate with the investigating bodies (e.g., the risk of being subject to pretrial precautionary measures).

The decision as to whether and how to cooperate typically remains part of any defence strategy, both for the individual defendant and for the corporation. In practice, the burden of the interdictory sanctions that may hit the corporation, in cases in which Decree 231/2001 may be applied (see Section III) weakens the presumption of innocence and makes cooperation almost a default option for the corporation; considering also that, under a typical ‘carrot and stick approach’, Decree 231/2001 provides certain incentives, such as the reduction of fines and the preclusion of bans, to corporations that cooperate and bargain a plea.

In such cases, prior to the initiation of trial proceedings, companies must:

- make good any damages in full;

4 Grande Stevens and Others v. Italy, 4 March 2014.
b) eliminate the harmful and dangerous consequences of the offence (or otherwise take action to this effect);

c) adopt and implement organisational models capable of preventing offences of the type that were committed or eliminate the organisational shortcomings that led to the offences; and

d) hand over any profits earned for confiscation.

Therefore, if a corporation is directly involved in the proceedings, a cooperative strategy must always be carefully considered.

II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

As a matter of principle, under Italian law, private individuals and businesses have the right – but not the obligation – to report to the judicial authorities any offences that may come to their attention. With the exception of some specific cases,5 the decision whether to report an offence is exclusively down to each individual's sense of civic duty, and there is no provision for any benefit or incentive.

ii Internal investigations

Italian law allows investigations to be carried out by a lawyer appointed as defence counsel in a criminal proceeding by a person or a corporation, or before any proceedings are initiated. Any evidence collected in this way may be used in any subsequent criminal proceedings.6 Italian law allows the lawyer to carry out both ordinary and extraordinary inquiries. Information is collected by the lawyer from persons with relevant information; they do not need to be accompanied by lawyers but they are under an obligation to tell the truth, the violation of which is punished by the Criminal Code. The situation is different if the person to be questioned is a suspect in the proceedings, in related proceedings or for a related offence; in these cases the presence of a lawyer is mandatory. The case is also different if the witness may be called upon to make self-incriminating statements, in turn risking becoming a suspect; in such cases, the questioner must stop the interview immediately.

Some witnesses with specific qualifications also have the right in criminal proceedings not to answer questions when the answer would entail a violation of professional privilege. This right is granted only to professionals expressly mentioned in the Code of Criminal Procedure or under special legislation, such as lawyers.

Lawyers receive absolute protection at all stages and instances of proceedings, both with reference to attorney–client communications and to work product. It should be borne in mind, however, that under Italian case law, in-house counsel may not be granted the same privileges as external lawyers, and their computers, emails and hard copies of documents may be subject to search by investigating authorities.

5 For example, in cases involving the receipt of property resulting from the commission of a criminal offence, the notification of the planting of explosives at the company's location or the theft of weapons or explosives, businesses are obliged to self-report.

6 There is no obligation of disclosure; therefore, the investigating lawyer may well decide not to submit to authorities any evidence collected.
Finally, investigations may be done internally by the staff of the establishment or by independent external advisers. In the first case, investigations are typically carried out by the internal audit service with the backing of the legal department. The advantages of this type of investigation are in terms of lower costs and greater knowledge of the company; however, this type of investigation might not be capable of providing a high enough level of expertise and independence. The internal independent investigation is entrusted instead to independent external advisers that support the administrative and supervisory bodies. The external advisers certainly guarantee better expertise and independence.

iii Whistle-blowers

There was no general provision in Italy regarding whistle-blowing until 30 November 2017, when Law No. 179 concerning whistle-blowing entered into force.

The text regulating whistle-blowing has gradually emerged as part of the debate in recent years between European and international institutions on the need to introduce valid measures to fight corruption.

The first important Italian intervention in this sense took place with the approval of the Law No. 190, which entered into force on 27 November 2012 (the Severino Law), limited to public administration, which introduced specific provisions concerning the protection of public servants who report abuse. This discipline, however, did not find application in the private sector and required certain additions and revisions to align with the simultaneous evolution of public employment regulations.

The revised regulation of 2012 replaced Article 54 bis of Legislative Decree No. 165, of 30 March 2001, providing for the protection of the public employee who, in the interests of public administration, reports violations or unlawful conduct of which he or she became aware on the basis of his or her employment relationship. The employee cannot be subjected to retaliation because of the report (including sanctions, dismissal, demotion or transfer to other offices) or be subjected to any other measures that might have a negative effect on his or her working conditions.

These reports may be sent either to the internal manager of the corporate structure responsible for preventing corruption and transparency, or to the ANAC, or directly to the ordinary or accounting judicial authority depending on the nature of the report.

Among the peculiarities of the new discipline is confirmation of the prohibition to reveal the identity of the whistle-blower, whose name must be protected:

- in the event of a criminal trial, in the manner and timing established by Article 329 of the Criminal Code;
- in the event of an accounting process, from the prohibition to reveal his or her identity until the end of the preliminary phase; and
- in the event of an administrative process, from the prohibition of disclosing his or her identity without his or her consent.

The ANAC is the authority responsible for applying administrative sanctions.

Specifically, the ANAC can apply a penalty of between €5,000 and €30,000, charged to those responsible for retaliatory measures against the reporting agent. A significantly higher penalty, of between €10,000 and €50,000, is envisaged if the absence of an internal system for reporting violations is ascertained or if it is found that the system manager has not verified or analysed the reports received as part of their activity.
Any discrimination or retaliation against the reporter must in any case be justified by the public administration, which bears the burden of proving and justifying that such measures have been taken for reasons unrelated to the notification.

If it is proved that the employee has been dismissed for reasons related to an alert, that employee has the right to be reinstated in the workplace, to compensation for damage and payment of social security contributions due for the period between dismissal and reinstatement.

The risk of a distorted use of the whistle-blowing instrument has been mitigated with the cancellation of any protection if the reporting person is convicted, even at first instance, in criminal proceedings for slander, defamation or other similar crimes committed through the reporting, or, is subject to civil liability if fraud or gross negligence is established.

In addition to introducing significant changes regarding the protection of the public employee who reports an offence, the law provided some modifications to Decree 231/2001 (see Section III) with regard to the protection of employees or collaborators who report illegal activities in the private sector.

Law No. 179/2017, adding three new paragraphs to Article 6 of Decree 231/2001, requires that a model of organisation and governance (MOG) adopted by a company provides for:

- adequate information channels that, ensuring the confidentiality of the identity of the reporting agent, allow individuals in senior positions and those subordinated to them to submit detailed reports of illicit conduct or of violations of the MOG;
- at least one alternative signal channel that guarantees the privacy of the reporters;
- the prohibition of acts of retaliation or discrimination against the reporter for reasons connected, directly or indirectly, to the report;
- adequate sanctions against those who are in breach of the aforementioned measures to protect the whistle-blower and against those who carry out, with malice or gross negligence, reports that prove to be unfounded.

It is also envisaged that the adoption of the aforementioned discriminatory measures against the reporting officer may be reported to the National Labour Inspectorate, as far as it is responsible, not only by the reporting person but also by the trade union organisation.

As a further protection of the whistle-blower, it is also envisaged that dismissal and retaliatory or discriminatory demotion are invalid and that the burden of proving, in procedural law, that negative measures adopted towards the reporter are based on reasons unrelated to the report.

To align the MOGs with the changes introduced in Decree 231/2001, Italian companies started to update them, providing at the same time a specific whistle-blowing procedure for reporting by employees.

The whistle-blowing procedure should determine specific channels that allow the submission of reports, based on precise and concordant factual elements, guaranteeing the confidentiality of the reporters’ identities.

For a full and effective operation of the procedure, the following measures are considered appropriate:

- the provision of a person able to receive reports, although the law does not provide a specific recipient of alerts;
- the identification of a system of management of violation reports that allows the anonymity of the whistle-blower to be guaranteed;
c the specific training of top managers, as well as those subordinated to them; and

*d* the integration of the disciplinary system set up by the MOG, with the inclusion of sanctions against those who violate the protection measures of the reporting person and against those who carry out, with malice or gross negligence, reports that prove to be unfounded.

### III ENFORCEMENT

#### i Corporate liability

Decree 231/2001 regulates the criminal responsibility of corporations with regard to offences committed by their representatives or employees. Even though the Decree provides (formally) for administrative sanctions against corporations, the underlying offence is criminal, and it is in criminal proceedings that the offence is ascertained and the sanction imposed.

It is a criminal court that tries the case and the corporation will have all the defence rights and guarantees of a defendant in a criminal trial. Moreover, this kind of provision certainly responds to the *Engel* criteria (specifically, the nature of the offence and severity of the penalty), under which the European Court of Human Rights considers a punishment to be effectively criminal, in regard to the need to respect the provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights.7

For the criminal responsibility of legal persons to apply alongside the criminal responsibility of natural persons (representatives or employees), the offence must have been committed in the interests of or for the benefit of the corporation. The exclusive benefit of the agent (or a third party) excludes corporate liability.

Article 5 of Decree 231/2001 states that the corporation is responsible if the criminal offence has been committed by:

*a* persons holding representative, administrative or managerial positions in the corporation or in any of its organisational units provided with financial and functional autonomy, or persons in charge of managing and overseeing these positions (referred to as senior managers); or

*b* persons placed under the direction or supervision of any person specified above (referred to as employees).

A corporation may attempt to establish its innocence by providing evidence that the internal organisation of the corporation and its policies and procedures complied with the law and were structured in such a way as to be capable of preventing crimes from being committed.

Originally intended to apply only to offences against the public administration (centred on bribery) or against the assets of the public administration (embezzlement of public money), the responsibility of corporations has been extended through additional legislation to include offences regarding, inter alia:

*a* public deeds or revenue stamps;

*b* criminal offences against individuals;

*c* criminal offences involving market abuse;

*d* bodily harm or manslaughter because of violations of health and safety regulations;

---

7 *Engel and others v. the Netherlands*, 1976, and following cases, including *Grande Stevens and Others v. Italy*, 2014.
receiving stolen goods;
money laundering and the handling of illicit funds and assets;
cybercrime;
organised crime offences;
offences against trade and industry;
criminal offences against intellectual property;
criminal offences against the environment;
fraud against the state or a public body;
corruption;
forgery of money, tax stamps, credit cards and distinguishing marks of industrial products;
corporate crimes;
crimes of terrorism and of subversion of the democratic order;
inducement not to make statements or to make false statements to the authority;
employment of illegal immigrants;
child grooming; and
racism and xenophobia.

One of the most recent developments has been to extend the concept of bribery from bribery of public officers to commercial bribery (bribery of managers of corporations), which is now specifically punished. If the briber acts within a corporate organisation, his or her own company may also be punished (not the company of the bribed, which has suffered damage from the act).

Additionally, as of 1 January 2015, corporate liability has been extended to self-laundering (defined in Article 648 ter 1 of the Italian Criminal Code). Therefore, corporations may be liable if their employees, having committed or participated in committing an intentional crime, employ, replace or transfer, in financial, entrepreneurial or speculative activities, money, goods or other benefits derived from the commission of such a crime, in order to hinder the identification of their criminal origin. This new provision has had a significant impact on companies that have promptly had to adjust their compliance programmes, including measures to prevent the commission of self-laundering.

With regard to bribery, it should be mentioned that Law No. 3/2019 amending Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 (the Anti-Corruption Law), which aims to strengthen the fight against public corruption and increases the penalties for committing acts of corruption, has added to Article 25 the following:

1. In relation to the commission of the offences referred to in Articles 318, 321, 322, first and third Paragraphs, and 346-bis of the Penal Code, a monetary sanction of up to two hundred shares is applied.
2. In cases of conviction for one of the offences indicated in Paragraphs 2 and 3, the disqualification sanctions provided for in Article 9, Paragraph 2 are applied for a period of not less than four years and not more than seven years, if the offence was committed by one of the persons referred to in Article 5, Paragraph 1, letter (a), and for a period of not less than two years and not more than four, if the offence was committed by one of the persons referred to in Article 5, Paragraph 1, letter (b).
3. 5-bis: If, prior to the first-degree sentence, the entity has effectively taken steps to prevent the criminal activity from having further consequences, to ensure evidence of the offences and
to identify the persons responsible or to seize the sums or other benefits transferred and has eliminated the organisational shortcomings that led to the offence through the adoption and implementation of organisational models suitable for preventing offences of the type of the one that has occurred, the disqualification sanctions shall have the duration established by Article 13, Paragraph 2.

Alongside the criminal or administrative liability under Decree 231/2001, and in addition to any administrative penalties that CONSOB or other authorities may impose, a company may also incur liability under civil law if its directors or employees are held responsible under criminal law. Pursuant to Article 2049 of the Italian Civil Code, a company is strictly liable for all damages caused to third parties by its own employees, representatives or directors, even if these damages are the result of a criminal offence.

The same lawyer may defend both a company and any suspected employee, unless there is a conflict of interest between the two. Only then does the Code of Practice require the counsel to refuse to assist at least one party and not to exploit any confidential information received when defending the other. If, for example, the company’s defence asserts that the offence was committed by the employee in the latter’s own exclusive interest and for his or her own benefit, then obviously, according to the structure of Article 6, the two parties would require different defence counsel. When the company’s defence strategy involves the defence of its staff, that defence will generally be joint or closely coordinated.

ii Penalties

Legislative Decree 231/2001 sets forth four types of penalties: monetary penalties, restrictive penalties, seizure of assets and publication of conviction. The monetary penalties are applied on the basis of units, which cannot be fewer than 100 and not exceed 1,000. The amount of each unit ranges from a minimum of €258 to a maximum of €1,549, which is set at the discretion of the judge based on the severity of the crime, the economic condition of the company and the scale of its assets. (For example, in the case of bribing a public officer, the law indicates a range of between 100 and 800 units and the judge may decide to apply a penalty of 200 units. If the company is large, the judge may apply a value of €1,500 for each single unit and thus the total penalty would be €300,000.) The judge must also consider any activity carried out to cancel or reduce the consequences of the crime.

Apart from monetary penalties, the judge, if expressly established, could also apply restrictive penalties but that would only occur under one of these two conditions: that the entity made a remarkable profit, or that the offence was committed either by a senior manager or by an employee. In the second case, the penalty could be applied only if the offence was committed because of serious organisational deficiencies. In the event of reiteration of offences, restrictive penalties can involve either fines or disqualification, such as:

- a ban on carrying out business activities;
- suspension of licences and concessions;
- a ban on dealing with public bodies;
- exclusion from or cancellation of public financing or contributions; and
- a ban on advertising goods or services.
The above-mentioned Anti-Corruption Law has extensively amended Paragraph 2, Article 13 (on restrictive penalties), to state: ‘Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 25, Paragraph 5, disqualification sanctions have a duration of not less than three months and not more than two years.’

Publication of the conviction can be in one or more journals and include bill posting in the municipality where the entity has its main office. During an investigation, if requested by the public prosecutor, it is possible to impose a ban as a precautionary measure when there is a real possibility of further offences of the same nature being committed by the company.

With regard to precautionary measures, which indicate that the entity is liable for an administrative offence and there are well-founded and specific elements suggesting there is a real danger that offences of the same nature as the one being prosecuted will be committed, the Anti-Corruption Law provided the following:

\[a\] the judge determines the duration of precautionary measures, which may not exceed one year;
\[b\] after the sentence of first-instance conviction, the precautionary measure may have the same duration as the corresponding sanction applied with the same sentence, and the duration of the precautionary measure may not exceed one year and four months;
\[c\] the duration of the precautionary measure must begin upon the order notification; and
\[d\] the duration of the precautionary measure must be taken into account when deciding the duration of the applicable sanctions.

iii Compliance programmes (models of organisation and governance)

The keystone of Decree 231/2001 is the partial exemption from corporate liability that comes with the adoption of an effective and efficient organisational model, capable of preventing predictable offences, established by the ‘gap analysis’.

If the supposed offence was committed by senior management, the burden is on the company to prove that the persons committed the offence by fraudulently evading the effective and appropriate organisation model and the controls in place; however, if the offence was committed by a less senior employee, it is for the public prosecutor to demonstrate a failure to comply with the obligations of direction and oversight imposed on the employee.

Reparatory compliance programmes (i.e., those developed after an offence has been committed) may, on the other hand, entail a reduction in the fine, exemption from the

---

8 The mere adoption of the model does not appear to be sufficient to preclude the corporation’s responsibility. As Milan Trial Court stated: ‘the model must have some important characteristics: a deep analysis of the corporation; the ability to find the risky areas for the different types of crimes; and ways to hinder illegal acts, keeping in mind the history [re judiciary] of the company and the characteristics of the other companies that operate in the same sector. The model has to determine what moments in the company are exposed to the risk of crime, study specific procedures to use in those moments that allow for effective control, and use preventive controls and specific protocols to plan the company’s decision-making.

. . . It must follow the corporation’s changes, updating the model as soon as the risk structure evolves (Trib. Milano, Uff. GIP, 20 September 2004, IVRholding-COGEFI). In another decision, the Court of Milan stated that: ‘Effectiveness, specificity and dynamism are structural characteristics of compliance programs.’ (Trib. Milano, Sez. XI, Giud. Riesame, Pres. Rel. Mannocci, ord. 28 October 2004, Siemens AG).
application of bans or the suspension or revocation of precautionary prohibitive measures, or the suspension and subsequent conversion of the fines in the event that the reparatory action was carried out late.\(^9\)

Article 6, c.2 of Decree 231/2001 establishes the essential characteristics for the organisation, management and control model. The first two activities to be developed are linked to risk assessment, in particular:

\( a \) identification of potential risks; and

\( b \) design of the control system: in particular, the guidelines of Confindustria\(^{10}\) establish the most important components to an effective control system as:

- a code of ethics referencing the offences considered;
- a sufficiently formalised and clear organisational system, in particular with regard to the attribution of responsibility;
- allocation of the power of authorisation in accordance with defined managerial and organisational responsibilities;
- a risk management and control system; and
- communication and staff training.

The compliance programmes should also include specific rules of conduct for employees. This code of conduct should be done after the risk assessment and the gap analysis and should establish specific procedures to regulate the decision-making process.

Confindustria has also established some guidelines to comply with Decree 231/2001. In particular, the minimum contents of the compliance programme should establish that:

\( a \) the essential principle of the entity should be the respect of law in every country where the entity acts;

\( b \) every operation and transaction has to be correctly registered, authorised, verifiable, legitimated, coherent and appropriated; and

\( c \) the entity has to establish the basic principles in relation to its commercial partners.

### iv Prosecution of individuals

When an investigation or initial criminal action is directed against a natural person who is an employee or senior manager of a company, it is generally the company that arranges an adequate professional defence for its employee and bears the costs, given the common interests of the company and of the natural person in proving that no offence was committed.

The company and the natural person oppose one another only in a limited number of cases; this mainly occurs when the employee has caused damage to the company when committing the offence, or fraudulently evaded company procedures to commit the offence. In these situations the company will mainly be interested in dismissing or otherwise sanctioning the employee – thereby distancing itself from the employee’s conduct – and then in joining the criminal proceedings as a civil claimant to obtain compensation for all damages suffered as a result of the unlawful conduct.

---

\(^9\) The Italian government nominated a review commission to empower the efficiency and the aim of prevention of Legislative Decree No. 231/2001.

\(^{10}\) Confindustria is an association representing manufacturing and service companies in Italy. Membership is voluntary.
IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

Pursuant to Decree 231/2001, criminal liability also extends to criminal offences committed abroad, but only if the corporation’s headquarters are located in Italy (and on the further conditions that no action has been taken by the authorities of the country where the offence was committed and that the requirements for the criminal liability of the natural person that has committed the offence concerned are met).

Conversely, if the crime was committed in Italy by a manager or employee of a foreign company, both the perpetrator and the corporation may be pursued under Italian law despite the fact that the main offices of the company are abroad. Pursuant to the Criminal Code, any offence may be deemed to have been committed in Italy (and not abroad) even if a ‘fragment’ of the action or ‘the conception of the offence’ occurred in Italy. A German corporation has been tried for bribery in Italy under Decree 231/2001 and had to enter into a plea bargain, and many foreign corporations are currently on trial or under criminal investigation in Italy (banks involved in the Parmalat bankruptcy case, other banks involved in investigations regarding derivatives sold to public entities, etc.).

Specific crimes, notably insider trading and market manipulation regarding securities traded on Italian markets, may be punished even if entirely committed abroad. Both the individuals and (under Decree 231/2001) the foreign corporation for the benefit of which the crime has been committed will be punished in Italy. Two of the three major ratings agencies, and some of their managers, were on trial in the small southern town of Trani for alleged market manipulation of Italian treasury bonds: the crime was supposedly committed entirely abroad.

With respect to specific types of conduct, in the case of an offence committed by an Italian entity abroad (according to Article 4 of Decree 231/2001), the entity could be accountable under the conditions provided for in Articles 7 to 10 of the Criminal Code. In particular, Article 7 provides that any of the following offences committed abroad are punishable under Italian law:

- offences against the state;
- offences of counterfeiting the state seal and use of the counterfeited seal;
- offences of forging money and public credit cards; and
- offences committed by public officials with abuse of authority, or violation of the duties inherent to the function or service.

ii International cooperation

Legislation involving judicial assistance in criminal matters is very similar to those in other EU Member States, Italy having ratified the relevant international instruments. In this context, a judicial authority that intends to carry out investigations in a foreign state may request the competent authorities of that State to implement them on its behalf, performing the

---

11 Specified under Articles 7 to 10 of the Italian Criminal Code.
12 Court of Cassation No. 11442/2016.
13 See Section V.
14 On 30 March 2017, the court acquitted the ratings agency Standard & Poor’s and five of its former and current managers of market manipulation charges relating to previous downgrades of the country’s sovereign debt.
acts requested\textsuperscript{15} and transmitting their results to the requesting country. Alongside national legislation, such matters are governed by international conventions\textsuperscript{16} (although bilateral treaties are much more numerous) and by the general provisions of international law, which – where present – prevail over ordinary legislation.

Extradition involves the surrender of individuals by the state in which they are located to another state that has made an appropriate request to place them on trial or to implement a conviction or other measures involving a restriction of their personal freedom.\textsuperscript{17} Italian authorities refuse to allow extradition of defendants abroad:

\begin{enumerate}
\item when there are grounds to conclude that they will be subject to persecution or discrimination, or other acts amounting to a violation of their fundamental rights;
\item for political offences; or
\item in the event that the conduct in respect of which extradition has been requested is punishable by death in the requesting state.
\end{enumerate}

Within the European Union, a European arrest warrant is a simplified form of extradition (implemented in Italy by Law No. 69/2005). This measure equates to a genuine judicial decision according to which the national judicial authority at which it is aimed is required to recognise the request for the surrender of a person made by the issuing judicial authority, subject to a summary control that the relevant prerequisites have been met.

The right granted to the General Prosecutor to also request the enforcing state to hand over assets covered by any seizure or confiscation order is significant for companies. Where requested by the issuing authority, the Court of Appeal may also order the seizure of assets required as evidence, provided that they are sizable.

Italy allows extradition to a foreign requesting country even if no specific extradition treaty has been signed. The Code of Criminal Procedure provides framework rules for a non-conventional extradition, basically requesting stricter scrutiny on the grounds for the extradition, if there is serious suspicion of guilt and a risk of discrimination, but an Interpol red alert notice, requesting the arrest of an individual in Italy, under an arrest order issued by whatever country in the world, is likely to be executed.

The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime was ratified by Italy in 2006.

Finally, the Council of Europe Convention on Laundering, Search, Seizure and Confiscation of the Proceeds from Crime (Strasbourg 1990) provides for forms of investigative assistance in, for example:

\begin{enumerate}
\item the collection of evidence;
\end{enumerate}

\textsuperscript{15} For example, the hearing of witnesses and accused persons, precautionary seizures and the provision of evidence or documents and other items relating to the offence.

\textsuperscript{16} For example, multilateral conventions such as the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters (Strasbourg 1959), the Additional Protocol to the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters (Strasbourg 1978) and the Second Additional Protocol to the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters (Strasbourg 2001).

\textsuperscript{17} Extradition (and other jurisdictional relations with foreign authorities) is governed by the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters signed in Strasbourg on 20 April 1959, and by ‘other provisions of international treaties in force in respect of the state and the provisions of general international law’ (Article 696 of the Italian Code of Criminal Procedure). Only if there is no international law – either treaty law or customary law – or where these are incomplete or contain gaps, will the provisions laid down by the Italian Code of Criminal Procedure apply.
In addition, in February and March 2015, Italy signed agreements with Switzerland, Liechtenstein and the Principality of Monaco on the exchange of information, with a view to ending bank secrecy and better pursuing Italian nationals who abscond abroad with the proceeds of tax crimes.

iii Local law considerations

Criminal law is based on the principle of territoriality and, therefore, the investigative authorities may carry out any investigations against any person in Italy and use any item found in Italy as evidence, even when multiple jurisdictions are implicated. The only limit is provided for by Legislative Decree No. 29/2016: Law 29 has transposed Framework Decision No. 2009/948/GAI and provided in Italian legislation the international *ne bis in idem* principle, concerning persons who have been judged by the jurisdiction of another Member State. The investigative power of the public prosecutor in Italy is not limited by the right to confidentiality or the right to bank secrecy, but only by the secrecy granted to specific classes of professional and official secrets. Consequently, for example, if the public prosecutor were to find some emails within an Italian company sent by the employees or senior managers of an associate foreign company, or documentation drawn up by foreign companies that is potentially useful in a case against Italian persons, there would be no limitation on their use.

On the other hand, should it prove necessary for the public prosecutor to obtain evidence abroad, letters rogatory – amounting to a request in which one state asks another to carry out specific acts (communications, notifications or the acquisition of evidence) – are essential instruments.

V YEAR IN REVIEW

The major bankruptcies that have shaken Italy in recent years (and above all, those of the two major food conglomerates Parmalat and Cirio) have involved criminal offences; the bankruptcies were the result of actions to plunder corporate resources carried out by senior managers and the crises that exposed them were primarily market related.

Italian capitalism is still mainly based on the control of listed companies by families or small groups of connected individuals (hence the description ‘relationship capitalism’, as opposed to the model of the public company, which is very rare in Italy). In the *Parmalat* and *Cirio* cases,18 both companies were catastrophically in debt and the controlling shareholders used fraudulent accounting so as not to lose control of their respective companies, relying

---

18 The *Parmalat* case has been split into several different proceedings; the main one has recently been judged by the Court of Cassation (March 2014), a judgment that resulted in complete confirmation of the accusations. The *Cirio* case was judged by the Court of Rome; the Court of Appeal confirmed the decision in April 2015. The Court of Cassation intervened on 30 January 2018 and annulled it, with reference to
heavily on the issue of bonds that they were not able to honour. In the current trials, prosecutors are also arguing that this was only possible with the complicity of national and international banks.

Other major scandals, such as those that broke in 2005 (the attempted banking takeovers of the Antonveneta bank by Fiorani and the Banca Popolare di Lodi, and of the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro by Consorte and Unipol) or the more recent case of market manipulation involving the insurance company Fonsai, can be distinguished from Cirio and Parmalat as there was no subsequent corporate collapse. These cases, however, were also characterised by an excess of power in the company leadership, which exploited the companies to their own ends.

All these cases have one common denominator: the failure of the ‘gatekeepers’. While in the United States, Enron dragged down Arthur Andersen with it, in Italy, Grant Thornton and Deloitte & Touche – two other major auditing firms – were directly involved in the criminal trials for bankruptcy and insider trading relating to the Parmalat affair.

From a criminal law perspective, the public authorities have emerged relatively unscathed from recent major scandals. It is, however, sufficient to read the reports of the hearings by CONSOB commissioners in the trial for insider trading in Parmalat stock to appreciate how, leaving aside any questions of criminal liability, CONSOB’s reputation suffered a heavy blow. Its chairman, who was a witness in court, had to admit that the first request for clarifications sent by CONSOB to Parmalat was made on 9 July 2003, following an article in the newspaper La Repubblica raising doubts about the company’s actual level of indebtedness; had the article not appeared, CONSOB would probably not have initiated any investigation at that point, as it would not have independently ascertained the level of Parmalat’s financial difficulties.

The Bank of Italy was hit by the scandal following the attempted takeover of Banca Antonveneta by BPL; the former governor has been convicted for market manipulation in collusion with the then-managing director of BPL. As an institution, the Bank of Italy has emerged stronger from this affair, as the trial has highlighted how officials within the bank worked with the utmost honesty and competence, and were capable of withstanding pressure from the governor of the Bank of Italy, who subsequently resigned as a result of the scandal.

another territorial court, with regard to one of the heads of indictment; however, it did not definitively close the judicial case because the verdict of 10 April 2015 was prima facie confirmed by the Court of Appeal of Rome.

19 Both of which were judged by the Court of Cassation in 2012.

20 The Milan Court of Appeal has confirmed the acquittal of Gioacchino Paolo Ligresti, accused of false accounting and stock manipulation, in relation to the past management of Fondiaia-Sai, of which he was an adviser. The Milan Public Prosecutor’s Office, Consob and the consumer movement, with 900 former shareholders of the insurance group, had challenged the acquittal, but at the end of the hearing, the Deputy Attorney General Celestina Gravina requested the acquittal. Giulia Ligresti was acquitted by the Court of Appeal of Milan, which accepted the petition for revision of the first-instance judgment and revoked the first-instance plea agreement of two years and eight months in prison. This was forced after the sentence of acquittal against Paolo Ligresti became final, making the two verdicts ‘irreconcilable’. The indictment of Jonella Ligresti and other managers of Fonsai has been annulled. The trial will begin again in Milan. On 12 March 2019, the first section of the Court of Appeal of Turin accepted the defence that had raised doubts about the territorial jurisdiction of the Piedmontese Court, which on 11 October 2016 had sentenced Jonella Ligresti to five years and eight months in prison.

21 Milan District Court, criminal proceedings 12473/04, hearing of 31 May 2006, p. 162 of the transcript.

22 The judgment became final in the Court of Cassation in 2012.
In the above-mentioned *Fonsai* case – regarding market manipulation and false accounting by the former managers and shareholders of an insurance company – the former head of the Italian Insurance Supervisory Authority was charged with bribery.

This simple point goes to the heart of the system: if the gatekeepers fail, if internal and external auditors are not able to guarantee a minimal level of truth in the company accounts, and if the highest national oversight and control authorities are not able (in the best-case scenario) or not willing (in the worst) to exercise effective control, nothing will prevent the worst behaviour by company shareholders.

Between 2012 and 2018, a significant number of cases of market manipulation came under criminal investigation. Since this crime may be punished even if committed entirely abroad, an Italian public prosecutor could investigate market manipulation allegedly committed by rating agencies23 or by international banks that affected securities traded on the Italian market.

Noteworthy is the recent trend of proceedings for financial and bankruptcy law crimes that concern some of the most important banks. Monte dei Paschi di Siena is currently involved in a trial before the Court of Milan for the crimes of market manipulation, obstruction to the functions of the public supervisory authorities and false accounting.24 Other important banks are involved in criminal proceedings for the crime of bankruptcy: the *Banca MB*,25 *Banca Etruria*26 and *Banca Carife* (*Cassa di Risparmio di Ferrara*)27 cases are just a few of the most important proceedings.

The same can be said of the most recent cases of market manipulation and false accounting that have emerged during the banking and financial crisis of the past few years: the top managers of Banca Popolare di Vicenza are currently on trial in Vicenza.

**VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK**

The legal system's reaction to these financial crises has been left in the first instance to criminal law, with trials that have now been ongoing for years. But can criminal law alone cope with this situation and can it prevent further crises from occurring?

However necessary, criminal law is inherently subsidiary. Given the problem, in the case of Italy, of the inherent tendency of major economic players towards opportunistic behaviour to the detriment of the market, the solution can never, by definition, be left to criminal law alone; it must be integrated into the framework of a comprehensive system of rules.

---

23 As mentioned above, on 30 March 2017, the Court of Trani acquitted the ratings agency Standard & Poor's and five of its former and current managers of market manipulation charges relating to previous downgrades of the country's sovereign debt.

24 Currently, the judges of the Second Criminal Section of the Court of Milan have rejected the plea of territorial incompetence made by the defence, which asked to bring the case back to Siena, where it was originally opened. The judges thus declared the hearing open, with the consequent formulation of their requests for evidence and documentary production.

25 Ten former executives of the bank are on trial before the Court of Milan. The trial will begin on April 20 before the judges of the second criminal section of the court of Milan. The offence of obstruction of the supervisory authority has fallen for prescription, while, of the 18 charges, four cases of bankruptcy remain.

26 The former executive director of the bank and other former executives are currently under investigation from the office of the Public Prosecutor of Arezzo.

27 The first degree trial has been concluded, which saw only two convictions among the 11 defendants for whom the Prosecutor's Office of Ferrara had requested more than 47 years. The other nine were acquitted.
The first point of order must involve either private law or administrative law alongside some pre-legal regulations such as reputational rules, codes of practice and ethical standards. This is merely a single aspect of a much more complex picture. To prevent opportunistic behaviour by major corporations to the detriment of the market, one possible solution is to put specific gatekeepers on guard, to use a term used by American scholars. Root-and-branch reforms are necessary, not only of criminal law, but also of civil and administrative law. Under such reforms, the role of the gatekeepers – starting with the statutory auditors, the external auditors, and the oversight and control authorities – must be well defined and carried out prior to the initiation of criminal investigations by public prosecutors.

Moreover, their powers of inquiry must be adequately formulated so as to make it possible for the oversight authorities to hear the alarm bells ringing in a timely fashion.

**The year ahead**

Directive 2017/1371 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2017 on the fight against fraud affecting the financial interests of the Union by means of criminal law (the PIF Directive) has important consequences for the liability of companies, since it expressly provides in Article 6 an obligation to incriminate legal persons with reference to all types of crime that fall within its scope, in the same terms already known by the Italian legal system under the discipline of Legislative Decree 231/2001.

The changes that will affect the Italian legal system and, in particular, Legislative Decree 231/2001, will take place by 6 July 2019 (the deadline for transposition of the PIF Directive) and is governed by the law of European delegation 2018 (which is made available in the annex by the Study Service of the Senate of the Republic and Chamber of Deputies – Department of Community Affairs).

One of the most important innovations that will follow the PIF Directive concerns the inclusion of the penal-tributary matter in the scope of the discipline of Decree 231/2001. During the transposition, the Legislative Decree 231/2001 will, in fact, necessarily be modified in reason of the necessary inclusion among the predicate crimes of the liability of legal persons of the tax crimes considered suitable to damage the financial interests of the EU.

Specifically, the Member States must identify the incriminating cases already provided for in the internal legal system that may be considered harmful to the financial interests of the EU and possibly introduce specific types of offence if the internal rules prove to be deficient. In our legal system there are already numerous provisions corresponding to the types of crimes provided for by the Directive in question; however, these provisions do not define crimes as damaging to the financial interests of the EU.

Beyond the crimes with corrupt schemes, fraud, embezzlement and money laundering, the Directive requires that the Member States adopt appropriate measures to suppress fraud against the EU’s financial interests by subdividing four different specific cases on the subject of:

- **a** expenditure not related to contracts;
- **b** expenditure related to contracts;
- **c** income other than value added tax (VAT); and
- **d** income from VAT own resources.

---

In the latter category, the Directive covers three types of illegal conduct in 'cross-border fraudulent systems':

1. use or presentation of false, incorrect or incomplete VAT returns or documents, resulting in a reduction in EU budget resources;
2. failure to provide VAT information in breach of a specific obligation, resulting in the same effect;
3. presentation of correct VAT returns in order to fraudulently conceal non-payment or the illegal establishment of VAT refund rights.

However, it should be noted that the PIF Directive, with regard to ‘VAT conduct’, will apply ‘only to cases of serious offences against the common VAT system’ (i.e., to intentional unlawful conduct involving a total loss of at least €10 million and connected with the territory of two or more Member States).

With regard to the above, it is therefore considered that, at the time of transposition of the Directive, the offences referred to in Articles 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 ter of Legislative Decree No. 74/2000 on tax offences will also fall within the scope of application of the Decree 231/2001 regulations.
I INTRODUCTION

Under Japanese law, criminal sanctions are, in principle, imposed on individuals, not on legal entities such as corporations. A corporation could be subject to criminal sanctions based upon certain ‘two-sided penalty provisions’, which stipulate that criminal penalties will be imposed on a company only if a person who belongs to the company commits a certain crime and that person’s conduct can be deemed the company’s illegal conduct. Criminal sanctions against corporations constitute economic sanctions such as fines, confiscation and the subsequent collection of money.

In addition to criminal sanctions, under Japanese law, various authorities may impose administrative sanctions, including cease and desist orders, surcharge orders and the imposition of heavy additional taxes. Thus, practically speaking, administrative sanctions have an important deterrent role against illegal misconduct by corporations. Administrative sanctions can potentially become quite large from an economic point of view.

Further, strong social criticism against companies involved in corporate wrongdoing may seriously impair an entity’s viability as a going concern. Thus, once a company gets involved in a scandal and it becomes public, the company must proceed with the necessary steps, including the internal investigation process, very cautiously.

Crimes related to corporate activities can be primarily categorised as follows:

a. crimes to which the general Criminal Code applies – classic types of crimes such as embezzlement of company assets, breach of trust and fraud. The Criminal Code also applies to bribery and corruption;

b. corporate crimes to which special provisions under the Companies Act apply – illegal dividend distribution, provisions of illegal benefits to shareholders, etc. The penalty for breach of trust in the case of directors under the Companies Act is stricter than typical cases under the Criminal Code;

c. securities crimes under the Securities Law (the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act (FIEA)). In connection with certain accounting fraud cases, false statement on financial statements is often applied. In addition, insider trading is a crime under the Securities Law. The Securities Law also provides an administrative fine;

d. crimes to which other laws, such as the Antimonopoly Act (Competition Law) or tax laws apply (such as the Corporation Tax Act, the Local Tax Act and the Income Tax Act). The surcharge on illegal conduct or the penalty tax can often become a serious problem for companies from an economic or reputational perspective; and

1 Kakuji Mitani is a partner and Ryota Asakura is an associate at Momo-o, Matsuo & Namba.
business operations crimes, such as violations of environmental law, the Waste Disposal Law, the Food Sanitation Act and the Food Safety Act. In most cases, the sanction would be minor but a company needs to pay attention to the effect on its reputation.

The sole authority responsible for criminal procedures in Japan is the Public Prosecutor’s Office (the Prosecutor’s Office). Corporate crimes that many people pay attention to or controversial economic cases are handled by the Special Investigation Department, in which many prominent prosecutors are gathered and work with a great deal of drive and purpose.

Other authorities conduct primary investigations in certain other specific areas. The Securities and Exchange Surveillance Committee handles securities crimes, the Japan Fair Trade Commission (JFTC) handles matters concerning the Antimonopoly Act, and the National Tax Service Agency conducts tax investigations under the relevant tax laws. These authorities may issue a cease and desist order, a surcharge order or administer a heavy tax through administrative procedures. If these authorities determine that a case is especially malicious, they may refer it to the Prosecutor’s Office with the results of their own investigation. The Prosecutor’s Office may prosecute the person who is involved and the company, as necessary.

The Prosecutor’s Office has the authority to conduct a search and seizure as compulsory enforcement, in other words, a dawn raid. This is accomplished with a court’s warrant under the Criminal Procedure Law. The National Police Agency has the same authority. Other authorities, such as the JFTC, have the authority to conduct an on-site inspection as part of an administrative investigation. In a legal sense, this inspection is basically a voluntary procedure and is different from the dawn raid process conducted by the Prosecutor’s Office or the National Police Agency. However, the authorities are entitled to issue the submission order of relevant documents against a suspected company. Therefore, in a practical sense, the process is similar.

It is possible for a suspected company or person to contend its innocence. However, it may be difficult to prevent the authorities from obtaining materials that they believe are relevant to the case during a dawn raid or inspection process.

Provisions of criminal sanctions regarding corporate activities are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevant authority</th>
<th>Provisions of criminal sanctions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Public Prosecutor’s Office, National Police Agency | • General penal code offences (embezzlement, breach of trust, fraud, bribery, etc.)  
• Penal provision stipulated in the Companies Act (special breach of trust, illegal dividends, benefits, etc.)  
• Corruption offences such as the Political Funds Control Law, Public Offices Election Law  
• Business-related laws such as waste disposal law |
| Securities transactions monitoring committee, a division of the Financial Services Agency. | • Penal provisions stipulated in the Securities Act of the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law (fraudulent statement of securities, etc.)  
• Insider trading |

2 On-site inspections during administrative proceedings may be conducted by the Japan Fair Trade Commission (JFTC) (Article 47, No. 4 of the Antimonopoly Law), the Tax Office (Article 74-2 of the General Act of National Taxes) and the Financial Services Agency (Article 177(1) of the Securities Act).

3 Please note if a company uses a leniency programme for violations of the Antimonopoly Law, cooperation with the JFTC’s investigation is required, in principle.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevant authority</th>
<th>Provisions of criminal sanctions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan Fair Trade Commission</td>
<td>Penal provisions stipulated in competition laws such as Antimonopoly Act, Sub-Contracting Act, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Tax Agency</td>
<td>Penal provisions stipulated in tax laws such as income tax law, corporate tax law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Financial Intelligence Centre</td>
<td>Criminal profit transfer prevention law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour Standards Inspection Office</td>
<td>Penal provisions stipulated in the Labour Law, such as the Labour Standards Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Affairs Agency</td>
<td>Penal provisions stipulated in consumer protection-related regulations, such as the Act on Specified Commercial Transactions and the Premiums Labelling Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services Agency</td>
<td>Investment law, money-lending business law, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## II CONDUCT

### i Self-reporting

If a company detects illegal corporate activities, the company may obtain certain advantageous treatment from the authority by voluntarily disclosing it. Below are some examples.

**a** The leniency programme under the Antimonopoly Law (Competition Law) and Sub-Contracting Act. Regarding the violation of competition law, there is a legal leniency programme, under which if a company voluntarily declares to the JFTC a case of wrongdoing (i.e., a cartel or bid rigging) that may constitute a violation of competition law, an administrative fine on the company would be exempted or reduced. Specifically, of the first five companies that declare voluntarily after the JFTC investigation has begun, three companies can qualify for receiving surcharge reductions or exemptions. Prior to the commencement of the JFTC investigation, a company ranked first in the timeline of leniency applications would obtain a 100 per cent reduction and a company ranked second would obtain a 50 per cent reduction and so on. After the commencement of the JFTC investigation, the reduction percentage becomes smaller, but it is still possible to receive a 30 per cent reduction for a company ranking first.4

**b** The Sub-Contracting Act, for which the JFTC has responsibility as well as the competition law. The JFTC will not issue an administrative order to a company that self-reports a law violation. There is no specific leniency programme stipulated in current regulations.

---

4 According to some news reports, in December 2017, Obayashi Corporation, one of the biggest general contractor companies in Japan, voluntarily declared its bid rigging regarding the construction of a new central bullet train (shinkansen). If the leniency programme is applied to Obayashi Corporation, it might be exempted from administrative fines of billions of yen. Subsequent to Obayashi Corporation, Shimizu Corporation, another of the largest general contractor companies, voluntarily declared its violation of competition law. It might be a case where not only the leniency programme in competition law is applied but also the new framework of the immunity agreement between a criminal suspect and the authority in Criminal Procedure Code (see Section II.i, (e)) is applied because a violation of competition law is also criminal offence. However, the programme does not grant immunity from a criminal prosecution. JFTC referred this bid-rigging case to the Prosecutor's Office, which charged major construction companies including Obayashi Corporation and Shimizu Corporation, for the violation of the Antimonopoly Act in March 2018.
Special laws that contain a legal leniency programme. The Law for Preventing Unjustifiable Extra or Unexpected Benefit and Misleading Representation provides that if a company voluntarily declares a violation to the Consumer Affairs Agency, it can receive a 50 per cent reduction in fine.

As a general rule under criminal law, if a person who commits a crime declares his or her wrongdoing to the relevant authority before it is discovered, he or she may receive a reduction in the term of imprisonment or the amount of penalty – known as ‘voluntary surrender’ – subject to a criminal judge’s discretion, on the condition that the declaration is made before the authority in question discovers a crime or identifies a suspect. It should be noted, in general, that self-reporting may be considered a good reason to reduce a potential penalty, whether it falls under the legal definition of voluntary surrender or not, although it is only a circumstantial factor.

A new framework for an immunity agreement between a criminal suspect and the relevant authority has been adopted through an amendment to the Criminal Procedure Code. The new law is effective from 1 June 2018. Under this new system, if a criminal suspect provides the information used for another party’s criminal wrongdoings to an investigating agency under an immunity agreement with a prosecutor, he or she may receive beneficial treatment in light of his or her responsibility. However, voluntary declaration of his or her wrongdoings only will not suffice as a requirement to provide information about the criminal acts of others. In that regard, this system is different from similar systems in other jurisdictions, such as a plea agreement in the United States. See Section IV.

The beginning of the investigation

Typically, a company becomes aware of illegal corporate activities being carried out within the company when the authority initiates an on-site inspection or a dawn raid. An increasing number of cases are being discovered through companies’ internal reporting systems (whistle-blower systems) or through the provision of information by outside parties. In recent years, many Japanese companies (typically auto-parts makers) have been implicated in international cases, and the target companies have only become aware of legal action by receiving a subpoena or other governmental notice from overseas authorities.

Internal investigations

As a recently adopted practice, when certain illegal activities are committed within a company, the company sets up a special committee and entrusts it with conducting a fact-finding internal investigation. The investigation committee gathers documents inside the company, interviews relevant employees or third parties and obtains opinions from outside experts. During the process of collecting documents, digital forensic technology is often used.

The members of the investigation committee vary according to the severity of the case or the degree of social attention. If a company believes the issue is extremely serious and there is potential for public scrutiny, it may appoint an independent third party, such as an external lawyer, or an expert, such as an accountant, as a member of the investigation committee. This is done to ensure objectivity and neutrality. The number of cases in which investigation committees include a third-party expert is increasing. In this context, the Japan Federation of Bar Associations (JFBA) issued the Third-party Committee Guidelines for Corporate Misconducts on 15 July 2010, based on the fact that such investigation committees
have become popular.\textsuperscript{5} Although it is not compulsory to adhere to the JFBA guidelines, investigative committees established in response to instances of corporate misconduct are often established and operated in general accordance with the guidelines, and otherwise refer to or explain reasons why the guidelines are not being followed in a given situation. The contents of the guidelines mainly provide the activities that the third-party committee should perform (fact-finding investigation, analysis of causes and backgrounds, and generation of proposals on measures for prevention of recurrence) and the composition of members of a third-party committee (members should be truly independent and have no shared interests in the company under investigation).

In the case of a listed company, the Japan Exchange Regulation (JPX-R) issued the Principles for Responding to Corporate Scandals on 24 February 2016, in which third-party committees are required to be independent, neutral and professional. The JPX-R alleged there had been times when some listed companies did not properly respond to their wrongdoings.\textsuperscript{6} Under these circumstances, where the interest in wrongdoing is particularly pronounced, the results of an internal investigation are frequently publicly disclosed. In particular, if an internal investigation is conducted using a third-party committee, as described above, the investigation report, which sometimes comprises hundreds of pages, is published on the company’s website. As a result, shareholders sometimes require managers to resign from their position or to pay damages to the company. Shareholder derivative lawsuits may result.

\textbf{iv Whistle-blowers}

Under the Companies Act, a company with a certain level of capital or assets is required to establish an internal reporting system as a part of its internal control system (Article 100 of the Enforcement Regulations of the Corporation Law and Article 62(4) (6), (5) of the Companies Act). The contact for an internal reporting system often takes the form of a specific department within a company or a hotline to an outside counsel office (which may be a law office). Thus, the framework that whistle-blowers may use for reporting has been established more broadly. In practice, the number of cases in which corporate scandals are initially detected by internal reporting is rapidly increasing.

As the protection for internal whistle-blowers, the Whistle-blowers Protection Act (enforced in April 2006) stipulates that an employee should not be dealt with disadvantageously by the employer on the grounds of making an internal report for public interest. Specifically, it prohibits the dismissal or discriminatory treatment of whistle-blowers. To help a company set up an internal control system, the Consumer Affairs Agency (CAA) issued new Guidelines for Business Operators Regarding the Establishment, Maintenance and Operation of Internal Reporting Systems Based on the Whistle-blowers Protection Act of 9 December 2016.\textsuperscript{7}

\textsuperscript{5} Updated on 17 December 2010.
\textsuperscript{6} See: https://www.jpx.co.jp/english/news/3030/b5b4pj0000022z5j-att/responding_20180330.pdf. Subsequently, the JPX-R issued the Principles for Preventing Corporate Scandals on 30 March 2018, based on the following thought: ‘Now that corporate scandals are no longer uncommon, however, there is an imperative need for listed companies to take effective measures to prevent the occurrence of corporate scandals.’ See also: https://www.jpx.co.jp/english/news/3030/b5b4pj0000022z5j-att/preventive_20180330.pdf.
III ENFORCEMENT

i Criminal procedure

Investigation by the Prosecutor’s Office or the National Police Agency

From a legal standpoint, all criminal offences are charged by the Prosecutor’s Office, even if other authorities initiate an investigation or inspection and impose an administrative order. This is the case even for misconduct related to corporate activities. Having said that, since the number of public prosecutors in Japan is fairly limited, in the context of illegal corporate activities, its resources may rather be directed towards serious or socially controversial misconduct, such as corruption involving famous politicians, large embezzlement cases or breaches of trust implicating the public.

ii Administrative procedure

Investigation by the Securities and Exchange Surveillance Commission, JFTC, Tax Office and others

The administrative procedure that is conducted by authorities such as the Securities and Exchange Surveillance Commission (SESC), the JFTC, the Tax Office and the CAA eventually leads to administrative orders or sanctions, such as a corrective order, cease and desist order or surcharge order. Primarily, an administrative investigation is carried out against violations of laws and regulations engaged in through corporate activities.

The aforementioned organisations have no authority to conduct a compulsory investigation. Therefore, all actions during an investigation should be processed voluntarily, in principle, on the premise of cooperation by the company. However, under many laws, any act preventing inspection by an authority itself constitutes a violation of law and is subject to criminal sanctions (indirect enforcement: the authorities have no power to conduct a compulsory investigation, but the company is effectively required to cooperate with the inspection). Thus, the investigative procedure by these authorities is enforced in a similar manner to the compulsory procedure, and companies typically follow and cooperate with the investigative procedure voluntarily, unless there are any special circumstances.

The administrative procedure can be divided into two categories: administrative investigation and investigation for criminal cases. Almost all cases will involve an administrative investigation, in which enforcement of the law is in the form of an administrative order or the imposition of a surcharge by the authority. In certain extreme cases, the procedure changes to an investigation for criminal cases, under which the authority collects evidence for future criminal cases and refers the case to the Prosecutor’s Office at the end of the procedure, unless the case cannot be established.

The administrative procedure and investigation for criminal cases differ in that, in principle, evidence obtained during an administrative investigation should not be used for an investigation for criminal cases or other criminal procedure if the case becomes a criminal case.
iii The JFTC’s enforcement

As an example of the latest enforcement activity in Japan, the number of enforcements by the JFTC is illustrated in the following chart.8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cases of violations related to Antimonopoly Act</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases in which administrative orders were issued as a result of violations of Antimonopoly Act</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The aggregate amount of surcharge (billion ¥)</td>
<td>44.257</td>
<td>25.076</td>
<td>30.242</td>
<td>17.143</td>
<td>8.510</td>
<td>9.143</td>
<td>1.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases of leniency applications (actually applied cases (only announced)) (actually applied entities (only announced))</td>
<td>143 (9)</td>
<td>102 (19)</td>
<td>50 (12)</td>
<td>61 (4)</td>
<td>102 (7)</td>
<td>124 (9)</td>
<td>103 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases of violations related to Sub-Contracting Act</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases in which JFTC made administrative directions following violations of Sub-Contracting Act</td>
<td>4,326</td>
<td>4,550</td>
<td>4,949</td>
<td>5,461</td>
<td>5,980</td>
<td>6,302</td>
<td>6,752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regard to violations of the Antimonopoly Act (Competition Law), the overall number of cases and the amount of surcharges are decreasing, whereas the number of administrative directions under the Sub-Contracting Act is gradually increasing. The latter is a relatively minor violation from the perspective of the protection of sub-contractors, compared to other major corporate offences such as cartel or bid-rigging cases.

This decreasing trend is mainly because companies have become more aware of the risks of violating the Antimonopoly Act, not because enforcement by the JFTC has weakened. The JFTC is shifting its resources to enforcing violations of the Sub-Contracting Act.

iv Local law considerations

Under Japanese law, there are no privilege doctrines per se, such as attorney–client privilege or attorney work product, that may be used as defensive measures against an authority’s investigation. Since there are no rules that particularly focus on this issue, communications between attorney and client are not legally protected. In addition, attorney work product is not necessarily protected regardless of whether they were prepared in anticipation of litigation,9 although there are a lot of current arguments that the protection of privilege should be expanded.

In March 2019, the JFTC announced that attorney–client privilege will be adopted in the JFTC rules at the timing of the effective date of the next amendment to the Antimonopoly Act, which will occur in couple of years. Currently, the JFTC and relevant parties, including

---


9 In the JASRAC case (12 September 2013, the Tokyo High Court judged that under the existing legal system in Japan, the rights and the doctrine under attorney–client privilege or work product could not be recognised.
the Japan Bar Association, are discussing how the rules and guidelines regarding the attorney–client privilege should be constituted. This attorney–client privilege rule will only apply to cases under the Antimonopoly Act.

Other than this, some substantially equivalent rights to protect attorney–client communications are provided under Japanese law. The Criminal Procedure Code provides the right of refusal against confiscation, particularly based on the expert’s duty of confidentiality. Further, in civil proceedings, a party has the right of refusal against production of documents on the grounds of ‘internal use’.

There are no comprehensive disclosure requirements during civil proceedings such as the ‘discovery’ procedure often seen in foreign jurisdictions. Although a class-action system has been partly adopted, it is still not considered to have a substantial impact on corporate activities because the plaintiff must be limited to the Specified Qualified Consumer Organisation: a corporation certified by the Prime Minister pursuant to the Act on Special Measures Concerning Civil Court Proceedings for the Collective Redress for Property Damage Incurred by Consumers (2013 No. 96) and claims are limited to those concerning consumer contracts.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Basic framework under the Japanese Criminal Act

The Criminal Act stipulates the jurisdictional scope of Japanese criminal law (Articles 1 to 4-2). As a general rule, criminal law applies to domestic crimes, and to foreign crimes if there is a special provision by which the authority may reach any particular crimes committed overseas.

If any part of the crime is committed within the geographical confines of Japan (including Japanese vessels and aircraft), Japanese criminal law is applicable. This adheres to the basic principle of jurisdiction.

If any part of the crime is committed outside Japan territory, it is deemed a ‘foreign crime’. Foreign crimes are not subject to Japanese criminal law unless there is an applicable special provision. The Criminal Act stipulates several special provisions for foreign crimes to which the Act is applicable (Articles 2 to 4-2), as follows:

a those who commit crimes concerning the sovereign rights of Japan;

b a Japanese citizen who commits a crime abroad;

c those who carry out criminal offences against Japanese citizens abroad;

d a public officer who commits a crime abroad; and

e foreign crimes committed under a treaty.

ii International cooperation

The Act on International Assistance in Investigation and Other Related Matters (1980 No. 69) stipulates a framework of coordination with foreign authorities. In addition, there are a number of criminal assistance treaties as bilateral treaties.

The National Police Agency (NPA) is a member of Interpol and is engaged in international investigation cooperation. International coordination in criminal investigations is made through Interpol or through a diplomatic route (from the local police office to the relevant foreign ministry, and then to the relevant foreign diplomat). In 2017, there were

---

10 Experts include an attorney, doctor, nurse, midwife and patent attorney.
1,815 Interpol requests for investigation assistance and cooperation from foreign countries to Japan, and 32 via diplomatic routes. The NPA requested assistance from foreign countries in 327 instances via Interpol and on 109 occasions through diplomatic channels.\footnote{See: https://www.npa.go.jp/interpol/pic1/ICPO_Pamphlet.pdf.}

iii Extradition

The Act of Extradition (Act No. 68 of 21 July 1947) governs the relevant issues regarding extradition of a criminal offender to foreign countries. Japan has concluded the Criminal Extradition Treaty as a bilateral treaty with only the United States and South Korea.

The Japanese government will promise to extradite a criminal offender to the United States at the request of the US government if certain criteria are met. The general requirements are that the crime is committed in Japan or the United States, and that penalties can be imposed in Japan and the United States. In a case where the criminal is a citizen of one country, it is not obligatory to extradite him or her to the other country. It is at the discretion of the government to decide whether or not he or she should be extradited. Thus, if the criminal is a Japanese citizen, it will at the discretion of the Japanese government as to whether they respond when an extradition is requested. Consideration will be given to the nature of the crime, the influence exerted, the possibility of punishment being imposed in Japan, the level of trust in the international community and national sentiment.

iv Extraterritorial application of the Antimonopoly Act

The JFTC takes the view that if a foreign company is exporting products to Japan and its activities are sufficient to constitute a violation of the Antimonopoly Act of Japan, it is considered to be subject to the jurisdiction of the Antimonopoly Act. For the purposes of sanctions, it is not necessarily required to have a branch office or subsidiary within Japan. Thus, foreign companies may be subject to the Antimonopoly Act if they conduct anticompetitive activities that may impede competition in the Japanese market.


V YEAR IN REVIEW

i An amendment to the Criminal Procedure Code

In 2016, the Criminal Procedure Code was amended and the immunity agreement system was newly adopted (as stated in Section II.i, (e)). By executing an immunity agreement with the Prosecutor’s Office, a criminal offender can receive leniency concerning its own crimes by providing information to prosecutors about the criminal acts of others. The new law is effective from 1 June 2018.

The key points of the new system are:

\(a\) that a confession of his or her own crime is not necessary; in other words, the system differs from a guilty plea under US law;

\(b\) that the crimes regarding which the new system will be used are limited to certain categories. Corporate crimes, violations of antitrust law, tax law violations, violations of the securities law and bribery are applicable crimes;

\(c\) the court will not get involved in this agreement;
the content to be included in the agreement is limited in the law; and

e  a defence lawyer is required.

In June 2018, Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems, Ltd (MHPS) became the first company to which the immunity agreement system was applied in Japan. Consequently, the Prosecutor's Office charged only two former officers and one former manager of MHPS on suspicion of bribery to a foreign public officer (violating the Unfair Competition Prevention Act). MHPS has not been indicted.

On 19 November 2018, Carlos Ghosn, a former representative director and chairman of Nissan Motor Co, Ltd (Nissan), and Greg Kelly, a former representative director of Nissan, were arrested for violating the FIEA (namely for making false disclosures in annual securities reports) and indicted on 10 December 2018. It has been reported that an officer and a manager of Nissan entered into immunity agreements with the Prosecutor's Office and submitted evidence to the Office.

ii  Remarkable corporate crime cases

Olympus
On 27 April 2017, the Tokyo District Court ruled that the former management team of Olympus Corporation (Olympus) should be liable for damages of approximately ¥85.9 billion incurred by Olympus. This is a judgment on two lawsuits in which Olympus sued the former management team and launched a shareholder derivative suit against the same persons. This is not a criminal case, but ¥85.9 billion is an extremely large amount for a judgment in Japan. This means that it is now necessary for managers to keep in mind the potential for damages of such magnitude.

Toshiba
On 12 February 2015, the SESC issued a request for a report to Toshiba Corporation (Toshiba). Toshiba formed a special investigation committee, and then a third-party committee based upon the fact that there was doubt regarding part of the accounting process – the 'percentage-of-completion method' – in regard to the infrastructure projects. While Toshiba voluntarily disclosed the investigation report in July 2015, the Tokyo Stock Exchange requested that it should pay a penalty owing to a breach of covenants that a listed company should follow. On 7 December 2015, the SESC issued an administrative order that imposed a surcharge of ¥7.37 billion on Toshiba. In the face of a series of scandals, Toshiba has filed a lawsuit seeking payment of damages for a total of ¥3.2 billion against former members of management. Counter to that, 36 lawsuits seeking payment of damages for a total of approximately ¥174 billion have been filed against Toshiba.

KOBELCO
In October 2017, Kobe Steel Ltd (KOBELCO), a major steel manufacturing company, announced that it had engaged in data falsification concerning its aluminium products, copper and other steel-related products over a period of many years. KOBELCO’s materials

---

were delivered to other major manufacturing companies, including Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, IHI and SUBARU. The chairman and the president of KOBELCO resigned from theirs positions in March 2018 to take responsibility for not detecting the problems.

**NISSAN**

On 19 November 2018, Carlos Ghosn, a former representative director and chairman of Nissan, and Greg Kelly, a former representative director of Nissan, were arrested for violating the FIEA. Ghosn, Kelley and Nissan as a legal entity were indicted on charges of violating the FIEA on 10 December 2018. The Prosecutor’s Office alleged the underreporting of Ghosn’s remuneration as a Nissan director in past annual securities reports. Ghosn was also arrested for aggravated breach of trust based upon the allegation that Ghosn embezzled Nissan’s money by using several foreign investment vehicles and using them for his personal benefit. Ghosn and Kelly were dismissed from Nissan’s board. However, they strongly denied the charges and the trial is proceeding on at the Tokyo District Court. It was reported that Nissan made an internal investigation on the alleged misconduct of top management and voluntarily contacted the Prosecutor’s Office.

**VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK**

As stated above, with respect to corporate activities, an administrative sanction may have an effect on a company’s operation, and cases are sometimes referred to the Prosecutor’s Office that then develop into criminal prosecutions. More recently, companies have been voluntarily establishing special committees to conduct internal investigations when a case comes to light. As a cultural tendency somewhat unique to Japan, strong social criticism against companies involved in corporate wrongdoing may seriously impair an entity’s viability as a going concern. Thus, once a company finds itself embroiled in a public scandal, it must proceed with an internal investigation and the other necessary steps with exceeding caution and in close partnership with experienced legal counsel.
I INTRODUCTION

The Prosecutors’ Office has the power to investigate all kinds of criminal offences and has the sole power to prosecute an individual or entity (including corporations) to the court. The police have the power to investigate general crimes such as fraud, embezzlement and forgery of documents. In addition, specific government agencies are granted the authority to investigate certain crimes: the National Tax Service (NTS) for tax violations, the Korea Fair Trade Commission (KFTC) for competition law violations, the Financial Supervisory Service (FSS) for securities-related crimes, the Ministry of Employment and Labour for labour law violations and the Ministry of the Environment for environment law violations, among others.

The police and the aforementioned government agencies are permitted to conduct dawn raids with the cooperation of the Prosecutors’ Office and with a court-issued warrant. Agencies such as the NTS and KFTC more often conduct on-site investigations and request voluntary production of documents and evidence; failure to cooperate with such a request can result in broader and more stringent investigations. As a practical matter, government investigations can be divided into two major categories: an investigation initiated by the relevant authority is termed a ‘special investigation’, while an investigation initiated with the filing of a criminal complaint by an aggrieved party is termed a ‘routine investigation’. Domestic political concerns often affect the prosecutorial function of special investigations, but have less influence over routine investigations. The individual or entity being investigated in a routine investigation may take an adversarial stance; however, such a stance would be difficult to sustain in a special investigation since lack of cooperation frequently triggers investigations that are longer in duration, and broader and more stringent in terms of scope.

II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

In general, there is no obligation for a business to self-report its misconduct. There are also no benefits enumerated in laws or written policies for a business that self-reports its misconduct. Nonetheless, there may be incentives for a business to self-report. If the business...
in question is being subjected to a special investigation, the authorities may narrow the scope of the investigation, the number of charges or the entities to be indicted, or may close the investigation early, if the authorities determine that self-reporting has substantially assisted the investigation process. It should be noted that any benefits are provided or negotiated on case-by-case basis, rather than being prescribed in accordance with formal procedures. In terms of sentencing, self-reporting is a mitigating factor.\(^3\)

In cartel investigations, there is a written leniency policy for self-reporting;\(^4\) in fact, self-reporting has become a trend. A self-reporter, with some preconditions, may be eligible for mitigation of or exemption from administrative sanctions. To be eligible for exemption from administrative surcharges and restraining orders, the self-reporter must meet all the following requirements:

\(a\) the self-reporter must, voluntarily and independently, be the first person to provide evidence necessary to prove the existence of a cartel;

\(b\) the KFTC must have insufficient evidence to prove the cartel and must not have initiated the investigation;

\(c\) the self-reporter must remain cooperative until the investigation is complete; and

\(d\) the self-reporter must have suspended its collusive practice.

A self-reporter who meets the above requirements but has reported after the KFTC has initiated its investigation is still eligible for exemption of the administrative surcharge, and exemption from or mitigation of restraining orders.

A business that provides the evidence necessary, regardless of whether the KFTC has initiated its investigation when self-reporting was conducted, to prove the existence of a cartel voluntarily and independently but second-in-order (i.e., another business has already self-reported) is eligible for a 50 per cent reduction of the administrative surcharge and mitigation of the restraining order, provided it remains cooperative until the investigation is complete and it has suspended its collusive practice.\(^5\)

\(^{ii}\) Internal investigations

Generally, internal investigations are led by internal counsel, and the advisement from or representation by external counsel begins when a criminal or a civil complaint is filed against the wrongdoers. Therefore, it is relatively uncommon for an internal investigation to be conducted by external counsel.

Businesses have no obligation to share the results of an internal investigation with the government. Interviews with witnesses and examination of emails, documents or financial transactions are the typical means used during an internal investigation. Although there is

---

\(^3\) ‘Circumstances after the commission of the crime’, which includes self-reporting, is one of the sentencing factors (Article 51.4 of the Criminal Act). Voluntary confession to the authorities by the representative of a corporation may exempt or mitigate criminal punishment (Article 52 of the Criminal Act, Supreme Court of Korea judgment, 95DO391, 25 July 1995). Self-reporting is a mitigating factor in the Sentencing Guidelines (http://sc.scourt.go.kr/sc/engsc/index.jsp).

\(^4\) Article 22.2 of the Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act.

\(^5\) There are certain exceptions to this leniency. See Article 35 of the Enforcement Decree of the Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act; ‘Public Notification on Implementation of Leniency Programme, Including Corrective Measures against Voluntary Confessors, etc. of Unfair Cartel Activities’ (Korea Fair Trade Commission (KFTC), Public Notification No. 2017-20, 14 November 2017).
no established law or practice regarding an employee’s retention of legal counsel during an internal investigation, employees tend not to retain their own counsel insofar as they are not in an adversarial position against their employer.

According to precedent set by the Supreme Court, attorney–client privilege or attorney work-product privilege for communications between an individual and his or her counsel is not recognised prior to the commencement of a criminal investigation or criminal proceedings. It is not clear whether the Supreme Court recognises this privilege if communications are made after criminal proceedings have commenced. In any case, an attorney has a duty not to disclose confidential information and has the right: to refuse seizure of objects that come under his or her custody in the course of providing legal services and that are related to another’s confidential information; and to remain silent before the court on matters regarding confidential information. It should be noted that the aforementioned duties and rights are only afforded to attorneys. The client cannot assert these rights once he or she has been requested to produce such information. There have been a few incidents in which the Prosecutor’s Office has requested external legal counsel to submit materials produced by or exchanged between a client and its external legal counsel, upon obtaining a search and seizure warrant from the court. Following these incidents, the Korean legal industry has been making attempts to formally introduce attorney–client privilege into legislation.

iii Whistle-blowers

Although whistle-blower reports have always triggered a number of government investigations, they have not been very common to date. However, with an increase in incentive programmes and a shift in public attitude towards whistle-blowers, there has been a rise in the number of reports. The major statutes guaranteeing protection for whistle-blowers are as follows: the Protection of Public Interest Reporters Act (PPA), the Act on Protection of Specific Crime Informants and Article 84-2 of the Framework Act on National Taxes. There are more than 50 guidelines declared by government agencies regarding incentive programmes for whistle-blowers. This legislation provides for prohibition of retaliation against whistle-blowers, provisions of personal security, monetary compensation to whistle-blowers and formulas for the calculation of compensation.

The major incentive programmes set forth in the PPA are as follows:

\[a\] retaliation against or interference with whistle-blowing is prohibited;\[12\]

\[b\] if a whistle-blower is involved in a criminal violation with regard to the subject of reporting, mitigation or exemption of punishment may be provided;\[13\]

\[c\] compensation is to be provided where whistle-blowing has led to a direct recovery of or increase in the revenue of the government or public institutions through the imposition of criminal or administrative sanctions on the business;\[14\]

---

6 Supreme Court of Korea, judgment 2009DO6788, 17 May 2012.
7 Article 317 of the Criminal Act.
8 Article 112 of the Criminal Procedure Act.
9 Article 149 of the Criminal Procedure Act.
10 Articles 13, 15 and 26 of the Protection of Public Interest Reporters Act (PPA).
12 Article 15 of the PPA.
13 Article 14 of the PPA.
14 Article 26 of the PPA.
a whistle-blower’s disclosure of confidential business information to the authorities is not deemed a violation of his or her employment agreement or any other laws or regulations;\textsuperscript{15}

e a business may not claim damages against a whistle-blower even if it suffers damage as a result of the whistle-blower’s reporting, unless the reporting was a false claim, the whistle-blower requested money or undue favour in the workplace in connection with the reporting, or the reporting was for other unlawful purposes;\textsuperscript{16} and

f the personal information of the whistle-blower may be treated on a no-name basis\textsuperscript{17}

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

Although the Criminal Act, which traditionally covers most common types of crimes, does not recognise corporate criminal liability, various other statutes imposing industry-specific or subject-specific regulations (e.g., those on securities, construction, pharmaceuticals, public procurement, taxation, labour, competition, environment) usually recognise corporate criminal liability. The standard wording used in these statutes with respect to corporate criminal liability is that:

\begin{quote}
\emph{if a representative, agent, or employee of a corporation (‘corporate representative’) violates . . . [a provision in an Act] . . . in connection with the business of the corporation, the corporation itself, as well as the corporate representative, may be subject to . . . [a criminal fine] . . . provided that the foregoing shall not apply if the corporation was not neglectful in paying due attention to and supervising the relevant affairs, in order to prevent such violation.}
\end{quote}

To assess whether the actions of an employee were committed in connection with the business of the corporation, all the circumstances should be taken into account, including:

\begin{enumerate}
\item the scope of the corporation’s business;
\item the title and position of the employee in question;
\item the relevance between the illegal act committed by the employee and the business of the corporation;
\item whether the corporation knew of the commission of the conduct or was involved therein; and
\item the source of the money used in carrying out the conduct, and to whom the profit therefrom is attributed.\textsuperscript{18}
\end{enumerate}

A Supreme Court case has held that the ‘employee of a corporation’ in the above provision shall include not only those who are formally employed by the corporation in question, but also those who directly or indirectly perform the duties for the corporation while under its direct control or supervision.\textsuperscript{19}

\textsuperscript{15} Article 14 of the PPA.

\textsuperscript{16} id.

\textsuperscript{17} Article 12 of the PPA.

\textsuperscript{18} Supreme Court of Korea, judgment 96DO2699, 14 February 1997.

\textsuperscript{19} Supreme Court of Korea, judgment 93DO344, 14 May 1993.
With respect to civil liability, the principle of respondeat superior applies.20 The burden of proof is on the employer to prove that it has exercised due care in appointing the employee and in supervising the performance of the specific affair, or that the loss would have been inflicted even if the employer had exercised due care.21

The Ethical Code of the Korean Bar Association prohibits representation of multiple clients in one case when there is any conflict of interest between them, unless all the clients consent and such representation does not prejudice any of the clients.22 There is not a significant volume of court precedent on this issue, but it is not uncommon, at least during the investigation phase where the conflict between the corporation and the implicated individuals has not yet materialised, for a corporation and the implicated individuals to be represented by the same counsel.

ii Penalties
The punishable violations and the corresponding punishments and sanctions are stipulated in the relevant act; the most common punishments imposed on businesses are criminal fines and administrative surcharges. For certain violations, a restraining order or the revocation or suspension of a licence is imposed. In cases involving public procurement contracts, the sanction can be debarment;23 the ceiling for the debarment period is two years.24 Considering the stipulated range of sanctions and the practice of each government authority, administrative surcharges for violations of competition law are usually the most severe consequences, with the amounts often exceeding tens of billions of won.25 So far, we have not seen other types of violations that frequently entail the enforcement of monetary sanctions of such magnitude. Various statutes provide for the revocation of corporate licences as a sanction for severe violations, and suspension of licences as a sanction for moderate violations. Generally, the period for licence suspension does not exceed three years and the suspension may be substituted by an administrative surcharge. These criminal or administrative sanctions are, depending on the underlying statutes, either mandatory or discretionary. Criminal sanctions are enforced by the Prosecutors’ Office. Administrative sanctions such as surcharge, restraining order, revocation or suspension of corporate licences, or debarment is enforced by the competent administrative agencies. Businesses can challenge these administrative sanctions and file a suit with the court. Generally, a criminal fine is smaller in amount compared to an administrative surcharge.

iii Compliance programmes
As referred to above in the standard statutory language for corporate criminal liability (Section III.i), the law provides a safe harbour if the business in question fully performed its

---

20 Article 756 of Civil Act.
21 Supreme Court of Korea, judgment 97DA58538, 15 May 1998.
22 Article 22 of the Ethical Code of the Korean Bar Association.
23 Article 27 of the Act on Contracts to Which the State is a Party.
24 Article 27(1) of the Act on Contracts to Which the State is a Party.
25 In 2017, the number of cases in which the KFTC imposed an administrative surcharge was 149 and the total amount of surcharges imposed by KFTC was 1.3308 trillion won (a simple calculation shows that 8.93 billion won was imposed per case). In 2016, the number of cases was 111 and the total of surcharges was 803.8 billion won. (Fair Trade White Paper 2018, KFTC, p91.)
duty to supervise its corporate representative and adopted reasonable and thorough measures to prevent criminal violations by its corporate representative. Full discharge of a corporation’s duty can mitigate the criminal penalties or exempt corporations therefrom.

Although courts have yet to establish clear standards on the specific measures and actions that should be taken by corporations in order to be exempt from criminal punishment, the Supreme Court held, in an unauthorised building construction case, that the question of whether a corporation fulfilled its obligation to supervise its corporate representative is assessed by taking into account all the circumstances, including:

a. the intent and purpose of the law;
b. the details of the violation and the degree of damages or consequences caused thereby;
c. the size of the corporation and the feasibility of supervising individuals who commit violations; and

d. the measures or actions taken by the corporation to ensure the prevention of such violations.26

It was also held that exercising general supervision by training employees to ensure compliance with the Public Health Control Act and collecting signed pledges of compliance from employees when they joined the company does not automatically qualify a corporation for exemption from liability.27 In this regard, a corporation should:

a. periodically update its internal compliance manuals;
b. provide regular training sessions for employees;
c. evaluate factors that cause violations and analyse the business activities of each department to understand risks and conduct and tailor proportionate supervision accordingly;
d. establish an internal control and compliance system;28 and
e. conduct a thorough internal investigation and establish a policy of zero tolerance when any violation is detected.

With regard to administrative sanctions, the relevant statutes usually do not provide safe harbour for businesses. However, court precedent indicates that justifiable cause for the violation may be accepted as a defence.29

26 Supreme Court of Korea, judgment 2009DO5516, 14 July 2011.
27 Supreme Court of Korea, judgment 92DO1395, 18 August 1992.
28 It is likely that the Supreme Court will take into account the size of the corporation and the nature of the affairs when assessing whether the corporation exercised adequate supervision over potential violation. Therefore, while smaller corporations might qualify for safe harbour through relatively simple measures, such as communicating their compliance policies and manuals, holding regular meetings and having a reporting system in place, larger corporations will have to introduce more sophisticated systems, such as information management programmes for compliance purposes or a comprehensive system linked to existing accounting, reporting or training system.
29 In a case where a business allowed a minor in its video-watching room (which are adult-only facilities in Korea), the court accepted its justifiable cause defence that because the relevant law was so complicated and self-contradictory, the business had reason to believe that the minor was legally allowed to enter the facility as a customer. Supreme Court of Korea, judgment 2001DU3952, 24 May 2002.

In another case, in which an owner of a building fraudulently used the public water supply, the court accepted the justifiable cause defence because the water supply pipe in question was installed by the previous owner of the building and the current owner had no idea of the problem. Supreme Court of Korea, judgment 98DU5972, 26 May 2000.
iv Prosecution of individuals
Since corporate criminal liability is not recognised under the Criminal Act and the amount of criminal fines imposed on corporations is usually not substantial, the investigating authorities generally seek to hold individuals liable first; then, if the relevant body of law contains a corporate criminal liability provision, the investigating authorities may hold the corporation liable with the evidence gathered during the investigation against the individuals. When the government investigates individuals, a corporation may coordinate with an individual’s counsel as long as such coordination does not amount to improper interference with the government’s investigation. Immediate dismissal or disciplining of the responsible employees may prove the company’s full commitment to implementing its compliance policy but, in practice, it takes substantial time before a corporation can complete the proper procedures and obtain enough evidence to undertake the disciplinary action required under Korean labour laws. Therefore, a lack of immediate disciplinary measures against the individuals involved is usually not regarded as lack of commitment or enforcement of a compliance policy within the corporation.

When the individual representative or employee of a corporation becomes a suspect or a defendant in a criminal or civil case, the corporation cannot pay or advance the legal fees. However, if the corporation has a substantial interest in the outcome of the case, the individual’s actions were lawful, or the action was required by the individual’s position and, therefore, the corporation needs to support the case for its own interest and the amount of legal fees are reasonable, the payment of legal fees by the corporation is allowed.30 The court will take into account all the circumstances in determining whether the payment of such fees is proper. Although some insurance companies provide directors’ and officers’ liability compensation policies, they do not usually cover intentional violations of law or regulations.31

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction
Generally, Korean authorities have no jurisdiction over conduct that occurs outside the Korean territory and is committed by a foreign national or a foreign company unless Korea or Korean citizens are affected by such conduct. Likewise, the authorities do not spend significant resources concerning the conduct of companies outside Korea, whether foreign or domestic, unless the conduct has a substantial effect on Korea or its citizens.

ii International cooperation
The Korean government cooperates with other countries’ law enforcement or prosecutorial functions. Although practical difficulties exist because of the language barrier and the workload created by translation within the authorities, international cooperation is becoming more common. Traditionally, these cooperative efforts have been treaty-based. However, more authorities are focusing on direct inter-authority cooperation (e.g., cooperation between prosecutorial functions, police departments, tax authorities and financial intelligence units

30 Supreme Court of Korea, judgment 2007DO9679, 26 June 2008; Supreme Court of Korea, judgment 2005DO9861, 8 September 2006.
in each country). As at December 2016, Korea has extradition treaties with 78 countries and mutual legal assistance treaties (MLATs) with 74 countries. In practice though, extradition is permitted in only a small number of major cases. Between 2007 and 2016, Korea requested the extradition of 23.2 persons and received extradition requests for 7.7 persons on average each year. For the same period, Korea requested MLATs for 121 cases and received MLATs for 85.2 cases annually. The average number of suspects repatriated into Korea between 2014 and 2018 was 253 annually.

iii Local law considerations

Since Korea has strict data privacy laws, companies usually have to receive a very detailed consent letter before gathering information from an employee’s digital devices. Although informal dialogue or negotiations with the investigating authority is usually permitted, formal plea bargaining or settlement with authorities is not recognised under law, which makes it difficult for a corporation to resolve a case at an early stage. Although a suspect or defendant in a criminal investigation can receive assistance from counsel during a government interrogation, the practice with respect to the scope of permitted attorney assistance differs between agencies or individual investigators, and depends on whether it is a routine investigation or a special investigation. Unless the manner in which the investigation is conducted is deemed unfair, it is usually not permitted, without the approval of the investigator, for an attorney to interrupt a conversation between the investigator and the suspect, or for an attorney to directly answer the investigator instead of the suspect. In principle, brief note-taking by a suspect, defendant or their counsel during investigations is permitted. Investigators often keep asking questions even after the defendant opts to remain silent. When authorities interview a person as a witness (i.e., a person who is not a suspect or a defendant), the witness does not have a legal right to have their counsel present during the interview. When an investigation is conducted by agencies other than the Prosecutors’ Office or the police and the investigation is not aimed at imposing criminal sanctions, the assistance of counsel during government interrogation is sometimes denied.

---

34 Statistics, Korean National Police Agency.
35 However, in a KFTC investigation, a negotiated agreement is possible. See Articles 51-2, 51-3, 51-4 and 51-5 of the Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act.
36 Article 243-2(3) of the Criminal Procedure Act. The defence counsel who participates in the interrogation may make a statement of his or her opinion after interrogation, provided that the counsel may raise an objection to any unfair interrogation manner even in the middle of the interrogation and may also make a statement, with approval by the prosecutor or the police officer.
37 The police have internal rules that allow brief note-taking by an attorney during an interrogation. Article 8(2)(4) of the Rules on the Assistance of and Interview with Counsel (National Police Agency Order, No. 702, 19 April 2013). Likewise, Article 13-10 of the Case Handling Rules of the Prosecutor’s Office permits note taking.
38 The police have internal rules that, in principle, allow witnesses to have the assistance of counsel during an interview. Article 11 of the Rules on the Assistance of and Interview with Counsel (National Police Agency Order, No. 702, 19 April 2013).
V YEAR IN REVIEW

A very stringent and thorough anti-corruption law, the Improper Solicitation and Graft Act (ISGA), was introduced in September 2016. ISGA applies to a wide scope of targets, including not only public officials and employees of state-owned enterprises but also employees of private media companies, teachers and employees of private schools, and private individuals performing public duties (hereinafter referred to as public officials). Specifically, ISGA has two major components: prohibition of the provision of economic benefits to a public official, and prohibition of improper solicitation. When the economic benefit is in excess of 1 million won at a time or 3 million won in total in one fiscal year and it does not qualify under any safe harbour clause, provision of such benefit is criminally punished regardless of its connection with the public official’s duties and his or her motive. When the economic benefit is less than the above amounts and the benefit is given in relation to the public official’s duties, unless it qualifies under any safe harbour clause, providing such benefit is punished by a surcharge regardless of whether it is provided to receive an improper advantage.39

Between late 2016 and mid 2018, the corruption investigations and trials involving former President Park, her confidant Choi and a couple of Korean conglomerates were the most influential cases in Korea. Under the current administration of President Moon Jae-in, there has been an increase in investigations regarding the abuse of economic power by large companies and their respective management.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

From a global perspective, government investigations in Korea tend to be more focused on holding the individuals liable and, with the exception of violations of competition law, monetary sanctions imposed on corporations have not been particularly harsh. There is room for growth with respect to the protection of the investigation subject’s procedural rights during an investigation, especially by broadening the scope of permitted attorney assistance during interrogations and recognising attorney–client privilege and the doctrine of attorney work-product privilege. Although international cooperation is growing, there are still obstacles owing to scarcity of public resources and language barriers. The corruption case surrounding former President Park Geun-hye shows the importance of improving corruption prevention efforts in Korea; it is possible that former President Park’s case may trigger additional legislation or enforcement with regard to anti-corruption efforts.

39 Although there are certain exceptions, the typical exception is: food not exceeding 30,000 won; gifts not exceeding 50,000 won (for gifts of agricultural or fishery products, not exceeding 100,000 won); and cash gifts for congratulatory or condolence purposes not exceeding 50,000 won (for wreathes or floral arrangements provided in lieu of cash gifts for congratulatory or condolence purposes, not exceeding 100,000 won) when these benefits are not provided in return for a favour or to influence the discharge of a public official’s duty. See Article 8 of the Improper Solicitation and Graft Act.
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Tomasz Konopka¹

I INTRODUCTION

Depending on the nature of the legal violation, the investigation or control proceedings may be conducted by law enforcement bodies or administrative bodies.

Criminal investigations are, as a matter of principle, carried out by a prosecutor’s office, as it is the key obligation of each prosecutor’s office to maintain law and order and prosecute crimes. In particular, the purpose of the investigation is to establish whether a crime has been committed, the identity of the perpetrator, and subsequently – if the evidence collected appears to prove fault and perpetration – to file an indictment. The prosecutor’s office should also make sure that no indictment is filed against an innocent person; in such an event, the case should be annulled.

The prosecutor is obliged to launch an investigation where there is a justified suspicion of a crime having been committed. An investigation may be launched ex officio or at the initiative of the notifying or the aggrieved party, who must submit a formal (oral or written) notification. For the institution of proceedings with respect to certain crimes, the aggrieved party must file a motion for prosecution. After such a motion has been filed, the proceedings are conducted by enforcement bodies, but it is the aggrieved party that decides whether it wants the perpetrators of the crime to be prosecuted. A motion must be filed for the prosecution of certain business crimes, such as mismanagement (if the State Treasury is not the aggrieved party), or the use of someone else’s business secrets in one’s own business. If no such motion is filed, then no proceedings will take place.

At the beginning of 2016, the structure of prosecutors’ offices underwent key reforms. The separation that had previously existed between the position of the Minister of Justice and the Attorney General’s Office has been removed. The tasks of the Attorney General’s Office have been taken over by the National Prosecutor’s Office, headed by the Deputy of the Attorney General’s Office – the National Prosecutor. The place of the appeal prosecutors’ offices has been taken by the regional prosecutors’ offices, which will deal with organised business crime and tax crimes.

An exception has been introduced in the regulation that provided for the independence of individual prosecutors, which provides that a prosecutor is obliged to comply with the directives, instructions and orders of the superior prosecutor (who could be the regional or national prosecutor). Orders may concern the content of the tasks carried out in a specific case.

Crimes are also identified and prosecuted by the police, who have powers to institute preparatory proceedings for less serious crimes; investigations carried out by the police are

¹ Tomasz Konopka is a partner at Sołtysiński Kawecki & Slezak.
supervised by a prosecutor. In addition to the police, the power to prosecute crimes is also enjoyed by the Internal Security Agency, the Central Anti-corruption Bureau, the Central Investigation Bureau, the Border Guard and bodies authorised to conduct preparatory proceedings in cases for fiscal offences (within the framework of the National Tax Administration – tax offices, tax administration chambers, tax and customs offices). The other enforcement authorities, as a rule, enjoy the same rights and are bound by the same obligations as the police in criminal proceedings. Nonetheless, particularly risky operations (such as dawn raids) are usually performed either by specialised police units or one of the above agencies.

The Code of Criminal Procedure states that business entities must assist law enforcement bodies upon request. Over the course of an investigation, a law enforcement body may request that a business entity voluntarily provides documents that could represent evidence in the case. If the release of the documents is denied, they are most frequently secured through a search, but law enforcement bodies are not able, for example, to impose a fine for lack of cooperation. An alternative approach may be adopted if criminal proceedings are being obstructed by the perpetrator of a crime being helped to avoid criminal liability. Concealing or destroying evidence that supports the suspicion of a crime constitutes a separate criminal offence and the perpetrator is subject to a penalty of imprisonment for between three months and five years. The same penalty is imposed for any obstruction of criminal proceedings with an intent to assist a perpetrator and help him or her avoid criminal liability. Therefore, one should distinguish between instances of limited cooperation during which account is taken of company interests (for example, by demanding that the bodies respect company secrets) and the aforementioned crime.

Whether an adversarial stance towards the enforcement authorities is a real possibility depends on the specific circumstances of each case and the kind of offence being prosecuted.

II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

Polish law does not provide for the obligation to self-report in relation to committing crimes. Significantly, this lack of obligation to self-incriminate is one of the key principles of criminal proceedings. Given that criminal liability may only be incurred by individuals, this principle is not directly applicable to business entities.

The obligation to report that an offence has been committed only applies to situations in which crimes have been committed by other parties, and this relates to serious crimes prosecuted under the Criminal Code or those that will harm national security. As regards any other types of crimes, the criminal procedure provisions do not provide for a sanction for failure to report them; in particular, Polish law does not provide for a general obligation to report internal irregularities in business entities to the authorities.

With respect to fiscal crimes, it is only possible for the person responsible for committing the act to avoid criminal fiscal liability by making a ‘voluntary disclosure’ or adjustment to a tax return. The Penal Fiscal Code stipulates a number of specific requirements for acts of ‘repentance’ that need to be met for any actions to avoid liability to be effective.

Although not exactly a self-reporting obligation, there is an obligation to report to the General Inspector of Financial Information any transactions that may represent acts of money laundering. As regards leniency measures in competition law, the competition authority might reduce the amount of the administrative penalty or even decide not to impose such a penalty on an entity that entered into a competition-limiting agreement if that entity submitted an
appropriate petition and fully disclosed all important facts regarding said agreement. Full and immediate disclosure and full compliance are required. The disclosing entity is also obliged not to disclose the fact that the petition has been submitted, in particular to the other parties to the agreement in question.

In 2018, Parliament was working on the Act on the Transparency of Public Life. The draft act provided for several examples of self-reporting obligations for many entities, especially those in the finance sector or entities in which the State Treasury has shares. One of the many new obligations is a duty to publicly disclose details of contractual relations with other contracting parties if the value of the contract exceeds 2,000 zlotys. Nevertheless, work on the draft act is currently suspended.

Moreover, Parliament is currently working on the Act on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited under Penalty, which will provide an exemption from liability in the case of appropriate notification to the enforcement authorities that reveals the material circumstances of the offence.

ii Internal investigations

Polish law does not directly provide for the obligation to carry out internal investigations once managers receive information about irregularities within an enterprise, nor is there any obligation to report the results thereof. It is assumed, however, that conducting an internal investigation represents fulfilment of the obligation to take care of the interests of the enterprise under management. Failure to verify signs of irregularity may represent grounds for liability for damages and, in extreme cases, for criminal liability for mismanagement. Internal investigations are conducted not only when the provisions of law have been violated to obtain benefits for the enterprise but also when, as a result of the law being violated, the enterprise has been harmed.

Notwithstanding the above, specific entities (e.g., banks, investment funds, entities managing alternative investment companies, insurance companies, reinsurance companies, as well as entities conducting brokerage activities and fiduciary banks) are obliged on the basis of special provisions to maintain tight compliance control or an internal audit system. These systems have a similar function to internal investigations and are, at times, subject to compulsory reporting. Failure to properly maintain the aforementioned systems may result in one or more of many administrative sanctions being imposed on the entity.

As internal investigations are not regulated, the course of an investigation in either of the situations described above will not differ considerably; however, substantial differences appear when law enforcement bodies institute official investigations or a company decides to report existing irregularities. The enterprise may obtain the status of aggrieved party and enjoy the attributable rights within preparatory proceedings and, at a later stage, court proceedings, if an indictment is filed. These rights include inspecting the case files, participating in the investigation (i.e., participation in witness hearings), and appealing disadvantageous decisions made during the proceedings (such as a decision to discontinue the proceedings). At the court stage, an aggrieved party may act as auxiliary prosecutor to, inter alia, demand compensation of damages or a particular penalty.

In recent years, the number of internal investigations regarding irregularities in the private sector has increased noticeably. In many instances, this is owing to the operation in Poland of companies regulated by the strict rules of the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act or the UK Bribery Act.
Commonly, an internal investigation will encompass a review of business email correspondence and electronic files, meetings with employees, and of the company’s financial and contractual documents. As regards confidentiality and secrecy, no specific regulations exist and, therefore, use of any information within an internal investigation must comply with generally applicable provisions (especially the EU General Data Protection Regulation). Processing of personal data (except sensitive data) is generally permitted within an internal investigation. However, it is recommended to obtain the necessary consent from the person to whom the data relates.

In July 2018, the new Act on Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing Prevention entered into force, obliging entities such as banks, other financial institutions and even law firms to introduce internal procedures in the scope of preventing money laundering and the financing of terrorism.

Further, the Draft Act on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited under Penalty imposes an obligation to investigate and remedy any irregularities or infringements identified in the course of the investigation. The Act will provide a strict regime of criminal liability concerning collective entities (e.g., companies); however, the legislator decided to grant a benefit in the form of exemption from criminal liability if the collective entity has been subjected to an audit at least once every two years, carried out by an audit firm in the field of internal procedures.

The above-mentioned Draft Act on the Transparency of Public Life also provides for an obligation to introduce internal anti-corruption procedures. This duty would be addressed to at least medium-sized entrepreneurs and public-sector entities as a countermeasure to the bribery offences described in the Polish Criminal Code. A failure to fulfil such a duty would be an offence punishable by a fine of between 10,000 and 10 million zlotys.

### iii Whistle-blowers

As it stands, Polish law does not impose a sufficiently general regulation on whistle-blowing. However, employees who disclose irregularities or other undesirable circumstances within an organisation do enjoy protection from any resulting discriminatory treatment by employers and managers, although this does not guarantee that a whistle-blower will not suffer negative consequences.

The provisions of the Labour Code do not provide any special protection for people who, in their capacity as employees, have been involved in illegal activities. The employment contract of a whistle-blower who has been involved in criminal activities may be terminated under ordinary procedures or even under dismissal procedures, depending on the circumstances of the case, even though that person reported the irregularities, as long as the treatment of the employee is not discriminatory. Therefore, it should be considered that regulations protecting whistle-blowers are missing from the Labour Code, and thus, in many situations, potential whistle-blowers will not have any incentive to disclose irregularities. Nonetheless, numerous firms have adopted measures to allow anonymous reporting of irregularities noticed within firms. Sometimes, anonymous hotlines or email boxes are made available through which employees can point out violations of law or ethical standards. Despite these efforts, the number of confirmed whistle-blowers in Poland has so far not been significant.

Notwithstanding the above, the whistle-blowing issue is at the stage of appearing under Polish legislation. Pursuant to the new Act on Detecting and Preventing the Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing, some specific institutions are obliged to create an anonymous whistle-blowing procedure of reporting irregularities in the scope of money laundering by employees.
Banks in Poland are obliged to adopt formal whistle-blowing procedures, including an indication of the management board member responsible for handling matters related to whistle-blowing. A bank’s whistle-blowing policy is subject to periodic internal assessment.

The planned Act on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited under Penalty require collective entities to clarify information reported by employees, among other things. Moreover, the Draft Act provides sanctions for causing negative consequences for whistle-blowers, which may be imposed on a collective entity, such as a company. The whistle-blower, as an employee, is also subject to protection against retaliatory discrimination (consisting, for example in dismissing the employee from the company).

The Draft Act on the Transparency of Public Life also contains regulations for protecting whistle-blowers. Namely, if the status of a whistle-blower is granted by the prosecution, that person’s employment contract cannot be terminated or changed to less favourable terms without the prosecutor’s permission.

When it comes to criminal liability, a person disclosing information to law enforcement bodies regarding crimes and the circumstances of the perpetration thereof may expect extraordinary mitigation of punishment. If a perpetrator discloses to law enforcement bodies previously unknown circumstances relating to a crime that carries a penalty of more than five years’ imprisonment, he or she may submit a motion for extraordinary mitigation of punishment or even a conditional suspension thereof. Furthermore, in the event of corruption in business and in the public sector, a perpetrator of ‘active’ corruption is not subject to penalty if, after the fact of the corruption, that person notifies law enforcement bodies and discloses all significant circumstances of the deed, and all this takes place before law enforcement bodies have become aware of the facts.

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

The current Act on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited under Penalty, which regulates issues of quasi-criminal liability of commercial companies, has been in force since 28 November 2003. The Act is applicable if a person acting in the name of a company has committed one of the crimes specified in the Act and the company gained, or could have gained, any benefit from this act, whether financial or not.

The list of crimes, the commission of which may cause the commencement of criminal proceedings, includes:

- mismanagement;
- corruption in business;
- credit and subsidy fraud;
- money laundering;
- crimes linked to making repayment of creditors impossible and reducing their satisfaction;
- failure to file a bankruptcy petition on time;
- insider trading; and
- administrative corruption.

Numerous other crimes are specified in other pieces of legislation that regulate specific areas of economic activity.
A condition for commencing proceedings against a company is that it has been established by a legally final guilty verdict that a crime has been committed by a person acting in the name of a company. There are two other instances when proceedings against a company may be commenced: a verdict that conditionally discontinues criminal proceedings against such an individual, or a verdict that discontinues criminal proceedings by stating that despite the crime having been committed, the perpetrator cannot be punished.

Liability on the basis of the above-mentioned Act may be imposed: if it is proven there was a lack of due diligence in the choice of the person representing the entity, and this person was the perpetrator of the crime; or owing to the defective organisation of the company, leading to a crime being committed that would not have occurred had due diligence been observed. The liability arising under this Act is non-transferable; that is, in the case of a merger, division or restructuring of the relevant company, the liability expires. However, the court might impose an interim prohibition of such transformations at a company to prevent it from avoiding liability.

It should be emphasised that it follows from practice to date that the law enforcement bodies do not commence proceedings in every case in which such a possibility arises. The Ministry of Justice statistics show that only a couple of dozen proceedings of this type are commenced each year. This figure is very low, especially taking into account the fact that more than 10,000 people are sentenced each year for committing business crimes.

As regards criminal proceedings, although in the strict sense a company cannot be the accused, during the course of proceedings it is nonetheless possible to hand down a judgment ordering a company to reinstate any benefits gained as the result of a crime committed by an individual. In this case, the company becomes a quasi-party and may defend itself against liability by availing itself of certain rights to which the accused is usually entitled. An entity obliged to return benefits has the right to study the case files of the proceedings, may take part in the hearing before the court, file motions to admit evidence, put questions to the witnesses, and appeal unfavourable decisions and verdicts.

In turn, in such proceedings the company may face auxiliary liability. An entity that is liable on an auxiliary basis is liable for a fine imposed on the perpetrator of a fiscal crime if, when committing the crime, the perpetrator acted in the name of the company, and the company gained or could have gained financial benefit.

As regards representation, the original perpetrator and the corporate entity may be represented by the same attorney or counsel, even though its role would be slightly different in each of these proceedings.

The planned revision of this Act removes the closed list of crimes for which a collective entity may be held liable – in practice, the liability concerns, among others, all crimes related to economic turnover, penal and fiscal crimes, public corruption and corruption in business, or crimes against workers’ rights. Moreover, the requirement of a previous conviction of a natural person as a condition of the collective entities liability is going to be eliminated. The collective entity may be also held liable in a situation that excludes the perpetrator's liability, and also when the perpetrator would not be detected or cannot be caught.

ii Penalties

The Act on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited under Penalty provides for the possibility of a judgment with regard to a company, imposing a fine of between 1,000 zlotys and 5 million zlotys (but that cannot exceed 3 per cent of the revenue gained in the year in which the crime that forms the basis for liability was committed). The court will mandatorily order the forfeit of any financial benefits gained from the crime, even indirectly.
In addition, the following punishments are possible with regard to collective entities:

- a ban on promotion and advertising;
- a ban on availing of public aid;
- a ban on availing of aid from international organisations;
- a ban on applying for public tenders; and
- making public any information about the judgment handed down.

In the event of auxiliary liability for a tax crime, the scope of liability is determined by the amount of the fine imposed on the accused. Essentially, fines for a fiscal crime range from 750 zlotys to 21.6 million zlotys; these amounts change each year in line with the increase in the minimum wage. In ruling practice, however, it is very unusual for fines to exceed 100,000 zlotys.

As regards administrative liability, the amount of fines and the spectrum of other sanctions (revocation of licences or concessions) significantly varies depending on the relevant duties and legal bases for their imposition. Administrative fines might be very severe, capped at 10 million zlotys (much more than the maximum possible criminal fine) or up to 10 per cent of yearly revenue in the most extreme cases. There is no uniform regulation of administrative sanctions in the Polish legal system.

The Draft Act on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited under Penalty provides for more severe sanctions and other consequences. For instance, the collective entities may be fined between 30,000 zlotys and 30 million zlotys (or even up to 60 million zlotys in some specific situations, such as when a necessary internal investigation was not conducted). Another sanction is dissolution or liquidation of the collective entity.

### iii Compliance programmes

At present, legal provisions do not impose the obligation on business entities to implement compliance programmes; however, many firms operate such programmes. They are particularly common in companies with foreign capital and in the financial sector. It should be noted, however, that the upcoming legal revisions foresee such an obligation being introduced.

The new Act on Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing Prevention obliges only specific entities to appoint a compliance officer who will be responsible for supervising the appropriate application of the Act.

Moreover, the recent version of the Draft Act on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited under Penalty focuses, among other things, on the introduction of compliance procedures. The Act will impose an obligation to implement compliance procedures in the field of detecting and preventing offences.

In reality, the existence of a compliance programme and ensuring its existence may significantly limit the risk of liability under the Act on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited Under Penalty, even if the commission of a crime resulted from inappropriate organisation.

A functioning compliance programme is helpful in cases of actions contrary to the law that harm the interests of enterprises. A frequent problem that arises in criminal proceedings involving crimes harming enterprises is the lack of internal regulations clearly laying down the procedures and scope of duties, as a result of which it is difficult to show the actions or omissions of the guilty party.

In the absence of a general regulation of compliance, it would be difficult to establish any specific recommended elements of compliance programmes. As a rule, it would be advisable for the scope of such programmes to cover all branches and subsidiaries of a given
entity and ensure regular reviews of their activity. Shortcomings to that extent usually have a very strong negative effect on the efficiency of compliance programmes. The preferred course of action tends to be to involve accounting and auditing experts.

iv  Prosecution of individuals

As has already been mentioned, the position of a company in proceedings conducted by law enforcement bodies against an individual depends to a large extent on whether the company gained any benefit from the crime or whether it was harmed by the crime.

At present, the Code of Criminal Procedure provides that an aggrieved party is an entity whose interests have been directly harmed or threatened by a crime. Not every crime that results in an enterprise suffering damage will allow it to exercise its rights as an aggrieved party in criminal proceedings.

On the other hand, recently amended provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure grant a firm the right to appeal a decision by the prosecutor to discontinue an investigation if the firm notified the prosecutor about a crime that harmed its interests, even if only indirectly. To date, only a directly aggrieved party has had the right to file a complaint against decisions on discontinuing an investigation, whereas a person indirectly aggrieved has not had the right to any control over the court. The new regulation should be viewed positively as it grants greater litigation guarantees and may lead to more effective crime prevention.

If proceedings against an individual involve a breach of law that may lead to a company being held liable, a question arises as to the legitimacy of cooperation between the accused and the firm. In the vast majority of cases, a judgment that is favourable to the accused rules out the risk of sanctions for the firm. There are no prohibitions whatsoever on joint defences, so cooperation within the proceedings is admissible. However, situations may arise when the accused’s line of defence will not be consistent with the interests of the firm. This may be the case, for example, when the accused bases his or her defence on implicating another company employee or manager who is indeed guilty of committing a crime.

The basic duty of the lawyer towards a client in criminal proceedings is to act exclusively for his or her benefit. Pursuant to the position of the judiciary and doctrine that has dominated for years, a defence lawyer must disclose all circumstances that are favourable to the client, even if the client does not consent to this himself or herself.

As regards employee issues, the commission of a crime undoubtedly entitles an employer to terminate the employment contract under a disciplinary procedure. What is important is that the reasons for termination of the contract should be precisely indicated in the written termination of the employment contract, and these reasons can be verified by the court if the employee appeals to the Labour Court. If the reasons given in the termination of the contract prove groundless, the employee may be reinstated by the court or may be entitled to a compensation claim, or both.

As regards payment of legal fees, there are no specific regulations that would prohibit any company from covering the costs of legal services rendered to its employee or a member of its body.
IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

The provisions of criminal law essentially provide for liability for crimes committed in Poland. Pursuant to the provisions of the Criminal Code, a crime is deemed to have been committed at the place the perpetrator acted or omitted to perform an act he or she was obliged to perform, or where the effects of the crime were felt or were intended to occur.

With regard to crimes committed abroad, the rule of the ‘double criminality’ of an act applies. This means that law enforcement bodies may conduct criminal proceedings only with respect to acts that constitute a crime both in Poland and in the country in which they were committed. Polish citizens are liable for crimes committed abroad in all instances where an act constitutes an offence under Polish law and at the place it was committed. As regards foreigners’ liability for acts committed abroad, Polish criminal law may be applied if a crime harms the interests of Poland, a Polish citizen or a Polish company, and at the same time the requirement of double criminality is satisfied.

The requirement of the double criminality of an act does not apply to, inter alia, a situation in which a crime harms the national security of Poland or its material economic interests, or is aimed against Polish offices or officials, nor does it apply to a situation in which financial gain (even indirectly) was derived in Poland.

ii International cooperation

Polish law enforcement bodies cooperate with the authorities of other countries. The rules and scope of cooperation vary, however, in view of the fact that in some cases of cooperation, bilateral international agreements, multilateral conventions or international organisation regulations (including primarily European Union law and its implementations, for example, regarding the Directive 2014/41/EU of the European Parliament and the Council of 3 April 2014 or Council Framework Decision 2009/948/JHA of November 2009) will apply with some countries. In the absence of an international agreement, the provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure will apply.

The possibility of handing over a Polish citizen as part of an extradition procedure is, in principle, excluded. By way of an exception, the court may decide to extradite a Polish citizen if such a possibility follows from an international agreement ratified by Poland. An additional condition is that the crime with which the subject of the extradition procedure is charged must have been committed outside Poland, and that the act that the person is charged with must constitute a crime under Polish law, both at the time the court decision is made and at the time the crime was committed.

Polish enforcement authorities routinely cooperate with the authorities of a significant number of countries, including Germany and the United Kingdom, mainly as a result of the large Polish populations in those countries.

iii Local law considerations

Enforcement authorities apply the relevant Polish standards in all kinds of proceedings conducted in Poland. The personal data protection regime and the bank secrecy regime are relatively strict and involvement of a foreign element in a given case does not lead to the relevant requirements being loosened in any manner.
V YEAR IN REVIEW

The current government continues its relatively radical efforts to eradicate widespread value added tax (VAT) fraud and other kinds of business crime. One of the revisions introduced a ‘split payment’ system to separate net payments from VAT payments in business-to-business transactions.

In accordance with the guidelines of the Minister of Justice, prosecutors conducting investigations regarding VAT fraud should always consider extended confiscation and forfeiture of an enterprise. In cases involving extortion of more than 1 million zlotys, the Minister demands severe punishments of imprisonment.

Under the Act of 23 March 2017 on the amendment of the Criminal Code and certain other acts, the legislator provided for the institution in criminal law called ‘extended confiscation’. According to this regulation, all the assets acquired by the perpetrator during the five years prior to committing an offence would be considered a benefit thereof, unless the perpetrator or the other interested party can submit evidence in rebuttal. In 2017, the ‘extended confiscation’ resulted in the collection of criminal assets worth over 1.3 billion zlotys. However in 2018, the worth of collected criminal assets even increased to over 2.5 billion zlotys. These statistics were announced by the Ministry of Justice in November 2018 during the Congress 590 as a part of lecture titled ‘The prospect of closing the VAT gap in Poland by 2020’.

In July 2018, the new Act on Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing Prevention entered into force. In general, the purpose of this Act is to increase the effectiveness of the national system of counteracting money laundering and the financing of terrorism. The main changes concern the creation of the Central Registry of Real Beneficiaries and the establishment of the Financial Security Committee. Moreover, the Act introduces new rules for interrupting transactions and blocking accounts. It also expands the list of institutions obliged to report on specific transactions and defines mechanisms for preparing a national assessment of the risks associated with money laundering and financing terrorism. Included in the definition of ‘obliged institutions’ are attorneys-at-law and legal advisers providing specified services to clients, such as the purchase or sale of real estate, enterprise, cash management of clients, making contributions to a capital company or increasing share capital of companies. Obliged institutions will have a duty to apply financial security measures to their clients, which are designed to recognise the risk of money laundering and financing terrorism and, if necessary, to keep the documentation. Financial security measures include customer identification, verification of identity or assessment of economic relations, and will be used, for example, when establishing business relationships or making an occasional transaction equivalent to €15,000 (if it seems to be related, it does not matter if it is one or several), which includes a transfer of money in excess of the equivalent of €1,000.

When it comes to criminal liability for fiscal delinquencies and crimes, at the end of 2018, the penalty for a fiscal delinquency increased to between 225 and 45,000 zlotys. As far as penalties for a fiscal crime are concerned, the fine cannot be lower than 750 zlotys. The maximum fine for the fiscal crime increased to 21.6 million zlotys. Further, the government is currently working on amendments to the Fiscal Criminal Code. The amendments are to increase the repressiveness of the fiscal system and limit the usage of the active repentance (voluntary disclosure) of the offender.

Notwithstanding the above, in 2018, the government announced that it is developing the new Act on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited under Penalty and the amendments to the Code of Criminal Procedure.
On May 2018, the Ministry of Justice published the first information regarding the draft law on collective entities; however, the recent version of the Draft Act on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited under Penalty was published in January 2019. The key purpose of the new Act is to enhance the effectiveness of preventing and fighting serious economic and tax crime, including corruption. The effective tools include, inter alia, more extensive liability, new obligations imposed on collective entities (such as the above-mentioned obligations regarding whistle-blowers, compliance and internal issues) and stricter sanctions. The most important changes include there being no closed list of criminal offences the liability for which may be incurred by collective entities; and it being possible to hold a collective entity liable without the natural person having been previously convicted by a valid court judgment.

This Act will introduce severe penalties and other sanctions. As already mentioned, the penalties will be a fine of 30,000 zlotys to 30 million zlotys (in special cases 60 million zlotys); and the dissolution or liquidation of the collective entity. Other significant consequences include:

a. the confiscation of property;
b. prohibition on specific types of business activity;
c. disqualification from benefits, subsidies and other public funding;
d. exclusion from public procurement proceedings;
e. obligation to refund the equivalent of publicly funded support; and
f. the option of introducing receivership in the course of proceedings.

The provisions of this Act will also be applicable to certain criminal offences (including corruption) committed before the Act comes into force.

On December 2018, the Ministry of Justice published the first information regarding the works on amendments to the Code of Criminal Procedure. The recent draft was published in January 2019 and includes proposals to speed up the criminal proceedings at the judicial stage. However, the amendments undermine some procedural guarantees of the accused. For instance, the revision will provide for the statute of repose to limit the time within which the parties are entitled to report the evidence. Other crucial changes include there being no impact on the course of the proceedings if a party fails to appear but its attorney appears; the possibility of conviction by the court of appeal after a conditional discontinuance of proceedings in the first instance; or the possibility for the court of appeal to make the sentence more severe by imposing a life imprisonment sentence.

These amendments lead to the conclusion that parties to criminal proceedings will be forced to involve a professional attorney in any case. Finally, in 2018, the government decided to suspend work on the Act on the Transparency of Public Life (which was initially to enter into force before the end of 2018).

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The general outlook is that the government is ready to increase the effectiveness of preventing and combating serious economic and fiscal crimes, including corruption offences. This objective is to be achieved through increasing the scope of liability, imposing new obligations and introducing more severe sanctions.

After the reimposition of the ‘inquisitive’ model of proceedings, prosecution offices seem to be working more effectively, especially given the reduced scope of assigned tasks. However, the recent restructuring of the entire prosecution system is the subject of serious doubt.
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SINGAPORE
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I INTRODUCTION

The standards of corporate governance have a major role in the maintenance of Singapore’s reputation as a secure and established financial and business centre. Singapore is ranked first in ‘Doing Business 2016’ by the World Bank Group and has been lauded for its high standards of corporate governance by the 2014 CG Watch, ranking first with Hong Kong.

A number of regulatory bodies in Singapore are empowered to investigate and prosecute corporate misconduct:

a The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) acts as the central bank of Singapore. The MAS is responsible for regulating and supervising the financial services sector, administering the Securities and Futures Act (SFA) and conducting surveillance on financial stability. Pursuant to Part IX of the SFA, the MAS has powers to require the disclosure of information about securities and futures contracts, to require the production and inspection of companies’ books, to enter premises to carry out investigations and to examine witnesses. Effective from March 2015, the MAS and the Commercial Affairs Department (CAD) of the Singapore police force jointly investigate potential market misconduct offences such as insider trading and market manipulation under Part XII of the SFA.2

b The Singapore Exchange Limited (SGX) acts as a front-line regulator to promote a fair, orderly and transparent marketplace and a safe and efficient clearing system through monitoring the continuing compliance of the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited (SGX-ST) Listing Manual (the Listing Manual) and the review of listings applications. Enforcement of compliance with the Listing Manual by listed companies is performed through investigations by the SGX, with appropriate sanctions imposed for breaches.

c The Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority acts as the regulator of business entities, public accountants and corporate service providers.

d The Competition and Consumer Commission of Singapore (CCCS) is tasked with administering and enforcing the provisions of the Competition Act, which promotes competition in the markets, and the Consumer Protection (Fair Trading) Act, which protects consumers against unfair trade practices. The CCCS’s key sectors of focus for 2019 are digital platforms, transport, hospitality, and administrative and support services. The CCCS will take action against anti-competitive agreements,

1 Jason Chan, Vincent Leow and Daren Shiau are partners at Allen & Gledhill LLP.
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abuse of dominant positions, and mergers and acquisitions that substantially lessen competition. As at 31 March 2017, the CCCS had completed 63 investigations relating to anti-competitive agreements and abuse of dominant positions, and reviewed 64 merger notifications. The CCCS has the power to require the production of specified documents or information, to enter premises without a warrant, and to enter and search premises with a warrant, if the CCCS has reasonable grounds for suspecting that the provisions of the Competition Act have been infringed. In respect of its consumer protection function, the Consumers Association of Singapore (CASE) and Singapore Tourism Board (STB) are the first points of contact for complaints by local consumers and tourists respectively. However, where errant retailers continue to persist in unfair practices, the CASE and the STB may refer them to the CCCS, which has the power to gather evidence, file timely injunction applications with the Singapore courts, and enforce compliance with injunction orders issued by the courts, against such errant retailers.

The Singapore police force has wide investigative powers pursuant to Part IV of the Criminal Procedure Code (CPC). In the course of its investigations, the police may issue written orders to summon any person in Singapore to attend and assist in investigations, failing which a warrant may be issued to order the attendance of that person. The police may also order the production of or access to documents and other relevant evidence necessary or desirable to any investigation, and may search or apply for a search warrant in the event of non-compliance. The CAD is the principal department of the Singapore police force that investigates white-collar commercial and financial crimes, and has similar powers. In April 2017, the MAS and the CAD announced the launch of a government-industry partnership to strengthen Singapore’s capabilities in the fight against money laundering and terrorism financing.

The Corrupt Practices Investigation Bureau (CPIB) operates with functional independence and is mandated to investigate corruption offences under the Prevention of Corruption Act (PCA) and other related offences. CPIB officers have wide investigative powers pursuant to the PCA and may exercise all those powers in relation to police investigations given by the CPC in the course of CPIB investigations. Additionally, CPIB officers may, with authorisation from the Public Prosecutor, investigate any financial account or safe deposit box in any bank.

The Financial and Technology Crime Division of the Attorney-General’s Chambers is responsible for the prosecution and appeals of white-collar and other commercial crimes, including corruption cases investigated by the CAD and the CPIB.

It is generally advisable for all businesses, corporate entities and individuals under investigation to cooperate fully with the authorities, and provide full and frank disclosure of material information. This is in view of the legislation in place to secure cooperation with many of the above authorities. For example, it is an offence under the SFA to refuse or fail to appear before the MAS and render assistance in investigations. Further, Chapters IX and X of the Penal Code specify further offences such as (1) failing to attend before, (2) failing to produce a document and (3) furnishing false information to any public servant.

---

II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

Singapore’s legislative and regulatory corporate governance framework has shifted from a merit-based approach to a disclosure-based regime of supervision. Under a disclosure-based regime, market participants are provided with better information, thus allowing them greater choice and freedom to take calculated risks, which promotes a more dynamic market.

To be successful, a disclosure-based regime requires an effective and robust enforcement regime to ensure accurate disclosure of material information in order to maintain the confidence of market participants.

Companies listed on the SGX-ST are required to comply continuously with the Listing Manual. Pursuant to Rule 703 of the Manual, listed companies must announce any information known to it concerning itself, or any of its subsidiaries or associated companies, that is (1) necessary to avoid the establishment of a false market in the securities of the listed company, or (2) would be likely to materially affect the price or value of its securities. Under Section 203 of the SFA, a listed company must not intentionally, recklessly or negligently fail to notify the SGX of information that is required to be disclosed under the Listing Manual. A breach of Section 203 of the SFA is not a criminal offence unless the failure to notify, if the company withholds disclosure, is intentionally or recklessly in non-compliance with Rule 703 of the Listing Manual. Section 331 of the SFA provides that directors may be prosecuted in their personal capacity for acts of the company provided that the non-compliance was committed with the consent or connivance of, or could be attributable to any neglect on the part of, the directors.

The Listing Manual is complemented by the revised Code of Corporate Governance 2012 (the CG Code 2012), issued by the MAS. Although compliance with the CG Code 2012 is not mandatory, listed companies are required under the Listing Manual to describe in their annual reports their corporate governance practices with specific references to the principles of the CG Code 2012. If the company deviates from any guidelines of the CG Code 2012, the deviation must be disclosed, with an appropriate explanation. The CG Code 2012 is aimed at increasing accountability and transparency, and the amendments are related to matters such as director independence, board composition, multiple directorships, alternate directors and disclosure of remuneration. In February 2017, the MAS announced that it had formed a Corporate Governance Council (the Council) to review the CG Code 2012.4 The Council has been considering how the ‘comply-or-explain’ regime under the CG Code 2012 can be made more effective. This includes ‘improving the quality of companies’ disclosure of their CG practices and explanations for deviations’ from the CG Code 2012.

In relation to competition law, the CCCS has implemented a leniency programme to incentivise cartel members to come forward and inform the CCCS of the cartel activities. To encourage self-reporting, a company stands to benefit from total immunity from financial penalties if the company is the ‘first in the door’ to provide the CCCS with evidence of the cartel activity before an investigation has commenced, and provided that the CCCS does not already have sufficient information to establish the existence of the alleged cartel activity.

---

The company must also satisfy the following general conditions:

a. it provides the CCCS with all the information, documents and evidence available to it regarding the cartel activity;

b. it grants an appropriate waiver of confidentiality to the CCCS in respect of any jurisdiction where the applicant has also applied for leniency or any other regulatory authority it has informed of the conduct;

c. it unconditionally admits to the conduct for which leniency is sought and details the extent to which this had an impact in Singapore by preventing, restricting or distorting competition in Singapore;

d. it maintains continuous and complete cooperation throughout the investigation and until the conclusion of any action by the CCCS arising as a result of the investigation;

e. it refrains from further participation in the cartel activity from the time of disclosure of the cartel activity to the CCCS (except as may be directed by the CCCS);

f. it must not have been the one to initiate the cartel; and

g. it must not have taken any steps to coerce another undertaking to take part in the cartel activity.

In this regard, two companies (Koyo Singapore Bearing (Pte) Ltd and DHL Global Forwarding) have avoided financial penalties for their involvement in international cartel activities under the leniency programme. Full immunity was granted to both companies when they reported on price fixing to the CCCS.

If the company is not the first-in-the-door leniency applicant but provides evidence before the CCCS issues a proposed infringement decision, the company may still be granted a reduction of up to 50 per cent of the financial penalty, if the general conditions in points a to e above are satisfied. In particular, the CCCS, in its revised Guidelines on Lenient Treatment for Undertakings coming forward with information on Cartel Activity 2016, had clarified that coercers and initiators of cartels may also apply for leniency and may qualify for up to 50 per cent discount of the financial penalty.

The CCCS has reportedly seen an increase in the number of leniency applications and has recently stated that antitrust enforcement remains a priority for the CCCS, with bid-rigging cases in the pipeline. As at 31 March 2017, the CCCS had received leniency applications in 22 cases.

Notwithstanding that there is no obligation on retailers for self-reporting, retailers are nevertheless encouraged to work with the CASE, the STB and the CCCS to address complaints by local consumers and tourists.

**ii Internal investigations**

Generally, internal investigations are those that a company decides to carry out in relation to itself and into its own affairs. They may be prompted by regulatory concerns, or complaints from third parties, or concerns raised as a result of inquiries by independent directors and shareholders.

Internal investigations usually involve conducting interviews with employees, managers and directors, and the collection and review of hard-copy documents and electronic files stored on various forms of media (e.g., emails, telephone records or other electronic transmissions). The involvement of external parties, such as lawyers, forensic accountants,
private investigators or computer experts, may occasionally be required. During the course of its investigations, the company may be obliged to comply with its legal disclosure obligations (e.g., under the Listing Manual) and legal professional advice should be sought in this regard.

Depending on the seriousness and nature of the matter, the individuals being investigated may retain their own lawyers. If there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the investigations may lead to prosecutions, it is advisable to consider retaining lawyers at an early stage so that any statements given during the internal investigations that may be subsequently turned over to the police are given with the benefit of legal advice.

On the issue of maintaining legal professional privilege during an internal investigation, the Court of Appeal considered the doctrine of legal professional privilege in light of significant developments at common law in the case of Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (Publ), Singapore Branch v. Asia Pacific Breweries (Singapore) Pte Ltd. The issue before the Court of Appeal was whether draft reports prepared and produced by an external accounting firm (and law firm) in respect of an internal investigation of Asia Pacific Breweries (Singapore) Pte Ltd’s (APBS) internal control systems and procedures attracted both legal advice and litigation privilege. The internal investigation by APBS was prompted by a fraud perpetuated by an APBS finance manager, who had obtained credit and loan facilities from banks. The action was brought against APBS to recover the monies after the fraud was uncovered. In the action, the banks sought specific discovery of the draft report.

On the issue of legal advice privilege, the Court of Appeal endorsed the decision of the Australian Federal Court in Pratt Holdings Pty Ltd v. Commissioner of Taxation, which held that whether privilege is accorded to documentary communications of a third party is dependent on the nature of the function the third party performed for the party that engaged it. Privilege will be accorded if the function was to enable the engaging party to obtain legal advice if required. This is as opposed to the nature of the relationship of the third party’s legal relationship with the party that engaged it. The Court of Appeal stated that ‘the approach taken in Pratt Holdings is principled, logically coherent and yet practical and is also consistent with the reality of legal practice’ and held that third-party communications could be covered by legal advice privilege, but it had to be demonstrated that the communications were made for the dominant purpose of obtaining legal advice.

On litigation privilege, the Court of Appeal set out the basic principles or requirements of litigation privilege as set out in Section 131 of the Evidence Act (i.e., if the dominant purpose for which the legal advice had been sought and obtained was for the anticipation or contemplation of litigation, the advice concerned would be protected by litigation privilege). The Court of Appeal held that as litigation was ‘foremost in the mind’ of APBS and the dominant purpose of the draft reports was in aid of litigation at the time, litigation privilege applied to the draft reports.

The Evidence Act was amended in 2012 to extend legal advice privilege to communications with in-house legal counsel for the dominant purpose of seeking legal advice. Note that there are statutory exceptions to situations in which legal advice privilege may be asserted over communications or documents. In particular, Section 128(2) of the Evidence Act expressly states that ‘any communications made in furtherance of any illegal purpose’ or where ‘any fact observed by any legal counsel in an entity in the course of his [or her] employment as such showing that any crime or fraud has been committed since the commencement of his [or her] employment’ are examples of such exceptions.

In respect of litigation privilege, the High Court held in Gelattissimo Ventures (S) Pte Ltd & Ors v. Singapore Flyer Pte Ltd that litigation privilege under Section 131 of the Evidence Act...
Act is subject to the same fraud exception as found in Section 128(2)(b) of the Evidence Act. This is despite the literal wording of Section 131 of the Evidence Act, which suggests that litigation privilege is an absolute privilege.

iii Whistle-blowers

Although there is currently no general overarching legislation in Singapore specifically addressing whistle-blowing, certain programmes and specific legislation have been created or enacted that address this issue. An example is the implementation of the CCCS’s leniency programme. The CCCS encourages businesses that are part of a cartel agreement or concerted practice, or a member of the general public who is aware of a cartel activity, to blow the whistle and provide information on cartel activity, and the CCCS will keep the identity of whistle-blowers confidential. In appropriate circumstances, the CCCS may also pay a monetary reward to informants for information that leads to infringement decisions against cartel members.

According to a press release by the CPIB, it received 808 complaints in 2016 (an 8 per cent decrease from the 877 complaints received in 2015). In January 2017, as part of the CPIB’s anti-corruption efforts, the new Corruption Reporting and Heritage Centre (CRHC) began operations. The CRHC was set up to enable people to make complaints discreetly and in a more accessible manner. The identity of informants is protected under Section 36 of the PCA, which includes provisions that a complaint about an offence under the PCA shall not be admitted in any civil or criminal proceedings and no witness is obliged or permitted to disclose the name or address of any informer. The court is further obliged to redact or expunge any references to the name or identity of the informer that may be found in any document in evidence in order to protect the informer from discovery. Citing Section 36 of the PCA, the court has observed, in *Dorsey James Michael v. World Sport Group Pte Ltd*, that there is a compelling public interest consideration ever present in Singapore to encourage whistle-blowing against corruption.

The MAS has stated that supervision can only go so far in preventing corporate misconduct in the financial industry, and that the creation of a safe environment for whistle-blowing is necessary to build a culture of trust and strong values in the financial industry. In this regard, Guideline 12.7 of the CG Code 2012 provides that a company’s audit committee ‘should review the policy and arrangements by which staff of the company and any other persons may, in confidence, raise concerns about possible improprieties in matters of financial reporting or other matters’, and the ‘existence of a whistle-blowing policy should be disclosed in the company’s Annual Report, and procedures for raising such concerns should be publicly disclosed as appropriate’. Further, the Guidebook for Audit Committees (revised on 19 August 2014) lays out guidelines on the implementation, conduct and review of whistle-blowing policies within companies. The guidelines for whistle-blowing policies recommend the protection of the identity of the whistle-blower, and provide for independence, objectivity and fairness of the investigation and resolution process.

Courts take a dim view of whistle-blowers who knowingly provide false information. In *PP v. Mohd Ghalib s/o Sadruddin*, the court imposed a deterrent sentence of six months’ imprisonment against the accused for providing false information in a complaint to the CPIB.

---

The court stated that the sentence was meted out as the correct signal must be sent so that like-minded individuals will think twice about blatantly lying about alleged conduct. Note that the court took pains to emphasise that the decision should not apply to whistle-blowing ‘done in good faith, which is a helpful check and balance, and there should not be a chilling effect on such conduct’.

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

In Singapore, corporate conduct is capable of attracting both criminal and civil liability. ‘Persons’ is defined in law as including bodies corporate unless a contrary intention arises. Hence, whenever a statute purports to impose liability on any person, a company can be held directly liable unless otherwise specified, or unless such a construction is inconsistent with the subject or context.

Concurrent liability of officers and employees

Since a company is a legal construct, it has to act through its officers and employees; therefore, situations giving rise to a finding of corporate wrongdoing are likely to also involve wrongful conduct on the part of particular individuals.

In such situations, the potential criminal and civil liability of the company and these individuals are distinct and independent. That said, there is no bar against criminal or civil liability being imposed on both the company and these individuals concurrently, save for the prohibition against double recovery in the civil context.

Criminal liability for conduct of officers and employees

A company can be subject to criminal liability for the conduct of its officers and employees in one of several ways.

First, a company may be guilty of a strict liability offence, namely an offence that does not require proof of a culpable mental state, such as intention, recklessness or knowledge. If a company’s employees have caused the commission of a strict liability offence, the company may be held liable.

Second, a company may be guilty of being an accessory to the criminal conduct of its officers and employees. Accessory liability offences take the form of abetment or criminal conspiracy, and typically require some proof that the company was complicit in the conduct of its officers and employees.

Third, a company may be guilty of an offence if the criminal statute in question expressly makes a company liable for the acts of its officers and employees.

Fourth, and as a general catch-all, a company may be guilty of any other offence insofar as it is committed by the company’s organs (board of directors, or shareholders in general meeting) or agents. Under Singapore law, the acts of such organs and agents are regarded as the acts of the company.

A particular difficulty arises whenever an offence requires proof of a mental state. A company, by its very nature, has no ‘mind’ to speak of. If the statute specifies how such a mental state is to be determined, then this would not be an issue. However, where the statute does not, Singapore law recognises two methods of attributing the mental state of officers and employees to that of the company. First, the mental state of agents may be attributed subject
to certain conditions. Second, the mental state of an officer or employee who is considered the ‘directing mind and will’ of the company may be attributed to that of the company as well. Typically, the latter category includes directors or senior officers of the company.

**Civil liability for conduct of officers and employees**

A company can be subject to civil liability for the conduct of its officers and employees, and is not exempt from any category of civil wrongs (e.g., contract, tort or equity). A company may be personally liable for the conduct of its agents and organs, and may be vicariously liable for the tortious conduct of its employees insofar as the conduct was committed during the course of employment.

**Legal representation of a company and its officers and employees**

There is generally no objection to a company and its employees being represented by the same counsel in the same matter where their interests are aligned. However, if a conflict or a risk of conflict between the interests of the company and the interests of the employee exist, it is preferable that separate representation be sought, as this would avoid the need for counsel to discharge him or herself from acting for both the company and the employees.

**ii Penalties**

Save for custodial sentences, companies may generally be subject to the same penalties as natural persons (e.g., fines). That said, the corporate penal regime has several unique additional features.

First, companies may be subject to additional criminal sanctions. Although the typical criminal sanction is the imposition of a fine, some statutes impose additional (or higher) sanctions for companies.

Second, companies may be subject to regulatory sanctions on top of criminal sanctions. For instance, companies who hold regulatory licences may have their licences revoked under the terms of the licence or the authorising statutes under which the licences are issued. Also, if the company in question is listed on the Singapore Exchange, the Exchange is empowered under the Listing Manual to impose sanctions such as a private warning, public reprimand, suspension of the trading of its securities, or even a delisting of the company.

Third, companies may avail themselves of deferred prosecution agreements (DPA) in certain situations. A DPA is essentially a type of plea bargain. Under these agreements, prosecutors agree not to bring charges against a company in exchange for the company's fulfilment of certain conditions within a fixed duration. Such conditions are not limited and may include cooperation in investigations, implementation of compliance programmes, and payment of certain financial penalties. The DPA option is only applicable to certain scheduled offences, including certain offences under the Prevention of Corruption Act and the SFA. All DPAs need to be approved by the High Court. After approval, the corporation will be deemed to be granted a discharge not amounting to an acquittal. Upon expiration of the DPA and subject to the company's compliance with the terms of the DPA, the High Court may grant a discharge amounting to an acquittal.

**iii Compliance programmes**

Unless specifically provided for under a particular statute, the existence of a compliance programme does not generally function as a legal defence. That said, it is prudent for companies
to institute reasonable compliance programmes depending on the risks in question and the costs involved. The existence of compliance programmes may lower the risk of wrongdoing or the duration of any wrongdoing (which may affect any penalties imposed on the company subsequently).

Compliance programmes may also be relevant at one of three stages insofar as criminal proceedings are concerned. First, prosecutors may take into account the existence of a compliance programme when exercising their discretion to prosecute. Second, DPAs may be conditioned on the institution of compliance programmes. Third, the existence of a compliance programme may be relevant after the conviction of a company, as a mitigating factor during sentencing.

Beyond the company, compliance programmes may also assist the officers and employees of a company insofar as their personal liabilities are concerned. Such programmes may allow the officers and employees to show that the offence in question was not committed as a result of their consent, connivance or neglect.

### iv Prosecution of individuals

Where there has been corporate wrongdoing, there is no bar prohibiting the authorities from holding a particular individual liable under criminal law as well, whether in addition to liability on the part of the company or otherwise. If an officer of a company, especially a senior officer, is accused of corporate wrongdoing, this will inescapably have reputational effects on the company, regardless of whether the company itself is also charged. How the company manages the continued relations with the individual in question should, therefore, take such considerations into account.

There is no obligation on the part of the company to dismiss or discipline an individual who has been the subject of a criminal investigation or charged with a criminal offence. That said, this is dependent on the company’s internal policies and the view that the company takes with respect to the individual’s conduct. In practice, most companies would have in place their own disciplinary or investigation procedures, which may apply where there have been allegations of wrongdoing against a particular employee. This is likely to be governed by the relevant employment agreement between the company and the employee. Where, for example, the evidence that is known to the company suggests there are grounds for taking disciplinary action or for terminating an employee’s employment, the company may do so regardless of the outcome of the criminal investigation or prosecution against the employee.

 Needless to say, companies should cooperate with investigators insofar as they are legally obliged to do so. For example, authorities may require that a company produces documents or information relevant to their investigations or require that witnesses (such as other employees of the company) attend to be examined. There is no bar against the company coordinating with the individual’s counsel. This may be a course that the company may wish to take where the interests of the company and the individual are aligned.

There is also no legal bar against the company paying for the legal fees of the employee. It is also common for a company to purchase directors’ and officers’ insurance, which may indemnify the legal costs to be incurred by an individual director or officer who is subject to criminal allegations. How such policies may operate, including the scope and extent of coverage, would depend on their precise terms.
IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

There is generally a presumption against the extraterritorial application of Singapore criminal statutes. That said, specific laws have been enacted by Parliament to extend the reach of particular statutes beyond Singapore's borders. Some key examples are discussed below.

PCA

The PCA, which is the principal anti-bribery statute in Singapore, expressly provides that it would apply extraterritorially to Singapore citizens outside Singapore. Section 37(1) of the PCA states:

The provisions of this Act have effect, in relation to citizens of Singapore, outside as well as within Singapore; and where an offence under this Act is committed by a citizen of Singapore in any place outside Singapore, he may be dealt with in respect of that offence as if it had been committed within Singapore.

Therefore, if a Singapore citizen commits an offence within the meaning of the PCA outside Singapore, he or she would be held liable as though it was committed within the Singapore territory.

Terrorism (Suppression of Financing) Act

The Terrorism (Suppression of Financing) Act, which is one of the key pieces of anti-terrorism legislation, also contemplates extraterritorial application, providing at Section 34 that certain offences thereunder if committed outside Singapore would be deemed to be committed in Singapore and that the person in question may be charged, tried and punished accordingly, and, further, that if a Singapore citizen commits certain other offences outside Singapore, they may be dealt with as though they were committed in Singapore.

Corruption, Drug Trafficking and Other Serious Crimes (Confiscation of Benefits) Act

The Corruption, Drug Trafficking and Other Serious Crimes (Confiscation of Benefits) Act (CDSA), which is the principal statute criminalising money laundering, also contemplates extraterritorial application. This is clear from Section 3(3) and (5) of the CDSA, which respectively state that the Act 'shall apply to any serious offence or foreign serious offence' and 'shall apply to any property, whether it is situated in Singapore or elsewhere', as well as from Section 2(1), which defines 'criminal conduct' and 'drug dealing' as the doing of such acts 'whether in Singapore or elsewhere'.

Organised Crime Act

Finally, the Organised Crime Act (OCA) targets local and transnational criminal organisations. The definition of 'organised criminal group' under Section 2 includes groups 'based within or outside Singapore' whose purposes include obtaining material benefit from the facilitation of 'any act outside Singapore that, if it occurred in Singapore, would constitute any serious offence' under selected Singapore laws. Aside from criminal prosecution, the OCA recognises the difficulty of meeting the criminal standard of proof against organised crime syndicates.
(required under other statutes such as the CDSA), and hence allows for courts to order confiscations on a civil basis, as well as wide-ranging prevention orders against individuals and groups on a non-conviction basis.

ii International cooperation

Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act

The Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act (MACMA) sets out the framework for mutual legal assistance between Singapore and other states in criminal matters. It allows the Singapore authorities to provide assistance in relation to criminal investigations or proceedings to other states in respect of certain prescribed offences, without the need for a mutual legal assistance treaty between the requesting state and Singapore, on the basis of reciprocity.

The assistance Singapore may provide to other states in respect of criminal matters under the MACMA includes:

- taking of evidence;
- production of things (including documents);
- requesting the attendance of a person;
- requesting the custody of a person in transit;
- the enforcement of a foreign confiscation order;
- search and seizure;
- locating or identifying persons; and
- service of process.

The Attorney-General’s Chambers handled 957 mutual legal assistance and extradition matters in 2017, compared with 1,126 in 2016.

Extradition Act

Extradition is possible and not uncommon in Singapore. The Extradition Act (EA) is the primary statute that governs the extradition of fugitives to and from foreign countries, and applies in respect of any of the 40 ‘declared Commonwealth countries’ or a ‘foreign State . . . between which and Singapore an extradition treaty is in force’.

Extradition is allowed only where the fugitive has committed an ‘extradition crime’ within the defined meaning of the EA. In the case of a declared Commonwealth country, this refers to an offence that is punishable with a maximum penalty of death or imprisonment for not less than 12 months and that is an offence described in the First Schedule to the EA. In the case of a foreign state, this refers to ‘an offence against the law of [the] foreign State [where] the act or omission constituting the offence or the equivalent act or omission would, if [it had taken] place in or within the jurisdiction of Singapore, constitute an offence against the law in force in Singapore’ and that is an offence described in the First Schedule to the EA.

Embodied in the definition of an ‘extradition crime’ in the case of a foreign state is the requirement of double criminality. In considering whether the requirement of double criminality is satisfied, the Singapore courts will apply what is known as the ‘conduct test’ (i.e., the court will look at the conduct alleged against the fugitive and determine whether the conduct would have been criminal had it been committed within the jurisdiction of the

---

In this regard, the Singapore courts will not apply the ‘ingredients test’, which requires strict correspondence or identity of the elements of the foreign offence and the elements of the local offence.

**Informal cooperation**

In addition to the above, various Singapore agencies are also parties to informal channels of cooperation with agencies of other countries.

The MAS is a signatory to a number of bilateral and multilateral memoranda of understanding (MOUs). Separately, the Singapore police force (SPF) is a member of Interpol. Additionally, under the CDSA, the SPF’s Suspicious Transaction Reporting Office (STRO) is authorised to share information with foreign financial intelligence units (FIUs) under an MOU, letter of understanding or international arrangement. One such international arrangement is the Egmont Group of FIUs, which the STRO is a member of. Various other Singapore agencies, such as the CPIB, the Casino Regulatory Authority and the Central Narcotics Bureau, have their own informal bilateral relationships with their counterparts in other jurisdictions.

Singapore is also a member of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), a 37-member intergovernmental standards-setting body that develops and issues guidelines on combating international money laundering and terrorist financing. The Ministry of Home Affairs, the Ministry of Finance and the MAS jointly lead Singapore’s inter-agency effort to implement and maintain legislative and regulatory compliance with periodic FATF recommendations.

**iii Local law considerations**

Singapore has certain laws that may impose limitations on the sharing of information across jurisdictions.

For example, banking secrecy laws prohibit licensed banks from disclosing customer information that would include, but is not limited to, any information relating to an account of a customer of a bank or any information relating to any deposits of a customer of a bank.

Similarly, data privacy laws provide that any data that is collected by any organisation that can be used to identify an individual cannot be disclosed unless the individual gives or is deemed to have given his or her consent.

Additionally, before the STRO shares information with a foreign FIU under the CDSA, the foreign FIU needs to provide an undertaking to protect the confidentiality of information shared and control its use, including an undertaking that such information will not be used as evidence in any proceedings.

---

7 These include banking, securities and commodities regulators in Australia, Brunei, China, Malaysia, Myanmar, the United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom and the United States.
8 These include the International Association of Insurance Supervisors and the International Organization of Securities Commissions.
9 This grouping consists of 159 FIUs, which include both national-level and local-level FIUs.
10 The most recent, the FATF Recommendations 2012, comprises some 40 recommendations. The FATF also periodically issues guidance and statements on specific issues and jurisdictions.
11 See Section 40A of the Banking Act.
12 See Section 13 of the Personal Data Protection Act 2012.
If a court order is obtained under the MACMA (see above), then the MACMA provides for civil and criminal immunity to any person who complies with the court order to produce any thing, and such production will not be treated as a breach of any restriction on disclosure (whether imposed by law, contract or rules of professional conduct).13

V YEAR IN REVIEW

The past year has seen an increased focus on investigation and enforcement in relation to corporate misconduct in Singapore’s financial markets.

In March 2019, the MAS published its inaugural Enforcement Report. The report outlined the MAS’s enforcement priorities, and sought to provide greater accountability and transparency regarding its actions and investigations.14 The MAS will continue to publish its Enforcement Report once every 18 months.

With regard to 2019, the MAS has indicated that it will focus its enforcement efforts in the following areas:

- timely and adequate disclosure of corporate information by listed companies;
- business conduct of financial advisers and their representatives;
- financial institutions’ compliance with anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing requirements;
- brokerage houses’ internal controls to detect and deter market abuse; and
- surveillance and investigations into suspected insider trading.

In addition to market abuse and financial services misconduct, the MAS has indicated that an additional key area of enforcement focus will be on money laundering-related control breaches, both by corporate entities and individuals.

The MAS has leveraged on data analytics to enhance its anti-money laundering supervisory effectiveness. One of its key initiatives is an augmented intelligence tool that is used during investigations, alongside other analytical frameworks, to conduct trade analysis and predict the likelihood that market manipulation has occurred.

Singapore’s zero-tolerance approach towards corruption has seen its ranking improve in the Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index for 2018. Singapore was ranked the third-least corrupt country out of 180 countries and territories, and was the only Asian country in the top-10 rankings.15

In 2018, cases involving private sector individuals form the majority of all the new cases registered for investigation into potential corruption offences by the CPIB, and private sector individuals constituted the majority of individuals prosecuted in the Singapore Court. The CPIB has indicated that there are two main areas of concern: construction activities and building maintenance work. The CPIB has a specialised financial investigations unit, and has developed the capabilities of its Computer Forensics Branch to support investigations, especially for cases where it is crucial to extract digital evidence.

13 See Section 24(2) of the MACMA.
In addition to adopting advanced technologies to combat financial crime, the CAD has indicated that it will strengthen its collaboration with its foreign counterparts and enforcement agencies. The CAD has emphasised that it will crack down on offenders who abuse Singapore’s financial system to launder criminal proceeds.

The CAD has also stated that it is closely watching incidences of business email compromise fraud, where scammers use seemingly official email communications, or hack into email accounts, to send fraudulent payment or transfer instructions to victims. This type of fraud is one of the CAD’s key concerns, and it has stated that it intends to participate in regional and international projects to combat this globalised crime.¹⁶

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Singapore’s enforcement agencies have increasingly adopted technology and artificial intelligence tools to enhance their investigation capabilities. Cross-border investigation and enforcement efforts are increasingly common. The enforcement agencies are likely to focus on safeguarding Singapore’s status as an international financial hub, and the country’s reputation as a corruption-free business environment.

I INTRODUCTION

The criminal courts in Spain have sole jurisdiction to prosecute criminal corporate conduct. The investigation and prosecution of criminal offences, therefore, falls to the examining magistrates’ courts, which are responsible for conducting the preliminary investigation stage in criminal proceedings. In this role they are assisted by the state law enforcement bodies.

The examining magistrates’ courts conduct preliminary enquiries that are primarily aimed at gathering information and documentation that may serve as evidence (searches, interception of communications, etc.). In these enquiries they may take precautionary measures to ensure that the proceedings are conducted effectively (preventive or provisional detention, bonds or attachments).

Judges are required to investigate any indication of a crime and are not restricted as to what may be found, having broad powers for the purpose. They have a duty to ascertain the facts and circumstances that allow the conduct in question to be regarded as criminal, and then to investigate the defendant (identification and gathering of personal details), determine the damage caused and identify the person responsible.

Any investigative measures that violate fundamental rights (the interception of personal communications, searches of and dawn raids on private premises, etc.) may only be agreed to in exceptional circumstances and are subject to authorisation by the court. In addition, it is necessary to ascertain what criminal act is being investigated, and whether the use of that measure of investigation is justified within the context of the investigation. The court must oversee the organisation and implementation of the measure.

Occasionally, officials of the Public Prosecutor’s Office, within the scope of their duties, may carry out investigations that result in the referral of the case in question to the relevant court authority, so that the necessary proceedings may be conducted or so that it may be ruled that there is no case to answer when it is found that there are insufficient grounds for bringing any action.

Additionally, given that the role of the Public Prosecutor’s Office includes the actual filing of criminal actions, the public prosecutor may appear in the criminal proceedings and lead public prosecution, and may also appear at preliminary investigation stages.

Other government agencies (such as the tax authorities, the National Securities Market Commission, the employment authorities or the Bank of Spain) may bring proceedings against individuals or companies in relation to other corporate conduct, adjudge them

---

1 Mar de Pedraza is the managing partner and Paula Martínez-Barros is a partner at De Pedraza Abogados.
responsible for offences provided for by law and impose penalties. These agencies are able to require the production of documents and to question individuals, as long as there is no violation of the subject’s fundamental rights.

During any administrative proceedings conducted by the aforementioned government agencies, if it is suspected that the activity constitutes a criminal offence, proceedings will be stayed and the case immediately referred to the Public Prosecutor’s Office or to the court.

The government’s criminal policy unquestionably has an impact on the prosecutorial role. This policy is influenced not only by national needs or priorities but by the international obligations that must be fulfilled by the government; however, the effects of the policy do not extend beyond the day-to-day work of the courts and investigations.

Finally, a company under investigation is not required to cooperate with authorities, but doing so is a mitigating circumstance of its criminal liability that can be applied under Article 31 quater (b) of the Spanish Criminal Code. Moreover, although the lack of collaboration with the authorities is permitted as part of the rights of defence of the entity under investigation, according to case law this conduct will prevent the legal person to appear in court as private prosecution.

II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

Act 5/2010 of 22 June 2010 entered into force in December 2010, amending Act 10/1995 of 23 November 1995 on the Criminal Code. One of the main developments of this legislation was the inclusion for the first time of the criminal liability of legal entities.

Accordingly, under Article 31 bis of Act 5/2010, a legal entity could be held criminally liable, ‘in the cases provided for in this Code’, for:

a offences committed on its behalf or for its benefit by its legal representatives and de facto or de jure directors; and

b offences committed on its behalf and for its benefit by persons who, in the fulfilment of their duties and subject to the authority of the aforementioned individuals, would have performed the criminal acts as a result of a lack of due control over them.

2 At that time an entity could be held to be criminally liable only in the following cases: illegal trafficking of organs (Article 156 bis); trafficking of human beings (Article 177 bis); offences relating to prostitution and the corruption of minors (Title VII, Chapter V); the discovery and disclosure of secrets (Article 197.3); fraud (Title XIII, Chapter VI, Section 1); criminal insolvency (Title XIII, Chapter VII); intellectual and industrial property offences; market and consumer-related offences and the new offence of corruption between private parties (commercial bribery) provided for in Article 286 bis (all of which are included under Title XIII, Chapter XI); money laundering (Article 302); tax and social security offences (Title XIV); offences against the rights of foreign citizens and clandestine immigration (Title XV bis); offences relating to the development and use of land (Article 319); the cases described in Articles 325 and 326 in relation to offences against natural resources and the environment; offences relating to facilities for the storage or disposal of toxic waste (Article 328); the spillage or emission of materials or ionising radiations or the exposure of people to such materials or radiations (Article 343); the handling of materials, equipment or devices that could have devastating effects (Article 348.3); offences against public health involving the growing, manufacture or trafficking of drugs provided for in Articles 368 and 369; the forgery of credit cards, debit cards or cheques and documents in general (Article 399.1 bis); bribery (Title XIX, Chapter V); influence peddling (Title XIX, Chapter VI); offences of corruption in international trade transactions (Article 445); the possession, trafficking and storage of weapons, munitions or explosives; terrorism offences (Title XXII, Chapter V) and several forms of participation in criminal groups or organisations (Title XXII, Chapter VI).
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Act 1/2015 of 30 March amending the Penal Code, which entered into force on 1 July 2015, modified the above-mentioned Article 31 bis, making corporate entities liable as follows. In the cases provided for in this Code, these entities will be criminally liable for:

\[a\] offences committed for and on behalf of them and to their direct or indirect benefit, by their legal representatives or by those persons who, acting individually or as members of a body of the legal entity, are authorised to take decisions on behalf of the legal entity or have organisational or management powers therein; and

\[b\] offences committed in the performance of corporate duties and for and on behalf of them and to their direct or indirect benefit, by those persons who, being subject to the authority of the persons referred to in the foregoing paragraph, have been able to carry out the offences as a result of the failure by the latter to fulfil their duties of supervision, monitoring and control of the activity of the former, bearing in mind the specific circumstances of the case.

The latest reform of the Criminal Code was passed by Act 1/2019 – entering into force on 13 March 2019. It did not change the wording of the Article but extended corporate criminal liability to misappropriation offences and terrorism crimes.

As a result of these provisions, legal entities may be held to be criminally liable and must, therefore, ensure that they have suitable corporate compliance programmes in place that provide for the possibility of investigation of any internal wrongdoing, but there is no obligation to report the conduct discovered by the company. Under Article 31 quater, the criminal liability of a legal entity may, however, be mitigated in the following circumstances:

\[a\] disclosure of the offence to the authorities prior to learning that proceedings have been brought;

\[b\] cooperation by providing evidence to the investigation that is new and decisive for shedding light on the criminal liability;

\[c\] reparation or mitigation of any damage caused by the offence prior to the criminal trial; or

\[d\] prior to the trial, taking effective measures to prevent and detect any possible offences that could be committed in the future using the resources of the legal entity.

---

3 Act 1/2015 of 30 March also extended the catalogue of crimes that entail liability. Thus: (1) new Article 258 ter of the Penal Code states that legal persons may also hold criminal liability for the new crimes of frustration of enforcement; (2) Article 304 bis 5 also expressly states that legal entities are criminally liable for the new crime of illegal financing of political parties; (3) Article 288 provides that legal persons may also hold criminal liability for the new offence of corruption in business introduced in new Article 286 ter; (4) for its part, Article 366 of the Penal Code is amended to expand the range of crimes against public health to include the liability of legal persons (Penal Code, Articles 359 to 365); (5) Article 386 is amended so that Section 5 includes liability under Article 31 bis for crimes of counterfeiting; and (6) new Article 510 bis of the Penal Code introduces the liability of legal persons for crimes committed on the occasion of the exercise of fundamental rights and public freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution in relationship with provocation, hate or violence as defined in the new wording of Article 510 of the Penal Code.

4 Section 5 of Article 435 of the Criminal Code.

5 Article 580 bis of the Criminal Code.
This would be reflected by a reduction in the penalty imposed in accordance with the rules set out by Article 66 of the Criminal Code, which is proportionate to the extent of the cooperation provided but will not totally exempt the company from liability.

In conclusion, although no obligation of self-reporting is established, it could have very positive results for the legal entity and must be decided on a case-by-case basis.

ii Internal investigations

As already indicated, as a result of the entry into force of Act 5/2010 and the introduction of the criminal liability of legal entities, an increasing number of companies are implementing corporate compliance programmes that set out suitable monitoring and control measures for preventing criminal conduct on the part of their directors, legal representatives or employees.

A very important part of a corporate compliance programme, which allows a business to ascertain whether sufficient controls are in place, is, without doubt, the internal investigation of any irregular conduct that becomes known within the company.

In other words, corporate compliance programmes must include specific measures for the prevention and detection of possible criminal offences. It should be stressed that the reform introduced by Act 1/2015 expressly set the requirements for an effectual corporate compliance programme, including reporting channels facilitating the detection of possible risks and infringements to the authority entrusted with monitoring the operation and observance of the prevention model.

For these purposes, in the last few years it has become increasingly common for businesses to establish direct communication or reporting channels with their employees so that the latter have a means of reporting any conduct that they deem could constitute misconduct or illegal activity, or a breach or violation of laws or regulations (internal regulations of the company or legal regulations), and that has had or could have a negative impact on the business, without being afraid that disciplinary or discriminatory measures or any other actions of retaliation will be taken as a result of having reported the conduct.

In this regard, the business must establish clear and accessible communication channels that enable information to be received correctly and promptly by the relevant persons. Various different information sources may be used for warning of possible irregular conduct, for example, work carried out by the internal audit department, whistle-blowing, exit interviews, rumours and employee satisfaction surveys.

Once possible irregular conduct is known, the company will investigate it in accordance with the rules set out in its guidelines on internal investigations. Normally, the person in charge of starting the internal investigation is the compliance officer.6

Corporate investigations can be conducted by both internal and external counsels. The assistance of an outside counsel will be determined according to the nature of the facts reported, the positions the wrongdoers hold and the expertise required for conducting the investigation, among others.

When there is suspicion of the commission of a crime, it is always advisable to retain an outside counsel to assure independence during the course of the investigation, to guarantee the authorities the objectivity of the results achieved, as well as to preserve professional secrecy in the exchange of documentation and information.

6 The compliance officer is the authority that has autonomous powers of initiative and control within the legal person, which existence is one of the requirements set in Article 31 bis 2 for the exemption of criminal liability.
Only outside counsel communications will be totally protected by professional secrecy in Spain. There is not a legal provision regarding in-house counsels – which are bound to the company (the client) by means of an employment relationship – and, therefore, are not considered independent. In this regard, although it may be thought that in-house counsels communications with the entity are not protected under legal privilege, this is not yet clear.

Professional secrecy should be maintained at all times in any documents (including communications) produced during an internal investigation, even though its scope under Spanish law is more limited than under English law. The professional secrecy of lawyers is enshrined in the right to personal privacy and the right to a fair defence, and releases them from the obligation to report events of which they are aware as a result of the explanations of their clients, and to testify regarding those events that the accused has disclosed in confidence to his or her lawyer as the person entrusted with his or her defence. This exemption applies to the production of documents in criminal proceedings at the request of the court, and to any other measure of investigation authorised by the court for the purposes of seizure of the requested documents.

During the internal investigation process, the interviewing of the persons involved, the gathering of information, the inspection – if possible, by independent third parties – of the company’s computers and servers, and the request of documentation, including any documents in the possession of third parties, is fundamental and must be recorded properly.

As regards the interviewing of employees and the possibility of being accompanied by a lawyer, this will depend on the policy existing at the company regarding internal investigations. In any event, it is customary, especially at the beginning of the investigation, for employees to be informed in detail of the reason for the interview, but not to retain their own lawyers. The most widespread practice is guided by the provisions of employment law, consulting with both the compliance officer and the human resources responsible regarding the specific case in question to ensure that the investigation is appropriate and proportionate and respects the rights of all parties involved.

iii Whistle-blowers

From a criminal standpoint, the figure of the whistle-blower is fairly new in our system since the criminal liability of legal entities did not apply until 2010 and was not clearly regulated until the reform of 2015, when the impact that full implementation of compliance programmes will have on the liability of companies was specified in more detail.


In this regard, the anonymity of the whistle-blower has been finally allowed under Article 24 of this law, but preserving the confidentiality of the personal data gathered owing

---

7 Article 18.1 of the Spanish Constitution.
8 Article 24 of the Spanish Constitution.
9 Article 263 of the Criminal Procedure Act.
10 Articles 416.2 and 707 of the Criminal Procedure Act.
11 This law was a consequence of the implementation of the European General Data Protection Regulation, enforced across all EU Member States on 25 May 2018.
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to the complaint (especially the identity of the whistle-blower, when applicable). Moreover, it states that the access to the data recorded in the whistle-blowing system is exclusively limited to:

\[ \text{those who, forming or not part of the organisation, are developing internal control and compliance functions, or to those specially designated eventually. However, access by other individuals, or even the disclosure of data to third parties, could be permitted in order to adopt disciplinary measures or for judicial proceedings purposes.} \]

If criminal proceedings are initiated on the grounds of suspected criminal activity, the whistle-blower could become either a witness or an accused party. In both cases, the anonymity of his or her identity would not be maintained.

Although there are no incentive programmes for whistle-blowers to report to the authorities, if the whistle-blower becomes an accused party to the criminal proceedings, his or her penalty could be mitigated by the court for confession of the illegal act, according to Article 21.5 of the Criminal Code.

Finally, on 23 April 2018, the European Union published the proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of whistle-blowers. If this proposal becomes a final directive, the Member States must bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with the Directive by 15 May 2021, at the latest.\(^\text{12}\)

### III ENFORCEMENT

#### i Corporate liability

As has been already explained, since the entry into force of Act 5/2010, Spanish law has provided for the criminal liability of a corporate entity in certain cases (see Section II.i).

Liability of a company for a crime may exist alongside that of an individual, and the company may also be held liable when no specific individual perpetrator of the offence has been found, or no proceedings may be brought against the individual (for example, because of lapse of liability by death or by application of the statute of limitation). This means that any mitigating and aggravating circumstances of either the company or the individual will not be affected by the other's situation. This being the case, the joint representation and defence of the individual and the company may not be compatible, since it is highly likely that conflicts of interest will arise. Thus, in most cases, it may not be advisable to have a joint representation and defence in the criminal proceedings.

In addition to criminal liability, it should be remembered that there are certain civil obligations that arise as a result of criminal offences, so the \textit{ex delicto} civil liability of companies exists directly and jointly and severally with that of the individuals\(^\text{13}\) and vicariously.\(^\text{14}\)

---

\(^{12}\) One of the most remarkable provisions of the proposal of the Directive is the prohibition of any form of retaliation against whistle-blowers (Article 14).

\(^{13}\) Article 116.3 of the Criminal Code.

\(^{14}\) Article 120 of the Criminal Code.
Penalties

Under Article 33.7 of the Criminal Code, the penalties that may be imposed on businesses are as follows:

- a quota-based or proportional fines;
- b winding up of the company;
- c suspension of the company’s activities for up to five years;
- d closure of the company’s premises and facilities for up to five years;
- e barring from those activities through which the offence was committed, aided or concealed;
- f disqualification from public subsidies and assistance; and
- g court intervention.

Article 66 bis of the Criminal Code requires that, when applying any of the aforementioned penalties (except for fines), the judge or court will consider the need for the penalty to prevent the continuation of the criminal activity or its effects, the economic or social consequences, especially for employees, and the position within the company of the individual who failed to exercise due control.

The Criminal Code seeks to make fines the penalty generally applicable to businesses. The process for determining the fine, in the event of a quota system, entails the court determining the applicable fine period on the basis of the circumstances indicated in the foregoing paragraph, as well as the applicable quota for each daily fine, taking into consideration the financial circumstances of the defendant. In the case of businesses, the daily quota would range from €30 to €5,000.

Article 3 ter 1, introduced with Act 1/2015, provides that when both parties (legal person and individual) are sentenced to a fine in the same case on the same charges, the size of the fine each must pay is scaled so that the resulting amount is not disproportionate to the severity of the charges.

Finally, note that the range of potential sanctions will not vary based on the authority bringing the action.

Compliance programmes

As stated, Act 1/2015 of 30 March amended the Penal Code entering into force in July 2015.

This amendment expressly acknowledges that a legal person may be exempted from criminal liability if it has a corporate compliance programme for the prevention of crime. This acknowledgement put an end to discussion on the matter, and for the first time established the requirements that must be met under what the law terms ‘an organisation and management model for the prevention of crime’.
When a crime is committed by de facto or de jure directors or legal representatives of a legal person, the Article 31 bis 2 of the Penal Code makes the following conditions necessary for the enterprise to be exempted from criminal liability:

- **a** the crime prevention model must have been adopted and effectively executed prior to the commission of the crime, including monitoring and control measures fit for preventing crimes of the sort in question or for significantly reducing the risk of such crimes;
- **b** the crime prevention model must have been supervised by an authority that has autonomous powers of initiative and control within the legal person (a compliance officer), although when the legal person is ‘small’, supervisory functions may be assigned directly to the governing body of the legal person;
- **c** the individuals who have perpetrated the crime must have fraudulently evaded the organisation and prevention models; and
- **d** the authority entrusted with supervising and running the prevention model must not have failed to exercise, or insufficiently exercised its supervision, monitoring and control functions.

Article 31 bis 4 establishes that, when the crime is committed by persons provided in Article 31 bis 1(b) the legal person is exempted from liability if, before the crime was committed, it did, in fact, adopt and effectively execute an organisation and management model that was adequate to prevent crimes of the sort committed or to reduce significantly the risk of the commission of such crimes.

The Article goes on to say that partial accreditation of the criminal liability exemption requirements set in the preceding Articles will be regarded as an attenuating circumstance.

Article 31 bis 5 of the Penal Code sets out the requirements for an effectual corporate compliance programme (one that is fit to qualify the legal person for exemption from criminal liability in future). Qualifying organisation and management models must:

- **a** identify the activities in which the target crimes might be committed. In other words, before an ‘organisation and management model for the prevention of crime’ can be created, an analysis must be run that includes an in-depth examination of the company’s business, its facilities, the legislation applicable to it and to its business, etc. This analysis is what the Anglo-Saxon world calls ‘risk assessment’. The goal is to correctly identify and evaluate the company’s risk in connection with the sorts of crimes that its directors, legal representatives and employees might reasonably engage in. In short, the idea is to map out the firm’s risks;
- **b** establish the exact protocols or procedures for forming the legal person’s wishes, making its decisions and executing its decisions in connection with its wishes. Thus, the legal person is equipped with policies, clauses, protocols and, of course, a good internal investigation manual, so that it can detect potential criminal acts;

---

15 As seen above, Article 31 bis 1(a) of Act 1/2015 (unmodified since then) refers to ‘legal representatives or those persons who, acting individually or as members of a body of the legal person, are authorised to take decisions in the name of the legal person or hold organisation and control faculties within the legal person’.

16 According to the rewording of Article 31 bis 3 of the Penal Code, ‘small’ legal persons are those that are authorised by law to submit profit and loss accounts.

17 ‘Persons acting on behalf of the entity and for its benefit who, in the fulfilment of their duties and subject to the authority of the legal representatives and de facto or de jure directors, could have committed an offence as a result of a lack of due control’ (i.e., employees or other controlled individuals).
e set up financial resource management models suitable for averting the target crimes. The governing body’s commitment to and engagement with the corporate compliance programme must be reflected in the yearly allocation of resources so that the compliance officer can effectively carry out his or her supervision, monitoring and control functions;
d make it compulsory to report possible risks and infringements to the authority entrusted with monitoring the operation and observance of the prevention model. Reporting channels facilitating the detection of crimes in the company must, therefore, be implemented and all company employees must have access to the reporting channels;
e establish a disciplinary system that properly penalises infringement of the measures established by the model. This condition must be seen in relation to the functions of the compliance officer and the human resources department, and it must necessarily include a reaction plan or protocol for action when a crime is committed, and the system of rules penalising crime; and
f run regular verifications of the model, and modifications of the model, when evidence of major violations of the model is found or when there are changes in the organisation, the control structure or the company’s business that make modifications necessary. Not only must a corporate compliance programme be introduced, but follow-up reports must also be given regularly to evaluate the design of the model and the effectiveness of the controls the company has implemented.

iv Prosecution of individuals
The action of the company would vary depending on whether the offences were committed before or after 24 December 2010, in other words, depending on whether the provisions on the criminal liability of legal entities are applicable. If Article 31 bis is not applicable, the coordination of all the defences is certainly possible (and in fact, recommended) since the defence of the individual is also the defence of the company. Likewise, the payment of the employees’ legal fees is possible as the actions have been carried out by the individuals in the performance of their corporate duties. If, however, Article 31 bis is applicable, the positions of the company defence may be incompatible and the specific case must be assessed in order to determine whether the company may coordinate with the individual’s counsel and afford their legal fees.

According to Article 13.6 of the Code of Conduct of Spanish Legal Practitioners, lawyers should ‘refrain from managing the affairs of a group of clients affected by the same situation, when a conflict of interest arises between them, as there is a risk of violation of professional secrecy or their freedom or independence may be affected’. This provision is consistent with the fundamental right of persons to be defended and assisted by a lawyer enshrined in Article 24 of the Constitution.

As regards measures that may be taken against employees, an effective corporate compliance programme must include a disciplinary system that suitably penalises the breach of measures established in the model. As described above, the disciplinary system was expressly provided for in Act 1/2015 (Article 31 bis 5(5)).

IV INTERNATIONAL
i Extraterritorial jurisdiction
Act 5/2010, Act 1/2015 and Act 1/2019 do not explicitly set out provisions regarding the extraterritorial jurisdiction of the Spanish courts in the event of the application of Article 31 bis
of the Criminal Code. Thus, any reference to perpetrators of an offence – Spanish and foreign – contained in the rules on extraterritorial jurisdiction set out in Article 23 of the Spanish Act on the Judiciary must be extended to legal entities.

Accordingly, under criminal law, the courts have jurisdiction to hear any actions for indictable and summary offences committed in Spanish territory (principle of territoriality), notwithstanding the provisions of those international treaties to which Spain is a party. The courts may, however, also hear offences regarded under criminal law as criminal offences even though they have been committed outside the national territory, provided that those persons criminally liable are Spanish persons or foreign persons who have acquired Spanish nationality (active personality principle) after the commission of the offence and the following requirements are met:

- the offence is punishable in the place of enforcement;
- the injured party or the Public Prosecutor’s Office files a complaint or criminal complaint before the Spanish courts; and
- the offender has not been acquitted, pardoned or convicted abroad, or in the latter case, has not served a sentence.

Spanish criminal law also applies on an exceptional basis to offences committed outside the national territory, when committed by either a national or a foreign person, provided that they affect the basic interests of the state (known as the absolute principle or principle of protection of interests) or they are offences that violate the dignity of persons, transnational offences or offences committed in areas not subject to the sovereignty of any state (principle of universal justice).

In this regard, Spanish Act 1/2014 of 13 March on universal justice amended Spanish Act 6/1985 of 1 July on the judiciary, specifically the wording of Article 23.4. This amendment introduced the possibility of the Spanish courts hearing and prosecuting offences of business corruption, even though committed by Spanish or foreign persons outside the national territory, provided that one of the following circumstances arises:

- the proceedings are brought against a Spanish person;
- the proceedings are brought against a foreign citizen that normally resides in Spain;
- the offence has been committed by an officer, director, employee or service provider of a commercial undertaking or of a society, association, foundation or organisation that has its permanent address or registered place of business in Spain; or
- the offence has been committed by a legal entity, undertaking, organisation, groups or any other kind of entity or group of persons that has its permanent address or registered place of business in Spain.

ii International cooperation

Spain cooperates with other countries in law enforcement and in prosecutorial functions not only on the basis of international treaties but also following the ‘principle of reciprocity’ enshrined in Article 13 of the Constitution.

---

18 Article 23.4 was also modified by Act 2/2015, of 30 March, but only regarding terrorism section.
19 These offences were globally named as ‘crimes of business corruption’ under Act 1/2015 of 30 March. The different types of offences are provided in Articles 286 bis to 286 quater of the Criminal Code, being the offence of corruption in international business transactions regulated under Article 286 ter.
The following European legal mechanisms for international legal assistance apply in Spain, among other:

- the Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters of 20 April 1959, as amended by the Schengen Agreement, and the European Convention on Judicial Assistance of 29 May 2000; and
- the European Arrest Warrant regulated in the EU Council Framework Decision of 13 June 2002 and in the Spanish European Arrest Warrant Act 3/2003 (the National Court has a 24-hour service to process European arrest warrants).

In addition to the foregoing international legal cooperation (coordinated through the Spanish Ministry of Justice), the International Cooperation Unit of the Spanish Public Prosecutor’s Office is responsible for the supervision and enforcement, where applicable, of the letters rogatory addressed to, or issued by, the Public Prosecutor’s Office.

Likewise, this unit deals with any matter relating to the European Judicial Network, the Ibero-American Network for International Legal Cooperation (IberRED), Eurojust and the International Cooperation Prosecutors Network.

As regards extradition, Spain only grants extradition in compliance with a treaty or the law, in accordance with the principle of reciprocity. In addition, the requirement of dual criminality must be met; in other words, the offences for which extradition is requested must be regarded as a criminal offence under the criminal law of both states, and the sentence for the offence must be at least one year’s imprisonment. The Spanish authorities do not grant extradition for political offences.

Spain is a signatory party of the European Convention on Extradition and to a large number of bilateral treaties on extradition.

In addition, the ruling issued by the Court of Justice of the European Union on 6 September 2016 regarding the Petruhhin case clarified a controversial issue referring to extradition. It stated that if the extradition is requested by a third state (non-European) to an EU Member State in relation to a European citizen (non-national) of the requested state, the requested EU Member State should inform the state of which the European citizen is a national for the latter to adopt the decision to start a criminal proceeding against its national and request a European Arrest Warrant.

### Local law considerations

Provisions exist that may restrict investigations involving multiple jurisdictions. The most relevant law in this regard is the Personal Data Protection and Guarantee of Digital Rights Act (adopted by Organic Law 3/2018 to comply with European regulations).

The international personal data disclosure (i.e., transfer of data between different states or international organisations) is subject to both the provisions of the European Regulation and the above-mentioned organic law. The main point of Spanish Act 3/2018 is the requirement for the owner of the data to consent to allowing its treatment, also obliging him or her to be informed about the aims for which the personal data could be used.\(^20\)

In addition, as previously mentioned, the disclosure to third parties of the data recorded in the whistle-blowing system could only be permitted to adopt disciplinary measures, or for judicial proceedings purposes.\(^21\)

---

20 Article 6 of the new Data Protection Act.
21 Article 24 of the new Data Protection Act.
For its part, Article 28(g) encourages increasing data protection measures in several cases, such as when the personal data is disclosed, habitually, to third states or international organisations of which a proper level of protection has not been declared.

Personal data protection is also regulated under Articles 236 bis to decies of the Spanish Act on the Judiciary, modified by Act 7/2015 of 21 July. Under this regulation, the consent of the owner of the data is not necessary for its treatment by the courts, notwithstanding procedural rules regarding the validity of the evidence.22

As regards banking secrecy, this is not regarded under the law as an asset or property that merits protection, but as something that is merely instrumental in protecting the real legal interests that merit protection, such as privacy, free competition, business secrets or the security of the state. As a result, in recent rulings, the courts have established that the lawfulness of any information protected by secrecy, either under privacy protection or the protection of a business secret, is a fundamental factor. They have also ruled that, in any event, there are greater interests that warrant the transfer of information to certain public persons (in addition to the interested parties) who are legally authorised to know this information, such as the government authorities responsible for tax fraud, and – specifically – the Public Prosecutor’s Office and the courts in the investigation and prosecution of criminal offences.

V YEAR IN REVIEW

There are no foreseeable developments for the coming year in relation to internal investigations, as the latest reforms of the Criminal Code adopted by Act 1/2019 of 20 February23 and Act 2/2019 of 1 March24 do not provide any provision in this regard. However, internal investigations are gradually making inroads in Spain as legal entities are taking the full and correct implementation of their compliance programmes more seriously to avoid or mitigate future penalties as a consequence of internal wrongdoing.

In addition, if the European proposal for a directive on whistle-blowing finally passes, Member States must implement its provisions, which will affect internal investigations. This includes regulating the obligation to set up internal and external channels and procedures for reporting and chasing reports; the treatment of the data gathered in the internal investigation; and the penalties to be imposed on wrongdoers.

To date, there have been 21 judgments by the Supreme Court regarding the criminal liability of legal persons.

The first ruling regarding corporate criminal liability was issued on 2 September 2015 but there was not enough evidence, and both the entity and the individual accused of fraud were acquitted.

On 29 February 2016, a pioneering Supreme Court sentence confirming the criminal liability of a corporation was delivered (STS 154/2016). This ruling provided guidelines for legal entities to comply with the law and norms through the implementation of models of prevention and control according to Article 31 bis of the Criminal Code so as to avoid penalties.

Two judgments from the Supreme Court about the criminal liability of legal persons – on 16 March 2016 (STS 221/2016) for property embezzlement and on 13 June 2016

22 Article 236 quater of the Spanish Act on the Judiciary.
23 Regarding the transposition of EU directives in relation to financing and terrorism.
24 In relation to road safety offences.
(STS 516/2016) for crimes against the environment – ruled that legal persons could not be criminally responsible because the illegal acts took place before the reform of the Criminal Code.

Rulings STS 154/2016 and 221/2016 of the Supreme Court warned about the future conflicts of interest that may arise between the accused natural person (that represents the legal person) and legal persons who are represented in court by the same counsel, which may cause a breach of the right to defence of the legal entity.

Without prejudice to the court affirming that there is no general answer for this question, some possible formulas used in other systems are offered in case conflicts of the kind arise, for example, the judicial appointment of a ‘legal or public defender’ of the company, or the assignment of the company’s defence to the compliance officer.

Another matter analysed in these rulings is the possibility of the trial being annulled when the right to defence of the legal entity is breached for being represented by the natural person who is also accused individually in the same criminal proceeding.

The following rulings by the Supreme Court did not shed light on interpreting the criminal liability of legal persons: STS 740/2016 of 6 October; STS 827/2016 of 3 November; STS 31/2017 of 26 January, in which the company could not be held responsible and was declared vicariously and civilly liable; and STS 121/2017 of 23 February, which acquitted the company of a crime against workers’ rights as the conviction of a legal person for such an offence is not possible according to the Penal Code.

One remarkable ruling of the Supreme Court was STS 583/2017 of 19 July, which upheld the criminal liability of six companies for money laundering offences (and against public health), but lowered the penalties imposed by the lower court. This sentence confirmed previous Supreme Court case law and definitively established the criteria to follow for charging legal persons with a crime. The resolution also provided guidelines on the interpretation of penalties set forth in Article 66 bis of the Penal Code, stating that judges shall apply the proportionality principle when a legal person is convicted.

The following ruling of the Supreme Court in relation to corporate criminal liability was STS 668/2017 of 11 October, which stressed that a legal entity could only be held criminal liable of an offence if an effective compliance programme has not been implemented.

Consecutively, STS 316/2018 of 28 June was ruled, adding nothing to corporate criminal liability, but only that misappropriation offence could not be committed by a legal entity and the concepts of ad extra and ad intra offences were introduced (the latter are the crimes in which the injured party is the own entity for the commission of misappropriation or disloyal administration offences). STS 353/2018 of 12 July and STS 365/2018 of 18 July followed the same principle and added nothing remarkable about criminally liability of legal entities. The same could be appointed regarding following STS 436/2018 of 28 September 2018.

STS 489/2018 of 23 October analysed the possibility of the legal entity using employees’ emails as evidence in criminal proceedings. This ruling established that the key to determining whether there has been a violation of the employees’ privacy is the existence of consent granted by the employee to the employer to supervise him or her. In other words, to use the employees’ emails as a valid evidence in courts, a decision should be made to

An aspect beyond corporate criminal liability could be highlighted in this ruling: the familiar relationship exculpatory cause provided in Article 268 of the Criminal Code could not be applied if additional injured parties exist in the proceedings.
determine if this possibility was known and contractually permitted by the employee and, therefore, constitutes a proportional measure to investigate an offence. Otherwise, the access will only be permitted under judicial authorisation.

Two days later, the delivery of STS 506/2018 of 25 October created controversy since it appeared to suggest a change in case law. Against the grounds of the Act 1/2015, this ruling tied the criminal liability of the entity to that of the natural person who committed the offence, stating that if the unlawfulness of the action of the natural person was not declared, the same principle should apply to the legal entity.

STS 561/2018 of 15 November did not refer to corporate criminal liability. STS 737/2018 of 5 February 2019 then reiterated that the implementation of an effective compliance programme does not affect civil and personal liability, regardless of whether this clarification was clear enough before the ruling. STS 742/2018 of 7 February 2019 is noteworthy in that the Supreme Court finally answered criminal or procedural questions regarding corporate liability. As such, it stated that the death of the natural person does not prevent the conviction of the entity. Finally, the Supreme Court clarified that single-member companies could also be held criminally liable.

STS 746/2018 of 13 February 2019 was also remarkable. The Supreme Court dismissed one of the grounds of appeal, as the summons did not specify if the offender should appear in court as a natural person or as representative of the entity, preventing him from making the tax adjustment provided in Article 305.4 of the Criminal Code. Moreover, Article 31 ter 1 was applied in relation to the adjustment of the penalty between the natural and legal person. In addition, the Supreme Court clarified that the mitigating circumstance of undue delays could not apply to the entity, but only the redress of damages specifically provided in Article 31 quater c).

STS 108/2019 of 5 March examined in depth the criminal circumstances that constitute money laundering.

The last ruling of the Supreme Court (STS 123/2019 of 8 March) analysed procedural aspects. The Supreme Court has expressly recognised that lacking a statement from the company’s representative (because he or she was not summoned to appear in court) infringes the rights inherent to the defendant parties and, therefore, leads to the invalidity of the proceedings, which must then restart the investigation phase.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

As has already been discussed, the criminal liability of legal entities is quite new in Spanish legislation and there is little case law in this regard. As stated, to date there have been 21 judgments of the Supreme Court, but only four analysing in depth procedural or criminal questions that could be applicable to all entities.

Since the 2015 reform, as the provisions are clearer in terms of the implementation of compliance programmes, the role of compliance officers and of internal investigations, it is likely we will have more rulings from superior courts in these matters.

The most recent reform, taking place in 2019, has no remarkable aspects regarding corporate criminal liability.

Although past rulings are enlightening for the interpretation of the law, we still have a long way to go and many questions to answer, concerning, for example:
the regime for whistle-blowers, which has been partially regulated by the new European General Data Protection Law but continues to be a cause for concern in different matters and jurisdictions;

attorney–client privileges that may apply during internal investigations;

the impact of collaboration with authorities beyond the possibility of applying general mitigating circumstances in the case of confession;

the personal liability of compliance officers for not fulfilling their duties;

conflicts of interest between legal and natural persons; and

the application, in practice, of mitigating and exonerating circumstances and the like since the case law remains inadequately transparent in this regard.26

26 STS 746/2018 of 13 February 2019 denied the application of the mitigating circumstance for undue delays according to the specific wording of Article 31 quater, which starts with ‘only’ when referring to the mitigating circumstances that could be applied to legal persons.
SWEDEN

Ulf Djurberg and Ronja Kleiser

I INTRODUCTION

The Swedish Prosecution Authority is responsible for investigating and prosecuting alleged crimes committed by individuals in companies. In particular, the National Anti-Corruption Unit (the Unit) is responsible for investigating corporate conduct in respect of bribery crimes and closely related offences. The Unit consists of 10 specialist prosecutors and three economic accountants. Further, the Swedish Economic Crime Authority leads and coordinates the fight against organised crime, especially in respect of tax crimes, market abuse and accounting crimes. It consists of specially trained economic prosecutors, economic police officers, economic auditors and economic administrators.

The legislative framework governing the authorities’ ability to investigate and prosecute corporate conduct consists primarily of the Swedish Penal Code and the Swedish Code of Judicial Procedure. In short, the Penal Code provides the substantive rules on criminal conduct and their consequences. The Code of Judicial Procedure provides, inter alia, the investigative measures available to the prosecutor during a preliminary investigation, such as seizure and search of premises.

In recent years, there has been a focus on strengthening the anti-bribery and money laundering legislation. On 1 June 2012, important changes were made in the Penal Code to provide clearer and more appropriate bribery legislation. An act ensuring the protection of whistle-blowers was adopted in January 2017. Furthermore, the focus in the European Union to provide tools to fight organised crime has resulted in the implementation of a fourth anti-money laundering directive, which applies to a larger number of operators than the previous directives and includes a few additional obligations for entities covered by the directive.

In other fields of law, the various Swedish authorities are empowered with different investigatory tools, such as dawn raids, frequently used by the Swedish Competition Authority and the Swedish Economic Crime Authority to investigate infringements of the Swedish Competition Act and crimes such as insider trading. High-profile cases in the past two years include dawn raids at the premises of several insurance companies and companies in the construction sector. In addition, the Swedish Economic Crime Authority conducted a raid at the headquarters of a bank following suspicions of unlawful disclosure of insider information in 2019. Further, the Swedish Tax Agency has many different tools to ensure compliance with tax rules, such as, inter alia, unannounced control visits.

---

1 Ulf Djurberg is a partner and Ronja Kleiser is an associate at Setterwalls Advokatbyrå AB.
The Environmental Code regulates criminal conduct against the environment, offences that are primarily committed in the course of company activities. Included in the listed ‘penalty provisions’ are different kinds of pollution, causing environmental disturbance, environmentally hazardous handling of chemicals, unauthorised environmental activity and obstruction of environmental control. The Environmental Code is supervised by several authorities, including the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, the Surgeon General of the Swedish Armed Forces, county administrative boards, municipalities and other government agencies.

II  CONDUCT

i  Self-reporting
There is no general obligation under Swedish law to notify or self-report wrongdoings to the authorities; however, there are a few exceptions. Since 1999, chartered accountants have been obliged to report findings to the Swedish Prosecution Authority if they suspect that a crime has been committed by a company’s management or board. External counsel is, according to EU legislation, obliged to report suspicions of money laundering or terrorist financing.

The Competition Act contains provisions on leniency and immunity from fines that may be offered to a company found to have infringed the Act if it is the first to notify the Swedish Competition Authority of an anticompetitive cooperation and the notification submitted by the company contains information that enables the Authority to carry out a targeted inspection. The discretion of the Authority to decide the extent of immunity and leniency is very broad. Further, when determining the reduction of fines, the Authority considers whether the evidence provided by the company represents significant added value to the investigation. Swedish legislation is based on the leniency programme applied by the European Commission.

ii  Internal investigations
A company may conduct its own internal investigation at any time provided that it is made in accordance with relevant applicable legislation, such as labour protection and data protection legislation. Such investigations are often made within the scope of internal compliance programmes, but also if there are reasons to suspect that crimes have been committed in connection with the company’s business activities. They are often conducted by external counsel, such as legal and information technology experts, and aim to discover malpractices by reviewing data and physical documents and interviewing relevant persons in the company. There are no general rules that oblige a company to disclose findings from an investigation to the authorities. However, as shown by the TeliaSonera case (see Section V.ii), it is often in the best interests of a company that has been accused of illegal conduct for it to disclose its findings to the general public in order to restore public trust.

The Swedish Corporate Governance Code (the Code) is a self-regulatory set of rules that apply to all Swedish companies whose shares are listed on a regulated market in Sweden; at present, there are two – Nasdaq Stockholm and NGM Equity. According to the Code, the board of directors is obliged to ensure that there is an effective system for follow-up and control of company operations and that there is a satisfactory process for monitoring companies’ compliance with laws and other regulations relevant to company operations as well as companies’ compliance with internal guidelines.
iii Whistle-blowers

A new act aiming to ensure the protection of whistle-blowers was adopted in January 2017 – the Act on special protection for workers against reprisals for whistleblowing concerning serious irregularities (2016:749). According to this Act, employees who report a crime that may be sanctioned with imprisonment (including the crime of giving or receiving bribes), or thereby comparative misconduct in the course of company activities, may be awarded damages if the company imposes any kind of reprisal against the employee for reporting the misconduct. The Act applies to both monetary and social reprisals.

However, the Act does not grant a right for employees to report misconduct. Inter alia, an employee who reports serious misconduct may still be liable for damages pursuant to disclosure of trade secrets or breach of loyalty in employment agreements. The Swedish Corporate Governance Board promotes good corporate governance within listed companies. A major part of the Board’s role is management of the Swedish Corporate Governance Code, which was introduced on 1 July 2005 and last amended on 1 December 2016. According to the Code, companies must have an internal audit function. If a company does not have a separate internal audit function, its board of directors must evaluate the need for such a function annually and justify its decision in its report on internal controls in the company’s corporate governance report.

If a company introduces special reporting channels to enable employees to report suspected non-compliance with laws or internal codes of conduct, or similar activities, this must be done in accordance with the Swedish Personal Data Act, and since 25 May 2018, in accordance with the EU General Data Protection Regulation and the Swedish Data Protection Act. According to the Swedish Personal Data Act, and unless there are justifiable reasons, only public authorities may process personal data regarding crimes, judgments in criminal cases and coercive measures in criminal proceedings. Companies are generally obliged to obtain an authorisation from the Swedish Data Protection Board to be allowed to process such data, but there is an exemption from that requirement regarding whistle-blowing systems. However, companies must still comply with the basic requirements on whistle-blowing systems with respect to the processing of personal data. This requires, inter alia, that the data processing must only concern persons in key positions of the company or the company group, the information must be proportionate with regard to the purpose of the data processing and the suspicions must concern serious offences such as auditing crimes, corruption crimes, crimes in the financial sector, serious environmental crimes, serious safety deficiencies and very serious forms of discrimination or harassment. According to the Swedish Data Protection Board, the implementation of the EU General Data Protection Regulation does not require any changes in this regard.

III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

Both natural and legal persons may be held liable for breaches of Swedish law. Specific corporate regulations in this respect may be found in many fields of law (e.g., competition, consumer protection, environment and employment). In addition, responsibility may be claimed through the application of general Swedish tort law. A Swedish tort claim requires intent or negligence in order to be granted. Needless to say, responsibility may also be claimed on the basis of contractual obligations.
Under Swedish law, only natural persons may be liable for criminal acts committed in the course of the activities of a company. The company itself cannot commit criminal acts. Of course, criminal acts may be committed in the course of the business activities of a company, and to this end, corporate fines may be imposed for criminal activities within a company (see Section III.ii). However, according to the Swedish Companies Act and principles derived from case law, criminal liability may be claimed from those in leading positions of a company. In principle this means that the board of directors and the chief executive officer, who are responsible for the management of the company, are liable for the company’s conduct. There are examples in Swedish case law where all board members have been found guilty of criminal acts committed within a company.

Under Swedish tort law, a company is liable for the damage caused by it, unless a representative of the company acted beyond his or her competence. The representative may also be held criminally liable for conduct within the company’s scope of business. Liability may in some cases be relevant for breaches of environmental and labour law. Furthermore, a representative may be held criminally liable for negligence, such as causing danger to employees or others.

In most cases, companies are also subject to civil liability caused by the actions of its employees. This includes civil liability caused by criminal acts of an employee, unless the employee acted for another company or for himself or herself as a private person. The liability is only relocated to the company if there are extraordinary reasons.

## ii Penalties
As stated above, companies cannot be subject to criminal liability under Swedish law. Therefore, a prosecution directed towards alleged criminal conduct in the activities of a company must be brought against a responsible individual. However, in addition to individual criminal liability, a company may be ordered to pay a corporate fine of between 5,000 kronor and 10 million kronor for crimes committed in the exercise of its business operations, if the corporation has not properly prevented the crime, or where the crime has been committed by persons supervising or controlling the business. It has recently been proposed to increase the maximum corporate fine from 10 million kronor to 100 million kronor for larger companies (with more than 50 employees and a minimum turnover of 80 million kronor).

It should be noted that corporate fines are not regarded as a criminal sanction. The imposition of a corporate fine requires that all the prerequisites in a criminal provision have been satisfied and that someone had criminal intent in respect of the prerequisites of that provision. Corporate fines have mainly been ordered in connection with environmental and occupational safety crimes. In relation to bribery, a corporate fine was imposed in about 15 per cent of cases in 2017 and the highest fine was 150,000 kronor.

For other infringements of Swedish law (e.g., in the fields of competition, consumer protection, environment and employment), the following sanctions may be applied, depending on the case at hand: an administrative fine, forfeiture, involuntary liquidation or limitation of business operations (the latter being applicable to companies active in the welfare sector).

In contrast to these corporate sanctions, the consequences of violations of competition rules may be far worse. Infringements of the Competition Act have led to administrative fines of tens of millions of euros and the European Commission has fined companies several hundred million euros for multi-jurisdictional infringements of the relevant provisions in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.
In addition, a prohibition against carrying on a business may be imposed on a person who exercises control over an undertaking that participates in certain economic crimes, meaning that person will not be allowed to hold a leading position in a company in future.

### iii Compliance programmes

Compliance programmes must be regarded primarily as preventing future misconduct and may go well beyond the legal requirements. However, it cannot be ruled out that well-implemented compliance programmes may, in some cases, mitigate the assessment of corporate sanctions, such as the amount of a corporate fine.

In contrast, poorly implemented compliance programmes or the absence of one may have an adverse effect in some cases. For example, when conducting business in high-risk areas, large enterprises are expected to have extensive compliance programmes and codes of conduct to prevent, inter alia, corruption crimes. A lack of such programmes may have an adverse effect in legal proceedings and shift some of the responsibility to managers, the board of directors or the enterprise itself. The effects of compliance programmes must therefore be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

Compliance programmes or similar instruments for the company’s compliance with laws and regulations are mandatory for some companies. According to the Corporate Governance Code, which applies to all Swedish companies whose shares are listed on a regulated market in Sweden, the board of directors must ensure that there is a satisfactory process for monitoring the company’s compliance with laws and other regulations relevant to company operations.

### iv Prosecution of individuals

Not all breaches of the Penal Code result in dismissal of the employee. In fact, according to the legislature, the starting point is that crimes by employees outside their employment do not constitute a breach of the employment contract. However, crimes that may seriously harm the employer may be sufficient to motivate a dismissal.

The burden of proof in relation to dismissals and terminations of employment contracts on account of suspicions of criminal behaviour is set very high. In one case, the Swedish Labour Court held that the burden of proof for dismissal of an employee suspected of bribery is as high as it would be in a criminal proceeding.

In other cases, the employer and the employee who is suspected of a crime may have corresponding interests, for example if a high-level member of management is suspected of crimes in the performance and in the best interests of the company’s business activities. Such cases often involve investigatory measures within the company’s business premises and a risk of serious harm to the company’s reputation. The company may then hire external counsels to undertake an internal investigation or to defend its employees in the court proceedings. Normally, however, a public defender is appointed to defendants and paid for by the state.

If the company pays for legal fees or damages for its employees, that payment shall be regarded as a taxable benefit.

### IV INTERNATIONAL

### i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

The main principle is that Swedish courts have jurisdiction in relation to crimes committed in Sweden or having its effects there. The courts also have jurisdiction in relation to crimes
committed by Swedish citizens or individuals domiciled in Sweden, irrespective of where the 
crime was committed. Jurisdiction also exists where the crime was directed towards a Swedish 
legal or natural person. Note that, unlike many other states, Sweden has not been unwilling 
to prosecute crimes committed outside its territory.

Under the Penal Code, there are eight specific provisions giving courts jurisdiction for 
crimes committed outside Sweden. For example, one of these provisions ensures that Sweden 
has jurisdiction over crimes that can be regarded as committed against Sweden, such as tax 
and corruption crimes.

There are no particular rules regarding the geographical scope of corporate or directors’ 
liability. However, if Swedish legislation affecting a company has extraterritorial application, 
the directors would need to ensure the company’s compliance with that legislation to avoid 
the risk of enforcement of it by the Swedish prosecutor.

**ii  International cooperation**

There is close cooperation between the Nordic countries (Iceland, Norway, Denmark, 
Finland and Sweden) regarding recognition and completion of judgments and penalties. The 
close similarity of the respective criminal laws of these states has enabled such cooperation, 
meaning, inter alia, that coercive actions ruled from a court of one of these states can be 
executed in another.

There are also a number of aspects related to membership of the European Union. 
One aspect is the effects of the Schengen Agreement, which applies to most EU Member 
States, Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Switzerland. The Schengen rules provide for less 
internal border control within the European Union and harmonised rules for the crossing of 
an external border. Also, EU Member States have extensive police and judicial cooperation 
through Europol and Eurojust. Further, there is an EU convention that simplifies the 
extradition procedure between Member States. EU cooperation also governs the right to 
legal counselling, compensation to victims of crime, exchange of information in criminal 
registers, the protection of personal data, legal assistance in criminal matters and a strategy 
for criminality on the internet.

In addition, Sweden has numerous bilateral extradition treaties and multilateral 
conventions governing the mutual recognition of foreign rulings, etc.

**iii  Local law considerations**

In general, the relevant Swedish authorities will provide assistance in criminal matters to 
another requesting state even if Sweden does not have an agreement on legal assistance 
with that state (i.e., there is no requirement for reciprocity). However, assistance is strictly 
limited and requires double criminality for the execution of some coercive measures (i.e., it is 
required that the act for which the request relates corresponds to a crime under Swedish law). 
However, exceptions are made from this requirement in cases of serious offences regarding 
requests from an EU Member State or from Iceland or Norway.

**V  YEAR IN REVIEW**

**i  Changes in Swedish legislation**

The Swedish legislative framework on corruption prevention was reviewed by the Council of 
Europe in 2013. In the subsequent report, the GRECO anti-corruption unit of the Council 
of Europe stated that Swedish legislation on the prevention of corruption works quite well
Sweden

in general. This was assumed to be a result of the Swedish principle of public access and the fact that Sweden has several state and private institutions that aim to control whether public authorities and market actors comply with laws and regulations. Nevertheless, the Council of Europe still considered that Swedish legislation on the prevention of corruption needed to be strengthened. It recommended Sweden should take measures regarding a number of areas and to introduce them during Spring 2015 at the latest.

Some of the changes recommended by the Council included new legislation that further ensures independence, impartiality and integrity of lay judges. The recommendations involved a system for proper guidance on ethical questions and training for the lay judges in matters regarding ethics and corruption. It was also suggested that a code of conduct directed at the members of Parliament be introduce to encourage a more proactive attitude concerning ethical questions and the identification of conflict of interests. For example, mandatory disclosure of potential conflicts of interest was recommended as well as clearer rules on gifts to members of Parliament.

The Council concluded in its second compliance report, adopted in October 2017, that Sweden has implemented satisfactorily or dealt with in a satisfactory manner six of eight recommendations in the evaluation report and that the two remaining recommendations have been partly implemented. Subsequent to the report, several measures have been taken to better ensure the independence, impartiality and integrity of lay judges, including legal amendments making it easier to dismiss lay judges who are not suited for the assignment, as well as obligatory training on topics such as ethical conduct and conflicts of interest. The government has also adopted a code of conduct for members of Parliament as suggested by the Council. The code contains a part dedicated to gifts and the requirement that members of Parliament must report gifts received in their official capacity to the Internal Service Department. A new act regulating the registration and processing of gifts received by members of Parliament has also been adopted, imposing an obligation on all members of Parliament to register gifts received in connection with their role.

However, mandatory disclosure of potential conflicts of interest has not been introduced and the Council thus finds that its recommendation in this regard is only partly implemented. Furthermore, the Council finds it regrettable that supervision of the code of conduct has not been entrusted to a mechanism capable of imposing sanctions to ensure its enforcement.

ii Cases

In October 2018, the Svea Court of Appeal found several people guilty of bribery in a case attracting much attention within the Swedish cultural sector. According to the court, bribes were given and received in conjunction with annual gala dinners arranged by two organisations in the cultural sector. The dinners had been arranged for many years and high-ranking officials from Swedish cultural authorities were often invited. During the events, guests were treated to a free three-course dinner with alcohol included. The court found that by inviting authority officials to the events in 2012, 2013 and 2014, the chairpersons of the two organisations had conducted bribery, and found the two chairpersons guilty of giving bribes. The court also found a number of authority officials guilty of receiving bribes after they had attended the dinners. The two chairpersons and the authority officials were sentenced to pay fines. In addition, the court imposed corporate fines on the two organisations that had arranged the dinners. The defendants have appealed to the Supreme Court, which has not yet decided if it will grant a leave to appeal.
After five years of investigation, three former members of the senior management of TeliaSonera, including the former chief executive officer (CEO), were prosecuted in September 2017 for gross bribery in relation to the 2012 TeliaSonera affair. The allegations involved corruption crimes in connection with telecommunications company TeliaSonera’s establishment of business in Uzbekistan. The affair forced several members of the management team (including the CEO) and the board of directors to resign. Further, the former CEO was denied discharge from liability at the annual general meeting in April 2014, which is a very unusual measure with respect to a Swedish ‘large cap’ listed company. However, in February 2019, the Stockholm District Court acquitted the defendants, since the prosecutors had not proven that a person, who had connections to former Uzbek President Islam Karimov and who handled the transactions with TeliaSonera, held any official position or was in a position of trust within the Uzbek telecommunications sector. As the events took place before 2012, the case was tried against the earlier wording of the Swedish Penal Code, according to which the definition of bribery was narrower than under the current legislation. This meant that fewer people were encompassed by the legislation at the time. The prosecutors have appealed the judgment to the Court of Appeal.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Sweden is traditionally considered to be one of the least corrupt countries in Europe. In 2018, it was ranked the third-least corrupt country in the world, according to Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index, a result that indicates a comparatively low level of corruption. However, as illustrated by the cases described above, Swedish prosecutors keep investigating cases of suspected corruption and often request that companies and organisations should be subject to corporate fines.
Chapter 25

SWITZERLAND

Bernhard Löscher and Aline Wey Speirs

I  INTRODUCTION

Owing to Switzerland’s political structure as a confederation of – in many respects – sovereign states (cantons), the competence to investigate and prosecute criminal conduct in general, including unlawful corporate conduct, may lie with cantonal or with federal authorities, depending on the specific circumstances of the case.

The Criminal Procedure Code (CPC) stipulates that the cantonal criminal justice authorities shall prosecute and judge offences under federal law, unless a statutory exception applies. The exceptions to this rule, however, are many. The federal authorities typically have jurisdiction in matters concerning the interests of the confederation, such as:

a  offences committed against persons protected by international law;

b  offences committed against federal magistrates;

c  acts infringing Switzerland’s sovereignty, neutrality or economic interests;

d  offences that pose a severe threat to the public; or

e  offences that threaten the proper functioning of the federal political system.

Of greater practical significance, however, is reserving jurisdiction to the federal authorities in economic crime matters when a substantial part of the unlawful conduct has occurred abroad or in two or several cantons with no clear local focus of the criminal activity. Such matters may include the forming of a criminal organisation, money laundering, terrorist financing and corruption, and general offences against property interests. The federal judiciary is also competent to investigate and prosecute insider trading and manipulation of the market price of securities admitted to trading in Switzerland.

The authority generally competent at the federal level to investigate and prosecute criminal conduct is the Office of the Attorney General (OAG). Matters in the field of

1 Bernhard Löscher is a partner at CMS von Erlach Poncet Ltd and and Aline Wey Speirs is a partner at Altenburger Ltd legal + tax.

2 Swiss Criminal Procedure Code (CPC, SR 312.1).

3 See: Article 22 CPC. The provision roots in Article 123, Paragraph 2 of the Swiss Constitution, which directs that the cantons are responsible for the organisation of the courts, the administration of justice in criminal cases as well as for the execution of penalties and measures, unless the law provides otherwise.

4 e.g., members of the federal government, the federal parliament or the Federal Supreme Court.

5 e.g., offences involving the use of explosives, toxic gas or radioactive substances.

6 Article 23 CPC.

7 Article 24 CPC.

8 Articles 154 to 156 of the Financial Market Infrastructure Act (SR 958.1).
economic crime are being handled by a dedicated division. Likewise, cantons with major financial centres, such as Basle, Ticino, Geneva and Zurich, have special units in charge of investigating and prosecuting economic crime.

The powers of investigation by prosecutors at both federal and cantonal levels are defined by federal law, namely the CPC. They comprise the range of compulsory measures typically available to public prosecutors to secure evidence, ensure that persons attend the proceedings and guarantee execution of the final judgment, in particular summons, tracing of persons and property, remand and preventive detention, searches of records, persons and premises (including dawn raids), seizure and confiscation, DNA analysis and covert surveillance (including surveillance of post and telecommunications, monitoring bank transactions and undercover investigations).

Offences in the financial sector may also trigger regulatory action by the Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) for contravention of financial markets laws, such as the Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA), the Financial Market Infrastructure Act and the Banking Act.  

Investigations of suspected violations of regulatory laws are often assigned to independent examiners (typically a law firm or an audit firm with expertise in the field at issue); however, these examiners act under the auspices of FINMA. While neither the examiners nor FINMA agents have the power to carry out dawn raids or to search the premises of a financial institution, the law directs the parties subject to an investigation to fully cooperate with FINMA, to allow examiners access to premises and to provide them with all the information and documents that they may require to fulfil their tasks. Thus, in practice, examiners and investigating agents of FINMA have extensive investigative powers.

At the initial stage of regulatory intervention, it is not uncommon that FINMA will order an institution to conduct an internal investigation (mostly assisted by external legal and forensic experts) and to furnish a written report on the findings so as to enable FINMA to make an early assessment of the matter prior to assigning its own resources to the case.

FINMA and the competent federal or cantonal prosecution authorities may exchange information, and they are directed by the law to coordinate their investigations. Moreover, if FINMA obtains knowledge of felonies and misdemeanours pursuant to the Criminal Code (CC) or of offences against penal provisions of financial market acts, it is under a duty to report to the competent prosecution authorities. FINMA has no powers to impose penal sanctions such as fines. However, it may respond to contraventions of regulatory rules with severe administrative measures.

---

9 Article 196 CPC.
10 The scope of regulatory jurisdiction and the powers of FINMA are specified in the Financial Market Supervision Act (FINMASA, SR 956.1).
11 Federal Act on Combating Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing (SR 955.0).
12 Federal Act on Banks and Saving Banks (SR 952.0).
13 Articles 29 and 36 FINMASA.
14 Article 38, Paragraphs 1 and 2 FINMASA.
15 Swiss Criminal Code (CC, SR 311.0).
16 Article 38, Paragraph 3 FINMASA. Violations of the criminal provisions of the financial market acts are generally prosecuted by the Federal Department of Finance or, in cases where a matter may be subject to a custodial sentence, by federal or cantonal prosecutors; cf. Article 50 FINMASA.
17 See: Articles 31 et seq. FINMASA.
Suspected unlawful restraints of competition pursuant to the Cartel Act (CartA)\(^{18}\) are investigated by the secretariat of the Competition Commission (COMCO). The secretariat has far-reaching investigative powers. It may, without prior court approval, order production of documents and information, carry out witness hearings, interview managers and staff of enterprises believed to be involved in a cartel or other restraints of competition, conduct dawn raids, demand expert reports and seize evidence.\(^{19}\)

In line with international law protecting civil rights,\(^{20}\) Swiss law recognises that no one must be held to incriminate himself or herself (\textit{nemo tenetur se ipsum accusare}). The CPC expressly confirms this principle, specifying that the accused party is entitled to refuse to make a statement or cooperate in criminal proceedings.\(^{21}\) However, this principle does not apply in administrative investigations, such as those conducted by FINMA or COMCO.\(^{22}\)

What is more, in the context of criminal investigations in a corporate context, the \textit{nemo tenetur} principle is subject to important limitations.

Swiss criminal law is characterised by the premise that an enterprise, subject to certain exceptions, cannot be held criminally liable.\(^{23}\) The investigation and prosecution of unlawful conduct is thus often directed against employees only, so that the enterprise, not being in a position to make use of the defence rights of an accused party, cannot refuse to cooperate with the prosecuting authorities. Where undertakings are subject themselves to criminal liability,\(^{24}\) they enjoy the same procedural guarantees as Swiss law would grant to any individual. Since the procedural rules make a distinction between the accused enterprise and those directors, officers and employees who can be called upon by the prosecuting authorities as information persons or witnesses, the options for enterprises to prevent disclosure of internal matters is nevertheless limited. Also, cooperation may be condoned by mitigating sanctions or by not sanctioning the undertaking at all.\(^{25}\) Last but not least, refusing to cooperate is rarely beneficial: a protracted investigation persistently absorbs management capacity, often disrupts business relationships, erodes reputation and creates legal and financial uncertainties.

\(^{18}\) Federal Act on Cartels and Other Restraints of Competition (SR 251).
\(^{19}\) See, in particular, Articles 40 and 42 of the Cartel Act (CartA).
\(^{20}\) See Article 14, Paragraph 3(g) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Article 6 of the European Convention of Human Rights.
\(^{21}\) Article 113, Paragraph 1 CPC.
\(^{22}\) In conjunction with FINMA and Competition Commission (COMCO) investigations, the targeted party is subject to a comprehensive duty to cooperate (Articles 29 and 36 FINMASA and Article 40 CartA).
\(^{23}\) The principle known as \textit{societas non delinquere potest} was abolished in Swiss criminal law only on 1 October 2003, when Article 102 CC on corporate criminal liability entered into force.
\(^{24}\) Pursuant to Article 102, Paragraph 2 CC, undertakings may be held criminally liable for participation in a criminal organisation (Article 260 ter CC), financing of terrorism (Article 260 quinquies CC), money laundering (Article 305 bis CC) and bribery (Articles 322 ter, 322 quinquies, 322 septies, Paragraph 1 or 322 octies CC).
\(^{25}\) Articles 47 et seq. CC.
II CONDUCT

i Self-reporting

As mentioned in Section I, Swiss law recognises the *nemo tenetur* principle. This rule also applies to legal entities.26

For undertakings active in the field of financial intermediation27 and legal entities that trade in goods commercially and accept cash in so doing, Swiss anti-money laundering legislation provides for an important exception: they must report suspected money laundering, or connections to terrorist financing or criminal organisations to the Money Laundering Reporting Office of Switzerland.28 This reporting duty also exists in cases where the undertaking itself is involved in the money laundering transaction. Non-compliance may entail a fine and, more importantly, regulatory sanctions.

Within the ambit of administrative (regulatory) law, the Financial Market Supervision Act (FINMASA) requires supervised persons and entities and their auditors to immediately report to FINMA any incident that is of substantial importance to the supervision.29 The incidents referred to by the FINMASA comprise significant cases of unlawful conduct, including criminal acts such as the embezzlement of clients’ assets, disloyalty, criminal mismanagement, money laundering or large-scale tax offences.

Although Swiss cartel law does not stipulate a self-reporting duty, it strongly encourages undertakings to report unlawful restraints by providing for leniency, which ranges from a mere reduction to a full waiver of (administrative) sanction payments.30 Against the background that sanction payments under the CartA may amount to 10 per cent of the turnover achieved in Switzerland in the preceding three financial years, the incentive for undertakings to report is a strong one. Indeed, leniency applications (which necessarily require admission of own wrongdoing) are a common phenomenon in cartel law investigations. The criteria for assessing sanctions, and likewise the conditions and procedures for obtaining partial or complete immunity from sanctions, are set out in detail in an ordinance of the Swiss government, so that applicants may determine with a reasonable degree of certainty if and to what extent they may profit from self-reporting and cooperation.31
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26 In spring 2018, the OAG proposed supplementing the CPC with provisions that would allow for a deferred indictment of undertakings based on deferred prosecution agreements. The prerequisites for an agreement on a deferred indictment, according to the concept, would be self-reporting or a rapid response to a criminal investigation and full cooperation with the law enforcement agencies. The undertaking would also have to recognise the facts and circumstances relevant to the criminal assessment of the conduct and any civil claims, but it would not be required to make a formal admission of guilt. The proposal is not part of the current legislative process to update the CPC, and if and when it will become law is thus entirely undecided. Once introduced, the option to obtain a deferred indictment would, however, significantly impair the practical significance of the *nemo tenetur* principle.

27 Financial intermediaries include banks, investment companies, insurance companies, securities traders, central counterparties and securities depositories, providers of payment services, casinos and asset managers.

28 Article 9 of the Anti-Money Laundering Act. The Money Laundering Reporting Office of Switzerland is a member of the Egmont Group, which is an international association of financial intelligence units, whose objective is to foster a secure, prompt and legally admissible exchange of information to combat money laundering and terrorist financing.

29 Article 29, Paragraph 2 FINMASA.

30 Article 49a, Paragraph 2 CartA.

31 See: Ordinance on Sanctions Imposed for Unlawful Restraints of Competition (Cartel Act Sanctions Ordinance, SR 251.5).
Internal investigations

The need to tackle suspected or actual irregularities by way of an internal investigation typically originates from diligence duties imposed by civil and administrative (regulatory) law. As already noted, undertakings subject to supervision by FINMA are obliged to report incidents that are material from a regulatory perspective. If a matter that comes to the attention of a supervised undertaking potentially meets that criterion, the undertaking will have to clarify the pertinent facts and assess them in respect of the need to take action, including, besides reporting to FINMA, possible measures to restore compliance.

At the civil law level, an internal investigation may become imperative for board members and senior managers of an undertaking in order to fulfil their duty to ascertain compliance with applicable governance standards. The Swiss Code of Obligations\(^\text{32}\) provides that members of the board and others engaged in managing an entity’s business must perform their duties with all due diligence and safeguard the interests of the undertaking in good faith.\(^\text{33}\) Hence, indications of material misconduct must lead them to initiate an internal investigation.

An aspect to be given due consideration in the context of internal investigations is the protection of employees’ rights. Though it is widely recognised in Swiss doctrine and practice that communications of employees that relate to the performance of their work may be searched without their knowledge or specific consent if the prevailing interests of the employer so require, the principle of proportionality and the privacy rights of the employees must be respected.\(^\text{34}\) Hence, any analysis of the contents of correspondence should be preceded by a process that permits the separation of potentially relevant communications from those that are unlikely to require review. Searching communications is also relevant under data protection law.\(^\text{35}\) In particular, the analysis of data for communication patterns and the disclosure of personal data to third parties may be unlawful unless justified by an overriding interest of the employer.\(^\text{36}\)

As a result of their general obligation of loyalty to their employers,\(^\text{37}\) employees must cooperate in an internal investigation, inter alia, by undergoing interrogation, unless they would thus incriminate or expose themselves to civil (or criminal) liability. To enable employees to adequately exercise their rights and – not least – to create an atmosphere of mutual confidence promoting their willingness to cooperate, undertakings should, and in practice regularly do, encourage employees to retain independent counsel. Related costs are typically covered by the employer.

Confidentiality is a key requirement in not prematurely narrowing down the number of options for an adequate response to the findings that may result from an internal investigation. This applies even in cases where the undertaking may ultimately have to share its findings with the (regulatory) authorities or proceed to voluntary self-reporting. To ensure confidentiality, undertakings regularly retain law firms to lead internal investigations.\(^\text{38}\) Provided that the
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33 See: Article 717 CO.
34 Articles 328 and 328b CO.
35 Federal Act on Data Protection (FADP, SR 235.1).
36 Articles 12 et seq. FADP.
37 Article 321a, Paragraph 1 CO.
38 Swiss law does not recognise a legal privilege of in-house counsels and legal advisers who are not members of the Bar Association, even if the work they perform may qualify as legal advice.
investigation is a task embedded in the law firm’s advisory or legal representation mandate, attorney–client privilege protects communications between the law firm and the undertaking, and between the law firm and its agents (namely accounting and forensic firms instructed by the law firm to perform certain tasks under its auspices), and documents such as minutes of interviews conducted by the law firm, meeting notes and reports.

Recent Swiss case law underlines the importance of placing an internal investigation into the wider context of specific attorney work if confidentiality is of concern. Business undertakings cannot simply ‘outsource’ investigations and the keeping of records of an investigation’s results to law firms in order to preserve privilege. Attorney–client privilege applies comprehensively only when the collation of facts, their interpretation and legal analysis are inseparable elements of one and the same comprehensive (advisory or defence) mandate.

iii Whistle-blowers

A new attempt to introduce to existing laws specific provisions on whistle-blowing in the private sector was launched by the Federal Council in 2018, some years after a first bill failed in parliament in 2015. The draft bill, in essence, prescribes a three-step process comprising mandatory internal reporting and the involvement of public authorities, which a whistle-blower must observe before reporting to the public. The process was criticised as being overly strict and offering insufficient protection by organisations such as Transparency International. Considering the overwhelmingly negative result of the vote in the National Council, it seems likely that this second attempt will not be successful either. Pending the ongoing legislative process, whistle-blowing in the private sector is still governed by the general rules and principles of employment law, company law, criminal law and data protection law.

An employee must raise suspected or known irregularities with his or her employer according to applicable internal rules (if any) prior to releasing any information to external entities; otherwise the employee may be in breach of contractual loyalty and confidentiality obligations towards the employer. If the disclosure is made intentionally, criminal liability may ensue in addition to the liability for breach of contract.

In effect, Swiss law does not require undertakings to set up a specific internal whistle-blowing unit to which employees may report confidentially, although, in line with international guidelines and best practices, many corporations have introduced a mechanism or designated an independent body to which suspected misconduct can be reported. Studies show that 11 per cent of all companies in Switzerland have introduced a reporting point. Considerable differences exist between large international corporations where the majority of the designated internal or external reporting points are to be found (70 per cent) and smaller to medium-sized enterprises where such reporting points are still rare (less than 10 per cent).
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41 The National Council (chamber of the federal parliament) rejected the bill on 3 June 2019 with opposing votes exceeding approving votes by the factor of five.
The case law of the Federal Supreme Court provides additional guidance, in particular with respect to the requirements that employees must meet before reporting to the public. First, employees are bound not to disclose to the public any information concerning their employer and its business that is not in the public domain. Generally, employees must remain silent even about offences committed within the employer’s domain unless there is a public interest in the disclosure that overrides the employer’s interest in keeping unlawful conduct confidential. The proportionality test requires that an employee informs the employer before notifying the authorities and, further, that employees may report to the public only if the notified authorities fail to take action.

The public sector is ahead of the private sector regarding protection of whistle-blowers. Since 2011, employees of the federal government must report criminal conduct to the penal authorities and may inform the Swiss Federal Audit Office about suspected irregularities. In 2017, the federal government introduced an official and secured digital platform where public employees or private persons may report suspected misconduct anonymously. Since the introduction of the platform, the number of reports has increased significantly.

The Swiss Federal Police (Fedpol) is operating a web-based platform for reporting suspected corruption. The platform safeguards the anonymity of the person reporting and neither stores the IP addresses, time or metadata that may allow identification of the person or of the computer used to make the report. Fedpol reviews each report for criminal relevance before forwarding it to the competent internal office, external agency (e.g., cantonal police) or, in the case of irregularities within the federal administrative units, to the Federal Audit Office for follow-up action.

Non-government organisations, such as Transparency International, promote the importance of whistle-blowing in the fight against commercial crime and corruption, and advocate ensuring that whistle-blowers are afforded proper protection and disclosure opportunities under the law.

With the enactment of whistle-blower legislation in Switzerland remaining blocked, Swiss companies are advised to take guidance in generally accepted practices when shaping their own whistle-blowing policies. To encourage internal reporting, companies should, in particular: designate an independent whistle-blowing unit; specify rules of procedure to follow up on reported irregularities; prohibit dismissal or disadvantages because of reports; and allow for anonymous reports.
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43 See: DFT 127 III 310, 30 March 2011, consid. 5.
44 Article 22a Federal Act on Personnel (BPG, SR 172.220.1).
45 See: www.efk.admin.ch/de/whistleblowing-d.html.
46 See: www.whistleblowing.admin.ch.
47 From around 70 reports in previous years to 122 reports in 2017 (numbers for 2018 are not yet published).
III ENFORCEMENT

i Corporate liability

Criminal law provides for a general ancillary liability of an undertaking for felonies or misdemeanours committed in its business domain if it is not possible to attribute the wrongful act to any specific individual perpetrator because of inadequate organisation by the undertaking.51 Moreover, an undertaking may be subject to criminal liability, irrespective of the liability of any individual perpetrator, for participation in a criminal organisation (Article 260 ter CC), the financing of terrorism (Article 260 quinquies CC), money laundering (Article 305 bis CC) or bribery (Article 322 ter, 322 quinquies, 322 septies, Paragraph 1 or 322 octies CC) if it is found to have failed to take all reasonable organisational measures required to prevent such an offence.52

The law on corporate criminal liability thus sanctions organisational deficiencies rather than the criminal conduct (for which the individual perpetrator remains responsible), thereby creating a strong incentive for undertakings to establish sound compliance and government standards.

Swiss law is rooted in the principle that all acts – including unlawful conduct – of board members or senior managers committed in their official capacity are deemed to be acts of the undertaking itself and may therefore expose the undertaking to civil liability.53 Likewise, an undertaking is subject to civil liability for any loss resulting from acts of employees unless it proves that it has taken all precautionary measures required in the circumstances to prevent the respective loss.54 Non-compliance with statutory duties by members of the board or senior managers (including the duty to ascertain adequate organisation of the undertaking and effective overall supervision regarding compliance with the law, the articles of association, operational regulations and directives) may also trigger the personal civil liability of board members.55

ii Penalties

Undertakings may be fined up to 5 million Swiss francs for criminal conduct that occurs in their domain.56 Moreover, assets that have been acquired through, or that are intended to be used in, the commission of a criminal offence (e.g., bribes) are subject to disgorgement.57

Contraventions of regulatory rules in the financial sector are primarily sanctioned by measures aiming to restore compliance with the law to protect either the public or the good functioning of financial markets. The array of instruments available to FINMA comprises corrective measures such as cease and desist orders, declaratory rulings, disqualification of the individuals responsible from acting in a management capacity at any undertaking subject to FINMA’s supervision for up to five years, publication of supervisory rulings, confiscation of profit made through a serious violation of supervisory provisions, revocation of licence, withdrawal of recognition or cancellation of registration and compulsory dissolution.58 In

51 Article 102, Paragraph 1 CC.
52 Article 102, Paragraph 2 CC.
53 Article 55, Paragraph 2 Civil Code.
54 Article 55, Paragraph 1 CO.
55 Article 754 CO.
56 Article 102 CC.
57 Articles 70 et seq. CC.
58 Articles 31 et seq. FINMASA.
addition, anyone who wilfully disregards licensing, recognition or registration requirements as set forth in financial markets legislation, wilfully provides wrong information to FINMA, auditors or self-regulating organisations, or wilfully avoids mandatory audits of financial statements by refusing to fully cooperate with auditors or FINMA’s agents, as the case may be, is liable to a custodial sentence of up to three years or a monetary penalty. Negligent conduct may be fined up to 250,000 Swiss francs. Non-compliance with FINMA rulings is subject to a fine of up to 100,000 Swiss francs.59

COMCO may sanction undertakings that have participated in a cartel or unlawful vertical restraints, or that have abused their dominant position in the market, by charging up to 10 per cent of the turnover achieved in Switzerland in the preceding three financial years. The same sanction may be imposed by COMCO on undertakings that breach an amicable settlement made with, or a final and non-appealable ruling issued by, COMCO or an appellate body.60 In the event of a breach in the context of merger control matters, COMCO may charge up to 1 million Swiss francs, or, in the case of repeated non-compliance, up to 10 per cent of the combined turnover which the undertakings concerned have achieved in Switzerland.61 Undertakings that fail to fulfil their obligation to provide information or produce documents to COMCO are subject to a charge of up to 100,000 Swiss francs.62 In addition, COMCO may fine individuals up to 100,000 Swiss francs.63

iii Compliance programmes

The existence of an adequate compliance programme is a key defence to corporate criminal liability. As noted above, Swiss law does not hold undertakings criminally liable for offences committed by individuals within their domain, but for their failure to take all organisational measures required to prevent such offences. Among the measures required, compliance programmes have a pivotal role.64

From a regulatory perspective, compliance policies are an indispensable element of the mandatory internal control system of undertakings supervised by FINMA. Failure to establish a compliance programme constitutes a breach of the regulatory duty to ensure adequate organisation and may thus entail regulatory sanctions.65

In the area of competition law, the existence of compliance programmes to prevent contraventions of the CartA may provide a decisive argument to shield members of the governing bodies of an undertaking involved in unlawful conduct from personal criminal liability under Articles 54 and 55 CartA.

Valuable guidance for establishing a compliance programme in accordance with standards accepted as adequate by Swiss authorities may be found in ISO 19600 on compliance management systems, ISO 31000 on risk management and ISO 37001 on anti-bribery systems.66

59 Articles 44 et seq. FINMASA.
60 Articles 49 and 50 CartA.
61 Article 51 CartA.
62 Article 52 CartA.
63 Articles 54 et seq. CartA.
64 Article 102, Paragraph 2 CC.
iv Prosecution of individuals

As noted above, criminal law primarily addresses the conduct of individual perpetrators. Liability of undertakings is basically of an accessory nature only. Accordingly, criminal prosecution inevitably means prosecution of individuals, also in a corporate crime context.

To enhance the preventive effect of enforcement in the financial sector, FINMA has stepped up its action against individuals for suspected serious breaches of supervisory law since 2014. Consequently, action against individuals is an increasingly common feature of regulatory proceedings.

Coordination of defence strategies and arguments between the undertaking and a targeted employee is often delicate as it may be perceived as collusion. In penal matters, supporting the defence of a suspected person by sharing information relating to the investigation, non-disclosure of relevant evidence, incomplete or misleading fact statements or the like may amount to unlawful assistance to evade prosecution. Furthermore, prosecuting authorities may, and often do, impose a duty of confidentiality on witnesses.

Ideally, the undertaking therefore limits interaction with the targeted employee to obtaining information from him or her (or the employee's counsel), whereas it cannot keep the employee apprised of its own strategies, actions and communications with the authorities.

During an investigation, an employee's contract should not be terminated. For as long as the employment relationship continues, the undertaking has a handle on the employee to assert compliance with directives and instructions and loyal safeguarding of the undertaking's interests, which may include cooperation in fact finding and reporting on developments of concern to the employer.

While the undertaking may consider releasing the employee from his or her work pending the investigation (garden leave) for reputational reasons, or to avoid undue interference, it should not take disciplinary measures prior to completion of the investigation. Also, when considering any disciplinary measures, the undertaking must apply principles of fair process; the safeguarding of an employee's personal rights (including the right to be heard) is mandatory. Regularly, undertakings concerned about criminal or administrative proceedings arrange for independent legal counsel to support the employee under investigation and sustain the resulting cost. As a rule, legal fees are paid by the employee only if he or she acted manifestly against internal regulations, instructions or statutory law.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

There are several areas in which Switzerland imposes its laws and jurisdiction on undertakings (foreign or domestic) for conduct that took place outside Switzerland. This extraterritorial reach is often in line with obligations in international treaties and bodies of which Switzerland

67 FINMA guidelines on enforcement policy of 25 September 2014.
69 Article 305 CC.
70 Article 165 CPC.
71 Articles 321a and 321d CO.
72 See: Article 328, Paragraph 1 CO.
is a part, such as the United Nations, the European Convention on Human Rights and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and aims to safeguard against the infringement of human rights by corporations.73

In the public law domain, it is the Act against Unfair Competition,74 the CartA, the Data Protection Act and the Public Procurement Act75 that have extraterritorial reach. The competition law, for example, applies in all matters that have an unfair impact on the Swiss market irrespective of whether the infringing conduct took place within or outside Switzerland (effects doctrine).76 Similarly, competition law offences that have an effect in Switzerland can be investigated and sanctioned by COMCO even if they took place abroad.

Criminal law follows the principle of territoriality, but extends its reach with respect to certain offences. In combating corruption in the private sector, Parliament recently introduced Articles 322 octies and 322 novies CC, which declare it punishable for anyone to offer or request undue advantages in exchange for carrying out or omitting an act in connection with the function in a company or organisation in the private sector, be it in contravention of duties or in the exercise of discretion. Active bribery in the private sector does not only expose the individuals committing the act to prosecution, but by virtue of Article 102, Paragraph 2 CC may also trigger the liability of the undertaking. This provision can lead to extraterritorial jurisdiction over non-domestic branch offices of Swiss undertakings.

Parliament is debating a controversial initiative seeking to extend liability of Swiss undertakings to the conduct of entities abroad that are controlled by them, and to introduce mandatory governance standards based on the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.77 Should the proposed regulation become law, governance breaches by Swiss undertakings abroad would generally come within the reach of Swiss courts.

ii International cooperation

Switzerland cooperates with other countries’ government agencies, judiciary or prosecution authorities by way of administrative assistance or judicial assistance.78 The distinction of these two routes of cooperation is important. In a recent judgment, the Federal Supreme Court underlined that administrative assistance is limited to cooperation between administrative bodies and for administrative purposes (for example, the enforcement of tax laws) only, whereas information required for the purposes of criminal prosecution must be sought by way of judicial assistance in criminal matters.79 There is no bypassing of the rules – and specific procedural guarantees – of judicial assistance by the route of administrative assistance.

---


74 Federal Act Against Unfair Competition (UCA, SR 241).

75 Federal Act on Public Procurement (SR 172.056.1).

76 Articles 3 and 7 UCA.

77 The initiative is known as ‘Konzernverantwortungsinitiative’; see: http://konzern-initiative.ch.

78 The Swiss government maintains a comprehensive database on the sources of law and forms relevant in international legal assistance, https://www.rhf.admin.ch/rhf/de/home/rechtshilfeuehrer/laenderindex.html.

79 Federal Supreme Court judgment dated 28 December 2017, 2C_640/2016.
Switzerland provides assistance in criminal matters that is not treaty-based under the International Mutual Legal Assistance Act (IMAC). There is no extradition of Swiss nationals against their will, but foreigners can be extradited under respective international treaties or the IMAC.

FINMA cooperates with foreign supervisory authorities in specific supervisory or enforcement proceedings. The latest statistics (published in 2017) show a steady number of requests for international cooperation (436 in 2016, 457 in 2017) pertaining mostly to offences of insider trading, market manipulation and breach of reporting duties.

COMCO participates in a number of competition authority networks, such as the Competition Committee of the OECD and the International Competition Network. Bilateral and multilateral cooperation agreements exist between Switzerland and the European Union and other countries. The degree of integration allows for an efficient prosecution of anti-competitive cross-border activities.

iii Local law considerations
There are certain criminal provisions that need to be considered in an investigation abroad having a nexus to Switzerland.

The first is the prohibition to carry out activities on behalf of a foreign state on Swiss territory without official approval, where the activities are the responsibility of a public authority or an official pursuant to Article 271 CC. This provision is intended to prevent the exercise of foreign official power on Swiss territory and thus protect state sovereignty. An act attributable to an authority or official is any act that characterises itself as such by its nature and purpose, regardless of whether it was carried out by a person formally holding an official position. The decisive factor is, therefore, not the individual, but the official character of the conduct. The Federal Supreme Court recently held that the disclosure of client information to US authorities by a Swiss-based asset management company with a view to facilitating the conclusion of a non-prosecution agreement violated Article 271 CC, despite the responsible manager of the company claiming he had not and could not have been aware that he was committing an unlawful act at the time of the relevant conduct. The criminal sanction may also apply to foreign attorneys travelling to Switzerland for the purpose of an investigation and may even cover the remote accessing of information via a Swiss-based server.

The second is the ban on divulging Swiss business secrets to foreign entities and states pursuant to Article 273 CC. A ‘Swiss business secret’ is any information of commercial value that is not in the public domain outside Switzerland and that typically relates to a business domiciled in Switzerland. It applies also to the intra-group and cross-border disclosure of business secrets from a subsidiary to the parent company. Even the inadvertent cross-border disclosure of facts may constitute a violation of Swiss business secrecy. Further, Article 47 of

80 Federal Act on International Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters (SR 351.1).
81 Article 32 of the International Mutual Legal Assistance Act.
82 See: https://www.finma.ch/de/durchsetzung/amthilfe/internationale-amthilfe/.
84 Federal Supreme Court Decision 6B_804/2018 of 4 December 2018.
86 ibid., p. 361 n 29.
the Banking Act sanctions the duty on banks to keep private information about their clients confidential (often referred to as bank secrecy). The purpose of the provision is to safeguard the privacy of the client; it is not a confidentiality privilege of the bank.

Article 162 CC makes it an offence to reveal a business secret that has to be guarded pursuant to a statutory or contractual obligation.

In Swiss law, attorney–client privilege is expressly guaranteed by the Attorneys Act\textsuperscript{87} and any breach is sanctioned by criminal law.\textsuperscript{88} However, the concept of legal privilege is fairly narrow and does not (yet) encompass legal advice from in-house counsel or external legal experts who are not members of the Swiss Bar.\textsuperscript{89} A recent proposal for amendments to the Swiss Code on Civil Procedure contains a new Article 160a, which – if enacted – extends legal privilege to in-house counsel and their team for ‘attorney-specific’ work performed under the auspices of a person who attained a domestic bar registration or equivalent permit for attorney work.\textsuperscript{90}

V YEAR IN REVIEW

There are several noteworthy amendments to existing laws under way. On 1 June 2018, the Federal Council initiated the consultation on proposed amendments to the AMLA. The amendments aim to implement the most important recommendations of the Financial Action Task Force’s (FATF) Mutual Evaluation Report on Switzerland of December 2016. The key amendments are:

\begin{enumerate}

\item[a] The scope of application of the AMLA is extended to include providers of services (e.g., advisers, consultants, attorneys) relating to the establishment, management or administration of companies and trusts. These service providers must comply with due diligence duties similar to those applying to financial intermediaries.

\item[b] Financial intermediaries will no longer be entitled to simply rely on self-declarations of contracting parties as to beneficial ownership, but have to verify such declarations in the light of any other information they have about the relationship (e.g., customer profile, transaction lists). Financial intermediaries will also be obliged to regularly check that client data is up to date.

\item[c] The threshold for cash payments in precious metals and gem trading will be reduced. Currently, traders must obey specific duties of care when receiving a cash payment of 100,000 Swiss francs. This threshold will newly be set at 15,000 Swiss francs. The consultation draft also deals with the risk of associations being misused for the financing of terrorism or money laundering.\textsuperscript{91}

\end{enumerate}

Last September, the government published a draft bill on whistle-blowing in the private sector; however, as noted above, this bill is unlikely to pass parliamentary debate in its current form.

\begin{footnotes}

\item[87] Article 13 Federal Act on Free Movement of Attorneys (BGFA, SR 935.61).
\item[88] Article 321 CC: the person violating the professional secret may, upon complaint, be liable to a custodial sentence of up to three years or to a monetary penalty.
\item[89] Whether and to what extent foreign lawyers can invoke legal advice or representation privilege widely depends on the rules applying in their own jurisdiction. Switzerland tends to recognise the core elements of foreign privilege rules.
\item[90] See: https://www.bj.admin.ch/bj/de/home/staat/gesetzgebung/aenderung-zpo.html.
\item[91] See FATF’s Mutual Evaluation Report on Switzerland, at 192 and 256.
\end{footnotes}
Further, parliamentary work to amend the codes on civil and criminal procedure is under way. Topics discussed in that context include the introduction of agreements on the deferred indictment of undertakings and the extension of legal privilege to in-house counsel.

The OAG’s Annual Report for 2018 has not yet been published at the time of writing. Press releases show that the OAG was occupied with the Petrobras investigation and able to restitute 365 million Swiss francs to Brazil. The investigation of the 1MDB case remains ongoing and the OAG paid working visits to its counterparts in Malaysia. In the area of cyber crime, charges have been brought for the first time in a ‘voice phishing’ case following close cooperation between Switzerland and the Netherlands: the criminal proceedings were directed against an individual accused of making telephone calls to deceive persons into disclosing e-banking access data. The data obtained was then used to make unlawful money transfers to the detriment of around 50 victims in Switzerland.

A highly publicised matter in 2018 was that concerning money laundering and terrorist financing risks associated with cryptocurrency assets and crowdfunding. The Interdepartmental Coordination Group on the Combating of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing issued a comprehensive report on the topic in October 2018. While the report considers the legislative framework to identify and minimise money-laundering risks associated with transactions using blockchain technology as reasonably robust, it concludes that crowdfunding platforms, since typically not encompassed in the current legislation on know-your-client procedures and due diligence in the financial sector, are seriously exposed to the risk of being abused for unlawful operations, including terrorist financing. The Group suggests that the government, in coordination with the FATF, takes measures to extend the scope of application of anti-money laundering and terrorist-financing rules on these platforms.92

VI CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Navigating an undertaking through criminal or administrative investigations remains a challenge, although case law has in recent years significantly sharpened the contours of best practice. A number of important issues are still pending clarification:

a Attorney–client privilege in connection with internal investigations: case law remains in flux as regards the prerequisites for, and scope of, protection of attorney work products in internal investigations. The proposed extension of legal privilege to in-house lawyers may bring clarification.

b Protection of whistle-blowers: the legislative process to clarify the mutual rights, obligations and duties of individuals on the one hand and undertakings on the other is blocked. With the contours of the future legal framework remaining blurred, companies should take guidance in best practices that have evolved during the past years.

c Multi-jurisdictional investigations: the legal corset of domestic and international laws on administrative and judicial cooperation is often perceived by investigating authorities and – in some instances also by undertakings and individuals investigated – as not flexible enough to sensibly respond to the challenges of multi-jurisdictional
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investigations; cooperation is thus often informal. Also, there continues to be a high
degree of uncertainty as regards protection of basic civil rights in matters that are being
investigated in parallel in various jurisdictions, such as nemo tenetur and ne bis in idem.

Protection of supervisory privilege: Swiss courts, including the Federal Supreme Court,
have in the past repeatedly confirmed the prosecutors’ authority to compel undertakings
and individuals in criminal investigations to disclose documents (including internal
investigation reports) that had been prepared for regulatory purposes even where the
competent regulatory agency expressly declined to share such documents with the
prosecuting authorities.

What remains clear, however, is the need for constant review and improvement of compliance
structures to keep pace with national and international developments. Adequate organisation
and, no less importantly, a culture promoting compliance, are the most efficient ways to
minimise exposure to criminal or regulatory scrutiny in general and the uncertainties outlined
in this chapter in particular.
I INTRODUCTION

With a new US presidential administration has come a modest recalibration of enforcement priorities and policies, but there has been little evidence of a significant shift in the sustained trend over the past decade of aggressive US criminal and regulatory enforcement activity against corporations and their directors, officers and employees. Eight-, nine- and even 10-figure monetary penalties continue to be the norm on a number of enforcement fronts, and aggressive investigations and prosecutions of individuals engaged in corporate misconduct are launched weekly, it seems. In the environmental law and consumer fraud arena, Volkswagen reached an agreement with regulators in 2017 requiring it to pay more than US$4 billion in criminal and civil penalties in connection with allegations that it sold cars with ‘defeat devices’ intended to circumvent emissions testing and environmental regulations. Several former Volkswagen executives and employees, including the former chief executive officer (CEO), were criminally charged for their role in the conspiracy, one of whom was sentenced in December 2017 to seven years in prison; this is in keeping with the more aggressive stance by the Department of Justice (DOJ) in recent years in pursuing and obtaining guilty pleas from individuals implicated in corporate misconduct. In 2019, the DOJ and Attorney General of California reached a US$500 million civil settlement with Fiat Chrysler for similar conduct, and reports indicate that criminal and civil authorities in the United States and abroad are continuing to investigate Fiat Chrysler and other automakers for potential violations of vehicle emissions rules.

In the financial sector, regulators continue actively to investigate currency and interest rate manipulation. In addition to obtaining guilty pleas and substantial monetary penalties from financial institutions, the DOJ has continued to pursue charges against individuals; for example, in June 2018, Société Générale entered into a deferred prosecution agreement with the DOJ and paid a US$275 million fine for manipulation of LIBOR. In October 2018, the DOJ secured a guilty verdict against two former Deutsche Bank derivatives traders on charges of conspiring to manipulate LIBOR, although in that same month, a federal jury acquitted three former foreign exchange traders from Barclays, Citigroup and JPMorgan of charges of conspiring to fix daily benchmark rates on foreign exchange spot markets. Additionally, Wells Fargo was fined US$1 billion in April 2018 by the Bureau of Consumer Protection and the Office of the Comptroller of Currency for violations relating to the bank’s auto loan
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1 Nicolas Bourtin is a partner and Kevin Levenberg is an associate at Sullivan & Cromwell LLP.
and mortgage practices, and in December 2018, Wells Fargo agreed to pay $575 million to resolve investigations by all 50 US states and the District of Columbia for a range of sales and other practices.

On the foreign bribery front, after a pause in the announcement of new settlements following the presidential transition, enforcement resumed at a rapid pace with the DOJ and Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) imposing approximately US$2.9 billion in penalties during 2018 for violations of the FCPA, with major settlements announced in early 2019 as well. Significantly, US regulators continued to target non-US companies and individuals suspected of anti-corruption violations, often with the cooperation of foreign governments and regulators. For example, last year’s record-setting Petrobras anti-corruption settlement, which resulted in the imposition of more than US$1.78 billion in criminal fines, penalties and forfeiture, was the result of an investigation conducted jointly by authorities in the United States and Brazil. Similarly, the recent US$585 million corruption settlement with Société Générale to resolve bribery allegations relating to improper payments in Libya was coordinated among US and French authorities, and the DOJ credited the bank with over US$292 million for payments made to French prosecutors to resolve the investigation. Likewise, in the US$850 million corruption settlement with Mobile Telesystems and its Uzbekistan-based subsidiary in March 2019, the DOJ acknowledged the assistance of law enforcement authorities in more than a dozen countries.

While the DOJ and SEC have been responsible for the largest FCPA-related settlements to date, in 2019, the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) announced its intention to bring enforcement actions in foreign corruption cases where the underlying conduct related to CFTC-regulated activities, such as commodities contracts. The CFTC advised, however, that it would not ‘pile onto’ penalties imposed by other agencies and would, when imposing penalties for commodities-related violations of the FCPA, provide ‘dollar-for-dollar credit’ for disgorgement or restitution paid to other agencies. Shortly after the CFTC’s announcement, the mining and natural resources company Glencore disclosed that the CFTC and DOJ were investigating it for potential bribery in Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of Congo and Venezuela.

The statutes authorising these prosecutions represent just a sliver of the interlocking regulatory and legal regimes in the United States, in which companies must comply with numerous regulations and statutes or face criminal or civil sanctions. There is no shortage of regulatory agencies empowered to take action in the event of a compliance lapse. The most prominent of these include the DOJ, the SEC, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the CFTC, the US Departments of Commerce, Labor and the Treasury, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and banking regulators such as the Federal Reserve and the New York State Department of Financial Services (DFS). Many of these agencies are empowered to commence formal investigations and enforcement proceedings on their own initiative and impose monetary sanctions or other penalties.

Still, the DOJ, which is charged with prosecuting corporate crimes such as money laundering, bribery and tax fraud, is uniquely formidable among the agencies because of its power to indict and prosecute criminally, the threat of which has remained an important
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3 Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, France, Ireland, Isle of Man, Latvia, Luxembourg, Norway, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden and the United Kingdom.
method of ensuring corporate compliance during the past decade. This is demonstrated not only by the passage of the 2002 Sarbanes-Oxley Act and the expansion of corporate criminal statutes, but also by the contemporaneous revision of the United States Sentencing Commission’s (USSC) Organizational Guidelines to impose harsher penalties for corporate malfeasance.

For large-scale corporate investigations and prosecutions, however, the DOJ frequently coordinates with other federal agencies, as well as state and local authorities. For example, the 2017 Volkswagen settlement resulted from an investigation that was closely coordinated between the DOJ and the EPA, and, in recent years, the DOJ has worked closely with the IRS’s Criminal Investigative Division to investigate and charge Swiss banks with facilitating tax fraud by US taxpayers, including obtaining a guilty plea and a US$2.6 billion fine from Credit Suisse for charges of criminal tax evasion. The DOJ has also partnered with the Department of Health and Human Services to combat financial fraud in federal and state healthcare programmes, and announced in September 2018 a US$260 million settlement with Health Management Associates for criminal and civil charges concerning overbilling government healthcare programmes and alleged kickbacks to physicians.

The DOJ has also pursued enforcement actions against a number of international financial institutions in recent years for the failure of anti-money laundering controls and for processing transactions on behalf of parties subject to US economic sanctions administered by the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) of the US Treasury Department.4 In 2012, Standard Chartered paid US$340 million to the New York State DFS and US$227 million to the DOJ, the New York County District Attorney’s Office and other federal regulators to resolve charges stemming from payments and trade business with sanctioned parties. HSBC paid a then-record US$1.9 billion in late 2012 for failures in its anti-money laundering programme and its own business with sanctioned parties; BNP Paribas paid a US$8.9 billion fine for similar conduct in 2014; and Commerzbank AG paid a total of US$1.45 billion in March 2015. In 2018, US Bancorp agreed to pay US$613 million in penalties to authorities for deficiencies in its anti-money laundering programme, which resulted in suspicious activity going unreported. And in April 2019, Standard Chartered paid US$1.1 billion to US and UK authorities, and UniCredit paid US$1.3 billion to US authorities, to resolve investigations into their compliance with US sanctions laws. The DOJ investigations in this regard have been conducted in conjunction with the New York County District Attorney’s Office, OFAC and the US bank regulatory agencies, in addition to global regulators such as the UK Financial Conduct Authority. Cooperation between federal agencies and state and local authorities has become more common, with various ‘task forces’ created to coordinate the agencies’ efforts; this includes the financial fraud enforcement task force, which was set up by the Obama administration and brings together representatives from various agencies and state and local authorities to take action against financial fraud, with a recent special focus on corporate entities engaged in mortgage-related fraud.

A corporation facing a criminal investigation by the DOJ or other agencies typically feels great pressure to avoid an indictment, which carries the risk of severe reputational, legal and regulatory consequences (even apart from the potential criminal penalties such as fines, forfeiture, disgorgement of unlawful profits and restitution). For many companies,
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4 Financial institutions resolving DOJ sanctions investigations have included: ABN AMRO, HSBC, ING Bank NV, Barclays, Credit Suisse, Lloyds TSB Bank, Standard Chartered (2012), BNP Paribas, Crédit Agricole, Commerzbank AG, Société Générale, Standard Chartered (2019) and UniCredit.
particularly highly regulated ones, a mere indictment – even before conviction – can have severe reputational effects, and disastrous consequences for a company’s stock price and its ability to seek funding in the capital markets. Moreover, corporations in certain industries, such as companies that serve as government contractors for the Department of Defense or participate in the federal government’s Medicaid and Medicare programmes, can face crippling suspension upon the filing of charges and mandatory exclusion from the programmes if ultimately convicted. The collateral consequences of a corporate criminal investigation and prosecution may not be reversible even if the company is vindicated on appeal. For example, Arthur Andersen, an 89-year-old firm with 85,000 employees, implicated in the Enron accounting fraud, suffered severe damage to its reputation after being indicted by the DOJ and lost its licence to audit public companies after being convicted of felony obstruction of justice. Although that conviction was overturned by the Supreme Court, the firm had already suffered irreparable harm and had by that time ceased to function as a viable business. It is therefore not surprising that most companies facing regulatory investigations cooperate as fully as possible in the hope of avoiding formal charges and frequently self-report potential wrongdoing in which the company or its employees may be implicated.

II  CONDUCT

i  Self-reporting

Most federal enforcement agencies\(^5\) have published official policies emphasising the importance of voluntary disclosure and full cooperation in an investigation, and pledging to take into account any disclosure or cooperation (or lack thereof) in determining whether to bring an enforcement action and what kind of penalties to seek. The USSC Organizational Guidelines also explicitly provide for reduced sentences for companies that provide ‘timely and thorough cooperation’, where ‘timely’ is defined as ‘begin[ning] essentially at the same time as the organization is officially notified of a criminal investigation’.

In some cases, the benefits of self-reporting and cooperation are unambiguous. The Department of Defense, for instance, will not pursue suspension or debarment sanctions against companies that self-report and cooperate, and the Antitrust Division of the DOJ offers full amnesty to the first company involved in an antitrust cartel that comes forward to voluntarily disclose its participation, makes restitution to victims of the cartel, and cooperates in the investigation and prosecution of other culpable companies. The cooperating company’s directors, officers and employees will also receive amnesty if they are willing to cooperate in the investigation.

In most other settings, however, voluntary disclosure and cooperation are just two of many factors that regulators and prosecutors promise to ‘take into account’ in their charging calculus, without specific guidance as to how much weight each will be accorded in relation to other factors affecting the charging decision. For example, both the DOJ and the SEC have explicitly included voluntary disclosure and cooperation in their respective official enforcement policies, and in the DOJ and SEC’s 2012 FCPA resource guide, as factors to be weighed. High-ranking representatives from these agencies have made various other public pronouncements regarding the importance of voluntary disclosure and are quick to

\(^5\) Including the DOJ, the SEC, the EPA, the enforcement arms of the Treasury Department, Departments of Defense and Health and Human Services and the CFTC.
cite examples of companies that were purportedly spared severe sanctions after disclosing and cooperating fully. In spite of these assurances, however, it is difficult to isolate any quantifiable benefit that can be attributed to voluntary reporting as opposed to other factors because of the lack of visibility in the regulators’ decision-making process and the multitude of factors that affect both the decision to charge and the severity of the ultimate penalty imposed. Given the regulators’ clear interest in having companies come forward on their own initiative to disclose wrongdoing, thereby avoiding the burden of independently detecting illicit activity, companies may have good reason for some degree of scepticism of the professed benefits of self-disclosure.

In apparent response to criticism regarding the uncertain benefits of self-reporting and cooperation in the FCPA context, the DOJ implemented a pilot programme in April 2016 with the aim of providing additional guidance for prosecutors investigating FCPA violations and motivating companies to disclose potential FCPA violations. The pilot programme expanded upon prior DOJ guidance by articulating the specific requirements that companies must satisfy to be eligible for reductions in penalties as a result of voluntary disclosure, cooperation with the DOJ and remediation (i.e., the implementation of effective FCPA compliance controls), and quantifies the potential reduction in fines for which a qualifying company may be eligible: up to 50 per cent off the minimum USSC Organizational Guidelines range if the target company fully complies with the criteria set out in the announcement. In November 2017, the DOJ announced a new corporate enforcement policy intended to expand and replace the pilot programme. This includes a new presumption that the DOJ will decline to prosecute if a company satisfies the policy’s requirements for voluntary self-reporting, cooperation and timely remediation (though the company will still be required to disgorge any ill-gotten gains), and in March 2019, the DOJ clarified that a company could still obtain the benefits of this policy even if ‘aggravating factors’, such as the involvement of senior management in the underlying misconduct, were present if the company’s actions were ‘otherwise exemplary’. In 2018, the DOJ announced that it was informally expanding this policy outside the FCPA context.

Even with this additional guidance from the DOJ, however, it is not completely clear that voluntary reporting should be the default action of every company that discovers potentially unlawful conduct within its organisation; at the very least, the company should assess the probability of independent discovery of the potential misconduct by government authorities. It is important to note, however, that the likelihood that a government agency will independently become aware of an impropriety has increased significantly in recent years as a result of the general upturn in regulatory enforcement activity, the expansion of international cooperation and the proliferation of new laws and regulations favourable to whistle-blowers.

A corporation must, of course, first determine whether it has a mandatory legal obligation to disclose potential wrongdoing that it discovers. For example, financial institutions may be obliged to report suspicious activity. Sarbanes-Oxley also imposes numerous compulsory reporting requirements on companies should they discover certain types of fraud and other misconduct. Because many of the regulators have information-sharing agreements or otherwise coordinate their actions, if a company decides to self-report, it is also prudent to make the disclosures to all potentially related agencies. This is to ensure that the company receives credit for self-reporting from each regulator that could potentially bring an enforcement action.

In determining whether to self-report, and to what extent to cooperate with a regulatory investigation, corporations and their employees also must bear in mind that should they be
deemed to be impeding or obstructing the investigation, in addition to charges relating to the conduct under investigation, they may potentially face charges of obstruction of justice or conspiracy to commit obstruction of justice. These charges are typically much easier to prove than charges stemming from the underlying conduct being investigated and can carry penalties that are equally, or more, severe. Under Sarbanes-Oxley, for example, an individual can face up to 20 years in prison for altering or falsifying documents with the intention of obstructing a federal investigation and a company can face substantial fines for this conduct. In recent years, the DOJ has not hesitated to seek such penalties against companies and employees that are perceived to be uncooperative or evasive, and the SEC and other agencies have been known to refer reports of obstructive conduct during civil enforcement actions to the DOJ for criminal prosecution. For instance, in February 2018, Rabobank agreed to forfeit US$369 million and pleaded guilty to obstructing an investigation into deficiencies in the bank’s anti-money laundering compliance programme conducted by Rabobank’s primary regulator, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency of the US Treasury Department.

**ii Internal investigations**

In conjunction with disclosing potentially improper conduct to the government, a corporation will typically undertake an internal investigation, either on its own initiative or with the encouragement of the relevant government agency, to determine whether unlawful activity has in fact occurred and, if so, which employees are responsible. There are several important reasons for conducting such an investigation. First, a full understanding of the facts can be crucial to mounting a defence in any adversarial proceedings that might arise with government authorities or in any private civil suits that might be filed. Second, by conducting an internal investigation and disclosing important information gleaned from a review of documents and employee witness interviews to federal agencies, a corporation may be more likely to receive credit for cooperation and thereby decrease its risk of indictment and the imposition of severe penalties. Finally, simply as a matter of good corporate governance, it is important for the corporation to be confident that it has accurately determined which employees were responsible for the unlawful activity and to ensure that it has implemented adequate controls to prevent any recurrence of the wrongdoing.

Even if a company has not yet made the decision to report potentially unlawful conduct to a regulator, it still might have cause to conduct an internal investigation after, for example, (1) receiving a tip about fraudulent activity on a dedicated company hotline, (2) receiving information from an internal or external auditor about a potential compliance issue, or (3) being named in a civil suit by a former employee containing allegations of improper conduct on the part of the company. Further, because Sarbanes-Oxley requires companies to implement systems for the reporting of complaints by employees relating to accounting or auditing matters, and to conduct investigations in response to a wide range of concerns, companies are more likely than ever before to encounter situations in which the prudent course of action is to initiate an internal investigation.

It is generally advisable to have counsel supervise such investigations because of the likelihood that legal questions and issues will arise, although whether it is necessary to retain an outside law firm will depend on the company’s assessment of various considerations. In-house counsel may have the advantage of a more intimate understanding of the company’s operations and culture, while external counsel may have more experience conducting internal investigations and dealing with government agencies. In-house counsel’s familiarity with the company can also be a weakness if it is perceived by the government to undermine its
objectivity, in which case the company may have more credibility in interacting with the government if it retains reputable external counsel. This is especially likely to be the case, of course, if any members of the company’s legal department are implicated in the conduct under investigation.

With respect to the conduct of these investigations, typically there are two primary components: review and analysis of relevant documents, and interviews with company employees who have knowledge of the relevant facts. Generally, documents are gathered and reviewed prior to conducting interviews, which allows the interviewer to focus on key issues or questions discovered during the course of the document review, or to seek clarification on potentially inculpatory or troubling statements contained in those documents. At the outset of each interview, the standard practice is to notify the employee that the attorney conducting the interview is counsel to the company and not the interviewee’s personal attorney, and that while the conversation is protected by attorney–client privilege, that privilege belongs to the company, which it may waive at its sole discretion. The interviewee should also be informed that any information imparted during the interview may be shared with government authorities.

Unless it has not previously made any disclosures to the government and uncovers nothing to merit any disclosure during the course of the internal investigation, a company will typically present its findings to the government after completing the document review and interviewing process, or – for a particularly complex investigation – at the conclusion of some segment of that process. Those presentations can be made orally or in written form, in response to which the government may identify additional areas of concern that require follow-up work. The government and counsel may then engage in dialogue regarding whether criminal or civil charges are warranted – and what kind – and how much credit to give to the company for its cooperation. In making its case for leniency, it may be effective for a company to argue not only that the facts uncovered do not amount to actionable misconduct, but also, from a policy perspective, that the relevant agency’s objectives would not be advanced by pursuing an enforcement action against the company. A company should also consider reviewing the agency’s published charging guidelines (such as the DOJ’s guidelines for the prosecution of business organisations) to support an argument that an enforcement action is not warranted or that the situation calls for reduced charges; for example, by emphasising (1) that senior management was not implicated in the wrongdoing and, therefore, the misconduct was not pervasive, (2) that the company has no history of related misconduct or (3) that the collateral consequences of enforcement would be unjustifiably severe.

Whether conducted by in-house or outside counsel, a significant amount of attorney–client privileged information and attorney work-product material will be generated during the course of an internal investigation. Until recently, the DOJ expected that a corporation would waive attorney–client privilege and provide all requested materials and information if the company wished to be given credit for cooperation. There was significant criticism of this policy from the corporate sector, the defence bar and various members of Congress. In response, the DOJ has revised its policy and now categorically directs prosecutors not to seek a waiver of privilege and prohibits prosecutors from taking waiver into account when making a cooperation determination. The current policy does, however, allow prosecutors to consider the extent to which the company has disclosed all ‘relevant facts’. Therefore, despite the government’s assurances that waiver is not necessary to obtain credit for cooperation, a company may find that it is not possible to make a full disclosure of the ‘relevant facts’ without turning over privileged materials. Other agencies, such as the SEC, have published
similar policies, and in recent years, some courts have held that oral summaries of witness interviews offered by companies to regulators as part of their cooperation constituted a waiver of the attorney–client privilege and attorney work-product protections over interview notes and memoranda prepared by company counsel.

iii Whistle-blowers
The probability of a US company facing a whistle-blower complaint increased significantly with the implementation of the whistle-blower provisions of the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, which came into effect in 2011 and authorises the payment of rewards of between 10 and 30 per cent of judgments over US$1 million by the SEC to whistle-blowers who alert the SEC to certain types of wrongdoing and that result in successful enforcement actions. The new whistle-blower rules expand the already far-reaching protections for whistle-blowers created by Sarbanes-Oxley and the False Claims Act, including extending Sarbanes-Oxley whistle-blower coverage to employees of non-public subsidiaries of publicly traded companies. According to its annual report to Congress on the programme at the end of 2017, the SEC has received more than 22,000 tips since it was introduced in 2011, and has paid several substantial bounties to whistle-blowers who have given information leading to successful prosecutions. For example, in 2018, the SEC paid more than US$50 million to two whistle-blowers who jointly provided information leading to a successful enforcement action – the largest award to date – and has issued awards totalling more than US$300 million since the inception of the agency’s whistle-blower programme, including several multimillion-dollar awards.

Given this new regulatory regime, a company must now proceed with even greater caution when confronted with allegations of misconduct by a whistle-blower. Any credible tips describing potential illegal acts should be investigated promptly and thoroughly, with the assistance of outside counsel if necessary. If the company determines that the allegations have merit, it should take swift remedial action and consider self-reporting its findings to interested regulators. By no means should a company take any action that might be perceived as retaliation against the whistle-blower, as such behaviour could potentially expose the company to substantial civil or criminal liability. In 2017, the CFTC amended its whistle-blower programme rules to strengthen protection for corporate whistle-blowers. The SEC continues to take aggressive action against companies perceived to be taking adverse action against whistle-blowers or attempting to frustrate or interfere with their protection and rights. For example, in 2017, the SEC fined the financial services company HomeStreet, Inc US$500,000 for attempting to uncover the identity of a whistle-blower after being contacted by the SEC in connection with an investigation and for including provisions in severance agreements with former employees, causing those employees to waive severance payments if they receive a whistle-blower award.

III ENFORCEMENT
i Corporate liability
Because of the way in which the doctrines of corporate criminal and civil liability have evolved in the United States, prosecutory and regulatory agencies have considerable leverage over business organisations. Generally speaking, companies are liable for the actions of employees if the employees’ conduct is ‘within the scope of their employment’ and they act at least in part with ‘the motive of benefiting the company’. These two qualifiers have
been interpreted to place little meaningful limit on a company’s potential exposure. For example, corporations have been held liable where the wrongdoing at issue benefited only the employee and was perpetrated in violation of the company’s explicit instructions. Moreover, it is irrelevant where the culpable employee falls on the corporate ladder; legally speaking, the conduct of a post room clerk is imputed to the company to the same extent as the company’s CEO. Further, under the collective liability or collective scienter doctrine, a company may be liable – particularly in the civil context – if its employees, when considered in the aggregate, possessed sufficient knowledge and intent to violate the law, even if no single employee had the requisite mental state or corrupt intent. While some courts have limited the application of this doctrine in recent years, it can still be an attractive option for a regulator bringing, for example, a complex securities fraud case against a huge, decentralised company.

ii Penalties

Regulators have a vast arsenal of potential sanctions to impose on corporations convicted of a statutory violation. Among other potential penalties and sanctions, various regulatory statutes authorise criminal or civil fines (or both), restitution, disgorgement, criminal forfeiture, probation and community service. Further, as mentioned above, the collateral consequences of a conviction can be just as damaging, potentially resulting in suspension or debarment from eligibility for government contracts, reputational harm and a drop in the company stock price. Moreover, corporate investigations often involve multiple regulators with overlapping jurisdiction, raising the possibility that the corporation will face substantial penalties imposed by numerous authorities for the same underlying misconduct. Responding to concerns about ‘unfair duplicative penalties’, informally referred to as ‘piling on’, in May 2018, the DOJ announced a new policy encouraging coordination by the DOJ with other US and international law enforcement agencies conducting investigations of the same conduct to avoid ‘disproportionate enforcement of laws by multiple authorities’. Although the full impact of this policy has yet to be seen, there have been encouraging signs in recent settlements that the DOJ is taking steps to reduce ‘piling on’, such as the June 2018 Société Générale settlement described above and the April 2019 Standard Chartered settlement in which the DOJ agreed to credit US$240 million for payments made to various US and UK authorities.

In the past, most corporate criminal investigations have ended with the two sides entering into a deferred prosecution agreement (DPA) or non-prosecution agreement (NPA), though there has been a marked increase in guilty pleas to resolve DOJ actions in more recent years, as noted above. The typical DPA provides that the agency will file formal charges, which will be stayed for a period of time (usually between one and three years), after which the charges will be dismissed if the company has complied with certain obligations. These obligations typically require the company to: cooperate fully with the agency’s investigation and in any other investigation that may be ongoing; accept responsibility for the wrongdoing at issue; and undertake remedial action, including terminating or disciplining culpable employees, implementing revised internal controls and procedures and, in some cases, appointing an independent compliance monitor. The company also normally agrees to a monetary penalty.

6 In 2017, the SEC’s ability to obtain disgorgement suffered a setback when the US Supreme Court held that a five-year statute of limitations applies to the imposition of disgorgement in SEC proceedings. The SEC has calculated that the decision led the SEC to forego seeking approximately US$800 million in potential disgorgement in filed and settled cases, with that amount expected to rise over time.
including a criminal or civil fine, forfeiture, restitution or disgorgement of unlawful profits. NPAs require similar types of performance on the part of the company but do not involve the formal filing of charges with a court. In both types of agreement, because the company has admitted to the conduct at issue (which is typically set forth in an agreed ‘statement of facts’ attached to the agreement), if a company is indicted upon breach of the agreement, conviction is almost certain. Previously, DPAs and NPAs were the exclusive domain of the DOJ, but the SEC has also recently adopted their use.

### iii Compliance programmes

Not only do DPAs typically require the implementation of an effective compliance programme or the improvement of an existing one, the existence of an effective compliance programme is also a factor that the DOJ and other regulators take into account in making their charging decisions and may lead to a reduced sentence under the USSC Organizational Guidelines. The Guidelines provide guidance on the characteristics of a compliance programme that will be looked upon favourably by the government, which include:

1. Management that is knowledgeable about and able to oversee the programme competently;
2. Adequate staffing of the programme;
3. Training for all employees in compliance standards and procedures;
4. Procedures for monitoring and periodic auditing of the programme's effectiveness;
5. A system for the anonymous or confidential reporting of compliance breaches;
6. Consistent enforcement of the programme; and
7. Procedures for taking 'reasonable steps' to prevent further wrongful conduct if any is detected.

In 2010, the USSC revised its commentary to note that as part of the ‘reasonable steps’ to prevent the recurrence of wrongful conduct, a company should pay restitution to any victims that can be identified. The USSC further stated that the hiring of an ‘outside professional adviser’ to oversee the implementation of the compliance programme could also be considered a ‘reasonable step’. This has led to speculation that the hiring of an outside consultant by the company may vitiate the need to impose an independent compliance monitor on a company as part of a regulatory settlement, which until very recently was a common requirement of a DPA or NPA, but was also a practice that had come under criticism for being unduly disruptive to the company and excessively remunerative to the monitors themselves.

In recent years, there has been a trend towards self-monitoring and reporting rather than the imposition of an independent monitor as a standard feature of a settlement agreement. However, there was a resurgence of the imposition of outside monitors in 2016, with regulators imposing eight independent compliance monitors in connection with FCPA settlements, although no compliance monitors were imposed by the DOJ in FCPA corporate enforcement actions settled in 2017.

In October 2018, the DOJ announced new guidance setting forth factors the DOJ will evaluate in determining whether to impose a compliance monitor as part of a settlement with a corporation. These factors focus on the nature of the misconduct, the extent and effectiveness of the corporation's remediation, and the potential monetary costs and burdens on the corporation's operations. The effect of this guidance remains to be seen, but in early 2019, the DOJ imposed compliance monitors as part of its FCPA settlements with Mobile Telesystems Pjsc and Fresenius Medical Care AG, demonstrating that compliance monitors
are likely to remain a component of corporate resolutions going forward. Finally, in May 2019, the DOJ published extensive guidance on the factors it will consider in evaluating a corporate compliance programme in connection with determining the appropriate charging decision or form of resolution, the amount of monetary penalty and whether to impose a compliance monitor or other compliance obligations on a company. The guidance sets forth numerous examples of questions that prosecutors could ask a company in order to understand three ‘fundamental’ issues: whether the company’s compliance programme is well-designed, whether it is being implemented ‘earnestly and in good faith’ and whether it works ‘in practice’.

iv Prosecution of individuals

The question often arises during the course of a regulatory investigation of whether it is appropriate for a corporation to enter into a joint defence agreement with employees who are also under investigation. The DOJ’s official position is that the government may not consider such an arrangement in determining whether a corporation has cooperated with the investigation. However, as with the issue of waiver of privilege, the DOJ has qualified this position by noting that to the extent that such an agreement limits the company’s ability to disclose ‘relevant facts’, it may adversely affect the ability of the company to obtain credit for cooperation. Moreover, because various agency policies, and the USSC Organizational Guidelines, encourage corporations to cooperate fully in the prosecution of employees accused of wrongdoing, in many situations the risk of a conflict of interest between the company and its employees may preclude the possibility of entering into a joint defence agreement. Conflicts of interest are more likely than ever to arise as, in recent years, the government has been increasingly aggressive in pursuing individuals suspected of corporate malfeasance, and the DOJ has publicly announced that it favours prosecution of individuals over entities where feasible. For example, in October 2015, the DOJ issued the ‘Yates Memo’, which calls for more focus on individual defendants by prosecutors, states that credit for cooperation by companies will henceforth be contingent on disclosing ‘all relevant facts’ regarding individuals in the misconduct and prohibits the resolution of any corporate action without a ‘clear plan to resolve related individual actions’. In 2018, the DOJ, under the new administration, relaxed the requirements of the Yates Memo to some extent, clarifying that a company may be eligible for at least partial cooperation credit if it makes good faith efforts to identify individuals ‘substantially involved’ in misconduct, even if the corporation is unable to identify ‘all relevant facts’ about individual misconduct. Notwithstanding this change, the DOJ is unlikely to reduce its focus on individual prosecution, especially given numerous public comments by DOJ officials emphasising individual accountability for corporate crimes.

A discrete but related issue is the advancement or payment by a company under investigation of fees for attorneys for employees implicated in the wrongdoing at issue. While the DOJ’s stance until recent years, as with waiver of privilege, was that advancing such fees would weigh against a corporation in the DOJ’s cooperation determination, the government has now reversed that position, in part because of the ruling by the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in United States v. Stein.7 In that case, the court upheld a trial court ruling that the DOJ had violated the Fifth and Sixth Amendment

7 541 F.3d 130 (2nd Circuit 2008).
rights of certain KPMG employees when it communicated to KPMG that it would not look favourably upon the advancement of fees to employees incriminated in the accounting scandal for which KPMG was under investigation, despite KPMG’s historical practice of paying for its employees’ fees in such situations. At the same time as this decision, the DOJ announced that it would no longer consider advancement of fees as a factor influencing its cooperation determination, though it noted that the failure to terminate or adequately discipline employees would still be a consideration when making its indictment decision. Other agencies, such as the SEC, have not taken a clear stance with respect to this issue.

IV INTERNATIONAL

i Extraterritorial jurisdiction

Now more than ever, federal agencies are taking an expansive view of their statutory jurisdiction and aggressively pursuing foreign companies for violations of domestic law. This trend is evident in a variety of contexts. For example, in recent years the SEC has pursued a number of China-based issuers of US securities (as well as their auditors and accountants) for alleged financial fraud. Also, in the FCPA context, a significant number of enforcement actions during the past three years – including many of the higher-value settlements – targeted foreign companies and individuals. While the FCPA applied only to issuers of stock on a US exchange when originally enacted, the statute now proscribes corrupt payments by any person, natural or otherwise, where relevant acts occur ‘in the territory of the United States’. Regulators have at times pushed the boundaries of this language, asserting jurisdiction, for example, based on the fact that a transaction at issue was cleared through a US bank, even though no employee of the target entity took any action while physically present in the United States. Moreover, even where that minimum territorial connection is not met, the government has not hesitated to stretch traditional legal doctrines to assert jurisdiction, for example by charging a foreign subsidiary with ‘aiding and abetting’ a violation by its US parent or for making an improper payment as the ‘agent’ of a US company. While a small number of court decisions have pushed back on the regulators’ most aggressive attempts to extend jurisdiction, the significant expense and risk associated with litigating an FCPA action has resulted in few FCPA cases reaching the courtroom and therefore few legal or practical constraints on the extraterritorial reach of the FCPA.

Other countries have begun to look beyond their shores to target illegal conduct by corporations. For example, while previously criticised for its inaction in the foreign corruption arena, the United Kingdom enacted enhanced anti-bribery laws that came into effect in 2011. The law has an expansive jurisdictional scope that may exceed even that of the FCPA, theoretically allowing the UK government to assert jurisdiction over any company that does business in the United Kingdom, even if the conduct at issue occurred elsewhere. In 2012, UK authorities reaffirmed their commitment to aggressively pursuing criminal charges against suspected violators of UK anti-bribery laws, revising previously issued guidance on the laws that called for leniency or the imposition of civil fines only in certain situations.

ii International cooperation

Because a successful international prosecution depends on effective cross-border cooperation and access to witnesses and evidence located abroad, the government frequently enlists the assistance of foreign governments and agencies in investigations. The DOJ, for instance, has many formal and informal relationships with foreign agencies to facilitate cross-border
United States

enforcement. Other agencies have not shied away from international investigation either; the SEC, for example, maintains an Office of International Affairs, through which it coordinates with foreign governments and provides training to foreign agencies in financial fraud enforcement. In 2017, the DOJ announced that it intended to continue its anti-corruption cooperation efforts with the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority and Serious Fraud Office by assigning a US prosecutor to those offices for a two-year term, after which the prosecutor will return to the United States to provide training and propose new policies based on his or her experience. Indeed, many of the highest-profile settlements have been the result of cooperative efforts between US and foreign regulators. For example, eight recent nine- and 10-figure FCPA settlements were the result of cooperative investigations between US and foreign authorities.8

iii  Local law considerations

Not all countries, however, have been as amenable to the expanding extraterritoriality of US law enforcement and enhanced cooperation among foreign authorities. Certain countries, including Mexico, Canada and some members of the European Union, have enacted ‘blocking statutes’ that prohibit, or place limits on, the production of information for use in a legal proceeding in a foreign country. This puts companies operating in the international arena in a difficult position, as compliance with one law may necessarily mean running afoul of another. A multinational company under investigation by multiple regulators in other countries also faces innumerable complexities in dealing with varying and potentially inconsistent laws relating to the discovery of evidence and examination of witnesses. For example, data privacy laws in one country may prohibit the company from complying with a subpoena from a regulator in another, and the rights to counsel and against self-incrimination may be limited or absent under other regimes. This issue came to a head in 2017 in the form of a showdown between Microsoft Corp and the DOJ. The latter sought customer emails stored on a Microsoft server in Dublin pursuant to a warrant, and the former sought to quash the warrant on the basis, among others, that Microsoft would run afoul of foreign data privacy rules by complying. The case reached the Supreme Court before it was dismissed in light of new legislation passed by Congress affecting the extraterritorial reach of US law enforcement requests, but the issue is likely to arise again in the near future.

V  CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

For at least the past decade, corporate and civil liability in the United States has moved inexorably towards more regulation and enforcement, harsher penalties and expanding jurisdiction. More than halfway into the new presidential administration, there is no obvious indicator of a reversal or suspension of this trend, at least in the short term, even in areas of enforcement considered by observers to be potential candidates for diminished activity, such as the anti-corruption front. The significant number of ongoing investigations, coupled with public comments by the DOJ and the SEC, also provide support for the proposition that a near-term softening of corporate enforcement is not on the cards, despite recent policy adjustments by the DOJ that are intended to clarify or rationalise the process of

8 These were the Keppel Offshore & Marine Ltd settlement, the Telia Company AB settlement, the Rolls-Royce plc settlement, the Société Générale settlement, the Mobile TeleSystems PJSC settlement, the Petrobras settlement, the Walmart Inc settlement and the TechnipFMC plc settlement.
resolving corporate investigations but that are unlikely to change underlying trends. And while traditional areas of enforcement, such as anti-corruption, financial fraud, healthcare fraud and environmental protection, are likely to remain the mainstays of regulatory action, a number of other areas have emerged during the past year and are likely to receive substantially increased focus going forward. Most prominent among these is cybersecurity, which encompasses issues relating to data security, privacy, hacking and cryptocurrencies and related technologies, all of which present significant regulatory challenges. The SEC, for example, formed a ‘cyber unit’ that has pursued a number of enforcement actions targeting the unregistered offering of cryptocurrencies, misconduct relating to abuse of financial markets through hacking, and the failure of public companies to timely disclose data breaches, and the SEC has also begun to announce policies and guidance designed to protect cryptocurrency investors. While the ramifications of these new enforcement fronts remain unclear and will play out over the next several years, they will undoubtedly present compliance challenges for corporate actors. What remains as clear as ever is the necessity of maintaining a robust compliance structure to promptly detect potential wrongdoing. While total prevention is unlikely, given the innumerable ways in which a company can run afoul of the law and the sheer complexity of the various regulatory regimes, prompt detection, thorough investigation and meaningful remedial action will limit the company’s exposure and maximise its chance of avoiding criminal or civil charges, or – failing that – negotiating a favourable settlement with government authorities.
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Mr Praetorius received his law degree (JD equivalent) from the University of Chile, summa cum laude. He obtained his LLM degree, summa cum laude, at Albert Ludwig University of Freiburg, Germany, studies that were sponsored by the ALBAN programme of high-level scholarships for Latin American students implemented by the European Commission.


JOÃO DANIEL RASSI
Siqueira Castro Advogados

João Daniel Rassi is the head partner of the business crime department of Siqueira Castro Advogados. He holds a specialisation in criminal law from Salamanca University, Spain, has received a master’s degree in criminal law from the University of São Paulo (USP) and has a PhD in both criminal law and criminal procedure law from USP.

Throughout more than 20 years working as criminal lawyer, Mr Rassi has participated as defence counsel in a series of media cases, in areas connected to business activities, such as criminal proceedings involving corruption, money laundering, environmental offences, the tax and fiscal system, the financial and capital markets, intellectual property, antitrust and consumer relations, as well as combating corporate and compliance fraud. His professional experience includes negotiations of successfully concluded collaboration agreements with the Office of the Prosecutor General of Brazil.

Mr Rassi has been listed by Chambers and Partners, Latin Lawyer and Análise Advocacia as one of the most respected lawyers in Brazil and Latin America in the area of criminal law and dispute resolution regarding white-collar crimes.
KAREN REYNOLDS
Matheson
Karen Reynolds is a partner in Matheson’s commercial litigation and dispute resolution department and is co-head of the regulatory and investigations team. She is regularly instructed in relation to complex contentious regulatory matters and investigations. Karen has particular expertise in financial services disputes, fraud, corporate crime and complex commercial disputes. She advises clients, both corporates and individuals, domestic and international, on a wide range of issues ranging from risk management, reputational issues, bribery, corruption, financial crime and anti-money laundering to enforcement and compliance matters.

DAREN SHIAU
Allen & Gledhill LLP
Daren Shiau PBM is a leading regional competition law specialist whose practice covers antitrust litigation, international cartels and merger control. He is co-head of the firm’s corporate and commercial department, and its competition and antitrust practice.

A pioneering competition law specialist in Singapore and ASEAN with unparalleled antitrust experience in South East Asia, Daren has been cited as ‘the most highly nominated practitioner’, ‘Singapore’s top competition lawyer’, ‘a real expert according to rivals’, and one of the ‘finest lawyers in the region’ by Who’s Who Legal.

He has successfully advised on more than 70 per cent of Singapore’s merger control cases, acted for the successful amnesty applicant of Singapore’s first global cartel decision, the successful leniency applicant to its second one, and defended parties in 100 per cent of Singapore’s international cartel decisions to date.

Daren has also worked on multiple landmark abuse of dominance cases to date, including the first appeal to the Competition Appeal Board.

A commissioned trainer of the high-level ASEAN Experts Group on Competition, Daren is a principal examiner on competition law for the Singapore Institute of Legal Education’s Foreign Practitioners Examinations, and the Singapore Bar Examinations. He is also Singapore’s first appointed non-governmental adviser at the International Competition Network.

HARRIET SLATER
Latham & Watkins
Harriet Slater is an associate in the London office of Latham & Watkins and a member of the litigation and trial department. Ms Slater focuses her practice on regulatory investigations, internal investigations, complex commercial litigation, and transaction due diligence including contractual analysis on compliance, corruption, supply chain, sanctions, and bribery issues for international clients.

Ms Slater also advises companies in different sectors, including healthcare and defence, on the applicability of the Modern Slavery Act 2015, and drafting appropriate compliance policies and procedures. She also defends individuals in prosecutions by the Serious Fraud Office.

Ms Slater has an active pro bono practice focused on representing individuals in the criminal justice system, as well as supporting rule of law and criminal investigation projects.
in Sub-Saharan Africa. Prior to joining Latham, Ms Slater was a trainee solicitor at another leading international law firm, qualifying with seats in private equity, banking, business and securities litigation, and white-collar crime.

ALINE WEY SPEIRS  
*Altenburger Ltd legal + tax*

Aline Wey Speirs is a partner at Altenburger Ltd legal + tax. Her practice focuses on litigation, international commercial arbitration and enforcement law. She advises and represents private and corporate clients at all stages of the dispute resolution process.

Aline Wey Speirs has particular expertise in white-collar crime-related matters and in the securing and tracing of assets. She has represented clients in multi-jurisdictional trust litigations, commercial disputes, bankruptcy and debt collection procedures. In addition, she has broad experience in enforcing judgments and arbitral awards.

KEVIN W ARBURTON  
*Slaughter and May*

Kevin Warburton is a counsel in Slaughter and May Hong Kong’s dispute resolution department. He joined Slaughter and May’s London office in 2007 and, after spending time in the Hong Kong office in 2009 and 2014, relocated there permanently in 2016. He advises a broad range of clients both inside and outside Hong Kong on matters of litigation, arbitration, regulatory investigations and inquiries, data privacy and alternative dispute resolution mechanisms.

NORBERT WESS  
*wkk law Rechtsanwälte*

Norbert Wess is a founder and partner at wkk law Rechtsanwälte. He graduated from the University of Vienna as Dr iuris and was admitted to the Bar in 2004. Within a short time he established himself by acting in many of Austria’s high-profile cases concerning white-collar crime. He advises and represents national and international clients (corporations as well as individuals) regarding investigations by Austrian and foreign authorities, and regularly appears in court as a defence counsel, as well as a civil party representative, to enforce their claims as victims of crimes.

Furthermore, Dr Wess is the author of various publications regarding criminal procedural law and gives lectures and presentations on issues relating to criminal law, compliance and related topics. He is co-editor of *Zeitschrift für Wirtschafts- und Finanzstrafrecht* (journal for business and tax criminal law) and of the *Handbuch Strafverteidigung* (2017).

Norbert Wess is a member of the board of the Association of Austrian Defence Lawyers (VÖStV), a member of the Commercial Criminal Law Association (WiSteV) and the International Association of Penal Law (AIDP), a member of the disciplinary board of the Vienna Bar Association, and a member and deputy chairman of the disciplinary committee of the Austrian Federal Football League.
MAIR WILLIAMS

*Latham & Watkins*

Mair Williams’ practice focuses on white collar defence. She has considerable trial experience, having started her career as a criminal barrister in chambers, as well as experience in investigations, representing companies and individuals before regulators and prosecuting bodies, and developing compliance policies and practices for international clients.

In addition to her white-collar work, Ms Williams has experience in all manner of complex commercial litigation and has represented clients at every stage from initial pleadings through to trial and appeal.

Ms Williams has conducted a range of internal investigations including an investigation of a financial services firm following a leak of confidential information to the media, and an investigation on behalf of a private pension scheme following allegations made by whistle-blowers. Her diverse range of representative experience includes representing a director in an investigation by the Financial Reporting Council into discrepancies with annual accounts of a FTSE 250 company, and representing a publicly listed investment firm in investigations by the Financial Conduct Authority and Serious Fraud Office.

Ms Williams has an active *pro bono* practice focused on representing individuals in the criminal justice system, as well as providing legal advice to charities and NGOs.

MARIO ZANCHETTI

*Studio Legale Pulitanò-Zanchetti*

Mario Zanchetti is a founding partner of Studio Legale Pulitanò-Zanchetti, which has its main office in Milan. He practises extensively in business criminal law, criminal liability of corporations, banking and money laundering law and regulations, environmental crimes and criminal liability for industrial accidents.

For the past 25 years, Professor Zanchetti has represented the top managers of Italian and multinational corporations, and the corporations themselves, in several high-profile cases.

He graduated *magna cum laude* from the Catholic University of Milan in 1984 and was admitted to the Italian Bar in 1988. In 2001, he qualified to appear before the Supreme Court.

Between 1998 and 2000, he served as associate professor of criminal law at University of Bari. Since 2000, he has been a full professor of criminal law at University Carlo Cattaneo in Castellanza. Professor Zanchetti was Dean of the Faculty of Law of University Carlo Cattaneo from 2000 to 2012.

He has been a member of the scientific committee of the pharmacology master’s degree at the University of Milan since 2003 and is president of the criminology master’s degree course at the University Carlo Cattaneo. Professor Zanchetti is the author of more than 60 publications on criminal law.

JERINA (GERASIMOULA) ZAPANTI

*Anagnostopoulos*

Jerina (Gerasimoula) Zapanti is a member of the Athens Bar (2001) and the Hellenic Criminal Bar Association (2007). She has considerable experience in cases of corporate compliance, money laundering and cross-border criminal proceedings. She is very actively involved in internal corporate investigations and risk management assessment for national and multinational corporations.
ALAN ZHOU

Global Law Office

Alan Zhou is a partner at Global Law Office based in Shanghai. His practice is focused in the areas of general corporate, transactions, compliance and risk control. As an expert on legal issues surrounding mergers and acquisitions, compliance and tax of foreign investment in China, Mr Zhou has extensive experience in solving complex and challenging issues, advice on creative and strategic solutions.

Mr Zhou has a particularly strong background in the life and health industry. He has routinely represented multinational corporations. As a participant or as an external counsel, Mr. Zhou has been engaged by local authorities and industrial associations for advising on legislation and industrial standard in life and health industry, topics of which including online hospital, digital marketing, medial insurance reform, medical representative management, and other compliance topics.

Mr Zhou has been worked with Boehringer Ingelheim China as the general counsel in China over nine years and is responsible for various legal matters including general corporate, acquisitions and joint venture formation, regulatory compliance, intellectual property and corporate restructure. Mr Zhou has been ranked as a leading practitioner in healthcare and M&A by Chambers and Partners 2012–2019 and selected as a leading practitioner in mergers and acquisitions in the Legal Media Group’s Expert Guides.
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